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Abstract 
Global and local factors have recently pushed English-Chinese bilingualism to 
the forefront of early childhood education in Hong Kong and Shanghai. Signaling 
new sociolinguistic alignments, each city is pursuing language policies according to 
its own political and economic imperatives. Using Bronfenbrenner 's ( 1977) 
ecological system's theory as a framework for analysis, this research study examines 
the contextual layers that shape the linguistic environments of the two cities, focusing 
on the macrosystem 's forces of globalization, the exosystem 's social networks, the 
mesosystem's institutions and human players, the microsystem's schools and homes, 
and the chronosystem's biology, acknowledging all factors that affect child 
development. In the hope of providing better strategies and interventions for 
developing second language learning, it looks at the stakeholders' attitudes towards, 
beliefs about, and expectations of English, as well as at parental involvement in 
children's English education, perceptions about NETs (native English-speaking 
teachers), and curriculum implementation. Quantitative and qualitative data 
collected (from four schools in each city and a total of 438 respondents) through 
questionnaires, interviews and archival documents are then triangulated to identify 
differences and similarities between the two cities. The results show that English is 
universally promoted for its economic benefits, both to individuals and society. The 
form of preschool bilingualism advocated by the governments of Hong Kong and 
Shanghai, however, is unduly influenced by political and nationalist considerations. 
This has lead in Shanghai to conceptualizations of bilingualism that allow only for the 
acquisition of English without its attendant cultural and philosophical dimensions. 
In Hong Kong, the government's attempt to arbitrarily reduce the size of 
English-medium education, has lead, due to blowback, to extremely high English 
literacy expectations for preschoolers, delivered through overly ambitious 
programmes. In both cities, attempts to safeguard the use of the mother tongue as 
the primary medium of instruction stand in the way of early bilingual development 
through immersion or partial immersion. In addition, the stakeholders' disparate 
ii 
expectations about when, how and why English at preschool is important have given 
rise to conflicts and dilemmas that distort the two cities' cultures of learning and the 
extent and form of their education reforms. The recommendations made seek to 
create for bilingual preschool education, sufficient space, given the current political, 
social, and economic conditions in both cities, to allow educators to pursue it with the 
most effective pedagogies. 
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CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
A successful comparative study of bilingual education between national systems depends 
upon a detailed consideration of both the prevailing contextual influences and their antecedent 
historical circumstances that gave rise to different constellations of thought and policy and which 
consequently lead to the formation of unique education systems. More specifically, the 
following research attempts to show the influence cultural conceptions of language and official 
language attitudes had and continue to have on early childhood English acquisition policy and 
practice since the 1980s in the multicultural contexts of Hong Kong and Shanghai. The 
objective is to examine, through a multi-disciplinary approach, the impact of language policy on 
early childhood English curriculum and the current status of language policy as well as its 
concrete influence on second language curriculum for preschoolers. The objective is to 
examine, through quantitative and qualitative means, the differences and similarities among the 
different stakeholders of preschools in their attitudes, beliefs and expectations towards 
bilingualism or English learning. The research also attempts to study the teachers' expectations 
of effective English curricula and the difference between native English-speaking teachers (NET) 
and local teachers in facilitating English learning. The findings will hopefully influence the 
second language curriculum for preschoolers and the language policy on bilingualism by 
enabling a deeper understanding of the current issues. 
Common wisdom and national studies suggest that Hong Kong and Shanghai look at early 
childhood education and care (ECEC) and at bilingual education from two radically different and 
perhaps contradictory perspectives, given their histories (Yim-Mei, 2004; Li & Rao, 2005; 
Corter et al., 2006). As a British colony for 150 years, Hong Kong has recognised English as its 
official language alongside Cantonese, whose vitality remains unaltered and the majority, nearly 
96% (H.K. Government, 1991) of the population, speak Cantonese. English continues to be of 
great and growing importance in formal domains even though Hong Kong has rejoined China 
and Putonghua has gained in importance and even though the government of Hong Kong, by 
introducing a new policy of trilingualism and biliteracy (consisting of fluency in Cantonese, 
Putonghua and English and the ability to write in Chinese and English), signals a new 
sociolinguistic alignment under Chinese sovereignty (Pierson, 2001). Hong Kong is a 
multilingual society where English, with its official status and use as the medium of instruction 
in parts of the secondary and tertiary education systems, remains an elite language and 
bilingualism, let alone biliteracy, is not universal. New linguistic and political trends anticipate 
that Putonghua will emerge as the language of public administration, English will continue to 
serve as the language of international commerce and relations with the West, and Cantonese will 
persist as the language of family and personal intimacy (Johnson, 1994). Whatever the 
outcome, Hong Kong will be shaped by the dynamic interaction of these three languages. 
In contrast, Shanghai's interest in the English language is relatively new and it was brought 
about by China's growing economic importance, its participation on the world stage, and 
especially by the current forces of globalisation. English in Shanghai is taught as a foreign 
language yet its acquisition is pursued both by popular and state demand as early as kindergarten 
although it does not enjoy official status and only a minority speak it fluently. Despite the fact 
that both the Chinese people and their government assign increasing importance to the English 
language, Putonghua has not only been the language most frequently used between various 
Chinese communities, but it is also anticipated that it will eventually become Asia's language of 
commerce (Pease, 1994). In this context, the long-term importance of English in China is by no 
means secure, but for the time being, it is the only foreign language that is actively pursued from 
below and from above. 
The manifold reasons for and the varying degrees of English competence one encounters in 
Hong Kong and Shanghai belie the universal appeal the English language has and the equal 
demand the population of the two cities place on their educational institutions to provide 
instruction at kindergarten level. These complex and varying factors furnish the reason why the 
two cities have been chosen as the focus of this research. 
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1.1. Purpose of the study 
Increased use of English in many parts of the world means not only that more people are 
learning English, but also that English is being used for many more purposes around the globe. 
English is perceived as key to promoting international exchange, acquiring scientific knowledge 
and technological expertise, fostering economic progress and participating in international 
dialogue and competition (Ross, 1992). Because of the spread of English in terms of numbers of 
users, increased uses and changing varieties, we can think of World English as a language of the 
world rather than a language of one geographic area or one particular group of people. The 
spread of English around the globe has meant that new varieties of English have developed and 
that these varieties reflect specific linguistic and cultural influences. 
Under the forces of globalization, Hong Kong and Shanghai have experienced increasing 
emphasis on early English language acquisition, moving from primary school to preschool level. 
Through comparison of the two cities' historical backgrounds, language policies, educational 
principles, parental expectations and attitudes, teachers' expectations, conditions of English 
language learning, and the role of NETs (native English-speaking teachers) in the preschool 
setting, the present research will explore the similarities and differences between these two cities 
and the expectations and beliefs of different stakeholders (parents, teachers and principals) in 
order to provide useful information for developing and discussing effective strategies for English 
learning in preschool settings. The strategies thus uncovered will then serve as a platform from 
which to critique and improve existing practices, launching early language education in new 
directions with amplified force, renewed vigour, and deepened purpose. This implies an 
implicit trust in the benefit of comparative research, which, as scientists have early demonstrated 
(Noah & Eckstein, 1969) and recently reaffirmed (Bray, 2003), serves not only to inform policy 
makers and administrators by deepening understanding of one's own education system and 
society, but can also wisely guide the education of teachers. 
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1.2. Rationale for research 
The use and value of a bilingual early childhood education has long been debated and 
remains controversial. Although there are no concrete guidelines on English language learning 
for preschool level in Hong Kong and Shanghai, parents have high expectations and strong 
beliefs that English is critical for their children's later academic success. Most kindergartens 
offer English programmes of varying quality to meet parental demand, but neither parents nor 
educators have a thorough understanding of the cognitive, affective and social consequences of 
bilingual education or of how to translate existing research into classroom and home practice. 
It is hoped that the following study will shed light on the specific experience and predicament of 
Hong Kong and Shanghai with the English language and inspire new approaches to foreign 
language teaching in particular while also giving rise to more effective early literacy-enhancing 
experiences in general. 
Due to inadequate research in this area, the following will examine the experience of actual 
implementation of educational policies and the difficulties encountered in Shanghai and Hong 
Kong. This will provide a deeper understanding that might lead to more sophisticated strategies 
and interventions for developing second language learning both at the classroom and 
administrative levels so that future generations can meet the linguistic demands soon to be 
imposed on them by the forces of globalisation and the expectations of the market place. 
The different profiles of language use in Hong Kong and Shanghai are dictated by the 
prevailing community-specific norms that assign English language disparate social, cultural, and 
political meanings. In light of this, understanding the motives and aspirations that animate 
parents and educators to pursue English instruction for children would provide policy makers 
and governments with grassroots data and insights necessary to help them overcome any existing 
gap between societal and institutional support for English and to forge consensus as to the most 
beneficial and realistic sociolinguistic alignment in their respective societies. 
Parents, educators, and policymakers all stand to gain new tools of empowerment from the 
convergence of research, practice and theory on emergent literacy and early bilingualism. 
These new tools will hopefully aid them to collaborate successfully in the common goal of 
improving early childhood education by enabling them to better understand each other as well as 
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giving them the knowledge necessary to understand the cultural and environmental factors that 
shape children's access to literacy- and bilingualism-enhancing experiences. 
Ultimately, this study attempts to contribute to the establishment of a better relationship 
between language and culture as well as between current and traditional educational methods and 
norms by endowing all interested parties in Hong Kong and Shanghai with greater objectivity 
and distance from the emotional issues that surround language. 
The choice of Hong Kong and Shanghai for this comparison is ideal in as much as they 
represent the two antipodes of Greater China; one capitalist and the other socialist, one inherited 
and the other home-grown, one southern and the other northern. How these two rivals approach 
education and language will determine how their societies will adapt, and how Beijing reconciles 
the choices made by Shanghai with those made by Hong Kong will determine how China will 
evolve. 
1.3. Research questions 
The following research will attempt to answer several crucial questions that, for the sake of 
clarity and on account of their nature, are divided into two types: archival, or literature based, 
and empirical, or evidence based. 
Falling in the first category are the following: 
(1). To what extent have contextual factors influenced English language 
learning at preschool level in Hong Kong and Shanghai? 
(2). Considering the cultural commonalities and socio-political 
dissimilarities of the two cities, what roles - according to current research - do 
parents, teachers and principals play in children's English learning? 
Answering the first of these questions is fundamental to understanding the background and 
context in which English came to play a part in Hong Kong and Shanghai. Without this 
knowledge any analysis of the current language circumstances is devoid of a causal chain and 
thus incomplete. As for the second question, since parents and teachers/principals mirror the 
cultural and political challenges of the societies they live in, while at the same time representing 
the demand and supply sides of education, they are the driving forces of current education 
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practices and no future direction in education can be forged without considering them first and 
foremost. Researchers and policymakers must understand the roles these primary stakeholders 
play in order to treat them as the fertile ground in which new seeds can be planted for future 
harvests, especially since they allow or prevent new educational methods envisioned by 
researchers and promoted by policymakers to be applied on children. 
As for the second category, that of empirical questions, this research will ask and answer: 
(1). What are the beliefs and attitudes of parents, teachers and principals towards 
bilingualism, and, based on their beliefs and values, what similarities and 
differences define their language expectations? 
(2). In light of the two cities' distinct socio-linguistic environments but shared cultural 
traditions, what is the extent and type of parental involvement and support that 
children receive at home in their efforts to learn English? 
(3). Due to high and increasing demand for English in early childhood, what language 
learning approaches are favoured by each city and what are the prevalent opinions 
about how to improve bilingual/earning? 
(4). What role do native English-speaking teachers (NETs) play in stimulating English 
learning and are there differences between them and local teachers in how they 
create environments that enable children to feel immersed in language and culture? 
These empirical questions cover the internal and external as well as the procedural and 
structural factors that affect the way education functions and bilingual education is delivered in 
the present. Without a thorough understanding of these factors any attempts at introducing new 
or improved forms and functions of education can only be academic exercises whose application 
will find little success in the real world. 
It is the contention of this research that the language policies of the two cities in question 
are undergoing variant degrees of modification, which will impact in dissimilar ways the roles 
assigned by policy and curriculum on teachers and students; the teaching process thus having 
repercussions upon the level of progress achieved in English language education and upon the 
sociolinguistic makeup of Hong Kong and Shanghai. 
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1.4. The Ecology of Bilingual Development 
The theoretical framework of this research follows Bronfenbrenner' s ( 1979, 1989) 
conceptualisation of the factors affecting child development because it comprehensively covers 
all aspects ofthis maturation process. 
The complexity of factors that bear upon a child's development has prompted 
Bronfenmbrenner to devise a system capable of considering each and all; this he called the 
ecological systems theory ( 1989) and comprises four distinct levels. He views the child as 
developing within a complex system of relationships affected by multiple levels of the 
environment; from immediate settings of family and school to broad cultural values and social 
beliefs. The ecological systems theory - renamed bioecological systems theory to include an 
additional layer that considers a child's own biology as the original and primary environment of 
development (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1998) - states that human beings do not develop in 
isolation, but rather in the context of the environment in which they are subsumed and with 
which they must constantly interact. The five systems of relationships Bronfenbrenner 
identifies are themselves interrelated and any changes or conflict in one layer will ripple through 
all. Therefore, to study a child's development one must look not only at the child's immediate 
environment and unique genetic features, but also at the interactions that fuse all layers of the 
greater environment together. 
The five levels of environmental ecology can be conceptualised from the most immediate to 
the most distant and have been here appropriated to serve as the structure of this research 
because Bronfenbrenner' s framework is uniquely capable of integrating and summarising what is 
known about bilingual development. 
The first level, that of the chronosystem, refers to the biology of the child itself, the ground 
zero of life as much as to the "temporal changes in children's environment, which produce new 
conditions that affect development" and which "can be imposed externally or arise from within 
the organism, since children select, modify, and create many of their own settings and 
experiences" (Berk, 2000, p. 30). This level acknowledges that a child's development is 
influenced not only by environmental changes but also by developmental changes, thus not only 
by external but also by internal factors, and that "children are both products and producers of 
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their own development" (Berk, 2000, p. 30). By adding this fifth layer to an original structure 
of only four, Bronfenbrenner pays tribute not only to both viewpoints in the nature versus nurture 
debate, but also to the most recent revelations of Vygotskyan theory, which identifies man's 
unique ability to express thought through speech, thus that which is innate in us with that which 
is learned, and the resulting cognitive growth that is achieved through language. Biology and 
sociology, the human organism and the social construct, find common ground in 
Bronfenbrenner's chronosystem just as they do in Vygotsky's assertion that language develops 
thinking and thinking develops language. 
The second level that affects human development outside the constraints of one's own 
organism is the microsystem and it has both the most immediate and the earliest influences. It 
includes the family, neighbourhood, school, religious institution and peer groups the child has 
direct contact with as well as the specific culture the family identifies with. The childcare 
environment belongs to this level. At this level, relationships are not only bi-directional (i.e. 
they impact in both directions, away from and towards the child) but are also the strongest and, 
as such, of most consequence. 
The third level is the mesosystem and it comprises an intermediate level of influences 
exerted by the social institutions and their human players that surround the child. The 
mesosystem is the web of life that human civilization builds around each of its members; the 
connections between the child's teachers and his parents or those between his church and his 
neighbourhood serve as good examples. 
The fourth layer is that of the exosystem, which defines the larger social system beyond the 
child's immediate reach - parent workplace schedules being an example. It constitutes the 
beginning of the nebulous world outside an individual's experience and control, but that 
nonetheless shape each individual life. 
The macrosystem encompasses the most distant influences derived from abstract regional, 
international and global changes that have a widespread and enduring impact on the ways 
societies, communities and families operate. The structures of this layer are impersonal and 
their cascading effect affect not only the child, but also all other human beings, though to 
different degrees of intensity. This layer comprises cultural values, customs and laws as well as 
geopolitical events with long-term repercussions and sweeping breadth. 
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Fig 1-l: The Ecological Model of this Study 
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1.5. Bilingualism framed by ecological systems theory 
The present study then, in adopting the framework of bioecological systems theory, will 
view bilingualism as a consequence of the comprehensive interactions between people 
(principals, teachers, parents, child) and the surrounding multilayered environment, and not only 
as the result of individual achievement due to specific talents and/or inherent motivational goals. 
Starting in reverse order, the macrosystem, the outmost subsystem, affects all other 
environmental levels. Governmental language policy and social and economic changes affect 
the English language learning of preschoolers. 
The exosystem includes the role of the media in the dissemination of knowledge beyond 
time and place, provision of materials and books at home and in the school, and the support 
forthcoming from families to children in their quest for language acquisition, as well as specifics 
such as opportunities for language immersion through the use of native English-speaking 
teachers, and the extent to which exposure to both languages is provided at home and school. 
The mesosystem comprises the connections between teachers and parents, thus between 
home and school, and the extent to which these connections affect a child's academic 
performance. This will be explored when the beliefs and expectations of these two groups are 
examined. 
The microsystem is the innermost level of the child's environment, the family and preschool, 
which directly affect the child and have a strong impact on his or her development. Breakdown 
at this level of the ecology has dire consequences because nothing can replace the love of the 
parent and the emotional, cognitive, and even physical benefits that parental devotion elicits. 
Yet the ability of parents to love and nurture suffers when families don't live close enough to 
rely on one another for support, when the nuclear family is isolated from the extended family, 
when economic considerations force both parents to work and thus renders them absent in their 
children's lives, and when values are imparted by the media and by strangers rather than by a 
child's biological parents; in short, when parental responsibilities become social responsibilities 
and when institutions replace parents or the 'significant others' (Berger & Luckmann, 1966) who 
might be raising them. 
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And finally, the chronosystem will cover the child's biological endowment - the talents, 
abilities, and character traits that aid or hinder bilingual acquisition. 
The validity of Bronfenbrenner's assertion that a child's development IS shaped and 
influenced through active interaction with the environment should also hold true for bilingual 
development. The extent to which this is the case will be uncovered over the course of this 
thesis while exploring the specifics of English language learning at preschool across political, 
socio-linguistic, economic, demographic, and educational contexts. 
CCII· 
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CHAPTER II 
Literature Review 
2.1 Definition of bilingualism 
2.1.1 Notion of bilingualism 
Bilingualism is a concept that is hard to define. Although definitions of bilingualism are 
numerous, consensus is still elusive as to when exactly one can speak of bilingual aptitude since 
identifying the level of proficiency a speaker needs to be deemed bilingual is a relative 
distinction subject to debate (Bloomfield, 1935). The notion of bilingualism remains 
open-ended and vague as long as the contradiction between native-like control (the most 
demanding or maximalist definition) and limited foreign language ability (the least demanding or 
minimalist definition) cannot be reconciled. Unable to draw a line between these two extremes, 
some have formulated definitions of bilingualism that are deliberately vague and say that 
bilingualism is "the alternate use of two or more languages by the same individual" (Mackey, 
1957, 51) or "the practice of alternately using two languages" (Weinreich, 1953, 5). This kind 
of definition avoids the pitfall of circumscribing bilingualism to the level of a speaker's fluency, 
such as Bloomfield's (1933) statement that bilingualism is "the native-like control of two or 
more languages"(p. 56). Perhaps the most adequate definition - since it covers both societal 
and individual bilingualism while staying away from qualitative and quantitative criteria - is that 
supplied by Hamers & Blanc (2000) for whom bilingualism refers to a society in which "two or 
more languages are in contact" and an individual who "has access to more than one linguistic 
code as a means of social communication" (p. 6). 
The difficulty of defining bilingualism derives from the fact that an adequate and 
authoritative description must cover four perspectives: the quantitative and qualitative 
measurement of bilingual competence, the distinction between individual and societal 
bilingualism, the problems associated with the degree of bilingualism versus its function, and the 
when and how (i.e. the mechanics) one comes to possess bilingual ability. Also, the problem of 
defining bilingualism is worsened by the absence of a standardized terminology (Stem, 1992) 
and by the continuing tendency to use monoglot terms of reference to judge bilingualism and 
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according to which a speaker can be considered bilingual only when he/she has a native-like 
level of language proficiency- this being an unattainable goal for the vast majority of speakers of 
two languages. As long as bilingualism is measured with the same standards used for the one 
speaker/one language kind, it is inevitable that the differences found by isolating the phonology, 
morphology, syntax and lexis of one or both languages used by bilinguals, and that distinguish 
them from monolinguals, will be misinterpreted and will serve more to skew rather than to 
clarify the unique issues pertaining to speakers of two languages. 
2.1.2 Typology of bilingualism 
•CC 
Various disciplines have attempted to approach the concept of bilingualism pragmatically 
yet these individual interpretations vary considerably (Saville-Troike, 1973) and agreement 
exists only on that bilingualism marks the presence of two languages in one speaker, but not in 
the notion that the speaker's ability or competence in these two languages is or should be equal 
or that it should be indistinguishable from that of monoglots (Baetens-Beardsmore, 1982). 
Agreement exists also as to what constitutes the four basic language abilities without which 
neither monolingualism nor bilingualism are possible, namely listening, speaking, reading, and 
writing. Deeper still, but just as necessary, are the sub-skills of accuracy in pronunciation, 
extent of vocabulary, correctness of grammar, ability to convey meaning, and stylistic flexibility. 
2.1.2.1 Societal and individual bilingualism 
The distinction within bilingualism that has the greatest relevance to the subject of this 
research and also the broadest scope is that between societal and individual bilingualism. The 
former kind concerns the presence of two languages within a community or society whereas the 
latter within a single individual - distinctions that apply to Hong Kong and Shanghai 
respectively. Societal bilingualism (Fishman, 1966) deals with the sociology of language rather 
than with sociolinguistics or pure linguistics, which are the domains of individual bilingualism. 
In investigating the linguistic forces that act upon a community and the threads that connect 
political, economic, historical, social, and cultural forces with language, the study of societal 
bilingualism has found that language determines to a great extent a society's values (Kjolseth, 
1978) and this has wide-ranging implications for policy makers and educators, especially in 
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countries where two or more languages are in common usage, as in Hong Kong, and therefore in 
competition with one another. 
2.1.2.2 Proficiency of bilingualism-minimalist/semilingualism vs. maximalist/ambilinguai 
The failed effort to agree on a single definition of individual bilingualism has forced 
researchers to identify degrees and kinds of bilingualism instead. A comprehensive typology 
that describes and measures the varying degrees of bilingual proficiency (Kelly, 1969) avoids an 
absolute definition by recognizing the notion of relativism entailed by the term. This 
classification of linguistic competence reveals to what extent an individual can function as a 
bilingual and it starts with the lowest level of proficiency, or minimalist expectations, and works 
its way up to the highest level or maximalist expectations. At the lowest level of proficiency, 
Haugen ( 1977) speaks of semilingualism, and refers to an inadequate output in both the native 
and the second language - a false charge commonly thrown at young bilinguals in Hong Kong 
who liberally code-mix and code-switch between English and Cantonese. This restricted 
linguistic output is discussed in detail by Skutnabb-Kangas & Toukamaa (1979) and is based on 
the deficit hypothesis put forward by Bernstein ( 1971 ), who saw this condition as 
class-determined, but whose conclusions have come under criticism because they rely on 
monoglot terms of appraisal and fail to consider the integrated nature of bilingual behaviour 
(Dittmar, 1976; Ammon & Simon, 1975; Labov, 1970). The dissenters have pointed out that 
although bilingual performance may differ from that of two separate monoglots in that it fails to 
reach their respective range of abilities, the bilingual's combined repertoire across both 
languages may well be just as rich - an argument that applies well to the aforementioned young 
bilinguals from Hong Kong. The functional specialisation determined by the circumstances of 
one's life dictate to what extent bilingual speakers use their respective languages and, 
consequently, to what extent their output is affected by features such as interference, deviation 
and lag that are not present in monoglot speech. The notion of semilingualism, it has also been 
pointed out, fails to be useful as a yardstick for bilingual ability in societies where everyone 
shares the same "bilingually-marked speech patterns" (Baetens-Beardsmore, 1982, 12), 
something observed among students in Hong Kong in the miniature environments of their 
universities (Pierson, 2001; Luke, 1998; Pennington & Balla, 1998). 
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At the other end of the spectrum from semilingualism is the classification of 
ambilingualism, which describes a perfectly balanced bilingual ability or the equal mastery of 
two languages in all fields of activity and without traces of interference that would distinguish 
such a person from the speech produced by two separate monoglots (Halliday, McKintosh & 
Strevens, 1970). This represents an idealised or at best exceptional measure of bilingual ability, 
which, though ardently sought by an ambitious segment of Hong Kong society, is rarely 
encountered. 
2.1.2.3 Primary vs. secondary bilingualism 
Another classification is that of natural bilingualism, also known as primary bilingualism, 
referring to someone who acquired two languages from birth but lacks systematic instruction, or 
as secondary bilingualism, which denotes someone who acquired a second language through 
instruction later in life (Baetens-Beardsmore, 1982). Primary bilingualism is commonly 
encountered in Hong Kong where families encourage their children to speak English and 
Cantonese from birth. Secondary bilingualism is now aggressively pursued in Shanghai 
because parents, unable to speak the language themselves, must rely on kindergartens and 
schools to teach their children English. Although natural bilinguals, of the primary and 
secondary kinds, are fluent in both languages and approach ambilinguals in their level of 
competence, they do not possess equal ease at handling all language domains with the same 
facility because their functional specialisation of language usage prevents them from doing so. 
As such, lexical availability is likely to be greater in one of the two languages in specific 
semantic areas. This situation partially describes Hong Kong's diglossic society, where English 
is widely used at work and Cantonese at home. 
Equlingualism, also called balanced bilingualism, occurs when a speaker's competence in 
two languages is roughly equivalent and matches that of two monoglot speakers, but is 
nonetheless distinguishable from them through traces of interference in both languages, usually 
through deviations in phonology. This type of bilingualism is encountered in Hong Kong 
among the many who in the last two decades have received their primary education in 
Cantonese-medium instruction (CMI) schools, secondary schooling through mixed medium 
instruction (Cantonese and English), and tertiary education in English only. 
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The vast majority of people who command two or more languages, however, fall into the 
category of non-fluent bilinguals (Segalowitz & Gatbonton, 1977) whose speech reveals 
significant differences from that produced by native speakers and whose quality and ease of 
linguistic output is better in one of the languages than in the other. This is the predicament of 
most bilinguals who have learned their second language as adults and, therefore, is the kind of 
accented English one hears in Shanghai among the few who have acquired English as a foreign 
language. 
2.1.2.4 Other categories 
A common categorisation of bilingual ability is that of ascendant and recessive 
bilingualism; the first referring to one whose language skills are increasing due to ongoing study 
of and exposure to a foreign language, while the second refers to just the opposite scenario, 
namely one who is no longer using a language and is therefore losing the ability to speak and 
comprehend it (Baker, 1996). This typology serves to show the fluidity of language acquisition 
and the constant flux of bilingualism in either direction, up or down, and is of great relevance to 
the language environment in Shanghai because English is not part of daily life and is thus 
constantly in danger of being forgotten. 
A similar bipolar designation has been used by Lambert (1974) when he spoke of additive 
and subtractive bilingualism and meant by the former an enrichment of a speaker's cognitive 
and social abilities due to the acquisition of a second language, whereas by the latter he meant a 
loss of these abilities brought about by the acquisition of a second language at the expense of the 
first. Additive bilingualism, according to Lambert, is encountered when two linguistic and 
cultural entities are complementary and the society in which they coexist attributes positive 
values to both, which is very much the case in Hong Kong. The same approach to bilingualism 
has been embraced by society at large, and not just the upper classes, in places such as Hong 
Kong, Singapore and Taiwan and more recently in China and especially Shanghai. 
In contrast subtractive bilingualism occurs when two linguistic and cultural systems are 
m competition with one another and the attributes of an ethnic minority's language are 
denigrated by the more prestigious or socio-economically powerful language. This description 
fits the way Shanghaihua, the native language of the Shanghainese, is being suppressed by the 
authorities in order to promote Putonghua as the language of all Chinese. 
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Cummins (1981) has devised his own framework for language proficiency by referring to 
two types: the social and the academic, or a distinction between surface fluency and the more 
evolved language skills for academic learning. In the social setting, children acquire surface 
fluency or basic interpersonal communication skills (BICS) by freely interacting with the 
environment. The situation, intonations and gestures provide clues to the message and 
communication is cognitively undemanding. The academic tasks rely on cognitive and academic 
language proficiency (CALP), a demand inherent in the education system and its pursuit of 
literacy skills. While SICS refers more to the oral use of language and aspects of sociological 
competence, CALP is cross-lingual and its features, once learned, are transferable to any 
language context (Swain, 1981 ). Furthermore, it fits the level of English competence pursued 
in primary education in Shanghai, where SICS suffices, and in Hong Kong, where CALP is 
deemed appropriate. 
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2.2 Bilingualism and age 
2.2.1 Early/infant bilingualism vs. ascribed/late bilingualism 
A different classification of bilingualism concerns itself not with the level of fluency 
but with the time when languages are learned. Early bilingualism (also called infant 
bilingualism by Haugen, 1956, and ascribed bilingualism by Adler, 1977) and late 
bilingualism (also called achieved bilingualism by Adler, 1977) are used to refer to the 
acquisition of more than one language in the pre-adolescent phase of life and, 
respectively, to the acquisition of a second language sometimes after the so-called 
formative period or during adulthood. The former is much in vogue in Hong Kong, and 
to a lesser but growing extent in Shanghai, where parents go out of their way to enable 
their children bilingual environments at home and in kindergarten. 
2.2.2 Consecutive bilingualism vs. successive bilingualism 
An alternative classification for time-determined types of bilingualism is provided 
by the terms consecutive bilingualism for cases when two languages are acquired early 
in life and successive bilingualism for later language acquisition. This latter could be 
used to describe past generations of English learners in Shanghai and the former to 
describe present generations, who learn English much earlier in life than their parents. 
What the above list of various types of bilingualism reveals is that, for the most part, 
value judgements of linguistic ability rather than empirical data are used to classify this 
rather complex phenomenon that eschews a single overarching definition. In attempting 
to formulate a definition of bilingualism that covers the complete range of possibilities 
entailed by the term, as attempted by Beziers & Van Overbeke ( 1969), linguists found 
that it is impossible to do so without being ambiguous and that instead it makes more 
sense to use specific terms to describe the different levels and kinds of bilingual 
competence and the various sequences of bilingual acquisition. These distinctions, 
therefore, are not absolute categories but only working hypotheses. 
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2.2.3 Simultaneous vs. sequential bilingualism 
Later research in the field of Second Language Acquisition defines two types of 
second language learning among young children: namely simultaneous and sequential 
(Garland, 2007). The former route occurs up to the age of three when two languages are 
learned simultaneously. Sequential childhood bilingualism is when one learns one 
language first, and then a second language is acquired by formal instruction. Young 
children in Hong Kong experience both routes to bilingualism, depending on other 
variables such as parental or primary caretaker language patterns, reinforcement from the 
community, and the bilingual pre-school environment. By contrast, children in 
Shanghai learn English sequentially. 
2.3 Acquisition of first and second language 
2.3.1 Acquisition from cognitive and intellectual perspectives 
In the study of child language acquisition, either first or second, researchers of 
different disciplines have a tendency to look into a particular trait, or traits, relating to the 
most recent theories in their own field and to arrive at conclusions accordingly. For 
instance, while behavioural psychologists regard the learning processes as habit 
formation (Skinner, 1957), generative linguists emphasize universal grammar and the 
learners' innate abilities (Chomsky, 1965; Pinker, 1994; White, 2003) that underlie 
language acquisition to account for similarities in route, rate, and the sequence of 
morpheme acquisition. While the pioneer educators and theorists in Second Language 
Acquisition (SLA}, influenced by the psychologists and linguists researching first 
language (L 1) learning, used habit formation as their starting point and, therefore, 
favoured drills and repeated practice, the later researchers focus their attention on the 
functional and interactional aspects of language learning - the learners' overall 
communicative competence. Numerous studies focus on individual differences that 
shape the Ieamer's style and strategy. Other research looks into the relationship 
between the learner's cognitive style, cultural and family backgrounds and language 
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acquisition. More recent research on second language acquisition has switched attention 
from examining the learners' role alone, to the contributions of native-speaking teachers 
(Cambourne, 1995), while others yet stress that well-developed learning environments 
must consider and take advantage of the social nature of learning (Cambourne, 2002; 
Holdaway, 2000; Vygotsky, 1978) because language is socially learned and not a 
mechanical decoding process (Freire & Macedo, 1987). 
In the field of early childhood research, experts tend to interpret child language 
acquisition as intellectual and cognitive development, using the Themy of Intellectual 
Development put forth by Piaget (Piaget & Inhelder, 1958), or the Zone of Proximal 
Development espoused by the Russian theorist Lev Vygotsky ( 1978). 
2.3.1.1 Piaget's theory of intellectual development 
Piaget's theory explains the processes by which an infant develops into an individual 
who can reason and think. By asking how children reasoned, he probed into the 
psychology of intelligence and the development of thinking, which he called genetic 
epistemology. He understood cognitive development as a progressive reorganization of 
mental processes due to maturation and experience. His theory has three components: 
types of knowledge (physical, logical-mathematical, and social-arbitrary), stages of 
development (sensorimotor, preoperational, concrete operational, formal operational), 
and processes of development that enable the evolution of thought (assimilation, 
accommodation, and equilibration). Cognitive growth, as understood by Piaget, 
creates increasingly advanced cognitive structures that allow children to progress to 
ever-higher levels of understanding and permit them to interact with the environment 
with greater flexibility (Huitt, W. & Hummel, J., 2003). The processes that allow 
children to do so are by gradual assimilation of new information and by accommodation 
of this incoming information. Through accommodation and assimilation, individuals 
construct new knowledge from their experiences. Assimilation occurs when individuals' 
experiences are aligned with their internal representation of the world. They assimilate 
the new experience into an already existing framework or schemata. Accommodation is 
the process of reframing one's mental representation of the external world, one's 
schemata, to fit new experiences. Assimilation and accommodation allow learning or 
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what Piaget called adaptation. But learning to Piaget was broader in scope than what 
the Behaviourists understood by it. Piaget saw it as a fundamentally biological process 
of adaptation. Assimilation and adaptation form the method that allows us to advance 
our understanding of the world and how to function in it. A state of balance between the 
two reflects a state of balance between the structure of the mind and the environment and 
this is accomplished by equilibration. His investigations of children led him to note 
periods when assimilation dominates followed by periods when accommodation 
dominates, and in-between periods of relative equilibrium. Since these periods are 
similar among all children in both their nature and timing, he described them as stages of 
cognitive development. Each of the four stages identified by Piaget corresponds roughly 
to a specific age and they overlap even though one predominates at any given time: the 
sensorimotor stage occurs in infancy (birth to 2 years) when children experience the 
world through movement and the senses; the preoperational stage occurs during 
pre-school (age 2 to 7) and is marked by the acquisition of motor skills; the concrete 
operations stage occurs during childhood (age 7 to 11) when children begin to think 
logically about concrete events; and last there is the formal operations stage or the 
hypothetical thinking stage, which occurs during adolescence (after age 11) when the 
development of abstract reasoning brings the child into adult modes of thought. Each of 
these stages is characterized by a general cognitive structure that affects all of the child's 
thinking and gives the child an incomplete or approximate understanding of reality. The 
child's understanding of reality advances by accumulating or assimilating data from 
countless trials and errors whose combined "weight" create such a degree of cognitive 
disequilibrium that thought structures require reorganizing to arrive at a state of 
equilibrium once again. The experience of cognitive conflict or disequilibrium occurs 
when the child holds two contradictory views of reality that both cannot be true. This 
forces the child to rethink his or her view of the world or to establish a new balance 
between what is assimilated and how it is accommodated - a process that advances 
cognitive growth. Every time equilibrium is re-established the child's brain advances to 
a higher level of cognition and the child's intelligence acquires a more mature 
understanding (Piaget, 1972, 1970). 
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Piaget pointed out that teaching can support these developmental processes by 
providing support for the "spontaneous research" of the child, using active methods that 
require rediscovering or reconstructing truths, using collaborative and individual 
activities, and devising situations that present useful problems and create disequilibrium 
in the child (Piaget, 1972). 
Piaget's theory has influenced the work of Lev Vygotsky and other academics and, 
most importantly, inspired the transformation of European and American education 
during the 1970s and 1980s, including both theory and practice, to a more "child-centred" 
approach that attempts not to "lead the child to resemble the typical adult in society," but 
to "make inventors, innovators - not conformists" (Bringuier, 1980, p. 132, quotes Piaget 
from Conversations with Jean Piaget). 
2.3.1.2 Jerome Bruner's cognitive theory 
Another contributor to cognitive theory is Jerome Bruner who saw thinking as the 
outcome of cognitive development. The intelligent mind, he postulated, uses experience 
to create generic coding systems that allow one to go beyond the information given and 
make new predictions. Endowed with this ability, the outcome of learning is not simply 
to acquire the concepts, methods and problem-solving procedures invented by the minds 
of others, but the ability to invent these things for oneself. Therefore, the aim of 
education should be to create autonomous learners, i.e. learning to learn (Bruner, 1973). 
Bruner envisioned intellectual development moving through three stages: enactive, 
iconic, and ~ymbolic, in that order. Unlike Piaget, however, he did not contend that 
these stages are necessarily age-dependent or invariant. In the enactive stage, 
knowledge is stored primarily in the form of motor responses. In the iconic stage, it is 
stored primarily in the form of visual images, which explains why learning is aided when 
diagrams or illustrations accompany verbal information. And in the symbolic stage, 
knowledge is primarily stored as words, mathematical symbols, or other symbol systems 
(Bruner, 1973). The implications for instruction are that any subject can be taught to 
any child at any stage of development as long as the appropriate sequence is used so that 
kindergarteners could be taught a subject first by using the enactive fonn and then later in 
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life the same principles could be elaborated and enforced in iconic and ultimately in 
symbolic form. 
While Piaget contended that the child must be ready or prepared for any given 
subject matter, Bruner ( 1960) contends that the fundamental principles of any subject 
could be taught at any age, provided the material is converted to a form and stage 
appropriate to the child. Discovery is an appropriate form for instructing young children 
and to Bruner it goes beyond just being an instructional technique to being an important 
learning outcome in itself. That is why teachers should guide the discovery process as 
well as model the inquiry process and they should do so while being mindful that 
members of different cultures will exhibit different kinds of reasoning and inference. 
Furthermore, the instructional challenge, according to Bruner ( 1966), is to provide 
problems that both fit the manner of the child's thinking and tempt the child into more 
powerful modes of thinking, which is similar to Vygotsky's notion that learning should 
lead development. 
2.3.1.3 Vygotsky's theory of cognitive functioning 
Vygotsky attempted to answer the question of how children come to possess 
cognitive functions. In his view, individual development could not be understood 
without reference to the social and cultural context within which it is embedded. Higher 
mental processes, for Vygotsky, have their origin in the social context and no single 
principle - such as Piaget' s equilibration - can account for development. Development 
is the conversion of social relations into mental functions. "Every function in the 
child's cultural development appears twice: first, on the social level, and later on the 
individual level; first, between people, then inside the child ... All the higher functions 
originate as actual relations between individuals" (Vygotsky, 1978, 57). 
The child converts social relations into psychological functions through mediation 
and the most powerful facilitator of mediation is language. Therefore, language is the 
most important tool in the acquisition of higher psychological processes. Language 
being symbolic, the diversity of languages across cultures leads to differences in the 
kinds of mental functions that language helps develop, so that universal stages of 
psychological development across cultures eschew identification. What can be 
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identified is the zone where learning occurs, which Vygotsky called the Zone of Proximal 
Development (ZPD) and defined as the difference between a child's independent 
problem-solving ability and his/her guided problem-solving ability, i.e. that which a child 
can accomplish alone and that which a child can accomplish with the aid of teachers. 
The zone of proximal development defines the area in which development is taking place 
and represents the appropriate target of instruction. In an instructional setting, students 
should be at different levels of development from their teacher and they should jointly 
construct solutions. This insures that teachers can assist students in reaching their zones 
of proximal development and thus progress in their cognitive development. The task of 
instruction is to provide learners with authentic situations in which they must resolve 
dilemmas, but because children are not yet capable of operating at an abstract level, 
instruction should focus on tasks and goals that are relevant to the child. To Vygotsky, 
the very origin of human thought is in socially meaningful activity (Vygotsky, 1978). 
2.3.2 Theory of Bilingualism 
2.3.2.1 Cummin's iceberg theory of bilingualism 
The positive relationship between bilingualism and thinking processes and its 
implications for developing bilingual curricula for young children has been demonstrated. 
For example, Cummins uses the analogy of two icebergs to explain the cognitive 
advantages for being bilingual ( 1981 ). According to Cummins, the two icebergs are 
separated above the surface, which symbolizes two languages that are visibly different in 
outward conversation. Underneath the surface, the two icebergs are fused so that the two 
languages do not function separately. Both languages operate through the same central 
processing system. In other words, provided that children are given the opportunity to 
develop sufficient skill in a second language, bilingualism may enhance cognitive 
functioning. This clearly illustrates that people have the capacity to easily store two or 
more languages. However, it should be emphasized that a pre-requisite for the success of 
bilingual learning is that a child must have developed sufficient skill in the language 
through which learning takes place. As Baker ( 1996) notes, if a child is faced with 
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learning in a "submersion" classroom, in which she/he is not sufficiently familiar with the 
MOl (medium of instruction), successful learning is not likely to take place. This 
argument echoes those of Cheng et al. (1973), who expressed concern about English 
being used as the MOl in Hong Kong, where students' English language skills may not 
be adequate for effective learning. 
2.3.2.2 Baker's threshold theory of bilingualism 
Threshold theory elaborates on the relationship between cognition and degree of 
bilingualism further through the idea of multiple thresholds (Baker, 1996). This theory 
may be portrayed in terms of a house with three floors (Freeman, 1998). There are two 
language ladders on the sides, indicating that a bilingual child will usually be moving 
upward and is not stationary or moving upwards only. On the bottom floor, a child's 
current competence in both languages may be inadequately developed and consequently 
there may be a lag in achievement. The middle level of the house represents 
age-appropriate competence in one language but not in both. At this level, partly 
bilingual children have no difference in cognition from monolingual children and are 
unlikely to experience positive or negative cognitive consequences. At the top of the 
house, the third floor, reside children who approximate "balanced" bilinguals. At this 
level, children will have age-appropriate competence in two or more languages. For 
example, they can cope with curriculum materials in either of their languages. It is at 
this level that the positive cognitive advantages of bilingualism may appear, enabling the 
bilingual child cognitive advantages over monolinguals. 
While both the Iceberg and Threshold theories have limitations, primarily in that 
they do not provide indications about when "sufficient" or "threshold'' levels are reached, 
they do help in the conceptualization of bilingual educational programmes. Research has 
found that children's bilingual ability is "decisive" in determining its effect on cognitive 
development (Bialystok, 1988). 
2.3.2.3 Critical period of second language acquisition 
Much research has attempted to find out whether there 1s an ideal time for 
introducing a second language, a so-called critical period (Lennenberg, 1964, 1967; 
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Bickerton, 1967), since there is conflicting evidence on this issue (DeKeyser, 2000; Keg1 
& Iwata, 1989). Arguments have been made that the earlier bilingualism is introduced 
the more successful it will be (Krashen, Long & Scarcella, 1992; O'Grady & 
Dobrovolsky, 1996) due to the brain's greater plasticity early in life (Scovel, 1988; 
Brown, 1994), superior ability to mimic (Tahta, Wood & Lowenthal, 1981; Long, 1990) 
and less fossilization of motor patterns (Scovel, 1982; McLaughlan, 1992), while others 
believe that the first language must be stable and secure before introducing a second one 
(Brent-Palmer, 1979; Swain, 1981 ). The evidence, however, shows that there is no 
critical age at which a biologically determined constraint on language learning appears 
(Huttenlocher, 2002) and no evidence to suggest that older language learners function 
differently than younger ones (Mclaughlin, 1978; Snow, 2002), that their proficiency 
levels are not comparable (Paradis & Lebrun, 1984), or that full L2 acquisition is not 
possible at any time (Flege, 1987; Jacobs, 1988). What the evidence shows is that for 
some aspects of learning younger learners have advantages (e.g. better pronunciation, less 
interference) and for others older learners have advantages (e.g. better grammar, greater 
motivation), but not that these advantages or disadvantages are biologically determined. 
Different aspects of language are learned at different ages (Walsh & Diller, 1981 ). 
What determines language acquisition are factors such as: the learner's level of cognitive 
development (Cummins, 1979), the particular strategy one employs (Dodson, 1981 ), how 
embarrassed one is about making errors, socio-economic status (McNaughton, 2006; 
Tarullo & Zill, 2002; Skutnabb-Kangas, 1980), the existence of a supportive, dependable, 
and nurturing social environment (Shonkoff & Phillips, 2000; Lowenthal & Bull, 1984), 
and the like. Advantages and disadvantages cut both ways. Thus we see that child 
second language learners are more likely to achieve native-like proficiency in the target 
language, but also more likely to lose proficiency in the first language in the process, 
whereas adult second language learners almost never suffer language loss and are more 
capable of maintaining two languages than children. 
The fact that no particular age has been found when the ability to learn a second 
language declines supports the assertion that there is no critical age. A critical age 
would be associated with "a decline in speed, ease, or success" of second language 
acquisition, but no such decline has ever been reported. Moreover, language learners of 
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all ages make the same mistakes, which suggests that they are using the same cognitive 
processes to meet the challenge of language acquisition (Snow, 2002). 
What does influence language learning is not optimal age but optimal conditions 
(Snow, 2002) to achieve second language proficiency and these include a supportive 
environment, a period of full immersion in the target language, minimal recourse to the 
first language, and high personal motivation; in short, a propitious environment 
(Baetens-Beardsmore, 1982). 
The implications of the research data on critical age for bilingual education are that 
first of all, second language learning can begin anytime and should not be rushed for fear 
that a critical window of opportunity to becoming fluent speakers will be missed and that, 
secondly, educational programs must provide maintenance for the first language while 
building second language competence (Snow, 2002). 
Much controversy still reigns around the issue of what constitutes the optimal age at 
which to start instruction in a second language. Three main views vow for supremacy in 
this respect. According to the optimal age hypothesis, young children possess an innate 
facility for language learning. Chomsky (1959) and Donoghue ( 1965) maintain that 
languages can best be learned at the age of four through eight and give neurological and 
psychological reasons for this early age advantage. Children's superior imitative ability 
has often been noted in this context by several researchers (Wilkins, 1972; Delaunay, 
1977; Hill, 1978; Patkowsky, 1980; Schmidt-Schonbein, 1980), who found also that 
spontaneity and lack of inhibition in young children allow them to more easily adopt a 
new language, while older children are inhibited by a more conscious and self-critical 
attitude. Lenneberg ( 1967) maintains that the critical period for language acquisition 
ceases at the onset of puberty, while at the other extreme of the optimal age scale many 
have argued that older individuals have an advantage over children due to their more 
developed intellectual capacities (Burstall, 1975; Cook, 1978; Cummins, 1980; Ekstrand, 
1979; Ervin-Tripp, 1974; Macnamara, 1973; McLaughlin, 1977; West, 1959). 
A different line of research found that language learning during the optimal period 
should be limited to phonology (Scovel, 1969, 1978) since better pronunciation has been 
observed in younger immigrants and better morphology and grammar in their older 
counterparts (Fathman, 1975; Oyama, 1976, 1978; Seliger, Krashen and Ladefoged, 
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1975). Others still have postulated that no single optimal age for learning a foreign 
language exists and have pointed out that every age has advantages and disadvantages 
(Jakobovits, 1970; Stem and Weinrib, 1977). 
Experimental data supplied by Magiste ( 1986), who examined developmental 
changes in the encoding and decoding abilities of bilingual students, shows that 
elementary school students age six to eleven took less time than high school students, age 
thirteen to eighteen, to acquire an elementary vocabulary in the second language, but that 
both age groups achieved a point of language balance (i.e. equivalent linguistic ability in 
both languages) at the same time, namely after circa six years of exposure to both 
languages. Magiste has also observed a significantly longer response time in both 
groups of bilingual students than in their monolingual counterparts; an effect previously 
observed by other researchers (Durga, 1978; Ervin, 1961; Gutierrez-Marsh & 
Hipple-Maki, 1976; Kovac 1969; Rogers & Monsell, 1995) and attributed either to a 
lower level of fluency and/or to interference between languages. 
A more recent method of research has looked into the response time of bilingual 
speakers by subjecting them to tasks that required switching from one language to 
another (switch trial) and to tasks in a single language only (non-switch trials). Their 
results showed that bilingual speakers are slower to name items on switch trials than on 
non-switch trials (Jackson, Swainson, Cunnington, & Jackson, 2001; Meuter & Allport, 
1999; Thomas & Allport, 2000). This has led some to postulate that the brain possesses 
an inhibition mechanism, which allows it to select the appropriate item in the lexicon by 
actively inhibiting the task-irrelevant language (Green, 1998). In contradiction to 
Green's hypothesis stands the work of others whose data suggests that there is "no 
language-specific lexical selection mechanism for receptive switching" and who think 
that the time lag bilinguals experience when switching from one language to another may 
"arise from outside of the bilingual lexico-semantic system" (Jackson, S wainson, Mullin, 
Cunnington, & Jackson, 2004, 238). 
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2.4 Emergent literacy and the pedagogy of early childhood education 
Emergent literacy, a term first coined in 1966 by Marie Clay, initially described the 
behaviour of young children when imitating reading and writing activities before actually 
being capable of performing them. Today, the term is defined as the ongoing process of 
becoming literate, that is, of learning how to read and write, beginning at birth (Sulzby, 
1989) and occurring during the first years of a child's life as developmental literacy 
(Mason & Allen, 1986), which is the crucial stage that precedes actual literacy (McGee & 
Lomax, 1990). Alternatively, it is defined as the "development of the association of 
print with meaning" (Harris & Hodges, 1995). 
The literature reveals numerous but complementary definitions of emergent literacy. 
There is agreement that emergent literacy: (1) begins during the period before children 
receive formal reading instruction, (2) reading and writing develop at the same time and 
interrelatedly in young children, rather than sequentially, (3) involves listening, speaking, 
reading, and writing abilities as aspects of both oral and written language), ( 4) is acquired 
through informal as well as adult-directed home and school activities, (5) facilitates 
acquisition of specific functions of literacy via stages of development that occur in a 
variety of ways and at different ages (van Kleeck, 1990; Stahl & Miller, 1989; Teale & 
Sulzby, 1986, 1991 ). 
Emergent literacy differs from conventional literacy as it examines the range of 
settings and experiences that support literacy, the role of the child's contributions (i.e., 
individual construction), and the relation between individual literacy outcomes and the 
diverse experiences that precede those outcomes. Van Kleeck ( 1990) identifies the 
following areas of literacy knowledge: (a) awareness of print, (b) knowledge of the 
relationship between speech and print, (c) text structure, (d) phonological awareness, and 
(e) letter naming and writing. These skills develop concurrently and their acquisition 
affects the ease with which children learn to read and write (van Kleeck, 1990; Weir, 
1989; Hiebert, 1988). 
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2.4.1 Areas of emergent literacy 
Awareness of print refers to a child's knowledge of its forms (i.e. the conventions of 
print) and functions (i.e. the purposes and uses of print). Through exposure to print, 
children learn that although print is different from speech it also carries messages and that 
in books it is print not pictures that tell the story (Morrow et al. 1990). They also learn 
the ways in which print is arranged on the page, namely that text begins at the top, moves 
from left to right, and continues on the next page (Ehri & Sweet, 1991 ). Children's 
early attempts at writing come in the form of scribbles and mock letters that reveal 
incipient awareness of the conventions of written language and that in time take on other 
characteristics of writing such a linearity (van Kleeck, 1990; Hiebert, 1988). As they 
progress developmentally, children's scribbles become mock letters and then actual 
letters and these early print skills play an integral part in the process of learning to read 
(Dickinson & Tabors, 1991; Mason & Allen, 1986). Children understand the purpose of 
print when they realize that words convey a message; and they understand the function of 
print when they realize that messages can serve multiple purposes (van Kleeck, 1990). 
The gap between oral and written language is bridged with the understanding that printed 
words contain messages that are independent of the child's immediate physical reality. 
2.4.2 Periods of emergent literacy 
Emergent literacy is the child of cognitive psychology and psycholinguistics and its 
perspective takes a broad view of literacy, examining children's literacy development 
before the onset of formal instruction (Sulzby & Teale, 1996; Hiebert & Papierz, 1990; 
McGee & Lomax, 1990; Mason & Allen, 1986). Two distinct periods of emergent 
literacy have been identified: birth to five years of age, and five years to independent 
reading (McGee & Purcell-Gates, 1997). Literacy development begins long before 
children start formal instruction in elementary school (Hall & Moats, 1999; Bums, 
Griffin & Snow, 1999; Allington & Cunnigham, 1996; Clay, 1991; Tealy & Sulzby, 1986) 
and proceeds along a developmental continuum from awareness of words in spoken 
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language to awareness of words in written language (Roberts, 1992). More specifically, 
Lomax & McGee (cited by Hiebert, 1988) have identified the following developmental 
pattern: awareness of print is followed by graphic awareness, after which come phonemic 
awareness, knowledge of grapheme-phoneme correspondence, and last word reading. 
2.4.3 Two different perspectives of emergent literacy 
The introduction of the term emergent literacy gave rise to two lines of research on 
preparing children for reading: the "maturation" or "nature" camp versus the "accelerated 
readiness" or "nurture" camp - a distinction that underscores different philosophical 
foundations. The "nature" perspective, dominant from the 1920s to the 1950s, 
maintained that reading readiness is the result of biological maturation and that the 
mental processes necessary for literacy evolve naturally as part of every child's normal 
development. As such, it was believed, one should not interfere with this predetermined 
process by rushing or attempting to force children's abilities to develop prematurely. 
During the 1950s and 1960s, the dominant theory shifted from reading readiness as a 
result of physical and neurological maturation to readiness as the product of experience 
and educators were encouraged to employ a variety of methods to accelerate the 
development of literacy {Teale & Sulzby, 1986). Direct instruction and structured 
curricula were used in early childhood and kindergarten programs to equip children with 
the necessary social, physical and cognitive competencies necessary for literacy (Morrow, 
1997). In the 1970s, researchers like Marie Clay began to challenge the reading 
readiness attitudes and practices of the day and a new understanding emerged as to how 
literacy develops. Whereas the concept of reading readiness suggested that children 
arrived at literacy via a natural process dependent only on biological maturation and 
immune to outside intervention, emergent literacy maintains that there is a developmental 
continuum of reading and writing acquisition (Clay, 1975). 
What is or is not "developmentally appropriate" remains subject to debate and while 
some early childhood educators promote activities that support emergent literacy 
development, others maintain that reading and writing are academic skills appropriate 
only for older children (Slegers, 1996). There are varying opinions on the best approach 
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to teach young children how to read and write. Some believe that instruction in 
conventional literacy should be based on early and intensive instruction in sound-letter 
relationships (phonics) while others emphasize immersion in language and literature. 
2.4.4 The importance of reading in emergent literacy 
Whatever the approach, literacy, it is understood, requires a transition from the oral 
to the written register (Cox, Fang & Otto, 1997) since the written register includes 
linguistic devices that are not part of the oral register (Wells, 1987) and this is best 
achieved through social interactions with caring adults and ample exposure to literacy 
materials (Sulzby, 1991 ). One of the features of the written register not found in the 
oral is the use of cohesive options, devices that connect items in the text (such as the 
co-reference between nouns and pronouns, definite articles, and demonstratives, or the 
similarity chains of co-classification and co-extension) for the sake of cohesive harmony 
and clarity and that unless one is familiar with leads to misunderstanding or lack of 
comprehension (Hasan, 1984). Conversely, research shows a significant positive 
relationship between familiarity with cohesive options and literacy development, which 
reflects the positive effects of children being exposed to the literate register through 
experiences with books (Cox, Fang & Otto, 1997). Research findings also show a 
significant correlation between cohesive harmony and metacognition (Fang & Cox, 
1999). 
Reading to a child can never begin too early (McMahon, 1996) since children's 
experiences with oral language and literacy represent a foundation for later reading 
success (Bums, Griffin & Snow, 1999; Strickland & Morrow, 1988; Weaver, 1988). 
Throughout the literature, reading aloud to children is seen as a key component of early 
literacy acquisition and numerous correlational studies have documented this (Burroughs, 
1972; Chomsky, 1972; Durkin, 1974-75; Fodor, 1966; Irwin, 1960; Moon & Wells, 
1979). Reading takes on additional significance when one considers findings indicating 
that most successful early readers are children who have been exposed at home with 
written materials (Hiebert, 1988; Hildebrand & Bader, 1992; Smith, 1989; Teale & 
Sulzby, 1987) and, conversely, that the least successful readers are children who have 
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been deprived of this advantage (Scarborough et al., 1991; Dyson, 1986). Without 
sufficient storybook reading experience in early childhood - whether at home or at school 
- students may be missing a key part of the initial foundation of reading (Morrow et al., 
1990). 
More recent research shows that hearing stories and talking about them familiarizes 
children with the written register and this promotes "the development of metalinguistic 
skills that enable children to think and talk about language" (Robinson, Ross & Neal, 
2000, 6). Exposure to literacy-rich environments leads to rapid growth in literacy skills 
(Bums, Griffin & Snow, 1999). The types of books used also make a difference in 
children's emergent literacy and those with "content supported by pictures, repeated 
language patterns, and salient story elements" are better at fostering emergent literacy 
(Elster, 1998, 66) because they minimize the chance of ambiguities occurring m 
children's minds and are better at promoting vocabulary growth (Pappas, 1993). 
2.4.5 Factors affecting emergent literacy 
2.4.5.1 Instructional methods 
Instructional methods also have an impact on how effectively literacy is enabled in 
children. Repeated readings, for instance, help scaffold the child's understanding of the 
text so that each subsequent reading leads to better understanding and greater literacy 
benefits (Pappas & Brown, 1987). Others have found that different beginning literacy 
programs are better than others at familiarizing children who come to school with little 
experience of the literate register (Purcell-Gates, Mcintyre & Freppon, 1995). Neuman 
(1999) points out that placing books within easy reach of children is critical for early 
literacy and that ">physical access to books + >verbal interaction around literacy+ >time 
spent reading and relating to books= >reading and writing development" (p. 302). 
2.4.5.2 Teaching style 
Allison and Watson (1994) found two factors that predict emergent literacy levels: 
the teacher's interactive style and the age at which parents start reading to their children. 
Because teachers are better than parents at eliciting more cognitive demands from 
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children while reading a text and scaffolding in relation to the children's level of 
emergent literacy they achieve greater literacy progress. 
2.4.5.3 Reading at home 
Parents, however, have the potential to counteract their lack of professional 
knowledge simply by starting to read to their children early in life and thus providing 
consistent experience with the written register, which enables children to "experience the 
motives, goals, and conditions of reading" (p. 68). The importance of parents reading to 
children is confirmed by a plethora of other studies as well. Christian, Morrison & 
Bryant, (1998) found that family literacy and maternal education are predictable sources 
of children's academic achievement upon entering kindergarten. Bus, Ijzendoorn & 
Pellegrini ( 1995) found that reading to children is one of the most important factors in 
emergent literacy. Neuman (1996) observed that parents' proficiency level positively 
affects their children's literacy development, while Landry & Smith (2006) present 
evidence that parental skill can provide rich input and scaffold their children's 
engagement in activities that further language development from birth to age three. 
2.4.5.4 Parental involvement 
Parental involvement is also important from an affective and not just a cognitive 
point of view. Pianta (2006), for instance, argues that literacy emerges when parents (or 
caregivers) provide the relational context of warmth and affection that enable children to 
master and coordinate multiple cognitive and affective systems. Hoff (2006) suggests 
that features of mother-child interaction (such as the variety of input and the complexity 
of maternal language) outweigh even social class in predicting language growth. 
Leseman & Tuij l (2006) add a new dimension to affective research by identifying 
culturally linked differences in patterns of emotional support between different ethnicities 
and social classes and by outlining a developmental theory that shows how culture affects 
reading development. With the same cultural perspective in mind, McNaughton (2006) 
explains that cultural groups are internally heterogeneous in their literacy practices and 
that any intervention should aim at enhancing the "cultural dexterity" of families, which 
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can only be done if schools bridge the cultural divide between schools and homes, thus 
creating consistency between the two cultures. 
2.4.6 Approaches to literacy acquisition 
Children acquire literacy skills in a variety of ways and at different ages (Ramsburg, 
1998; McGee & Richgels, 1996; Strickland & Morrow, 1988) yet their "reading, writing, 
and oral language develop concurrently and interrelatedly" (Sulzby & Tealy, 1991, 728). 
Previously, it was believed that children must first learn to read before they could learn to 
write. There is wide academic agreement that children's growth from emergent to 
conventional literacy depends on three main factors: continuing literacy development, 
understanding literacy concepts, and the efforts of parents and teachers to promote 
literacy. 
Children may take a variety of routes to reading and writing mastery. Because 
literacy learning is circular or "recursive" it does not develop evenly, and learners may 
progress m some areas while seemingly digressing in others while consolidating 
knowledge. Furthermore, children begin school with diverse experiences and 
understandings of print, which give rise to specific print skills and oral language 
competencies (Dickinson & Tabors, 1991; Mason & Allen, 1986). By and large, 
research shows that exposure to written language develops awareness of print, letter 
naming, and phonemic skills, while exposure to oral language develops preschool 
children's listening comprehension, vocabulary, and language facility (Gunn, Simmons, 
Kameenui, 1998). Children who are behind in their literacy experience when entering 
schools are at risk in subsequent years (Copeland & Edwards, 1990; Smith, 1989; Mason 
& Allen, 1986) because without understanding the link between their oral language 
experiences and formal instruction they will advance at a slower rate than children who 
do (Ferreiro & Teberosky, cited by Mason & Allen, 1986). According to the emergent 
literacy perspective, the purpose of adult-child interactions, therefore, is to foster t+fl:. 
child's development of the literacy process and not to help the child get the "right" 
answers (Clay, 1991 ). 
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2.4. 7 Benchmarks for literacy concepts 
The literacy concepts targeted as preschool benchmarks include increased 
vocabulary; familiarity with a variety of genres such as storybooks, expository texts, 
poems, labels, signs, and newspapers; left to right directionality; knowledge of the front 
of the book; the concept of print and letter; structural elements and organization of print; 
the ability to follow stories and to respond to questions related to it; connecting book 
facts and real-life experiences; and participating in verbal interaction about the text 
(Robinson, Ross & Neal, 2000). For this to occur, preschools need to provide 
literacy-rich classroom environments that are well designed and parents must engage 
their children in a variety of purposeful literacy acts, while both schools and parents must 
demonstrate that literacy is useful for solving everyday problems. Ultimately, literacy 
hinges on the ability of preschools and parents to inculcate the motivation to read and 
positive attitudes about reading, which can then serve as a foundation for early reading 
instruction (Snow, Bums & Griffin, 1998). 
2.4.8 Development of concepts of print 
The following research throws light on how concepts of print develop in children. 
Roberts ( 1992) uncovered that children grasp the characteristics of words as elements of 
written language only as a result of exposure to written language, which advances their 
cognitive development to a level that allows them to see words as units of language; a 
process that is first tacit and only later explicit. Whitehurst et al. (1994 ), in studying the 
effects of dialogic reading, found that intervention helped children perform significantly 
better on concepts of print such as: "naming letters, identifying people reading, 
distinguishing between words, pictures, and numbers, and identifying components of 
writing" (p. 549). Similar research indicates that reading intervention allows children 
"to use what they had learned in kindergarten about early literacy concepts to profit more 
from what they were taught in subsequent grades" (Philips, Norris & Mason, 1996, p. 
191 ). Weiss and Hagen (1988) found that children must experience the reasons for 
reading and writing before literacy development can begin and that reading and writing 
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develop "concurrently and interrelatedly" (p. 574). The positive effect on literacy of 
spontaneous free-play elicited by classroom settings enriched with literacy items has been 
reported by Neuman & Roskos ( 1992) and of dramatic play by Pellegrini, Galda, Dresden 
& Cox ( 1991) who observed better use of verbs and pretend reading tasks, which in tum 
signal improved metalinguistic awareness. 
Children's enrichment of vocabulary can be achieved through storybook exposure 
and parent teaching (Senechal, LeFevre, Thomas & Daley, 1998) and the data shows 
positive relationships between the family literacy environment and children's receptive 
vocabulary and between maternal education and children's receptive vocabulary 
(Christian, Morrison & Bryant, 1998). Research findings reveal that repetitive reading 
can be used successfully to target vocabulary increases and that children gain vocabulary 
gradually and incidentally as long as they have the benefit of repeated exposure to words 
in context (Eller, Pappas & Brown, 1988). Similar research found that hearing stories 
read twice improves the vocabularies of non-reading kindergartners, which shows that 
listening to stories is an "effective means of expanding subjects' word knowledge" 
(Robbins & Ehri, 1994, p. 58), while others discovered that dialogic reading is a more 
effective way of improving children's expressive (but nor receptive) vocabulary than 
regular book reading (Hargrave & Senechal, 2000). Senechal, Oulette & Rodney (2006), 
while addressing the fundamental theoretical questions about early literacy, have argued 
"the contribution of book reading in literacy development has been underestimated 
because the role of vocabulary in phonemic awareness and reading comprehension ... has 
not been recognized" (Dickinson & Neuman, 2006, p.5). In summa, all data suggests 
that vocabulary size is a significant predictor of children's success in learning to read 
(Chall, Jacobs & Baldwin, 1990; Snow, Bums & Griffin, 1998). 
Not surprisingly, research also shows that one-on-one reading has positive 
implications for children's understanding, allowing them a more complex grasp of the 
written word (Morrow, 1988), and that reading aloud has a facilitative influence on 
literacy development (Beck & McKeown, 2006), as has a child's oral language, which 
can be enhanced by the content and style of language used by caregivers with children 
(Hall & Moats, 1999). Rowe ( 1998) found that toys and props used during reading 
events support comprehension "by creating a more concrete link to the child's world 
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experiences" (p. 23). Positive effects on reading comprehension and narrative activities 
were also found in instances when dramatic play (Williamson & Silvern, 1992) or 
thematic-fantasy dramatic play (Pellegrini & Galda, 1982) and fantasy enactments 
(Pellegrini, 1984) were used. Furthermore, the ability of preschool children to 
distinguish between narrative and expository books after only minimal exposure to both 
genres, surprised researchers (Duke & Kays, 1998; Pappas, 1993). 
2.4.9 Phonemic awareness 
Phonemic awareness is an area that has traditionally received a lot of attention yet 
new research highlights the interdependence of phonemic awareness and letter 
knowledge. Lanigan (2006), for instance, argues that there is a single underlying ability 
that supports the development of progressively smaller linguistic units, so that vocabulary 
and letter knowledge are preconditions for phonological awareness and this in tum 
contributes to early reading. Burgess (2006) likewise conceptualises phonological 
awareness as a single cohesive underlying competence, but in which children progress 
with age and as a result of propitious environmental factors such as their parents' active 
effort in helping them learn the names of letters and improve their oral language abilities. 
Others see phonemic awareness as fundamental to conceptual insight and skill 
development and point out that explicit instruction in phonology leads to reading fluency, 
because it equips children with a better ability to map the sounds of graphemes and this 
allows them to move from decoding unfamiliar words to teaching themselves new words 
(Phillips & Torgesen, 2006). More fundamentally, Ehri & Roberts (2006) regard 
knowledge of letter names as crucial for phonemic awareness and early decoding abilities, 
pointing out studies and presenting data which show that learning letter names 
contributes to early reading. They also stress the importance of foundational knowledge 
if children are to withstand the complex demands placed on them by fonnal instruction. 
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2.4.1 0 The importance of literacy 
The command of language, written and oral, is important for many reasons, not least 
of all because it enables communication and the more advanced civilization is the more 
complex its communication needs become. But language is more than just 
communication. Language allows children to make cognitive links, gather information, 
express their needs, label objects and experiences and store them symbolically for later 
recall, categorize and classify objects, plan and organize, cope, and finally to reason 
(Gonzalez-Mena, 2005). More than that, important intellectual gains arise from literacy in 
the cognitive abilities that enable reflective and 'disembedded' thinking and endow the 
literate with the capacity for self-reflection, mental reorganization and evaluation 
(Maynard & Thomas, 2004; Olson, 1977; Goody & Watt, 1968). Even though the view 
that literacy shapes human cognitive processes has been disputed (Fingeret, 1984; 
Scribner & Cole, 1981) no one has been able to prove negative cognitive repercussions 
from literacy and until such time one must at least concede that there is a "reciprocal 
relationship between language and cognition" (Williams & Sniper, 1990). 
Literacy demands in a knowledge-based society are far greater now than ever before 
and literacy standards have consequently risen (Christie, 1990). Furthermore, the 
electronic and mass media have replaced the conventional person-to person oral 
communication with print or written communication, which makes literacy in the 
Information Age vital (Fingeret, 1990). These factors place high literacy requirements 
on adults and signal the need for changing literacy demands for children who must read 
and write competently if they are to meet ever-greater standards of literacy (IRA & 
NAEYC, 1998). Shanghai and Hong Kong have not been exempt and have had to 
accommodate ever greater literacy demands increasingly early in life, forcing curriculum 
compression on preschoolers and entirely redefining the role of kindergartens in the 
educational process. 
The array of factors shaping literacy include communities, parents, schools, 
educational methods, socio-economic conditions, and the child's neurological and 
biological endowment. In attempting to facilitate the development of literacy none of 
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the above factors can be disregarded or considered in isolation and policy makers are 
challenged by having to draw lessons from all directions in order to improve education. 
2.5 Bilingualism to biliteracy 
To become biliterate one must first succeed in being literate in one language. 
Biliteracy implies literacy in the minority and the majority languages, the first and the 
second language, and, more often than not, the prestige and the indigenous language. 
Yet being literate, and, by implication, being biliterate means different things to different 
cultures since each culture has different uses and purposes for literacy. "Literacy is not 
a separate cultural event, but mirrors in its form and function general socialization 
patterns" (Baker, 200 l, p. 304). Literacy, thus, includes the idea of social relevancy 
(Venezky, 1990). Furthermore, the level of literacy one attains largely determines how 
one functions in social networks (Mikulecky, 1990). 
2.5 .1 Ways of understanding I iteracy 
In the West, literacy is understood as the ability to use the skills of reading and 
writing to accumulate and disseminate knowledge rationally, critically, and abstractly for 
the purpose of intellectual and scientific progress. In many parts of Asia, literacy is 
about promoting knowledge through memorization and repetition to ensure a continuous 
line for the faithful transmission of inherited cultural and intellectual traditions that, 
having withstood the test of time, are immune to further investigation. An even more 
traditional understanding of literacy exists in many parts of the Muslim world where the 
perpetuation of immutable religious beliefs and strict moral standards is seen as the most 
meaningful achievement of a literate person and, consequently, religious figures are 
given the highest respect and possess the greatest authority. A Buddhist understanding 
of literacy, as can be encountered in most of South-East Asia, though equally religious 
and unswerving, centres on the disciplined acquisition of detached awareness, unqualified 
empathy, and knowledge of the dharma. The concept of literacy then is culture specific 
and not universal and in many societies leans more towards religion than secularism. 
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Modem social science identifies three ways of understanding literacy: academic 
ability, construction of meaning, and socio-cultural (Baker, 2001 ). According to 
UNESCO's 1962 definition, literacy is the academic or technical ability that enables an 
individual to function in society and, as such, its aims are apolitical and universal. A 
more demanding definition expects literacy to endow human beings with the ability to 
construct meaning (Hudelson, 1994) by interpreting the written word in light of their past 
experiences, cultural background and purpose for reading. Last, there are those who 
argue that literacy must "empower action, thinking, and feeling in the context of 
purposeful social activity" (Wells & Chang-Wells, 1992, 147). Each definition 
intimates more than what is immediately apparent and their distinct emphases have 
spawned different approaches to the pursuit of literacy. 
2.5.2 Degrees and effects ofbiliteracy 
Given the effort required to become literate, the question anses whether it is 
preferable to be semi-literate in two languages rather than thoroughly literate in one, 
since many believe that it is impossible to be thoroughly bilingual (whether ambilingual 
or equilingual) let alone biliterate. In the past decades, the notion that bilingualism was 
detrimental to intellectual development and even that it contributed to retardation (Darcy, 
1953) was common currency, but it was erroneously based on verbal tests meant for 
native speakers, misused to measure the intelligence of bilinguals in their weaker 
language (Balkan, 1970) and, most likely, motivated by the researchers' ethnolinguistic 
narrowness and the prevailing political establishment's ethnocentric perception of other 
peoples and cultures. Once appropriate tests were devised that were mindful of the 
handicaps posed by bilingual interference, it was found that bilingual children performed 
better than monolinguals in non-verbal IQ measures- showing greater "mental flexibility, 
a superiority in concept formation, and a more diversified set of mental abilities" (Peal & 
Lambert, 1962) - whether the students were from advantaged (Cardinet & Rousson, 1965; 
Swain, 1980) or disadvantaged socio-economic backgrounds (Lim Kiat Boey, 1980; 
Anderson & Boyer, 1970). More recent research has cautiously shifted away from 
standardised measures of intelligence to the cognitive effects of bilingualism. These 
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contemporary findings corroborate the earlier found positive evidence, qualifying the 
superiority of bilingual over monolingual children to specific measures of cognitive and 
meta-linguistic awareness (Kessler & Quinn, 1985) and linguistic and cognitive creativity 
(Kessler & Quinn, 1987). Others too add their voices and data in support of the positive 
rather than the negative effects of bilingualism/biliteracy (Lanauze & Snow, 1989; Torres, 
1991; Hornberger, 1990; Calero-Breckheimer & Goetz, 1993). 
Theoretical support for the relationship between cognition and bilingualism has been 
provided by Cummins ( 1979, 1981, 1984) who proposed that children who fail to achieve 
balanced proficiency in two languages yet who are immersed in a bilingual environment 
prematurely, so to speak, may be cognitively "different" and possibly "disadvantaged. 
Diaz ( 1985), on the other hand, maintains the opposite in suggesting that a bilingual's 
cognitive "flexibility" is at its maximum during the early stages of bilingual development, 
before balanced proficiency is attained. So while there is unanimity today regarding the 
positive benefits of bilingualism/biliteracy, there is controversy as to when a 
bilingual/biliterate person can begin to reap those benefits. This discourse has greatly 
influenced Hong Kong's educational authorities to adopt Cantonese, thus the mother 
tongue, as the medium of instruction (MOl) for most of the compulsory education system 
and to relegate English as MOl to only a minority, as will be discussed later. 
The research of Lanauze & Snow ( 1989) shows that language skills developed 
beyond a certain point in the first language serve to aid and to shorten the process of L2 
acquisition. But this is to be qualified by two points: first, the two languages in question 
must have similar writing systems and second, the greater the language distance (i.e. the 
extent to which two languages differ from each other)- as measured by Mackey ( 1976) -
the less transferable are the skills of L I to L2 because there is a greater gap in mutual 
intelligibility (Karam, 1979) that needs to be crossed. More positive news come from 
Swain & Lap kin ( 1991) who point out that biliteracy gives access to two different social 
and cultural worlds and in so doing the biliterate person is blessed with cognitive and 
curriculum advantages. But the universal applicability of this finding is weakened by 
how supportive the social and political environments are of the idea of bilingualism and 
biliteracy, i.e. the attitudinal disposition (Jakobovits, 1970), as well as by issues of 
language dominance- as measures by Osgood, Suci & Tannenbaum's (1957) semantic 
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differential technique or by W.E. Lambert's (1969) matched guise technique - and 
language status. If the majority resents the people and language of a minority and if the 
larger society accords the minority language a low status, the resultant negativity 
surrounding that language will prevent its acquisition and, therefore, its very survival. 
This is plainly evident in Shanghai where the local Shanghaihua is being undermined by 
the national Putonghua. 
2.5.3 Motivation and bilingualism 
A further consideration that affects how bilingualism/biliteracy is perceived is that 
of motivation, since a clear correlation has been shown between the nature of a learner's 
motivation and the quality of his bilingual ability (Lambert, 1969). Motivation is 
affected not only by the degree of support or lack thereof in the society, but also by the 
reasons for which an individual chooses to learn a second language. Those who learn a 
language just for utilitarian purposes, e.g. for their business or career, have an 
instrumental motivation, and they will most likely be content with a rudimentary 
knowledge of the language, whereas those who pursue a language to become part of the 
culture, have an integrative motivation, which tends to result in greater linguistic 
competence (Lambert, 1969). Generally speaking, instrumental motivation is behind 
most learners of English in Shanghai, while most learners of Hong Kong have integrative 
motivation in mind. 
As we have seen, literacy and the educational methods that lead to it are subject to 
more than just academic theory and methodology. They are also the progenies of 
cultural norms and moral views, and often the victims of political demands, to say 
nothing ofthe importance played by attitude and motivation in the pursuit of bilingualism 
and biliteracy. Issues of power, emanating from the political environment and issues of 
perception, emanating from the cultural environment, determine, to a great extent, how 
bilingualism/biliteracy is perceived and approached in any given culture. 
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2.5.4 Additive and subtractive bilingualism 
Until and unless the controversial issues surrounding bilingualism!biliteracy are 
resolved (e.g. that attempting biliteracy leads to semilingualism, that biliteracy comes at 
the expense of national unity, or that bilingualism causes confusion of identity) by a 
society, any discussion of how to achieve it remains academic. For in the real world, in 
a subtractive environment, where social, cultural and political forces converge to 
conspire against bilingualism, the transfer of literacy skills between languages is impeded 
by factors outside an individual's influence, whereas in an additive context the strong 
cultural and social support and encouragement available to bilinguals from the outside 
unfailingly lead to individual success. 
Compelling and recent data to support the positive role of an additive context comes 
from a longitudinal study (Lesaux & Siegel, 2003) undertaken in Vancouver, Canada, 
that tracked 1000 children in mainstream English classrooms and covered a city-wide 
population-base sample representing all social classes, immigrants and natives, and 33 
different language backgrounds. Much to everyone's dismay it was found that students 
who spoke no English in kindergarten, by the second grade achieved higher reading skills 
(in a number of reading and language measures) than their native English-speaking peers 
(Lesaux & Siegel, 2003). This was achieved by using an intense literacy curriculum 
combined with constant monitoring, assessment and intervention as well as specific 
teacher training and the active involvement and support of parents, school board, and 
academics (Potier, 2003), thus with ideal environmental support. 
2.5.5 Theories ofbiliteracy and bilingual development 
Leaving aside the complex intertwining of cultural, sociological, political, and 
psychological factors that act upon bilingual acquisition and biliteracy, the following 
theories regarding how bilingualismlbiliteracy in children develops are based on three 
ground theories conceptualised by earlier research: the balance theory, also called the 
underlying proficiency model of bilingualism (Cummins, 1980); the iceberg theory, 
originally called the common underlying proficiency model (Cummins, 1980, 1981 ); and 
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the threshold theory (Toukamaa & Skutnabb-Kangas, 1977; Cumins, 1976). The first 
theory envisions bilingualism as two separate languages occupying a single brain limited 
in its capacity and thus forced to balance increased knowledge in one language with 
decreased capacity in the other. The second, as already explained, conceptualises 
bilingualism as two icebergs whose separate crests above the surface become one shared 
mass below. This analogy suggests that while the two languages are different in 
outward conversation they are both fused and operate through the same central 
processing system, being dependent on the same integrated source of thought (Baker, 
1996). The last theory, discussed above, envisions three separate levels of language 
competence. More current research has attempted to clarify which of these hypotheses is 
supported by empirical evidence, and the body of this data relies either on 
methodological, contextual or cultural considerations. 
Zentella ( 1997) suggested that some children pass through an intermediate 
developmental stage in which the two languages they are learning merge and then 
gradually move towards two independent language systems. Dulay & Burt (1974) have 
postulated a universal "creative construction process" for second-language acquisition, 
according to which certain innate mechanisms cause children to use certain strategies to 
organize linguistic input. Krashen' s ( 1981, 1985) "natural order" hypothesis considers 
this innate creative constructive process fundamental to a natural process, i.e. 
unconscious of grammatical rules, for second-language acquisition independent of 
experiences and proficiency. By the same token, he conceived the "monitor 
hypothesis" that concedes the possibility of conscious learning (as opposed to natural 
learning) of a second language when the learner has achieved a significant knowledge of 
structural rules in the first language, which he can then apply to the second. Other 
research has identified a distinct relationship between first and second language 
acquisition when observing that children learning a second language use the same 
strategies used by all children learning their first language (Wong-Fillmore, 1976; 
McLaughlin, 1984) and that there is a positive transfer of literacy skills learned in the 
first language to the second language (Canale, Frenette & Belanger, 1988; Hakuta, 1986; 
Weinstein, 1984; Cummins, 1981, 1984) especially if a certain level of proficiency is 
reached in the second language (Alderson, 1984; Cummins, 1981 ). 
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The sum total of the research available in this field can be summarized as follows: (1) 
natural communication is essential if bilingual acquisition is to occur, (2) the acquisition 
of two languages can be simultaneous or consecutive, (3) it may result in an intermediate 
phase of language convergence followed by independent development or it may develop 
independently from the very beginning, (4) bilingual acquisition will not structurally 
impede the learning of either language (Garcia, 2005). 
Furthermore, converging lines of research show that literacy ability reqmres 
multiple linguistic-cognitive-affective systems to emerge and that linguistic, cognitive 
and affective domains are equally critical to literacy development and produce synergetic 
interdependencies that affect children's language abilities (Dickinson, McCabe & Essex, 
2006). 
2.6 Models of bilingual education 
2.6.1 Elective vs. circumstantial bilinguals 
That bilingualism is shaped by social and political conditions becomes apparent 
when the status of languages is examined (Mey, 1985). The acquisition of so-called 
'elite' or majority languages, regardless of outcome or method, is commonly regarded as 
advantageous for the education of students, who are described in the literature as elective 
bilinguals because they choose to learn another language. By contrast, bilingualism 
involving indigenous or minority languages is often perceived as a social and educational 
impediment (May, 2002a, 2002b) and those students are referred to as circumstantial 
bilinguals because they are forced by circumstances to learn the majority language. 
Due to social and political support, elective bilingualism leads to the acquisition of a 
second language at no expense to the first, and thus enjoys a context of additive 
bilingualism; while circumstantial bilingualism, lacking such support, is often gained at 
the expense of the minority language, which is undermined by this context of subtractive 
bilingualism. 
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2.6.2 Weak and strong forms of bilingual education 
The social factors that influence why a second language is learned dictate also how a 
second language is learned. As a result, different models of bilingual education have 
been conceptualized. They are generally categorized into weak and strong forms and 
both Baker (200 I) and Skutnabb-Kangas (2000) define the former as those whose 
educational aim is to produce limited rather than full bilingualism, with dominance in one 
language, while the latter ideally lead to students who are proficient and biliterate in two 
languages. Transitional and submersion bilingual programmes are a good example of 
weak forms, whereas maintenance and enrichment programmes represent strong forms of 
bilingual education. 
If schools aim to integrate minority students into the majority language and culture, 
then the education they offer is assimilationist in intent and their bilingual education is 
weak. Schools that aim to maintain students' mother tongue while also promoting 
the acquisition of another language for the purpose of full biliteracy and cultural 
pluralism are said to have strong forms of bilingualism. 
There are generally six approaches to bilingual education: submersion, ESL 
withdrawaVpullout, transitional, immersion, developmental maintenance/heritage, and 
two-way immersion. In submersion programmes, minority Ll students are placed 
without planning or support in a mainstream classroom in which only the majority 
language L2 is spoken and the students must swim or sink (Garcia, 1991 ). The rationale 
for this is the 'time-on-task' principle, according to which the more time is spent in L2, 
the more likely the student will become proficient in it. Since no effort is made to 
support the student's L1 or mother tongue, some argue (see Holmes, 1981) that this is a 
subtractive programme since it leads to the loss of L I and thus does not even constitute 
bilingual education. By showing that subtractive environments have a negative effect 
on students (Cummins, 2000; Hamers and Blanc, 2000) bilingual research contradicts the 
'time-on-task' premise of submersion programmes. They have also been criticized 
because the minority student's language and culture are excluded from the classroom, 
because they lead to great problems of social and emotional adjustment, and because they 
cause long-term decreased academic performance (Thomas & Collier, 2002). 
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Submersion programmes are generally used for purposes of cultural and linguistic 
assimilation rather than bilingual development. Crawford ( 1999) has noted that 
submersion programmes treat children's native-language ability as a handicap to be 
overcome interrupting their linguistic development before they reach 'a minimum 
threshold of cognitive-academic skills' and making it unlikely that they will ever attain 
full proficiency in L2 (Crawford, 1999: 144). 
Like submersion, 'ESL withdrawal' and 'Sheltered Instruction' are also 
assimilationist in intent and adhere to a subtractive form of bilingualism, with no 
accommodation or use of the students' Ll. In ESL withdrawal students are pulled out 
of their normal classes in order to receive English as a second language lessons at various 
times during the school week, but since there is little emphasis on active and experiential 
language learning, and a lack of language learning in authentic and meaningful contexts, 
these programmes are largely ineffective. Also, the teachers do not know the students' 
L 1 and are thus unable to access that language as a resource for learning, building on the 
students' metalinguistics knowledge. 
In the Sheltered Instruction model, known also as 'structured immersion' (SI), ESL 
and content area classes are combined and are taught by ESL-trained subject area 
teachers, but they still have assimilation as their principal aim. These classes are 
designed to deliver content area instruction in a form more accessible than the 
mainstream English-only classes, using additional material, bilingual aides and adapted 
texts to help students of diverse language backgrounds acquire the content as well as the 
language (Roberts, 1995). As Genesee ( 1999) observes, their principal advantage is that 
language acquisition can be enhanced by meaningful use of, and interaction in, the L2. 
The English level used in sheltered classes is continually modulated by the teacher and 
students, and content is made comprehensible through various means and techniques. 
SI recognizes that listening, speaking, reading and writing develop interdependently and 
thus organizes lessons around activities that integrate these skills (Genesee, 1999). 
In transitional bilingual education (TBE) the minority language students are 
initially taught through their L1 or home language until they are deemed sufficiently 
proficient to cope in the mainstream English-language system (Garcia, 1991 ), at which 
point they are moved to an English-medium class. Cognisant of the importance of L 1 as 
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a bridge to the acquisition of L2, the transition to an English language class occurs either 
after 1-3 years (early-exit) or after 4-6 years (late-exit). Even though the long term aim 
of these programmes is still predicated on a subtractive view of bilingualism, TBE can be 
considered bilingual education because, unlike submersion and withdrawal programs, it 
uses bilingual teachers and the student's L1 to help with the transition to English 
(Lessow-Hurley, 2000). 
Originally developed in Canada (see Lambert and Penfield), immersion is an 
enrichment bilingual education model that is most commonly associated with language 
majority students who are learning through their L2 (Hamers and Blanc, 2000; 
Skutnabb-Kangas, 2000). Additive in their goals, immersion programmes aim to enable 
students the attainment of functional bilingualism and biliteracy in two languages by the 
time they finish high school (Hamers and Blanc, 2000). 
According to Swain and Johnson ( 1997) there are several core features of a 
prototypical immersion programme, the main ones being that: L2 is the medium of 
instruction, there is overt support for L 1, the programme aims for additive bilingualism, 
exposure to the L2 is largely confined to the classroom, students enter with similar (and 
limited) levels of L2 proficiency, the teachers are bilingual, and the classroom culture is 
that of the local L 1 community. 
The additive bilingual approach of immersion programmes allows for the 
development of a sufficient threshold of bilingualism for students to access the cognitive 
and educational advantages of bilingualism and to achieve biliteracy in both languages, 
via the interdependence principle. 
In developmental maintenance or heritage models minority students are taught 
through the medium of two languages, a heritage language and a majority language. 
There are many varieties of heritage programmes, but most use the heritage language as 
the medium of instruction 50-90% of the time. They may begin as a 90: 10 programme 
in the early years (with 90% in the heritage language) and change gradually to a 50:50 
programme. Their goal is full bilingualism, biculturalism and biliteracy. In other 
words, the learning of the majority language is not pursued at the expense of the heritage 
language, which is why many indigenous education programmes have been developed 
worldwide along these lines over the last two decades (Hornberger, 1997). 
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Two-way immersion programmes are similar in structure to immersion 
programmes, but differ from these in student composition since they include a 
proportionate number of native and non-native speakers of the target or heritage language 
in the same classroom. Whether the proportion of time given each language of instruction 
is 90: I 0 or 50:50, the two most common models in use, all two-way programmes aim at 
developing bilingual and biliterate skills in both groups. Furthermore, two-way 
programmes not only integrate minority- and majority-language students in an 
environment that values both languages and cultures, they also never allow English to 
replace or outweigh the target language. They are also different from other immersion 
programmes in that teachers are trained to treat all students equitably and to have high 
academic expectations from all students (Lindholm-Leary, 2001). One other advantage 
is that since each language targeted is spoken by an equal number of students, every 
student has plenty of exposure to native speakers, allowing them abundant opportunities 
to interact and communicate with native speakers and enhancing their chances of 
developing native-like proficiency in their new language (Lessow-Hurley, 2000). In 
addition, this make-up is conducive to the development of appreciation and respect for 
one another's languages and cultures (Lindholm-Leary, 1994). In evaluating two-way 
programmes, Lindholm-Leary (200 1) found them to be effective in promoting high levels 
of language proficiency, academic achievement and positive attitudes to learning in 
students. Similarly, Thomas and Collier's (2002) found that bilingually schooled 
students from two-way programmes equaled or outperformed their monolingually 
schooled counterparts on all measures. 
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2. 7 Conclusion 
Having defined or rather described bilingualism and shown its complex typology, I 
re-emphasize here how age influences its development, since much of the ongoing 
political and academic discourse, as we have seen, centers on what constitutes a critical 
age for the development of bilingual ability. 
The review above, first of all, demonstrates that the conceptual and methodological 
underpinnings of first and second language acquisition elucidate how language is learned 
and how it affects a child's cognitive, affective and social development. These 
theories determine also how English is taught and learned in Shanghai and Hong Kong 
and how curricula and language policy are designed. 
The next step in language development is literacy and the areas and periods of 
emergent literacy as well as the factors affecting its development and the approaches used 
to achieve literacy have been analyzed. The concept of literacy, as it was shown, is 
culturally determined and when, how and to what extent literacy is sought at preschool 
level differs widely from place to place, being also subject to economic and political 
factors. These differences shape or misshape the nature of preschool education, raising 
questions of what is age appropriate or not and what is effective or not, as will become 
plainly evident in the succeeding chapters. 
Biliteracy is given the same attention. In addition, the factors that affect biliteracy 
on the social and individual level and the theories of biliteracy and bilingual development 
set the stage for understanding the complex issues that surround bilingualism and 
biliteracy; issues that are more often than not social and political rather than academic 
and educational. 
Last, the review covers how bilingualism is approached in education, showing the 
merits and shortcomings of the existing models and the degree to which they depend on 
the specific circumstances of any given place. The experience of others will hopefully 
help inform later recommendations. 
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CHAPTER ill 
Contexts of Bilingual Learning in Hong Kong and Shanghai 
3 .l Introduction 
True to Bronfenbrenner's conceptualisation of the factors affecting child 
development, and by extension bilingual development, the following highlights and 
analyses the contextual factors that shape the bilingual learning environments of the two 
cities. The political, economic, sociolinguistic, cultural, and educational contexts are 
scrutinised. The analysis is intended to serve as a cross-sectional examination of the 
macrosystem, exosystem and mesosytem that affect child development in 
Bronfenbrenner' s conceptual framework. 
3.2 Hong Kong 
From 1842 to 1974, thus almost for the entire duration of British governance, there 
was no statutory provision for official languages in Hong Kong and English was used 
exclusively for all official matters within the executive, judicial and legislative branches 
of the government as well as in tertiary education. Cantonese, despite being the 
indigenous language spoken by the vast majority, was relegated to use within the family 
and on the street. Hong Kong society was clearly separated into an English-speaking 
elite and a Cantonese-speaking majority (Bacon-Shone & Bolton, 1998). The divide 
was bridged by a limited number of bilingual Chinese who had received their education 
in exclusive English-medium schools and who served as intercessors between the British 
high administration and the people. When the sovereignty of Hong Kong was 
transferred to the People's Republic of China (PRC) in 1997, the official status of English 
was enshrined in the Basic Law, which was adopted in 1990 by the National People's 
Congress of the PRC and, replacing the Letters Patent and the Royal Instructions, it now 
serves as the constitution of the HKSAR. Yet the status of English in Hong Kong is 
safeguarded primarily not by political decree but by force of the international importance 
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the language enjoys globally and by Hong Kong's need to communicate and trade with 
the outside world. 
3.2.1. Political context 
Language has always been a central indicator of power relations in Hong Kong, so 
much so that it has led some to declare that "language issues have infected educational 
practice and policy from the very earliest days of Hong Kong's existence" (Sweeting, 
1997). As the language of the colonial power, English was used in government, law, 
and tertiary education almost exclusively until 1997, as well as occupying a cardinal 
position as the medium of instruction in many primary and most secondary schools. 
In 1997, the British authorities handed Hong Kong back to China, ending a century 
and a half of colonialism and setting the city on a course not to sovereignty but to 
reintegration with the motherland (Bray & Koo, 2004 ). Hong Kong ceased to be a 
British colony and became a Special Administrative Region (SAR) of the People's 
Republic of China (PRC) and was thrust into an identity crisis. 
Two divergent political cultures, one a British legacy and the other a Chinese 
implant, each with its own historical experiences, make up Hong Kong's political 
landscape and represent a constant source of tension between those who want to preserve 
Britain's political culture and those who desire Hong Kong's assimilation into the 
political culture of mainland China (Ho, Chau, Chiu & Peng, 2003). 
The influence of the colonial and present political establishments of Hong Kong is 
detectable in the following language and education initiatives: ( 1) the constitutional 
perpetuation of English as one of only two official languages and the policy of biliteracy 
and trilingualism, which underscored the centrality of language at all levels of education, 
increased language requirements from bilingualism to trilingualism, and pushed English 
and Chinese literacy to the forefront of kindergarten curricula; (2) the Expatriate English 
Language Teachers (EELT) scheme and its reincarnation as the Native-speaking English 
Teacher (NET) scheme, which brought the issue of language standards and their 
measurability to the forefront of education, so as to pave the way for subjecting teachers 
to in-service examinations leading either to re-accreditation or job loss, and which was 
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then used to justify a bifurcation of the education system into an English-medium stream 
(EMI) - where English is the language of instruction - and a Chinese-medium stream 
(CMI) - where Cantonese is the language of instruction - on account of insufficient 
numbers of qualified English teachers, with the ultimate effect of forcing the attainment 
of English language benchmarks on kindergartens; and (3) the use and misuse of the 
medium of instruction (MOl) issue to achieve a politically dictated CMI-EMI bifurcation 
of the secondary education system, which reduced the scope of English-Cantonese 
bilingual education and increased opportunity for access to Cantonese-Putonghua 
educational environments by artificially reducing (from 90% to 25%) EMI education and 
just as artificially increasing (from 10% to 75%) CMI education, thus exacerbating 
competition for access to EMI schools and accelerating the selective and allocative 
function of schooling, with the end result being a washback and push down effect on 
parents who are now scrambling to position their pre-school children linguistically for the 
more prestigious and elite EMI stream. 
All these initiatives, in one way or another, deliberately and not surprisingly involve 
language and have had a direct effect on language in education (LiE) and an indirect 
effect on ECEC. 
3.2.2 Economic context 
The globalization of the economy opened a gate through which the English 
language became internationalised and was made a necessity for every country on earth 
wishing to partake in economic exchange. Further to this global reality, two momentous 
economic events closer to home ensured that English became increasingly important for 
both Shanghai and Hong Kong: China's opening of its economy to foreign trade and 
investment in 1979, and Hong Kong's return to the motherland in 1997. The former 
offered Hong Kong new trade and investment opportunities and the latter completed 
Hong Kong's economic integration with the motherland. In less than three decades, the 
economies of Hong Kong and China have become indissolubly linked together, being 
each other's foremost partners in trade and investment. 
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In answer to global economic, technological, and scientific changes, and as a direct 
result of its integration with the Chinese economy, Hong Kong has been able to 
successfully transform its industrial economy into a knowledge-based economy, by 
shifting production processes that rely on cheap labour to the mainland and concentrating 
on emerging service industries dependent on knowledge, technology and innovation. 
The creation and application of knowledge has consequently become key to Hong Kong's 
success (Fan, 2006) and this has imposed new requirements on education that mirror 
those of the economy. 
The demand for highly skilled service professions has increased as dramatically as 
the service sector and this has imposed higher educational and linguistic parameters upon 
Hong Kong's education system, which has had to supply sufficient numbers of 
well-educated bilingual and even trilingual workers. More people than ever before are 
now required to be proficient in English and/or Putonghua and to hold advanced technical 
or graduate degrees. 
The economic restructuring Hong Kong has undergone over the last thirty years has 
seen its transformation from manufacturing centre, to finance and shipping entrepot, and 
lately to that of a hub of management and knowledge-based services. In its newest 
incarnation, Hong Kong conducts many of its daily economic operations in English and a 
bilingual workforce is vital to meet the present and future demands of commerce and 
industry if the city is to retain its position in Asia. Therein lies not only the practical 
impetus to transform its education sector to more adequately fulfill the city's economic 
needs, but also the motivation to keep English as one of its official languages, a goal now 
enshrined in Hong Kong's constitution and pursued, with certain political qualifications, 
by the policy ofbiliteracy and trilingualism. 
In addition to these regional considerations economic globalization has imposed its 
own inescapable conditions upon the education system. Since economic stability and 
growth can no longer be presumed and the government's response to revenue and 
budgetary pressures has been one of prudent social spending, the education system has 
been affected and has had to adapt accordingly. The tertiary system has been 
restructured "along entrepreneurial lines in order to provide flexible educational 
responses to the new model of industrial production," in which "the knowledge cycle is 
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short and information spreads fast," and primary, secondary and teacher education have 
been reorganized "along lines that correspond to the skills and competencies (hence 
educational qualifications) required by workers in a globalizing world" (Fan, 2006). 
Hong Kong's educational authorities have retooled curricula across the board and have 
embarked since 2000 upon a broad programme of education reform aimed at nurturing 
the skills and qualifications identified as crucial to survival in the new economy. 
In this climate of global and regional economic pressures, the previously neglected 
preschool sector has attracted the government's attention. Since 2006, Hong Kong is 
subsidizing early childhood education through a voucher system that offers public funds 
to parents whose children attend non-profit making kindergartens. Under the subsidy plan, 
parents receive an education voucher to cover their children's school fees. 
The pre-primary education sector has been entangled in Hong Kong's new economic 
reality in several direct and indirect ways: ( 1) the expanded linguistic demands of society 
and their reflection in the compulsory education system, which compel all education 
stakeholders to raise present and future generations trilingually and parents to give their 
children simultaneous bilingualism environments athome and in kindergarten; (2) service 
economy imposes more ambitious academic requirements and calls for changing 
pedagogies, which have increased literacy targets as a result of the pre-primary sector's 
integration with the compulsory education system, and compel parents to want their 
children to get an academic head start in life through kindergarten, and (3) through the 
intrusion of business management practices in education and the resultant calls for 
performativity, managerialism and efficiency, which has given rise to various measure 
and mechanisms that qualify and quantify education and to its treatment as a commodity, 
but also to a greater level of autonomy in managing operations and resources and 
planning for school development, the end effect being a level of competition hitherto 
unknown to the education sector. 
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3.2.3 Sociolinguistic context 
In 1974, under sustained public pressure, the government enacted the Official 
Languages Ordinance and both English and Chinese were declared official languages of 
Hong Kong, of 'equal status' and 'equality of use'. However, the ordinance did not 
specify - and the post handover government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative 
Region (HKSAR) continues not to specify - which Chinese dialect among its many 
existing varieties is recognized as the official one, leaving that to be determined by 
common practice and rendering both Cantonese and Putonghua de facto officially 
legitimate. 
In the present sociolinguistic environment, Cantonese, the indigenous language of 
Hong Kong and parts of southern China, remains the predominant verbal medium of 
communication in formal and informal situations, while Modem Standard Chinese 
(MSC), although of a variety slightly different from that used on the Mainland and 
representative of Hong Kong's identity, is the norm in written communication. The 
main difference between the two written codes is that Hong Kong's uses traditional while 
China's uses simplified Chinese characters, the latter having less strokes. Increasingly, 
however, simplified characters are found on posters, road signs, and leaflets, especially in 
the tourist areas of Hong Kong and in the hospitality industry, since Putonghua is the 
lingua franca of all Chinese, be they from Singapore, Taiwan, Macao, or the ethnically 
diverse regions of the Mainland. Putonghua and Cantonese are mutually unintelligible. 
English continues to be used widely in jurisprudence, education, business, finance, 
and the media, as well as in formal situations, but is no longer used exclusively in any 
single domain. While the use of Chinese has increased and the provision of a Chinese 
version for all government publications has become standard, English remains the 
primary medium for intra-governmental documentation and records, commercial 
contracts and activity, high courts and legal matters, as well as assessment and 
examination in secondary and tertiary education. Equality of use is a reality, perhaps 
more than in any other public domain, in the political arena and this has given rise to the 
need for simultaneous translation in government meetings where many councillors and 
legislators choose to speak Cantonese. 
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-----------------------------------------------------------------
When the sovereignty of Hong Kong was transferred to the People's Republic of 
China (PRC) in 1997, the official status of English was enshrined in the Basic Law, 
which was adopted in 1990 by the National People's Congress of the PRC and, replacing 
the Letters Patent and the Royal Instructions, it now serves as the constitution of the 
HKSAR. Yet the status of English in Hong Kong is safeguarded primarily not by 
political decree but by force of the international importance the language enjoys globally 
and by Hong Kong's need to communicate and trade with the outside world. 
According to the 1991 census, of the 95% who are ethnically Chinese, some 88% 
speak Cantonese as their usual language, another I 0% speak one of several Chinese 
dialects (Chiu Chow, Hakka, Fukienese, Shanghainese, or Sze Yap), and more than 95% 
claim to be able to speak Cantonese (Bacon-Shone & Bolton, 1998). By comparison, 
only 18% of Hong Kong's population declared themselves capable of speaking 
Putonghua of which only 1% speak it as their usual language. Similarly scant, the 
census found English proficiency to be, with circa 30% of the population able to speak it, 
but only 2.2% using it as their primary language. Ten years later, the 2001 census 
reports that of the 95% ethnic Chinese population, 89.2% speak Cantonese, 5.5% other 
Chinese dialects, 0.9% Putonghua, while English is spoken by twice as many as in 1991, 
or 2.2% of the population. The rise of English in Hong Kong is further documented by 
government statistics that show those who 'know' English to be 9.7% in 1960, 38.1% in 
1991, and 43% in 2001 (Hong Kong Government, 2001). 
Past statistical data and empirical evidence indicated that despite its official 
recognition and preferential status for more than a century and a half, English fluency 
remained the language of a minority, who was also the elite and who acquired it by way 
of formal education (Dickinson & Cumming, 1996). But the current sociolinguistic 
complexities of Hong Kong have produced a dynamic linguistic environment that is 
difficult to describe by virtue of its constantly changing profile and numbers alone cannot 
capture the subtleties of its interplays. Consequently, scholars have struggled to find an 
adequate classification for Hong Kong's linguistic landscape and many perspectives have 
been put forth, each with its own merits and demerits. 
Hong Kong has been called a diglossic society (Luke & Richards, 1982; Fishman, 
1967). The model for diglossia (see Ferguson, 1959; Fishman, 1967, 1980) contends 
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that two or more languages survive side by side when their functions and domains are 
separate and complementary and, classically, one language is used in 'outer' or 'high' 
domains while the other is relegated to 'inner' or 'low' domains, reflecting distinctions of 
power and socio-economic status between a governed and a governing class. While this 
may have described the linguistic situation of Hong Kong during colonial times, it is, as 
some have pointed out (Pennington, 2001; Bolton, 2000), inaccurate today for several 
reasons: (1) English has lost ground to Chinese in all so-called 'high' domains; (2) 
English proficiency is prevalent among an ever-growing middle class that falls neither in 
the 'high' nor 'low' category; (3) the multilingual makeup of Hong Kong and the many 
varieties of mixed-code encountered there break the diglossic mould; (4) Hong Kong is 
an uncharacteristically flexible linguistic community whose active immigration and 
emigration patterns and entrepreneurial character tolerate no rigid linguistic allegiances; 
and (5) the need to accommodate Putonghua has established a new linguistic hierarchy 
with three not two contenders (Pennington, 2001 ). 
Others see Hong Kong as a primarily monolingual and monocultural society (So, 
1992; Yau, 1989; Yu & Atkinson, 1988; Fu, 1987) since the majority do not use English 
in their daily lives and explain its continued prominence as a combination of the 
following factors: (1) a history of British governance, (2) its use as an 'auxiliary 
language' (Luke & Richard, 1982) in business and administration, (3) its past and 
diminished present use as a medium of instruction in education, (4) and its utility as the 
foremost language of international communication (Tonkin & Regan, 2003). In line 
with this mono linguistic description of Hong Kong is Johnson's ( 1994) observation that 
the English language appears not to have a social role in Hong Kong. Many, however, 
challenge the monolingual description (Afendras, 1998; Bacon-Shone & Bolton, 1998; 
Patri & Pennington, 1998) because it fails to account for the presence of English, 
however scarce it may be, in the society at large, the media, the workplace and in the 
extensive code-mixing and code-switching one encounters in Hong Kong. A 1998 
study by Bacon-Shone & Bolton, for instance, found that 54.7% of the people surveyed 
wrote notes and memos at work in English, close to 60% of those who reported reading 
various written materials did so in English, 56% of the surveyed population has an 
English name for use in social situation and 30% have an English name even on their 
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identity cards, and, the most telling statistic of all, 75% report code-mixing English and 
Chinese with friends at school. Furthermore, Chan Ling Ling (200 I) has argued that 
many government departments and the media sections of most bureaus still use English 
as the primary mode of communication. 
Genre analysis (Swales, 1990) focuses on language use in specific contexts and by 
specific groups and has been used to describe Hong Kong's various communicative 
domains and professions where dual language use is common, such as Hong Kong's 
bilingual radio genre, corporate offices, and the bilingual instructional genre common in 
schools. Just as in bilingual radio Chinese and English are used alternatively for different 
segments of programming, so in the education sector both Chinese and English are used 
in classroom instruction, English to introduce and conclude new material or to relay 
technical terms and Cantonese to elaborate, define and explain. A similar use of 
bilingualism is found in many Hong Kong offices and government departments where 
code-mixing and code-switching commonly take place. Code-switching and 
code-mixing are thus part and parcel of Hong Kong's language ecology and this evidence 
contradicts the notion that Hong Kong is primarily a monolingual society. 
Scholars have also observed a degree of syntactic integration (Li, 200 I), whereby 
Cantonese, as the language that provides the grammatical frame is the matrix language, 
and English, as the language that provides lexical items for borrowing is the embedded 
language (Myers-Scotton, 1993). Bilingual speakers in Hong Kong integrate English 
lexicon and even syntax into the Cantonese grammatical frame either for the 
psycholinguistic motives described above or because they have to make up for the lack of 
equivalent expressions in Chinese (Gibbons, 1987; Li, 2001), as well as to compensate 
for their own or the 'semantic deficiency' of the Cantonese language vis-a-vis English 
(Pennington, 200 1 ). It has also been suggested that the mixing of English and 
Cantonese in Hong Kong is a method of communicating and diffusing innovations, be 
they ideas, practices, or objects, into the society at large, according to Rogers' (1983) 
model. 
While no single bilingual model can account for the diversity of language use in 
Hong Kong, it is undeniable that the English language is alive and well, as attested by the 
literally bilingual mode of speech of many Hong Kongers, and that mixed language codes 
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signal a degree of linguistic hybridization that has been steadily growing (Bacon-Shone 
& Bolton, 2001) and that is bound to continue growing especially in light of the SAR 
government's policy of biliteracy and trilingualism and the continuing ascendancy of 
English as the world's favoured universal language. Furthermore, although the 
fertilization of Cantonese with English is often criticized as 'neither Chinese nor 
Cantonese' and 1s derisively referred to as Chinglish and its users as 
'language-handicapped' by purists and nationalists, it is a novel and effective way of 
balancing and bridging the ever-closer coexistence of the English and Chinese languages, 
western and eastern cultural norms, outside novel ideas with existing traditional ones, 
imported popular culture with native art forms, as well as expressing emotional states, 
social subtleties, and group solidarity. 
Given Hong Kong's complex and ever shifting linguistic landscape, the most 
accurate description one can give is that English and code-mixed utterances occupy 
micro-linguistic environments that are subsumed by a Cantonese majority 
macro-linguistic environment. 
English in Hong Kong, for the above reasons and its economic importance, is now 
more relevant than ever and the numbers of speakers, currently 43% of the population, is 
increasing even though competency levels are still below the government's expectations. 
To raise the standards of English among the workforce, from taxi drivers to executives, 
various government-backed schemes, such as the Workplace %nglish Campaign, initiated 
in 2000 and using benchmarking and financial incentives, have begun to bear fruit 
(Bolton, 2002). This shows that the government of Hong Kong, post handover, is 
keenly aware of the crucial importance English has for their society's economic success 
in a globalized world. More importantly, the attitudes of the people of Hong Kong 
towards English have changed from mainly negative in the past (Lyczak, Fu & Ho, 1976; 
Fu, 1975), when social pressure worked against the use of English for intra-ethnic oral 
communication (Gibbons, 1987; Li, 1996, 1998, 2002), to mainly positive in the present 
(Lai, 2001), as mixed code has become part of Hong-Kong's very identity. Shortly after 
the handover, Chan Hok-shing ( 1998) could already observe that code-mixing, which 
was viewed with hostility during British times, was being used not only in private, casual 
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conversations but also in public and even in the media and that the people doing so were 
not only young students but also adult professionals. 
Of great consequence to the early acquisition of English and literacy development 
(Tse et al., 2007), yet labouring in obscurity and representing perhaps the most unsung 
contributors to Hong Kong's English environment, are the circa 170.000 Philipinas, who 
as caregivers to thousands of infants are the first language teachers and the most 
economic way in which working middle-class couples can enable their children to grow 
up bilingually (Afendras, 1998; Bolton, 2000). Furthermore, they, along with thousands 
of other non-Chinese minorities, add to the multilingual and multicultural flavour of 
Hong Kong and given that their numbers are growing it is to assume that their 
international orientation, which makes them rather biased in favour of English, will pull 
Hong Kong towards the outside world and, to a degree, help counterbalance China's 
centripetal force 
Cantonese, despite being a dialect and lacking a written form, is not only tenaciously 
persisting, there is even evidence of it spreading and has partially displaced English at the 
elite level. Unlike in the rest of China, where Putonghua is promoted by the central 
government to the detriment of all other indigenous dialects, Cantonese is safe and Hong 
Kong, "with its financial and trading might, its popular films and the secure foundation 
for Cantonese it provides through government, business, education and broadcasting, the 
territory is the force behind Cantonese today" (So, 1987). Having survived unscathed 
150 years of British rule and its attendant predominantly English secondary and tertiary 
education systems, one is inclined to believe, and there is little evidence to the contrary, 
that it will fare just as well in the present climate of political and social integration with 
the PRC and the ongoing onslaught of globalization. This being said, it is inevitable 
that its domains of use will shrink once Putonghua gathers momentum and assumes more 
importance. 
As for Putonghua, the rising star of China, there can only be a smooth road ahead, 
paved by favourable policies and growing economic integration with and dependence on 
the motherland and no amount of Cantonese ethnic pride and social resistance will be 
able to stand in the way of its economically and politically propelled ascendancy. 
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In light of the above facts and of the government's long-range plans to make today' s 
generation biliterate and trilingual, it is safe to say that all three languages are destined to 
survive. What is also certain, is that a different sociolinguistic alignment than at present 
will emerge due to the need to accommodate Putonghua as an equal player alongside 
Cantonese and English. 
Since the hand-over in 1997, both English and Cantonese have been equally used as 
working languages in the new government. Education reform policies have displaced 
English as the medium of instruction in most primary and secondary schools where 
English is now taught as a second/foreign language, as it was predicted (Postiglione, 
1992; Tse et al., 1995), and Putonghua is offered to all grades. Putonghua will 
inevitably assume greater significance in administration and education, and will gradually 
become more commonly used in the workplace; English will continue to dominate 
communication in international commerce and finance while losing some ground in 
tertiary education, the media, and politics; and, while Cantonese prevails as the language 
of paramount importance for the speech community of Hong Kong, it will most certainly 
have to partially give way to Putonghua in administration and education, where the latter 
will emerge as a strong rival to both English and Cantonese, as it must if Hong Kong is to 
become a trilingual society. Cantonese will remain dominant in the family, the 
marketplace, and on the street as the language of personal intimacy (Johnson, 1994). 
Hong Kong's linguistic situation will gradually begin to resemble that of the province of 
Guangdong, where Cantonese has been displaced in government and education, but not in 
the family or on the street. As anticipated, "Putonghua and the notably different 
socio-political culture of the PRC will impact forcefully on the unique Chinese culture of 
Hong Kong, presenting new challenges to 'Cantonese vitality' by attempting to alter the 
present sociolinguistic alignment of languages in Hong Kong in some hitherto unknown 
way" (Pierson, 2001, p. 92). Yet unlike previously anticipated, the PRC is proving to be 
far more sensitive to Hong Kong's sovereignty and right to self-determination, allowing 
economic and not political imperatives to take centre-stage in its sociolinguistic 
transformation. 
Given these circumstances, it is inevitable that Hong Kong's sociolinguistic 
landscape will continue to change even further until a new linguistic hierarchy is 
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achieved that conforms to Beijing's wishes and that more accurately reflects Hong' 
Kong's altered political and economic status. 
Fig.2 is given to show Hong Kong's past, present and fitture sociolinguistic 
landscape: (PAST) English is the language of government and ofthe elite and though it is 
at the centre of Hong Kong's political, administrative, juridical, higher educational and 
business life it is spoken only by a small and mostly foreign minority, Cantonese being 
the language of the masses; (PRESENT) English has been displaced by Cantonese and is 
no longer the language of the ruling class even though it remains central to trade, 
business, finance, and tourism, while Cantonese has taken the place of English as the 
formal language of civic matters and is widely used at home and in schools, in media and 
social and cultural domains, as well as in government, whereas Putonghua is only 
beginning to be pursued from below, by a population aware of its growing significance 
and future predominance, and from above, by a government vested with the task of 
achieving greater integration with the mainland; (FUTURE) Putonghua is the legal and 
official language of government and law, instntmental in the local and national economy 
due to increased interdependence with China, and the primary medium of instruction for 
most of the compulsory education !1ystem as well as a growing proportion of tertiary 
education, while English is still the language of technology, commerce, finance, parts of 
tertimy education and a minority of primary and secondary schools, whereas Cantonese 
is relegated to informal domains as the language of family and intimacy, parts of media 
and ever-decreasing from the city's cultural life. 
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Past Present Future 
Fig.3-l: Linguistic landscape of Hong Kong 
During the colonial past English was the language of the British and the two 
linguistic groups of English and Cantonese were isolated from one another and could 
connect only via a few bilingual speakers. ln the present, English is mastered by a good 
percentage of the population and many of Hong Kong's citizens are bilingual. The 
English language is far more integrated in Hong Kong society than it was in the past. ln 
the near future, Putonghua will be as common and as integral to Hong Kong society as 
English is today and all three languages will be common currency. 
3.2.4 Cultural context 
Chinese culture developed under the influence of four crucial forces, the three great 
intellectual orthodoxies of Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism, and the practical reality 
of agrarianism. These centuries-old forces, however, are currently being challenged by 
a single contender, that of modernism, which in many ways is alien and hostile to 
Chinese traditionalism. 
In addition to the four cultural strands described above, Hong Kong's unique 
culture has also been shaped by a fifth, that of Britain, more specifically, by 
Judea-Christian, secular humanist, and liberal individualist values that have originated in 
the West and have been superimposed on the Chinese populace by the British 
colonial administration primarily through its political framework but also, towards the 
end of British rule especially, through education. While Western influence in Shanghai 
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is a relatively new phenomenon and has been freely imported by China first in its drive 
for modernization and more recently under the impetus of globalization, in Hong Kong 
western cultural influences have coexisted alongside Chinese from the very beginnings of 
the colony. 
In Chinese society, parental involvement with and expectations for their 
children's bilingual development are mutually supportive. Most Chinese parents believe 
that the faster children learn, the greater their academic achievements will be and their 
success in later life. Parents are not only overprotective, but also involved and in direct 
control of their young children's lives (Lin & Fu, 1990). With the western influence in 
Hong Kong and the second/third generation in Hong Kong has less exposure to 
Confucian principles and traditional Chinese cultural values. As the family's ecological 
systems change, so do their structures and values, leading to changes in parental attitudes, 
expectations, and behaviours. Due to the fast pace of globalisation, greater levels of 
education and increasing exposure to Western notions of child rearing and education 
(Jose et. al., 2000), the Chinese cultural beliefs have been diluted by outside influence 
and in Hong Kong, especially, one may even speak of a devaluing of tradition (Rao, Ng 
& Pearson, 2007). Consequently, there is now a dissonance between traditional child 
rearing practices that still call for obedience and respect (Chen & Uttal, 1988) and the 
progressive views of modem pedagogy, such as learning through play (Rao, Ng & 
Pearson, 2007), which seek the development of self-determination, creativity, and 
originality. 
Hong Kong parents value higher education and expect their children to exhibit good 
academic performance, even when the children are at a very young age. Parents play a 
significant role and are highly involved in helping their children's development (Kelley 
and Tsang, 1992). Hong Kong parents believe that the faster the children learn the 
English language, the greater their competitive advantage. 
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3.2.5 Educational context 
3.2.5.1 Typology of bilingual education 
Hong Kong's education system offers bilingual education for majority language 
students (see Christian & Genesee, 2001; Johnson & Swain, 1997) and has features that 
are consistent with all three models of bilingual education - transitional, maintenance, 
and enrichment- as described by Hornberger ( 1989). 
In the EMI stream English is Ll and Cantonese L2, the reverse being the case in the 
CMI stream. The types of bilingual education available in Hong Kong's schools vary 
from level to level, from school to school, and cover the entire spectrum from weak to 
strong forms of bilingualism. They share however the general goal of bilingual 
proficiency along with grade-appropriate L 1 development and academic achievement. 
Weak forms of bilingualism are characterized by short lessons of English as an L2 
language alongside the mainstream majority language, Cantonese, which serves as the 
MOl. Strong forms of bilingual education are offered by mainstream bilingual/ partial 
immersion schools where both the majority and minority languages are used side by side, 
providing an additive linguistic environment that produces bilingual and biliterate 
children with two languages, intercultural competence and cultural enrichment. 
On a continuum scale of Hong Kong's bilingualism typology, CMI secondary 
schools and typical kindergartens would be at the far end of weak form of bilingual 
education and tertiary institutions and EMI at the other end with strong form of bilingual 
education. The former offer the perfect examples of weak forms of bilingual education, 
since English is taught as a foreign language on a limited basis in a mainstream language 
environment, with most of the lessons conducted in the majority language, Cantonese, 
whereas the latter offer full immersion environments, with most lectures held in English. 
The middle ground would be occupied by EMI and International schools, where English 
full immersion coexists with the development and maintenance of the heritage language; 
followed by bilingual schools, where both languages are used side by side and 
code-switching is common. 
The general trend in the preschool sector concerning bilingual or international 
programmes is one of strong bilingualism; with English and Cantonese given great 
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.-.uuv'"· so as to avoid academic difficulties due to late immersion (see Marsh et al., 
To be in line with the EMB's guideline that the mother-tongue must be used as 
MOl until L2 develops sufficiently, in order to take full advantage of the cognitive 
of using Ll as a bridge to the acquisition of L2, and in acknowledgement of 
1 .._,,...,.,L,lllll~' (1979) Developmental Interdependence Hypothesis (which holds that a child's 
competence is partly dependent upon the level of competence achieved in L l) and 
Threshold Theory (see also Toukomaa and Skutnabb-Kangas, 1977), kindergartens (such 
as Victoria) offer partial immersion programmes. 
Broadly speaking then, preschools and primary schools adhere to the goals of the 
transitional immersion model (Freeman, 1998) of education, as they aim to gradually 
shift students from Ll (Cantonese) to greater use of L2 (English); secondary schools are 
consistent with the maintenance approach (Hornberger, 1991 ), since both Ll and L2 are 
used as mediums of instruction and they aim to maintain Ll until academic proficiency is 
achieved in L2; and universities subscribe to enrichment bilingualism (Fishman, 1976), 
since they teach majority language students (Ll, Cantonese speakers) through a minority 
target language (L2, English). 
Given the emphasis placed on bilingualism and the resources lavished on 
accomplishing it, balanced bilingualism (i.e. age-appropriate competence in both 
language plus positive cognitive advantages), as described by the Threshold model (see 
Cummins, 1976), is achievable in Hong Kong's education system. 
3.2.5.2 Linguistic environment of Hong Kong kindergartens 
A number of preschools cater to expatriates and use English as the main language of 
instruction, but they are a minority. Most of Hong Kong's preschools follow the 
government's recommendation (SCOLAR, 2003) and use the mother tongue, Cantonese, 
as their medium of instruction. However, since the preschool system is in the hands of 
private operators the government cannot impose the use of the mother tongue as the MOl 
of kindergartens as it does for the fully funded compulsory education system by 
demanding that schools wanting to use English as the MOl must fulfill three 
preconditions: teachers with the capability to teach in English, students with the 
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proficiency to learn in English, and the provision of suitable support measures (SCOLAR, 
2003). 
Therefore, the prevailing linguistic environment m English-medium (EM) 
kindergartens is that English is the MOl, Cantonese is taught as a second language and 
Putonghua as a third or foreign language. Conversely, Chinese-medium (CM) 
kindergartens use Cantonese as the MOl, and, depending on the wishes of parents, 
English and Putonghua are taught either as second or as foreign languages. 
The linguistic environment prevalent in Hong Kong's kindergartens adequately 
reflects the government's policy of biliteracy and trilingualism (liang wen san yu) and its 
stated aim that today's students will be educated to be literate in Chinese and English and 
capable of speaking Cantonese, English and Putonghua. It does so, however, not 
because the government promotes English learning early in life, but because parents 
recognize the enduring importance of English proficiency for success in life and the 
necessity of acquiring it early on so as to qualify for enrolment in an artificially decreased 
number of English-medium instruction secondary schools. 
3.2.5.3 Penetration of English in preschool education 
The most unique feature of Hong Kong's education system from top to bottom is its 
language-based bifurcation into Chinese-medium (CM) and English-medium (EM) 
schools. Cantonese prevails from preschool to secondary and English dominates at the 
tertiary level. This, however, has not always been the case. Statistics show that in 
1958 EM schools (then known as Anglo-Chinese Secondary Schools) and CM schools 
(then known as Chinese Middle Schools) attracted approximately the same number of 
students at the secondary level, but thirty years later the EM stream had grown to be 
tenfold the size of the CM stream (Hong Kong Annual Review, multiple editions) and by 
1994 over 90% of all secondary schools were at least nominally English medium 
(Johnson, 1994). 
So (1992) traces this language-based bifurcation back to 1926 and identifies a 
number of external (the collapse of the Nanjing regime and the rise of the anti-intellectual 
and totalitarian regime of the PRC) and internal (local government aid such as the 
Grant-in-aid Scheme to EM schools only, socio-economic dynamics, and the rise of 
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English as the language of trade and academic discourse) factors behind the rise and 
ultimate dominance of English in education, with the incremental effect that English 
became to be viewed as the language of power and prestige and Chinese as the language 
of servitude (So, 1992). 
Despite the fact that the Chinese language was afforded official status in 1974, and 
since 1986 the colonial government adopted a policy of positive discrimination in favour 
of CM schools, the dominance of English as the MOl at the secondary level was not 
reversed until 1997, when the newly installed HKSAR government, in an attempt to 
displace English as the high status language of Hong Kong (Lai & Byram, 2003), 
legislated that 70% of Hong Kong's schools adopt Chinese as the MOl and the remaining 
30% English (currently the ratio is 75% to 25%). However, since the importance of 
English for upward mobility has not changed but has only grown, neither has the demand 
for an English education, which has always been perceived as being superior, and this has 
exacerbated competition for access to the few remaining (25% or 114 schools) EM 
secondary schools (So, 2000). 
To be able to select the few (i.e. 25%) students allowed to enrol in EM schools the 
government imposed a system of examinations for English competency for primary 
students. The blowback effect of this increased competition for EM secondary 
schooling is that students are now subjected to English competency examinations in 
primary school to be eligible to apply for a place in a secondary school that uses English 
as its MOl and, consequently, acquiring English proficiency in preschool has become the 
norm rather than the exception that it once was. Furthermore, parents also try to spare 
their children the agony of selective examinations in local schools by making great 
financial sacrifices to secure for them a place of study in international schools that use 
English as their MOl from the primary level onwards and that are through-train. 
Therefore, unwittingly, a measure that was supposed to make Chinese more important 
than the English language in education has had the opposite effect - at least at preschool 
level - since now more parents than ever scramble to get their children proficient in 
English by the time they finish kindergarten, with great effect on curriculum and 
pedagogy. 
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Since 1997, English has become so important for preschools that every kindergarten 
ust meet parental demand by offering some form of English instruction and most 
ttempt to be bilingual. Prior to 1997, there was no urgency to get children fluent in 
nglish because the entire compulsory education system was bilingual and, despite 
criticism of the poor quality of English or mixed code (Chinese-English) instruction 
available in most schools, everyone, regardless of social status, had the opportunity to be 
gradually immersed in the English language and become sufficiently proficient in the 
language to access tertiary education, which in Hong Kong has always been provided 
almost exclusively in English. 
Prior to 1997, schools were not required by law to follow a particular language 
curriculum. English was mostly ignored by all preschools save for a few international 
kindergartens. It was, however, part of the core curriculum in primary and secondary 
education and it was taught as a subject in all primary and secondary schools while also 
being the MOl of some 10% of all primary and 80% of all secondary schools. The 
major difference in the way English was taught depended on each school's policy on the 
medium of instruction, whereby in the CM sector English was taught as a subject and in 
the EM sector English, being the MOl, was used to teach all other subjects. (Dickson & 
Cumming, 1996). 
Post 1997, schools are required by law to use Chinese (of an unspecified variety) as 
their MOL English is taught by all of Hong Kong's preschools, many of which operate 
as bilingual kindergartens. English continues to be part of the core curriculum in both 
primary and secondary education where it is taught as a core subject, while also being the 
MOl of 25% of all secondary schools. Currently, English continues to be taught as a 
core subject by all CM schools, but a good proportion of them offer a limited number of 
courses (no more than 15%) with English as the MOL In the 25% of schools that 
continue to be designated EM, English, as the MOl, continues to be the language through 
which all other courses are taught. 
Mass English penetration of Hong Kong's pre-pnmary education system is a 
response phenomenon to the language legislation introduced and enforced after the 1997 
handover, which used the mother tongue issue as the main argument for mainstreaming 
CM instruction. English in preschool education has become universal in less than ten 
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years because parents perceive the politics of the mother tongue issue as an attempt to 
exclude their children from the opportunity to secure the social privileges and benefits 
associated with English proficiency. The government's language policies are seen as 
socially divisive (Bolton, 2000) and are resisted accordingly. While at the secondary 
level EM instruction was reduced to one-third of its size and CM instruction was 
increased sevenfold, at the pre-primary level - where the government has little or no 
influence and parental choice determines the form and content of education - English 
instruction (whether in the bilingual mode or as a second language) has increased to 
cover nearly 100% of all kindergartens. The reason for this unintended consequence is 
clear: 
"English in Hong Kong was, is and will be a valuable cultural capital of elite social 
groups that parents want to transmit to their children through schooling because English 
will give them more symbolic capital and more economic, social and political advantages, 
and power in society'' (Lai & Byram, 2003). 
3.2.5.4 Rationale for English in education and bilingual education 
In early colonial times, English education was the domain of the elite and the few 
Chinese that received such an education did so in order to provide the colonial 
government with the ability to communicate with the people. In late colonial times, the 
system of elite schooling in English shifted towards mass bilingualism and the proportion 
of the population able to speak English grew from 9. 7% in 1961 (when the population 
was 3.1 million) to 28.2% in 1996 (when the population reaches 6.2 million), thus from c. 
300.000 to c. 2.300.000 people (Bolton, 2000). 
Today, English is part and parcel of the HKSAR government's policy of biliteracy 
and trilingualism (liang wen san yu), which is attempting a new linguistic realignment in 
order to ensure the coexistence of the three languages that are of perceived crucial 
importance to Hong Kong's present and future prosperity- Cantonese, Putonghua and 
English. English is given continued priority at the tertiary level, Cantonese at the 
pre-primary level, and transitionally at the primary and secondary levels, where 
Putonghua, the government has signalled, is its preferred choice for the near future 
(Oriental Daily News, 2001; SCOLAR, 2003). However, while the use of English has 
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been legislated out of 75% of the secondary education sector, the government is averse to 
impose a similar ''firm guidance" in legislating the teaching of Chinese in Putonghua 
throughout the compulsory education system, though it is its stated preference. Instead, 
it has opted to tread lightly and allow schools and parents to voluntarily take up the cause 
of replacing the vernacular Cantonese with the national language Putonghua to learn 
Chinese language throughout the compulsory education system (SCOLAR, 2003, p. 83 
and Annex VI). The political motivation of the MOl issue comes through in the way the 
government discriminates against English and favours Putonghua, though both are 
foreign languages since both are mutually unintelligible to Cantonese speakers and 
despite its avowed concern for the ability of students to learn in their mother tongue. 
Under the current MOl policy, "Chinese-medium schools may use either Cantonese or 
Putonghua to teach Chinese Language and other academic subjects" (SCOLAR, Final 
Report, 2003, p. 35). 
Given the government's obvious bias against English and in favour of Putonghua, it 
is not surprising that English in pre-primary education is therefore occurring not because 
of public policy but despite of it and in a very real sense in direct antagonism to it. 
SCOLAR (Consultation Document, 2003) refers to the direction of Hong Kong's 
language education policies and measures as focused on two major issues: (I) "specifying 
a clear and realistic set of language competencies expected of our students" and (2) 
"creating a more motivating language learning environment". SCOLAR (Final Report, 
2003) also gives three putative reasons why Hong Kongers "need to be biliterate and 
trilingual": 
"(1) Language is a critical feature that defines culture ... The ability to understand 
and master language has a profound impact on the cognitive and social development, 
academic achievement and career prospects of every individual. 
(2) ... the language ability of a community is key to its prosperity ... Part of the 
reason for Hong Kong's success as an international city has been the ability to bridge the 
gap between the English-speaking, global business community and the Chinese-speaking 
merchants and traders in Hong Kong and the mainland of China. Being hi/iterate and 
trilingual has bee our competitive advantage. 
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(3) Increasing globalisation and a more open China market have made it more 
important than ever to enhance the language abilities of the community to meet the 
challenges of greater competition" (p. 3). 
Connecting it to the overall aims of education, SCOLAR (Final Report, 2003) states, 
"good language ability is essential for life-long learning and the communication of 
knowledge, ideas, values, attitudes and experience. It enables our younger generation to 
realise their full potential and cope effectively with the challenges of a rapidly changing 
and keenly competitive knowledge-based society'' (p. 3). 
In regards to entrenching the vernacular Cantonese dialect at the pre-primary 
level SCOLAR (Consultation Document, 2003) advises, "the development of a child's 
mother tongue should take precedence over the acquisition of other languages" and since 
"for most young children in Hong Kong, Cantonese and written Chinese is their mother 
tongue" it "should be used as the medium of instruction in pre-primary education" (p. 
16). 
Aware of their inability to control the spread and use of English in pre-primary 
education, because the private sector and not the government provides education at that 
level and because continued parental demand sets the agenda, policy makers resign 
themselves to merely advising that exposure to a second language should be informal and 
developmentally appropriate (SCOLAR, Consultation Document, p. 16). 
While learning English in Shanghai early in life in a bilingual kindergarten 
environment is partly the result of general dissatisfaction with the poor progress made 
when English was taught as a foreign language in China and partly to achieve better 
integration with primary school, in Hong Kong it is mostly the result of parental 
antagonism to the government's attempt to reduce the footprint of English medium 
instruction in the compulsory education system and the resultant competition for the few 
remaining EM instruction schools. 
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3.2.5.5 Implementation of English in Hong Kong's curricula 
Although there is no formal pre-primary language curriculum, language is an 
important part of young children's learning activities and the government, being aware of 
the pressure put on kindergarten children to learn English and on kindergartens to teach it, 
advises education providers to give the development of a child's mother tongue 
precedence over the acquisition of other languages (SCOLAR, Consultation Document, 
2003). 
English taught in various forms of intensity in pre-primary education, however, 
is ubiquitous, as shown above, due to the public's reaction to post-1997 language policies 
which have exacerbated decisions made in the early 1990s by the Curriculum 
Development Council (CDC) to adopt 'bands of performance,' which describe what 
learners must be able to do in each key stage, progressing from Primary 1 to Secondary 5 
in four Key Stages. Also, in 2002, the CDC issued a new curriculum framework for 
English that describes in detail the learning targets for each Key Stage, which comes in 
addition to a subset of learning outcomes called basic competencies (BC) that are 
essential for all students to achieve at the end of each Key Stage. The Hong Kong 
Examinations and Assessment Authority (HKEAA) has developed Basic Competency 
Assessments (BCA) to monitor students' attainment of the basic competencies, and these 
examinations are conducted on students at the end of Key Stages l to 3 (i.e. in Primary 3, 
Primary 6, and Secondary 3 ). Furthermore, assessment for basic competencies is now 
done according to English proficiency scales used internationally, such as the common 
European Framework of Reference for Languages, thus raising the bar. Beyond 
Secondary 3 there is the Hong Kong Certificate of Education (HKCE) and the Hong 
Kong Advanced Level (HKAL) English examinations to assess the language 
competencies of students at the end of Key Stages 4 and 5 (i.e. Secondary 5 and 7), which, 
as of 2007, are no longer norm-referenced (i.e. performance is compared relative to other 
candidates) but standards-referenced (i.e. a candidate's performance is compared to a set 
of performance standards). This has created an environment of continuous and periodic 
examinations to determine the language performance of students and schools. 
(SCOLAR, Final Report, 2003 ). 
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A survey conducted in 2000 by the Education Department "found that over 97% 
of the 491 kindergartens surveyed provided some form of English activities for their 
students" and though most used informal teaching methods "some 55% of the 
kindergartens also taught English by means of textbooks" and "32% of them gave an 
increasing quantity of penmanship assignments to children from Kindergarten Grades I 
to 3 (SCOLAR, Final Report, 2003, p. 40). 
To protect children from the pressures of formal teaching, SCOLAR advises that 
"exposure to a foreign language should be introduced if suitable teachers are available to 
do it through an informal approach," e.g. in the form of simple rhymes, songs, 
conversation and language games. The underlying belief being that children should first 
master their mother tongue, which would provide them with a tool for thinking and 
communicating as a well as a firm foundation for the learning of other languages 
(SCOLAR, Final Report, 2003, pp. 38-9). Then it proceeds to recommend "that 
kindergartens should provide English or Putonghua exposure to their students only if the 
teachers they deploy to do so meet the Language Proficiency Requirement for English or 
Putonghua in speaking (SCOLAR, Final Report, 2003, p. 39). 
With regard to teaching approach SCOLAR "firmly endorses the informal 
approach" and emphasizes that exposure to a second language at the pre-primary level 
should be "developmentally appropriate, authentic, accurate, in context, pressure-free, 
and enjoyable" (SCOLAR, Final Report, 2003, p. 40). To make sure that this happens, 
SCOLAR recommends that the Education and Manpower Bureau (EMB) "closely 
monitor through inspection visits that language activities provided in kindergartens for 
pre-school children, and make its findings available to the public" (p. 41). To curb 
parental over-eagerness, SCOLAR also suggests that the EMB "educate parents on 
appropriate approaches to facilitating the language development of young children" 
(SCOLAR, Final Report, 2003, p. 42). 
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3 .2.6 Education refonns 
Seen from a global perspective, the trends and developments characterizing 
education refonn in Hong Kong and Shanghai have come in three waves. The first 
wave, initiated in the 1970s, was government directed and top-down, and focused on 
improving "internal school perfonnance generally and the methods and processes of 
teaching and learning in particular" and can be called the internal effectiveness wave. 
The second wave, since the 1990s, emphasizes interface effectiveness and seeks 
accountability to the public, quality education, stakeholder satisfaction, and market 
competitiveness. The third wave, currently in full swing, seeks initiatives to revitalize 
schooling and pedagogy to prepare the young generation for the challenges of 
globalization in a knowledge-driven and infonnation-dependent economy. Emphasizing 
future effectiveness, it pursues "new visions and aims at different levels of education, 
life-long learning, global networking, international outlook, and use of infonnation 
technologies" (Cheng, 2002, pp. 3-4). 
Lai and Lo (2007) have identified three common threads runnmg through the 
educational refonns of Shanghai and Hong Kong: ( 1) the need to raise their international 
competitiveness through educational refonn, (2) the need for refonn to enhance the 
quality of education, and (3) the need to foster greater innovation in teaching and 
learning. 
3.3 Shanghai 
When Shanghai became a major treaty port as a result of the Treaty of Nanjing in 
1842, foreign capital led to the development of local industries and a strong international 
orientation. As a result, the English language gained a modest foothold in Shanghai by 
the middle of the nineteenth century and by 1930 the city was home to more than 60,000 
foreigners living in international settlements or concessions. With the Japanese 
occupation during World War II and the subsequent takeover of the country's political 
control by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), the British and Americans relinquished 
their extra-territorial powers and the international concessions and left China. With 
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them the English language disappeared from China and did not find favour with the 
nation's political leadership until the late 1970s when China initiated its modernization 
programme and the English language became once again a vital link with the outside 
world (Maley, 1995). In the last three decades, the English language has gained steadily 
in importance and with China's increasing presence on the world stage and Shanghai's 
growing importance for the global economy English proficiency has become universally 
desired (Wu, 2001) and a cornerstone of the city's prosperity (Gao et al., 2002). 
3.3.1 Political context 
The English language, like education itself, has been caught up in the abrupt shifts 
and reversals that have marked and marred leadership change in China's political 
establishment. 
When through reform and the adoption of the Open Door Policy in 1978 the CCP 
under Deng Xiaoping (de facto leader of the CCP from 1976 to 1993) made economic 
development its key task, Shanghai became the instrument through which China could 
'use the (domestic) market to obtain (foreign) technology' (yi shichang huan jishu) (Wu, 
2006). In this context, education in general and English proficiency in particular 
became a necessary mechanism by which to receive and internalize western knowledge 
and the English language was reintroduced into education. 
The following Chinese administration - that of President Jiang Zemin (from 
1993-2003), Premier Zhu Rongji, and Vice Premier Wu Bungbao, who were all part of 
Shanghai's political establishment before moving to Beijing - designated Shanghai 
Asia's next finance and trade centre, reopening it for the world and allowing it to once 
again internationalize its outlook. As a result, Shanghai became the focal point of 
reform, investment, and development, surging far ahead of the rest of the country and 
necessitating English proficiency from a broad spectrum of its populace in order to 
interact with the world. 
In looking across the sweep of time, the CCP' s political decisions with the greatest 
repercussions upon English language teaching (EL T) and early childhood education and 
care (ECEC) in Shanghai and elsewhere in China are: (I) the emancipation of women and 
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their mass incorporation into the workforce, which brought on the need for child care 
facilities and kindergartens, the institutionalization of child care and pre-school education, 
and a quantitative increase in ECEC access and provision; (2) the one-child policy, which 
resulted in the qualitative improvement of childcare and education due to greater 
academic expectations imposed by parents on both children and the education system, 
and more resources available for families to spend on that one child and for the state to 
allocate per student capita; and (3) the policy of Han bilingualism, which has resulted in 
greater emphasis on English language teaching, an explosion in the number of English 
learners, the inclusion of English as a core subject in the school curriculum, and to the 
primacy of English proficiency for upward social and economic mobility. 
All three strategies are the result of policy reversals occurring at the top: the 
government initiated women's emancipation movement challenged Confucian 
traditionalism with Communist social progressivism, the one-child policy replaced Mao's 
pronatalist stance with Xiaoping's Malthusian position, and Han majority bilingualism 
transformed past perceptions about English as the language of the enemy to English as 
China's main instrument for technological and scientific advancement, due to the 
government' 
3.3.2 Economic context 
Shifts in Shanghai's economic fortune have always reflected changes in China's 
political leadership and the reorientation of its national goals. The globalization of 
Shanghai has occurred in advance of China's transformation from a centrally-planned to 
a market-oriented socialist economy; a process started in 1978 under the leadership of 
Deng Xioping, continued by Jiang Zemin (General Secretary of the Communist Party of 
China and President of the PRC from 1993-2002), and still ongoing during the current 
administration of Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao. 
When Deng Xiaoping pioneered 'socialism with Chinese characteristics' he initiated 
economic reforms to transform China into a 'socialist market economy'. As the 
architect of China's open door policy, Xiaoping urged the CCP to focus on economic 
development. Henceforth, Shanghai was used "as an experimental site to initiate such a 
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transition from the socialist productionist regime based on industrial surplus to a regime 
of flexible accumulation based on the service sector" transforming Shanghai into a 
service-oriented economy and an export powerhouse (Wu, 2006, p. 308) with "large 
economic, cultural and symbolic roles" (Yusuf & Wu, 2002, p. 1213). As a result, 
Shanghai is currently more integrated in the world economy than any other place in 
China (Wu, 2006). 
Shanghai, more than any other place in China, is subordinated to the global 
standards implied by WTO membership and is forced to defend its place in the world 
economy from its peripheral upstart position by 'using the (domestic) market to obtain 
(foreign) technology' (yi chichang huanjishu)- a strategy devised at the national level 
but achieved first in Shanghai. As such, Shanghai is still a bridgehead between China 
and the world and between China's past and its future. 
Seen in this context, English proficiency among its populace represents a necessary 
mechanism by which to access and internalize western knowledge, by which to facilitate 
trade and discourse between China and the world, by which to consolidate its tenuous 
position at the periphery of the global economy, and by which to reinvent its challenged 
centrality in the nation's intellectual and cultural life. English, it is hoped, will aid 
Shanghai's institutional transformation from a national to an international outlook by 
generating new momentum of market transition as it strengthens and expands the city's 
traditional abilities and functions. 
The changes that have occurred m Shanghai's pre-primary education sector in 
response to internal economic factors and external economic pressures have the following 
aspects: (l) the importance attached to the English language by the government's 
economic strategy and the globalization of the world economy have elevated the English 
language to the rank of core subject and have pushed its acquisition to the top of the 
educational agenda of pre-schools, creating a hitherto unknown need for bilingual 
education; (2) with economic progress has come greater affluence and families are now 
able to afford and willing to demand better education for their children, which, in light of 
the allocative and selective structure of China's education sector, is increasing 
competition for key schools and raising the academic stakes at kindergarten level; (3) 
educational authorities have decided to mask the government's unwillingness to increase 
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education spending while at the same time better accommodating parental choice in 
education by allowing and promoting greater private participation to compensate for 
insufficient public funding, which has proliferated private schools and pre-schools as 
alternatives to government institutions, increasing the cost of education for those who 
value it sufficiently and can afford to invest more of their own money for their children's 
education. 
Given that competition in education starts at kindergarten level in Shanghai, that the 
pre-primary sector is funded entirely by parents, and that there are large income 
disparities in the population (World Bank, 1998, Li &Zhao, 1999), kindergartens are 
stratified into those that cater to the well to do and those for the general population. One 
of the most attractive features of well-funded kindergartens is their ability to hire native 
English-speaking teachers, which means that in Shanghai's current economic climate 
many more parents who have the financial foundation for choice will opt to give their 
children a bilingual kindergarten education. 
3.3 .3 Sociolinguistic environment 
China has 56 ethnic groups of which the Han form the largest and number over 93% 
of the country's total population. Of China's ethnic groups only the Han people and two 
other groups, the Hui and Manchu, use the Han or Chinese language with its many 
different dialects; the Wu dialect, which includes Shang Hai Hua (SHH) or Shanghainese 
(or the Shanghai dialect), being one of them. Although Shanghai's indigenous people 
belong to the Han majority, their local language/dialect, like other Wu dialects, is distinct 
and mutually unintelligible to speakers of the national language, Putonghua or standard 
Chinese, known as Mandarin in the West, even "though they share a common word order, 
a common stock of lexicon, and a common orthography" (Li, 2001, p. 82). 
Shanghainese is spoken also in southern Jiangsu and northern Zhejiang provinces 
and, with nearly 14 million speakers, it is "the largest single coherent form of Wu 
Chinese" while "the total number of speakers in all Wu dialects is over 80 million, the 
second largest Chinese language after Mandarin" (Wikipedia). By comparison, more than 
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133 million Chinese can claim Putonghua as their mother tongue, although 95% of 
China's 1.3 billion people speak it. 
Shanghai's linguistic environment, therefore, comprises two widely spoken 
languages, the indigenous Shang Hai Hua and the national Putonghua. Given the 
linguistic strength of the Wu and the economic importance of Shanghai, and due to 
governmental fears of regionalism, Shanghainese is actively suppressed from public life. 
Schools, newspapers, radio and television broadcasts, and, as of late, even workplaces are 
discouraged from using the local language. A plethora of measures designed to 
suppress Shanghainese while endorsing Putonghua/Mandarin emanates from the 
government. 
Shanghainese is for Shanghai what Cantonese is for Hong Kong, a beleaguered local 
dialect/language without a written form, while English is for Shanghai what Putonghua is 
for Hong Kong, a language of necessity imposed upon the population by changing 
economic and political realities. 
Although "Shanghainese is considered the highest example in the Wu school of 
languages, the most refined dialect of one of seven main Han Chinese linguistic groups" 
(The Standard, Mind your Language, November 19, 2005) its existence is threatened by 
two factors: internal immigration and central government policies. Contemporary 
observers describe the situation as follows: 
The thriving port of Shanghai has long been a magnet for outsiders. In the 1930s, the city's 
northern districts of Yangpu and Hongkou housed sizeable communities from Hubei and Guangdong. 
With internal migration controls eased, immigrants are again flooding into Shanghai .fi'om every 
province on the back of the economic boom. Following a recent relaxation in the city's hukou 
(resident registration) system, new arrivals are now free to live wherever they please. The upshot of 
these developments is that native Shanghainese increasingly find themselves in a minority, surrounded 
by neighbours with whom they are forced to speak Putonghua. . .. immigration is having a 
disintegrating effect on the Shanghai dialect. 
In tandem with the demographic sh(ft, the central government also has Shanghainese in its sight 
with a raft of pro-Putonghua policies. Continuing the aims begun by Sun Yat-sen and the 
nationalists who deposed the empire in 1911, today 's leaders have their hearts set on nation building 
(The Standard, Mind your Language, November 19, 2005). 
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The government's effort to popularize Putonghua is not the only reason for the 
decline of Shanghainese. An even greater threat to China's dialects in general and 
Shanghainese in particular is the ongoing process of modernization. 
As China moves towards a market economy, there is greater mobility and more interaction 
between different communities, giving rise to the need for a common tongue. In Shanghai, people 
congregate from all regions in search for better economic opportunities, and only by using Putonghua 
can they communicate with one another (Prof Qian Nairong). 
Dialect expert Zhou Lei noted that in Shanghai, while there are still more than 10 million 
speakers of the Shanghai dialect, the sphere in which it is being used has become smaller. Agreeing, 
Prof Qian placed part C?f the blame for the decline of dialects on measures to restrict its use in 
newspapers and on television. Others have pointed out that as young people gain fluency in 
Putonghua, it affects their usage of dialects. Overall, the number of dialect-speakers is declining 
(Goh Sui Noi, Modernisation a threat to dialects in China). 
The evidence suggests that the pressures of modernization and government policy 
are imposing a hierarchy of importance in language use upon the populace, with the 
result that Putonghua is perceived as most important, English as second in importance, 
and the local dialect, which happens to be the mother tongue, is seen as least important 
China's fear of separatism and regionalism fuels the marginalisation if not 
suppression of dialects, sending the message that dialects, and by extension their users, 
are not only inferior, backward and undesirable, but also dangerous to Chinese national 
unity, with an impoverishing effect on China's cultural plurality and national confidence 
(Larry Teo, China: Dialect use on TV worries Beijing, Straits Times, April 12, 2006). 
Shanghai's complicated linguistic scene is only a snapshot of a truly complex 
national picture, which Beijing has sought to understand, master and simplify since 1949. 
During this time, the government has employed different strategies to tackle the language 
issue and in retrospect scholars have identified three specific stages within an 
accommodationist-integrationist divide: a pluralistic stage ( 1949-1957), which 
"recognized minorities' language rights, established infrastructures for minority 
education, and developed prototypes of bilingual education"; a Chinese monopolistic 
stage (1958-1977, which "unified language policies for Chinese and minority languages, 
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promoted Chinese over minority languages in education, and reduced bilingual education 
to the minimal"; and a second pluralistic stage ( 1978 to the present), which "has 
legislated for bilingual education, revived it, and significantly developed it," but is 
contradicted by the ever-diminishing space allowed minority languages and their 
attendant ethnic identities (Zhou, 2001 ). 
During this time, the PRC has steered the country according to the following 
language planning goals: the eradication of illiteracy, the promotion of a standard 
national language, Putonghua, the use of simplified Chinese characters, and the 
promotion of a Romanised alphabetic writing system or 'pinyin' (Cheng & Pasierbsky, 
1988). 
In addition to this internal language situation, the era of globalization is imposing its 
own linguistic requirements on China and especially on Shanghai, which has always been 
China's gateway to the world. English now complicates an already complicated 
national linguistic picture and Beijing has had to adopt by finding a way to use English 
without being used by it. 
In this contemporary context, Feng (2005) identifies two parallel conceptions of 
societal bilingualism in China's sociolinguistic context, a traditional and a modem. On 
one hand, the central government's language policy vis-a-vis its internal 
languages/dialects is coercive in that it promotes the universal use of Putonghua to the 
detriment and even demise of local languages/dialects. In so doing, it is animated by 
several factors: ( 1) national unity, since it is feared that separatism and regionalism 
threaten the cohesion of the country; (2) the need to inculcate a sense of identity among 
China's ethnic population to better assimilate them culturally and economically; and (3) a 
persistent bias against minority languages/cultures which, according to the 'great Han 
mentality' (Lin, 1996, 1997), are seen as inferior to Putonghua. These factors converge 
to raise Putonghua nationally above all other minority languages/dialects as the lingua 
franca of all Chinese and to relegate most others to the private domain. The idealized, 
official version of this state-sanctioned traditional bilingualism for minorities goes under 
the name Min-Han liantang (master of both the home language and standard Chinese) 
and purports to create a bicultural identity, preserving the native alongside the national, 
while in reality it is ideologically motivated and attempts to submerge ethnic groups 
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within the mainstream culture so as to strengthen allegiance to the state. On the other 
hand, a much different rationale prompts the central government in Beijing (and by 
extension the local government of Shanghai) to promote English amongst the majority 
Han group, giving rise to a new form of modem accommodating bilingualism for the 
majority - as opposed to traditional coercive bilingualism for the minorities. This new 
form of bilingualism is known as Zhuanye Waiyu Fuhexing Rencai (talents with 
integrated skills in specialization and a foreign language) and it is pursued to improve 
foreign language competence in China's large economic centres with the intent of 
modernizing the economy and raising the technological and scientific standards of the 
country. While the traditional form of Putonghua/ethnic language bilingualism for 
minorities at least implies biculturalism, the modem Putonghua/English bilingualism for 
the Han majority is ethnocentric, as it avoids the cultural dimension out of ideological 
concern that learners' perceptions of themselves and of China as a society will be 
negatively impacted by foreign cultures (Feng, 2005). 
Shanghai's sociolinguistic environment is shaped by these two conceptions of 
bilingualism, the subtractive nature of minority bilingualism, which undermines the 
continuing use of Shanghaihua for the benefit of Putonghua for reasons of national unity, 
and the additive form of modem bilingualism, which promotes English amongst the Han 
majority as a foreign/second language alongside Putonghua as the national tongue of all 
Chinese for the sake of modernization, technical and scientific progress. 
China's, and by extension Shanghai's, coexisting bilingual conceptions bodes 
well for the development of English while foretelling the gradual extinction of 
Shanghaihua and its replacement with Putonghua even in informal and intimate domains. 
Fig. 3 gtves a graphic representation of the changes in Shanghai's linguistic 
landscape: (PAST) Shanghaihua is at the centre of Shanghai's cultural, intellectual and 
administrative life as the indigenous language while Putonghua is only beginning to be 
superimposed on the city from Beijing; (PRESENT) Shanghaihua has been displaced 
from the centre of Shanghai's cultural, intellectual, and administrative life by Putonghua, 
retaining only a few business and intimate domains and no longer being the medium of 
instruction in any school at any level, while English is widely pursued from below for 
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status and economic success and from above as a necessary instrument for national 
advancement; (FUTURE) Putonghua is firmly established at the centre of Shanghai's 
cultural, intellectual, administrative and educational life, English is spoken by a good 
proportion of a bilingual (English-Putonghua) population employed in business, finance, 
international communications, and science, while Shanghaihua may become extinct or 
remains only among the older generations and a small circle of linguists, its transmission 
chain having been severed. 
s 
s 0 
Past Present Future 
Fig. 3-2: Linguistic landscape of Shanghai 
Given that Shanghai is not an autonomous entity and that policy is made in Beijing, 
the nation's capital, it would be futile to consider Shanghai in isolation and fail to frame 
it into the larger national picture. Therefore, like any minority language, the 
micro-linguistic landscape of Shanghai is likely to be submerged in the macro-linguistic 
landscape of China, as shown in Fig. 4. 
China's past, present, and future sociolinguistic landscape may look as follows: 
(PAST) minority languages, including dialects such as Shanghaihua, are being drawn into 
the cultural and linguistic sphere of Putonghua, which is being promoted by the central 
government as the language of all Chinese, but they still retain enough linguistic domains 
to ensure their predominance among the indigenous people who speak them, albeit on the 
periphery of the national scene; (PRESENT) minority languages have been partially 
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absorbed into the cultural and linguistic sphere of Putonghua and having lost many 
formal linguistic domains are now endangered; (FUTURE) minority languages have been 
fully absorbed into the cultural and linguistic sphere of Putonghua and the chain of 
transmission from one generation to another has been severed. 
Past Present Future 
Fig. 3-3: Linguistic landscape of China 
3.3.4 Cultural context 
Chinese parental values and practices, like Chinese culture, embody a long and 
continuous tradition of thought that is primarily Confucian and secondari ly Taoist and 
Buddhist (Jose eta!., 2000; Hsue & Aldridge, 1995; Lin & Fu, 1990). 
In line with Confucian principles, Chinese parents employ strict control, close 
supervision and authoritarian oversight (Jose et. a!., 2000; Chao, 1994; Kelley & Tseng, 
1992). Chinese parenting methods, derived from Confucian thought, stress the 
importance of the following factors: environmental influences upon child development 
and the necessity to control or at least carefully select the proper environment, teaching 
by example and the importance of role models, controlling the children's affective 
displays, inculcating an early understanding of dongshi (moral understanding), and not 
"spoiling" the children (Wu, 1996). Since the ability for moral reasoning, or 
dongshi, represents a developmental stage according to Confucian thought, behavioural 
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coaching must begin as early as possible as a result of which Chinese parents emphasise 
early child training (Chao, 1996). Fundamentally Confucian is also the mythical 
importance the Chinese attach to education (Legge, 1963) and the belief that education is 
not only a source of joy and of supreme morality, but also a bridge that crosses all social 
class barriers (Chin, 1988). Traditional Chinese cultural beliefs are recognised as still 
fundamental in Chinese family socialisation (Wu, 1996). Previous research has 
indicated that Chinese culture strongly emphasizes academic achievement because it 
"will likely result in personal advancement, wealth, respect, and high social status" (Wu 
& Smith, 1997, p.3). 
According to Sharpe's studies (1997), most Chinese believe that preschool age is an 
appropriate stage for young children to start their second language. Parents are concerned 
about the importance of the preschool stage, especially the progress and attainment of 
their children. The important characteristics predicting children's bilingual competence 
include the parents' selection of preschools, the parents' educational level, the language 
use and attitude toward language teaching and the provision of materials and resources in 
the home (Sharpe, 1997) 
Since the Ministry of Education in China announced that English would be included 
in the formal curriculum of first grade in 2003, many parents send their children to 
kindergartens or preschool with an English curriculum. Parents believe that the earlier 
their children can learn English, the better they can succeed. Although most parents have 
higher educational backgrounds and higher expectations than other ethnic group (Jose et 
al, 2000), the majority of Shanghainese do not speak English on a daily basis. 
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3.3.5 Educational context 
3.3.5.1 Shanghai's Typology of bilingual education 
Shanghai's education system offers Putonghua-English bilingual education for 
minority language students (see Baker, 200 l; Cummins, 2000; Skutnabb-Kangas, 2000; 
August & Hakuta, 1997) whose native tongue is Shanghaihua. English, therefore, is for 
Shanghai's children a third language (L3) and for the most part it is taught as a foreign 
language. In Shanghai's kindergartens children learn English by way of "additive 
bilingualism" as defined by Cummins ( 1986) and Lambert ( 1980), that is, not because 
they need to replace their native language in order to fit into another culture, but because 
the new language has utilitarian value. 
Shanghai's secondary and primary schools offer mainly a weak form of 
Putonghua-English bilingual education, with English taught as a foreign language and 
receiving at most 1.5 hours of instruction per day. Increasingly, however, schools in 
Shanghai have adopted a so-called "transitional bilingual model", whereby English is 
used as the MOl for science subjects - in a context where code-switching is prevalent -
and Chinese for social science subjects; with English being used progressively more at 
higher levels (Zhang, 2002 & Xinwen Chenbao, 2003, cited by Feng, 2005). 
In kindergartens the situation varies from weak to strong forms, with dual language 
international kindergarten or mainstream bilingual programmes proliferating. Strong 
forms of bilingual education throughout the entire system are obstructed by a lack of 
competent English teachers and, therefore, by insufficient exposure to authentic language 
expenences. In this context, only limited bilingualism seems within reach of Shanghai's 
education system, while the ideal of balanced bilinguals remains largely a dream. 
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3.3.5.2 Linguistic environment of Shanghai kindergartens 
Shanghai is the most rapidly developing and economically important city in 
mainland China and, as the hub of the nation's burgeoning international trade, Putonghua 
and English proficiency are essential. None of these languages, however, are native to 
Shanghai. 
Forces of social policy and institutional focus, as reflected in China's official stand 
on societal bilingualism, Min-Han Jiantong (master of both the home language and 
standard Chinese) (Feng, 2005; Yang, 1998), have made Putonghua the medium of 
instruction (MOl) throughout Shanghai's education system, preschools included. Since 
Shanghaihua and not Putonghua is the majority language, and still the prestige 
dialect/language, indexing status distinctions between natives and outsiders (Angus & Lei, 
2001), children's first exposure to Putonghua is in kindergarten (you er yuan) and they 
grow up fluent in China's national language, which is for them a second language, largely 
because of the linguistic instruction they receive in such institutions. For Shanghai's 
children, access to compulsory education depends on mastery of Putonghua, just as 
access to higher education and specialized skills is contingent on English competence. 
This being the case, it is erroneous to speak of bilingualism and appropriate to 
define the linguistic environment prevalent in the current preschool institutions as 
trilingual, with Putonghua and English actively pursued and Shanghaihua silently 
suppressed. 
Parents recognise, however, that their children must become fluent in the national 
language if they are to succeed in life and be able to function in the modem workplace 
and they freely support and are actively involved not only in their children's speech 
development (in Ll, Shanghaihua), but also in their learning of the second 
dialect/language (L2, Putonghua) (Angus & Lei, 2001). 
It is in this environment that English has arrived in the 1970s and has been gradually 
superimposed on Chinese education through the official policy of Zhuanye Waiyu 
Fuhexing Rencai (talents with integrated skills in specialization and a foreign language), 
desired by the country for its economic and technical development (Feng, 2005; He & 
Deng, 2003), and the unofficial public demand for a language that has great economic 
relevance. 
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English is for Shanghai's children a third language and for the most part it is taught 
as a foreign language. At you er yuim they learn Putonghua in what Cummins ( 1989) 
characterizes as "immersion" and Dulay, Burt and Krashen ( 1982) refer to as "full 
immersion," a model in which majority language students are taught in L2, while, at the 
same time, they learn English by way of "additive bilingualism" (or more exactly 
additive trilingualism), as defined by Cummins ( 1986) and Lambert ( 1980). What both 
forms of language learning have in common, however, is the motivation of parents for 
their children to acquire fluency in Putonghua and English, which constitutes what 
Gardner and Lambert (1972) call "instrumental motivation," the desire to obtain 
something practical and concrete from the study of English, in this case the need to meet 
the academic requirements of school and later the professional skills necessary in a 
modem society. 
3.3 .5 .3 Penetration of English in preschool education 
English education can be traced back to 1862 in China (Guo, 2001), but it made few 
inroads in the society at large partly because it was not aided by an official foreign 
language policy (Chang, 2006). When such policy came into being in the 1950s it was 
the Russian and not the English language that benefited from it (Lam, 2002). 
With the deterioration of Sino-Soviet relations, English began to displace Russian as 
the main foreign language in China by the early 1960s, but its presence was limited to a 
few universities, some newly established foreign language schools, and a select number 
of urban senior secondary schools. During the Cultural Revolution (from 1966 to 1976) 
learning English was taboo, as anything foreign was condemnable, and foreign languages 
disappeared from education. English-language education came to a standstill during this 
time. 
In 1978, shortly after Mao's death, Deng Xiaoping announced the Policy of Four 
Modernizations, followed by the Reform and Opening Policy, which made it crucial for 
the Chinese to learn English and marked the onset of English into secondary and even 
primary education. In 1982, English was announced as the main foreign language in 
secondary education and became an integral part of a newly designed syllabus, but its 
presence in primary schools was limited to a few key or elite schools in the major centres. 
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Since 1991, when the Soviet Union disintegrated, China has adopted a more international 
stance and has become an integral and active part of multinational bodies such as the 
World Trade Organization and the United Nations, catapulting English learning/teaching 
to the forefront of education throughout the compulsory education system in both urban 
and rural areas (Lam, 2002). 
With the globalization of English and its position of uncontested supremacy 
(Lysandrou& Lysandrou, 2003), language policies and practice have been affected 
around the world (Block & Cameron, 2002), English has become the medium of global 
communication (Short et al., 200 I), and standardised English curriculum practice is now 
the rule rather than the exception throughout the world (Rhedding-Jones, 2002). This is 
a reality that every country must face and China has wisely decided to draw maximum 
benefits from English by embracing it at all levels of the education system. China's 
policy makers are keenly aware that it is only through the communicative and 
instrumental function of English that China can ensure its economic prosperity and 
increase its foreign trade. China's economic, political and educational agendas now 
converge and English has centre stage in this new climate (Hu, 2003). 
All impediments to the penetration of English down to kindergarten level have been 
removed and Shanghai, perhaps more than any other city in China, has given free reign to 
bilingual nurseries and kindergartens. Even as the city continues to officially reject total 
immersion in English at preschool level (Xinwen Chenbao, 2004), and instead refers to 
its English teaching/learning model as one of "transitional bilingualism" for reasons of 
political correctness (Feng, 2005), fact is that English is now commonly taught in 
Shanghai's kindergartens and, surveys show, also commonly accepted by the general 
public (Xinwen Chenbao, 2003). 
Despite official warnings by the Shanghai Municipal Education Commission that 
English-only kindergartens will not be tolerated and their graduates will not be allowed to 
enter primary schools, further stipulating that preschools must emphasize Chinese 
language and that the mother tongue remains the basis for teaching in kindergartens, 
bilingual preschools have become increasingly popular since the middle of the 1990s and 
currently around one-fifth of the city's kindergartens offer English courses and advertise 
themselves as "bilingual schools" (China Daily, 16 March 2004). 
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Mass English penetration of Shanghai's education system has been occurring at the 
tertiary level since the 70s, at the secondary level since the 80s, at the primary level since 
the 90s, and at kindergarten since the first decade of the new millennium. Shanghai's 
current curriculum starts teaching English formally from the third year of primary school, 
but the majority of the population start much earlier. 
3.3.5.4 Rationale for English in education and bilingual education 
Long gone are the days when China feared cultural contamination and English is 
being pursued at great cost and effort (Niu & Wolff, 2003) from below by millions of 
Chinese and from above by a farsighted government. Individuals understand that 
proficiency in English brings economic advantages, social prestige, and educational 
opportunities (Hu, 2003; Jiang, 2003), while their government assigns English education 
priority in its plan for national development (CTMRI, 2001, HERC, 1993). 
Nearly thirty years ago, the U.S. International Communication Agency visited 
China and concluded: 
"The Chinese view English primarily as a necessary tool which can facilitate access 
to modern scientific and technological advances, and secondarily as a vehicle to promote 
commerce and understanding between the People's Republic ~f China and countries 
where English is a major language" (Cowan et al., 1979) 
The same reasons motivate China to learn English today: 
"They learn English because it is the language of science, specifically perhaps of 
the mqjority of research journals. They learn it because it is the neutral language of 
commerce, the standard currency of international travel and communication. They 
learn it because you find more software in English than in all other languages put 
together" (Bowers, 1996, p. 3). 
The mass aspect of English learning is due to the fact that "China is in a phase of 
industrial, scientific and commercial expansion" and "in order to function efficiently in 
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this role it needs to bring large numbers of its people to high levels of proficiency in the 
use of English for a wide variety of functions (Maley, 1995, p. 47). 
Shanghai pursues English with particular vigour due to its ambition to establish 
the city as a first-class international metropolis (SCTMRC, 1999). As such, it 
recogmses English "as an important resource that the municipality can harness in 
promoting international exchange, fostering economic progress, acquiring scientific 
knowledge and technological expertise, and facilitating educational development" (Hu, 
2002). 
Increased exposure to the outside world has brought escalating demands for English 
and this in tum has catapulted English to the curricula of kindergartens in Shanghai. 
Furthermore, learning English early in life in a bilingual kindergarten environment is also 
partly the result of general dissatisfaction with the poor progress made when English was 
taught as a foreign language in China. This earlier experience has given rise to the 
belief that only bilingual teaching in Chinese and English at all levels of the education 
spectrum can produce large numbers of fluent speakers (Jiang 2003; Wang & Wang, 
2003). 
3.3.5.5 Implementation of English in Shanghai's curricula 
Following the decision by the State Education Commission (SEC) to give seven 
economically developed regions the autonomy to develop their own English in education 
programs for primary and secondary schools, Shanghai set up the Curriculum and 
Teaching Materials Reform Commission (SCTMRC, 1999) in 1988 to start working on 
its own English curriculum, syllabus and textbooks and thus initiate reform. The 
Commission's effort bore fruit in a draft curriculum for both nine-year basic education 
and senior secondary education that gave English great prominence, designating it as one 
of only three core subjects, and aided its fast expansion into primary schooling (from 
Primary Five to Primary Three and most recently to Primary One), as well as overseeing 
the introduction of content-based English instruction (CBEI) in a number of key primary 
and secondary schools. By 2001 all of Shanghai's primary schools had succeeded in 
offering English classes at Primary One and by 2005 most schools have introduced CBEI, 
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both measures being meant to ensure strong English competence by the time of 
graduating from senior secondary school (Hu, 2002). 
Although English instruction is not mandated by Shanghai's kindergarten 
curriculum, the existence of three levels of curricula- national, local, and school (Li & Li, 
2004) - gives individual kindergartens a great degree of leeway in how much and how 
fast they want to instruct their students in English. Impediments to English language 
instruction are therefore not due to policy, curricula and syllabi, as they are due to a 
shortage of qualified teachers. Nonetheless, at the last count, more than one-fifth of 
Shanghai's kindergartens billed themselves as bilingual (China Daily, 16 March 2004). 
The Shanghai Municipal Education Commission has enabled schools to exercise 
autonomy in their curricular decisions by ( 1) allowing them to develop school-based 
curriculum (SBCD) and (2) giving them the freedom to choose the curriculum they want 
to use and to even mix features of several existing curricula according to the criteria 
established from the mission, educational philosophy, children's profiles, parental 
demands and community needs (Zhu, 2003 ). This has given rise to two categories of 
kindergartens in Shanghai, those who choose and mix already existing curricula and 
those who develop their own (Yan, Gao & Jiang, 2004), resulting in a great degree of 
variation as far as English teaching is concerned. 
English at kindergarten level is gaining increasingly more importance due to the 
need to closely interface preschool with the primary school curriculum so that students 
will find the transition easier. Since the goals of English instruction at the primary and 
secondary level, according to the SCTMRC (2000) is to (1) help students acquire an 
essential knowledge of English and develop basic communicative competence, (2) 
develop good study habits and a solid foundation on which to build, (3) foster an interest 
in English learning, and (4) develop the ability to "memorize, observe, think, and 
imagine" (Hu, 2002), kindergartens with students whose parents have high academic 
ambitions are expected to get their students well on their way to meeting these targets and 
such kindergartens place great emphasis on the development of communicative 
competence. Moreover, since English is one of the subjects tested in the National 
College Entrance Examinations (NCEE), which is the main access route to university, 
and successful completion of English competency examinations are a precondition for 
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taking the NCEE (Hu, 2002 b), parents start preparing their children early on for success 
in the Matriculation English Test and kindergartens are vested with the task of doing the 
groundwork for bilingualism. 
Testing students' English competence in Shanghai, however, is not limited to the 
Matriculation English Test in the NCEE and starts with the Banded English Proficiency 
Test for primary and secondary students, which consists of five bands and was introduced 
in 1998. Band One qualifies students for primary English, Band Two and Three 
represent the basic and advanced levels of junior secondary English, and Bands Four and 
Five are the basic and advanced levels of senior secondary English (SCTMRC, 2000; Hu, 
2002 a). Given the existence of so many English competency examinations at all levels 
of the education system, and the central importance English occupies in the curricula of 
education at all levels, it is paramount that children start learning English as early as 
possible. Since most Shanghai parents have no knowledge of English, kindergarten is 
the first and most obvious place where their children can be exposed to the language and 
each kindergarten copes with this responsibility as best it can, given its human resources. 
3.4 Conclusion 
Sociolinguistically, Hong Kong is determined to become a trilingual society by 
making Putonghua the third language of Hong Kong beside Cantonese and English. In 
contrast, Shanghai IS replacing Shanghaihua/Putonghua bilingualism with 
Putonghua/English bilingualism, and in the process it is about to become, temporarily at 
least, a trilingual society. However, whereas Hong Kong has an additive linguistic 
environment, Shanghai has a subtractive one. This means that while Putonghua is 
embraced in Hong Kong as the new language, neither Cantonese nor English suffer. By 
contrast, while English is embraced in Shanghai as the new language, Putonghua is 
promoted and Shanghaihua is suppressed. Shanghai, therefore, is about to become a 
bilingual society by adding English to the state-sanctioned Putonghua and gradually 
eliminating Shanghaihua. 
trilingual society. 
Hong Kong is on the way of becoming a genuinely 
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Politically, Putonghua!English bilingualism is promoted in Shanghai under the 
influence of globalization, the first language for its importance to national unity and the 
second for its importance to China's presence on the world stage. The political 
environment surrounding language issues in Hong Kong is more favourable than that of 
Shanghai, in that all three languages (Cantonese, English, and Putonghua) are sanctioned 
and supported by the government, but neither city is interference free. Questions of 
language in education and in society remain highly charged political issues in both 
Shanghai and Hong Kong. Hong Kong education authorities experience political ·~ c 
interference in order to accommodate Putonghua as an equal language to Cantonese and 
English, while in Shanghai political pressure has caused Putonghua to replace 
Shanghaihua as Shanghai's official language. The politics of bilingualism in Shanghai 
and of trilingualism in Hong Kong are executing ideologically motivated language shifts 
that affect language in education - in Hong Kong from English to Chinese and in 
Shanghai from Shanghaihua to Putonghua and English. This new sociolinguistic 
alignment coincides with Beijing's desires and interests in light of the political realities 
and goals of Greater China. In this environment, the footprint of English in education is 
rapidly growing in Shanghai and modestly diminishing in Hong Kong. 
Economically, Hong Kong can neither afford to lose English nor fail to make 
Putonghua as important as Cantonese. By the same token, Shanghai cannot afford to 
waver in completing the transition from Shanghaihua to Putonghua as the official 
language and the language of commerce throughout China nor can it afford to fail in 
making English its second-most importance language, as the language of global 
communication and trade. Economic reality dictates that Hong Kong elevates its 
linguistic expectations from bilingualism to trilingualism and that Shanghai abandons 
Putonghua/Shanghaihua bilingualism, which is seen as outdated economically (and 
politically), in favour of Putonghua/English bilingualism. This economic reality has 
elevated linguistic expectations to bilingualism in Shanghai and trilingualism in Hong 
Kong, raising at the same time the academic stakes for current and future generations of 
students and setting new and higher linguistic and academic benchmarks even for 
pre-schoolers. While these trends are similar in both cities, the roles the governments of 
Shanghai and Hong Kong play in funding pre-primary education are counter directional, 
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since the former is offsetting more of its originally substantial financial responsibility 
onto the shoulders of parents while the latter is assuming more financial responsibility 
over a sector that was entirely parent funded in the past. 
In the context of education, both cities are making great strides. The number of 
kindergartens is growing despite a decreasing student population, teacher qualifications 
are improving through benchmarks set for people in or entering the profession, 
kindergarten is seen as the beginning of formal education and is being closely integrated 
with the compulsory education stream, and preschool education is taken seriously 
because both cities want to develop into knowledge economies and headstart learning 
societies. Both cities have harmonized ECEC services and in both cities the education 
aspect of ECEC is taking centre stage over the care aspect. In both cities conditions are 
improving: class size is decreasing, the ratio of students to teachers is coming down, 
access and conditions are improving as well as the quality of education and care. On the 
negative side, the cost of kindergarten is rising. Well-designed and specific curricula 
for preschool which are child developmentally appropriate are adopted. Professionalism 
and high standards follow increased academic expectations. 
Culturally, Western and modem ideas and pedagogies (such as focus on 
individualized learning, teacher/child interaction, and the perception of children as 
autonomous social groups) are displacing traditional teaching methods, which by their 
authoritarian/authoritative nature inhibit creativity and intellectual autonomy. The 
teacher's role is changing from that of transmitter of knowledge to that of facilitator and 
motivator of children's learning. And both societies struggle to preserve the positive 
aspects of a traditional Chinese education - which discourages aggressive individualistic 
behaviour and promotes empathetic and caring communal values - while incorporating 
Western pedagogies and ideologies without their attendant negative aspects in terms of 
moral and social decay. 
The preceding contextual analysis has shown certain counter-directional trends in 
the ECEC and EL T of Shanghai and Hong Kong. However, since the two cities were, 
in many respects, at polar opposites in the past, these counter-directional trends have led 
not to more divergence but to greater similarities and if continued will lead, in the near 
future, to foreseeable convergence. This seems to suggest a single influencing source, 
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that of Beijing. So it is, for instance, that while Shanghai, starting from a vacuum of 
English, has expanded English education to more students, whereas Hong Kong, starting 
from a state of English being almost universally the MOl in secondary schools, has 
moved towards better English for fewer students, with the result that while the number of 
English speakers is growing in Shanghai, it is probably shrinking in Hong Kong for that 
age group. So it is that while English was formerly taught as a foreign language in 
Shanghai, government policy has propelled it to second language status for a good 
percentage of the population, while in Hong Kong the opposite seems to be true if one 
considers that the EMI stream is 25% strong and the CMI stream (where English is taught 
only as a foreign language) covers 75% of the student population. So it is that in 
Shanghai, where preschool education was entirely publicly funded, the private sector now 
holds sway over a growing percentage, while in Hong Kong, where ECEC was formerly 
wholly privately run, public money now controls a growing percentage. Similarly, 
Shanghai, which in the past had its entire ECEC system government controlled, now 
experiences less regulatory interference from the government, while Hong Kong, where 
the government had no say whatsoever in early childhood education in the past, now 
exerts regulatory influence to a substantial degree. 
Uni-directional trends are observable in both cities in areas where their two systems 
started from the same point, such as teacher qualifications (both low in the past but now 
greatly improved) or curriculum development (formerly non-existent for pre-primary 
education but now the object of much attention). Clearly then, Hong Kong and 
Shanghai's education authorities are acting according to a common vision that emanates 
from the nation's capital and seeks to harmonise their ECEC and bilingual education 
systems throughout the spectrum of education. 
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CHAPTER IV 
Methodology 
The pnmary purpose of this study is to investigate the differences and 
similarities among parents, teachers and principals of preschools about bilingual 
education on: ( 1) their attitudes and beliefs towards bilingualism, (2) their expectations 
regarding English learning and cultural values, (3) the teachers' expectations of an 
effective English curriculum and, (4) the difference between NETs and local teachers in 
facilitating English learning. This chapter presents the study design, survey instrument 
design, survey development, data collection and data analysis. 
Both quantitative and qualitative research methods were adopted for the study as 
part of the triangulation method. In relation to the comparative approach, the main task 
is to identify differences and similarities between the two cities. In terms of the 
interpretative approach adopted for the data analysis, we identified beliefs, attitudes and 
expectations across different stakeholders through questionnaires, and then used 
interviews to complement the findings. 
4.1 Research questions 
The research attempts to answer several crucial questions that, for the sake of 
clarity and on account of their nature, are divided into two types: archival, or literature 
based, and empirical, or evidence based. Falling in the first category are the following: 
answers: 
1. To what extent have contextual factors influenced English language 
learning at preschool/eve/ in Hong Kong and Shanghai? 
2. Considering the cultural commonalities and socio-political 
dissimilarities of the two cities, what roles- according to current 
research - do parents, teachers and principals play in children's 
English learning? 
As for the second category, that of empirical questions, this research asks and 
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3. What are the beliefs and attitudes of parents, teachers and principals 
towards bilingualism, and what similarities and differences are there 
in terms of their language expectations for preschool children? 
4. In light of the two cities' distinct socio-linguistic environments but shared 
cultural traditions, what parental involvement and support do 
children receive at home in their efforts to learn English? 
5. Due to high and increasing demand for English in early childhood, what 
language learning approaches are favoured by each city and what are 
the prevalent opinions about how to improve bilingual/earning? 
6. What role do native English-speaking teachers (NET) play in 
English learning and are there differences between them and 
local teachers in how they create environments that enable children to 
feel immersed in language and culture? 
4.2 Methods Used 
Multiple methods were used in this study. This kind of blended method of 
evaluation was used in order to seek convergence, corroboration, and correspondence of 
results through different means and to increase the validity of the research. In line with 
a more naturalistic setting, the subjects were interviewed face-to-face in addition to 
filling out the questionnaire, so as to enable an analysis of the results from different 
perspectives and thus lend a more in-depth and broad scope to the inquiry (Greene, 
Caracelli & Graham, 1989; Borland & Kenneth, 2001; Hsu, 2005) 
a. Document analysis of government documents, literature and press materials 
was used regarding the development of language policy and bilingualism, particularly at 
preschool level. 
b. Questionnaires were distributed to parents, teachers and principals to 
study their beliefs and attitudes towards English learning at preschool, their expectations 
and satisfaction with their children's language proficiency, and the underlying objectives 
of learning the language. The full texts of the questionnaires can be found in 
appendixes 4, 5 and 6. 
c. Interviews were conducted with the kindergarten directors to provide more 
background information about teacher qualifications, their objectives for offering English 
programmes, and their preference of English teachers. 
d. Post-questionnaire interviews with parents and teachers were conducted in 
each city after the result analysis in order to provide in-depth understanding and 
verification of the survey, as part of the triangulation methodology. 
4.3 Role of Researcher 
The above measures are particularly important gtven the researcher's 
professional position and prominence, which would have likely influenced the 
respondents' answers. As the chief principal of a preschool educational organization 
with a 40-year history in Hong Kong and a ten-year presence in Shanghai, the researcher 
has openly advocated bilingual dual-language immersion programmes while running her 
kindergartens on similar bilingual models in the different socio-linguistic contexts of the 
two cities. 
As Landsberger (1958) has established, the effects of being studied impacts the 
research subjects, a phenomenon coined the Hawthorne effect. This form of reactivity 
would have also applied to the respondents of this research study, who, especially given 
the researcher's position, would have invariably been inclined to make causal inferences 
about what they thought the researcher wants. 
To lessen the effects of reactivity, with the help of school principals, the researcher 
managed to keep her identity as the researcher undergoing the study hidden from the 
parents whose children attend her schools and who have volunteered to fill out the 
questionnaire. This was not possible for the subsequent interviews, but since the 
questionnaire was the major instrument of acquiring the empirical evidence needed and 
the interviews were only used to supplement and clarify the survey findings, the anxiety 
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associated with the phenomenon of reactivity would have been minimized. As for the 
teachers interviewed, in order to elicit their own concerns and feelings, the researcher 
encouraged them to be reflective rather than give succinct answers to narrow questions. 
In one case, she even interviewed two principals at once in order to encourage interaction 
and to expose them to contradictory points of view. 
4.4 Quantitative Approach -Questionnaires 
4.4.1 Modification of Questionnaires 
The questionnaires (see appendix 4, 5 & 6) were based on the questionnaire 
prepared by the Hong Kong Education Department in 2000 (Education Department, 2000) 
and which was distributed to all kindergartens in Hong Kong. The questionnaire was 
the first of its kind and represented a symbolic act of official policy making, since 
English learning up to that time was an unspoken and hidden practice devoid of 
curriculum guidelines from the official education authority, the Education and Manpower 
Bureau (EMB). Its purpose was to seek information about the English teaching 
situation prevalent at that time in Hong Kong and was accordingly designed to examine 
the actual practice of English teaching at preschool. It was sent to all 784 Hong Kong 
kindergartens in 2000 and probed issues such as duration of lessons, qualification of 
teachers, delivery approach, and scope of teaching content, but only 419 of them returned 
it. The slightly modified questionnaire (which also suits parents and teachers besides 
principals) used for this research likewise aims to study the pedagogies, teaching 
approaches, teacher standards, and teaching materials available for teaching English in 
preschool, and also to obtain personal opinions on the effectiveness of current pedagogies 
and on the difficulties teachers encounter in the classroom. 
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4.4.2 Pilot Study 
The researcher adopted this questionnaire without much modification of the pilot 
study that was conducted in order to verify the clarity of the early version questionnaire, 
which revealed several areas that required improvement. Although the questionnaire 
was originally designed for kindergarten principals, this researcher used it for different 
stakeholder groups in order to compare their views on children's English learning. Four 
parents, two teachers and two principals in Shanghai, and four parents and two teachers 
in Hong Kong were invited through personal connections to participate. It was not 
necessary to give the questionnaire to principals in Hong Kong since the researcher used 
data from the government's findings. A majority of parents found themselves to be 
unfamiliar with the professional jargon on curriculum approach, such as whole language 
approach, spiral curriculum, etc. Parents also found it difficult to rank the items 
according to preference, as they would have rather marked their choices. 
The researcher then tailored the questionnaire to understand the issue of home 
involvement in English learning and adopted the Home Literacy Environment Scale by Li 
Hui (2002) in order to cover several facets of the home literacy environment, which is 
important to the bilingual development of young children. These were mainly on 
exposure measures (e.g. time spent with children, their linguistic background, level of 
knowledge, skills and values involved in these practices) and parental facilitation of 
English learning (e.g. parental educational attainment, and their own exposure to the 
language). We adopted some items mentioned in a major survey done by an education 
research group in Shanghai to keep track of I 000 principals and the situation of English 
teaching at preschool (Jiaxiong & Nianli, 2005). Since we did not get access to a copy 
of the questionnaire, we incorporated some of its key questions from the report - such as 
the importance of bilingual education, which language is considered more important, 
whether English learning hinders the development of Chinese, the underlying reasons for 
learning English, and so on - into our own, which we abstracted from this survey 
conducted in Shanghai in 2003. 
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4.4.3 Sampling strategy 
Four schools in both cities were then chosen to distribute the questionnaires to: 
two non-profit making and two private independent kindergartens in each city. They 
were chosen for their reputations as relatively competitive schools known for their 
English teaching and because of their locations in catchments areas with young 
professional parents, most of whom are university graduates. This helped avoid any 
sampling bias due to different socio-economic backgrounds. Most schools have 
employed additional teachers like NETs and Chinese English teachers to conduct English 
lessons. A volunteering sampling strategy was adopted, with schools .volunteering upon 
being invited by the researcher or by a friend of the researcher. The questionnaires were 
distributed on a cluster random basis to all parents with children from 4-5 years of age. 
We looked at parents, teachers and principals from preschools offering English 
as a second language, and the balance of two privately run and two 
govemment!NGO/enterprises subsidized by each city. Parents are mainly double wage 
earners. Teachers are Chinese or native English-speaking teachers (NET), and principals 
or assistant principals are mainly in charge of the curriculum. One of the kindergartens 
in Shanghai and one in Hong Kong are affiliated with the researcher. The researcher 
purposely chose these affiliated schools for their pioneering roles in English teaching in 
Hong Kong, which date back to the 1960s, and for their unique model of co-teachers in 
the classroom throughout the day, which represents a strong form of bilingual education. 
Correspondingly, the kindergartens chosen in Shanghai operate similar programmes and 
have identical curricula, but a different socio-linguistic context. It was deemed 
important to incorporate the researcher's kindergartens for the comparative study due to 
their least discrepancies in certain variables. 
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4.4.4 Design of Questionnaires 
Three types of questionnaires were designed to address different stakeholders, 
with common questions as well as specific questions for each type of stakeholder. 
General common questions on beliefs, attitudes and expectations of learning English 
were asked to all three groups. For the parents' survey, their involvement in learning 
English at home and exposure to English were also examined. For the teachers' survey, 
their use of strategy and challenges in implementation were studied. Specific questions 
were designed for the three groups regarding NETs and non-NETs in order to understand 
their roles in facilitating English learning. Questionnaires in English or Chinese 
language are available to cater to the different language needs of the participants. 
Questions have been formatted as mostly close questions that include check listing, 
banding, and the Likert Scale (Cadder, 1998). 
4.5 Qualitative /Interpretative approach - Interviews 
4.5.1 Interview Design 
Two participants from each group were interviewed, for a total of 12 interviews 
conducted. The researcher conducted most of the interviews except with the one 
principal from her affiliated kindergarten. The researcher interviewed the parents of the 
graduates from her kindergarten in order to avoid any hold-back on negative comments. 
Semi-standardized (guided and semi-structured) interviews were conducted in which the 
interviewer is free to modify and adapt questions in light of the responses (Cohen & 
Manion, 1994 ). 
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4.5.2 Design of Interview questions 
Questions were based on the questionnaire findings and sought more in-depth 
understanding. Few questions were raised with a scale of intensity, the exceptions being: 
the importance of all three languages, the importance of NETs in the classroom, and the 
effectiveness of the Western way of teaching (free and exploratory) versus the Chinese 
way (structured and close-ended). 
Each question had an underlying rationale. Common questions like "Why do 
you want your children to learn English? and Why is English important in your view?" 
were asked to seek clarification on whether English is sought because the government 
deems it important, because parents think the language will open doors to better 
employment and high earning power later in life, because it is prestigious to know 
English and a precondition for social mobility, or because of global demand. 
Other questions were of a more judgmental type, as for instance: "Do you think 
today's literacy demands are too high in kindergartens, that the curriculum is too hard 
and that schools are running the risk of overwhelming children? If so, would you rather 
preschools allow children to enjoy childhood rather than push them in preparation for 
primary school?" The researcher was aware that they may be leading questions, but the 
main purpose was to make the interviewee clearly indicate whether the demands built 
into the education system are pushed from below, by parents, or imposed from above, by 
policy makers. 
Others yet, sought a clear yes or no answer, such as: "Do you think the 
government is at odds with parents concerning how preschool education should be? And 
do you feel the education policy is helping or hindering education?", which intended to 
uncover whether there is a gap between the government and parents. This type of 
questions was usually followed by a probing question. 
Some questions were restricted to Shanghai, such as: "Would you like to see 
more English books, such as those authentic books imported directly from abroad, in 
libraries and bookstores?", and sought to uncover whether or not China's censorship of 
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foreign publications has a negative impact on the English learning process and impedes 
the government's own agenda to educate future generations as English-Putonghua 
bilinguals. 
And some questions were restricted to Hong Kong, such as: "Do you think 
Putonghua will become more important than English during your children's lifetime? If 
so, do you welcome this development?" This was intended to shed light on whether the 
government's plan for biliteracy and trilingualism has the populace's endorsement and 
thus whether it would succeed or fail in accordance with Hong Kong's changing 
landscape. 
4.5.3 Subjects 
Questionnaires were sent out to parents and teachers through the school and they 
were asked to return them in two weeks time. 200 questionnaires were distributed to 
parents in both Shanghai and Hong Kong and 146 were returned from Shanghai (a return 
rate 73%) and 117 from Hong Kong (a return rate of 58.5%). 100 teachers' surveys 
were distributed to each city and 78 returned from Shanghai and 74 from Hong Kong. 
For the principals' questionnaires, we have collected 11 from Shanghai and 12 from 
Hong Kong, a 100% return rate. The lower return rate from parents in Hong Kong is 
mainly due to the smaller size of the schools. 
As we requested, the parents of the target group of 4-5 year olds with one or two 
years of experience in learning English in preschools come from relatively small schools 
in Hong Kong that have only 30-40 students fitting into this category. The schools we 
chose from public or subsidized schools in each city, we preferred to be of two categories: 
preschools with Chinese teachers to teach English and preschools with NET and local 
Chinese teachers to teach English, so as to be able to compare. 
Eleven principals or administrators among eight kindergartens were selected to be 
interviewed - all in charge of English curriculum - in order to give a full account of their 
beliefs, attitudes and expectations. As heads of their schools and major designers of the 
English learning curriculum, they would have a thorough understanding of curriculum 
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development, parental needs and education policy on English learning from the official 
guidelines. 
The interviews were conducted and analyzed by using an interview protocol 
along with field notes. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with the interviewer 
asking main questions followed by probing questions for in-depth information. The 
interviews were conducted in Chinese (Cantonese or Mandarin) at the convenience of the 
participants and recorded in whole. The interviews were audio taped so that the 
researcher was able to analyze the information received. Verbatim transcripts were 
utilized for analysis. Five procedures of data analysis in qualitative were used: listening, 
transcribing, categorizing, reviewing and validating (Collins, 1992; Marshak & Wood, 
2000). 
4.5.4 Settings and Participants 
Table 4-1: Parents' educational background 
Below the tertiary 
University 
Master 
Shanghai (%) 
Father Mother 
13.1 18.1 
55.2 69.4 
31.7 12.5 
Hong Kong(%) 
Father Mother 
29.2 28.7 
59.3 65.2 
11.5 6.1 
In terms of education background, we found higher educational qualifications 
among fathers in Shanghai than in Hong Kong, whereby the former city had one-third of 
the fathers with Masters degrees, more than half with university degrees, and a minority 
with high school graduation diplomas, while the latter city had around one tenth of 
fathers with Masters, more than half with university degrees, and one third with high 
school graduation diplomas. In regards to mothers, those in Shanghai have higher 
qualifications than their counterparts in Hong Kong, with a slighter higher percentage of 
mothers with Masters and university undergraduate degrees. Overall, both Hong Kong 
and Shanghai parents have similar educational backgrounds, with around half of them 
holding university degrees without sampling bias. 
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4.5.5 Language Usage of Parents 
Table 4-2: The language parents use to communicate with their children at home 
Language used by the mother 
Not English 
English and bilingual language 
Language used by the father 
Not English 
English and bilingual language 
Shanghai (%) Hong Kong (%) 
84.6 
15.6 
78.7 
21.3 
66.1 
33.9 
74.3 
25.7 
A majority of parents from both cities are not using English at home, but as 
expected, due to Hong Kong's colonial background, both fathers and mothers in Hong 
Kong have a higher prevalence of adopting English or bilingual English and Chinese at 
home compared with parents in Shanghai. Furthermore, a higher percentage of English 
or bilingual conversation was noted from mothers than fathers. 
4.5.6 Language background of preschoolers 
Table 4-3: Child's native language 
Child's native language 
Not English 
English and bilingual language 
Shanghai (%) 
90.1 
9.9 
Hong Kong (%) 
76.9 
23.1 
A good percentage of children (almost a quarter) in Hong Kong are bilingual 
from a very young age, but only a few children in Shanghai grow up with 
this type of simultaneous bilingualism 
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Table 4-4: Time for English activities 
Less than 150m 
Kl 
K2 
K3 
150m-350m 
K1 
K2 
K3 
More than 350m 
K1 
K2 
K3 
Shanghai (%) 
67.6 
54.1 
62.5 
14.7 
16.2 
21.9 
17.6 
29.7 
15.6 
Hong Kong(%) 
40.5 
45.8 
44.0 
21.6 
12.5 
8.0 
37.8 
41.7 
48.0 
Eight kindergartens were chosen. As they conducted English lessons, it was 
observed that Hong Kong kindergartens had a longer duration of English lessons, as 
almost half of the Hong Kong kindergartens conducted English lessons to the tune of 350 
minutes in one week, with 70 minutes of daily English lessons. One of the 
kindergartens in Hong Kong had native English-speaking teachers (NET) throughout the 
day, and introduced a bilingual co-teaching programme with one Chinese and one 
English class teachers in the classroom throughout the session. 
4.5.7 Background of principals and teachers 
For teachers, the demographics show that most schools employ only those with 
tertiary level training, as can be judged from the principal's survey. Over 57% of the 
teachers in Shanghai are NETs and 43% are Chinese teachers of English. 
Correspondingly, over 90% of teachers in Hong Kong are NETs and only 9% are Chinese. 
It is a very common practice for Hong Kong kindergartens to employ native English 
speakers to teach English. In terms of school administrators, the data shows that 
altogether 23 principals or deputy principals were approached to fill out the 
questionnaires. Because this is considered too low a number to draw statistical 
conclusions, interviews have been conducted to complement the qualitative value of their 
viewpoints. A majority of the Hong Kong administrators who filled out the 
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questionnaires have over 10 years of teaching experience, while a majority of the 
principals from Shanghai have over 3 years or less of administrative experience. 
4.6 Validity and Reliability 
The concepts of validity and reliability are multi-faceted. Reliability is defined by 
consistency and replicability over time, over instruments, and over groups of respondents. 
Exclusive reliance on one method likely provides only a limited view of the complexity 
of any given issue, distorting the researcher's picture. The researcher needs to ensure the 
data are reliable and not artifacts of one specific method of collection. In this research 
study, the validity of the qualitative data is safeguarded by the honesty, depth, richness 
and scope achieved, by the participants approached, the extent of triangulation, and the 
objectivity of the researcher. Quantitative data validity is reached through careful 
sampling, appropriate instrumentation, and painstaking statistical treatment (Cohen, 
Manion & Morrison, 2000). Concurrent validity is adopted in this research and the data 
acquired using one instrument, such as the questionnaire, is correlated with the data 
gathered by using another instrument, such as the interviews. 
Triangulation is the use of as many methodological perspectives as possible when 
studying some phenomena to avoid bias (Denzin, 1989:234). The present research 
makes use of triangulation in order to achieve greater reliability and a deeper level of 
understanding than would be possible with one single instrument. In this research, 
multiple triangulations are adopted: ( 1) subject group triangulation since we involve 
parents, principals and teachers; (2) methodological triangulation through the survey and 
the interview; and (3) data triangulation through quantitative and qualitative data 
analyses. 
One research assistant was involved to transcribe the questionnaires in SPSS 
format. 
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4.7 Data Analyses 
All questionnaires data were put into computer files according to each item with 
the help of a research assistant. SPSS was used to analyze the data and to find results. A 
two-tailed independent samples t-tests was performed to evaluate the differences at a 
= .05 or .01 significance level. The Pearson Correlation analysis was performed for the 
correlation analysis. The chi-square test is a statistical test used to examine differences 
with categorical variables whereas T -tests were used to find out whether the means of 
two populations on some outcome differ from each other. For example, there are many 
questions in which we want to compare two categories of some variables (e.g., reasons 
for learning English, most effective way, importance of English from perspectives of 
different stakeholders) or two populations (parents and teachers) receiving different 
opinions in context of an experiment (effectiveness of curriculum). The two-sample 
t-test is a hypothesis test for answering questions about the equality of means or 
proportions where the data are collected from two random samples of independent 
observations, each from an underlying normal distribution. 
For the post questionnaire process, interviews were conducted and audio taped 
and the researcher took field notes. Qualitative research was adopted for this 
interpretative approach, whereby differences and similarities were identified and 
interviews used to reconfirm the findings. In the process of interpreting the gathered 
data, we emphasized the importance of understanding the intentions of the interviewee 
and the unique reasons behind each individual being interviewed. 
4.8 Ethical Issues of the study 
Given the competitive and even elitist aspects of education in Shanghai and especially 
in Hong Kong, the sensitive nature of the questions asked in the survey and interviews 
will have certainly raised red flags in the minds of the respondents; since, be they parents, 
teachers or principals, all interviewees would have critical personal interests to defend. 
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To assuage such fears, the consent forms are explicit in that all results of the study will be 
kept confidential, that the identity of the respondents will be permanently safeguarded, 
that no name is physically attached to any final data to ensure everyone's anonymity, and 
that all interviewees are unnamed and referred to only by their stakeholder role and the 
type of bilingual programme they are involved in. All participants were assured that the 
names of schools, parents and teachers will not be associated in any way with any 
published or disclosed results or with any presentation, the research being mainly 
intended for academic purposes. 
4.9 Limitations of the study 
The weakest link of this research is that it partially relies on data gathered from a 
body of teachers that are a combination of locals and native speakers. The cultural 
conclusions drawn from this mixed group are therefore misleading in as much as they are 
to throw light on the cultural norms and values characteristic of Shanghai and Hong Kong. 
Under ideal circumstances, the questionnaire results should have differentiated between 
NET and Chinese teachers. A further weakness is the decision not to consider the 
chronosystem. This was due to the fact that in order to give it proper attention it would 
have necessitated research into areas of expertise (such as environmental and medical 
sciences) that go beyond my abilities and beyond the size of this thesis, since they 
represent a daunting task that is best left to further research Last, this thesis has not 
observed children or classrooms in order to evaluate the effectiveness of teaching 
strategies, and has not engaged in any ethnographic study so as to measure learning 
outcomes. 
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CHAPTERV 
Analysis of Results 
This chapter describes results obtained through the questionnaires and supportive 
qualitative data from the interviewees' responses. We begin with an overview of attitudes 
towards learning English of parents, teachers and principals from the two cities. We then 
follow this with how parents, teachers and principals view the importance of English 
learning. Beliefs in the importance of English and expectations of English competence 
for preschool children among three groups of people are presented here to show 
differences and similarities. 
The remainder of the chapter explores parental involvement in bilingual 
development between two cities. Analyses of interviews among representatives of three 
groups of people display the results of investigation on the perceptions of native 
English-speaking teachers (NET), and curriculum implementation thus relevant 
comparisons are drawn between Hong Kong and Shanghai. 
5.1 Attitudes towards learning English 
The attitudes towards leaning English of parents, teachers and principals from the 
two cities are juxtaposed in three areas of inquiry: reasons for learning English, perceived 
advantages of learning English, and factors that affect children's interest in learning 
English. 
5.1.1 Significant findings 
The following points out clear differences between the three groups in and among the 
two cities, which reveal both cultural and societal fault lines. It shows also areas of 
broad unanimity, which suggest that attitudes are largely shaped by societal trends. 
• In comparing reasons for learning English different emphases were found, 
with Hong Kong parents viewing it as a necessary "foundation for later 
learning" while their Shanghai counterparts seeing it as a way to "nurture 
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their children's interest" in the language. 
• Overwhelmingly, parents, teachers and principals in Shanghai perceive the 
main advantage of learning English to be that "it widens children's vision 
and helps them learn more about another culture". In Hong Kong the 
three groups widely disagree with one another: parents choosing "it lays a 
sound foundation ... ;" teachers, "it facilitates learning ... ;" and principals, 
for the same reason as Shanghai. 
• All three groups in Shanghai see "interesting learning materials" as by far 
the most important factor affecting the children 's interest in learning 
English, while in Hong Kong only the principals deviate from the parents 
and the teachers, who are in accord with Shanghai, and shatter cross-group 
unanimity by their 100% choice of the "chance to use English". 
o Overall, the cultural importance of English dominates in Shanghai and its 
pragmatic value seems to be of primary concern in Hong Kong. 
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Table 5-1: Comparison of Attitudes (Parents, Teachers, Principals) towards learning 
English in two cities 
Shanghai (%) 
Parent Teacher Principal 
Reasons for letting children learning English 
l.To understand western 
culture (for parents')\To 
fulfill parents' request 
(for teachers' and 
principles') 
2.To lay a sound 
foundation of learning 
English in the future 
3.To match children's 
linguistic 
needs 
development 
4.To equip children with 
the same level of 
competence as other 
children of the same age 
5.To link with primary 
one curriculum 
6.To nurture children's 
interest in learning 
English 
7.To meet the challenges 
23.2* 25.6 
60.6*** 46.2** 
61.3 48.7 
4.2 6.4 
12.0*** 15.4 
80.0 83.3** 
45.5 
9.1 ** 
36.4 
18.2 
9.1 
81.8 
of globalization (for 44.9 36.4 
teachers' and principles') 
The advantage of learning English (single choice) 
l.lt facilitates their 
learning of English in the 21.8*** 16.7*** 0.0 * 
future 
2. It helps children build 
confidence 9.2 3.8 36.4 
3.1t widens children's 
vision and helps them to 
learn more about different 
cultures 
4. It lays a sound 
foundation of their future 
development 
47.9 
21.1 
52.6 45.5 
26.9 18.2 
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Hong Kong (%) 
Parent Teacher Principal 
12.8 33.8 16.7 
87.2 86.5 66.7 
55.6 40.5 41.7 
4.3 12.2 0.0 
32.5 28.4 0.0 
81.2 56.8 75.0 
37.8 75.0 
23.9 42.5 8.3 
7.7 11.0 0.0 
17.1 21.9 50.0 
51.3 24.7 41.7 
Factors that affect children's interest in learning English 
l. Children's age 20.1 21.8 9.1 19.7 21.4 8.3 
2. Level of teaching 59.7*** 48.7* 72.7 36.8 30.0 91.7 
3.Interest in learning 
materials 71.5 76.9 81.8 74.4 75.7 66.7 
4. Teachers' nationality 10.4 7.7 0.0 13.7 4.3 0.0 
5. Family environment 48.6 60.3 36.4 53.8 68.6 41.7 
6. Chance to use English 64.6 57.5 72.7* 68.4 67.1 100.0 
Note: * p<.05; * * p<.Ol; * * * p<.OOI 
5.1.2 Similarities 
Without significant statistical differences all three groups in Shanghai indicated as 
their most popular choice "widen outlook" and "exposure to Western culture" as the 
foremost advantages of learning English. 
Regarding the factors affecting children's interest in learning English, no significant 
differences were found among the three groups in Shanghai. Both cities agree across the 
board that "interesting learning materials", "chance to use English", and "level of 
teaching" are the major factors affecting children's interest in learning English. 
5.1.3 Differences 
Concerning the reasons for learning English, the two groups of teachers show very 
significant differences in perception. The objective "nurturing their interest in learning 
2 
English" received far greater emphasis in Shanghai than in Hong Kong (X (1) = 13.157, 
p= .001 ). Meanwhile, Hong Kong teachers believe that "building a good foundation" is of 
utmost importance (86.5% vs. 46.2%). We also found different expectations between 
the two groups in regards to "nurturing an interest in learning English" and "transition to 
primary schooling", whereby Shanghai teachers placed a stronger emphasis on the 
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former (p=.OOO) and Hong Kong teachers showed a stronger preference for the latter 
(p=.05l). 
For the advantages of learning English, parents and principals in Hong Kong had 
notable differences ( X2 (6l= 22.858, p < .01). Over half of the principals viewed the 
aspect "widen outlook and exposure to Western culture" as the primary advantage of 
learning English, but far fewer parents and teachers shared the same belief (with only 
21.9% of the teachers and 17.1% of the parents). More than half of Hong Kong parents 
(51.3%) indicated their preference for "laying a solid foundation for future development" 
while the teachers ( 42.5%) chose "facilitating their learning of English in the future" 
which has the same underlying meaning as the principals' choice of building up English 
competence. The findings indicate that the principals have a broader outlook aimed at 
preparing tomorrow's global citizens, whereas parents and teachers want merely to 
ensure that their children are not lagging behind in English learning. 
When comparing the perceived advantages for learning English, nearly a quarter 
(23.2%) of Shanghai's parents believed that exposure to western culture will widen their 
children's outlook while only 12.8% parents from Hong Kong chose "widen outlook and 
exposure to Western culture" as their preferred reason, with significant differences 
( X2 (3)=36.326, p=.OOO). Meanwhile, a majority of Hong Kong's parents strongly 
advocate English learning for building a foundation for later English learning (87.2 %) as 
opposed to only 60.6% of parents in Shanghai; a significant difference was found 
between the two groups (z=-4.78). A third of Hong Kong parents believe that English 
learning will smooth the transition to primary school while only relatively few Shanghai 
parents (12.2%) chose this item as their purpose for learning English - thus a very 
significant difference of (z=-4.02) was found between Hong Kong and Shanghai. Hong 
Kong's parents prefer children to learn English by force of necessity and as a foundation 
for later learning, as opposed to Shanghai parents who only expect their children to build 
up an interest in the language and to have more exposure to western culture. Parents in 
Shanghai, by and large, have a more relaxed view of preschool English provision than 
parents in Hong Kong. 
The principals differed on the underlying purpose for the introduction of English at 
school. There are significant differences in their view concerning "laying a sound 
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foundation for future learning" ( X2 (I)= 8.811, p=.003), as principals from Hong Kong 
highly emphasized this aspect while those in Shanghai highlighted their objective to 
"fulfill parents' requests" or "to ensure their children are not lagging behind others." 
Concerning/actors affecting the interest of children learning English, in Hong Kong 
there are significant differences in three different aspects. First of all, the "abilities of 
teaching"- with the significant level z 2 r2> = 17.393, p<.O l - was perceived by principals 
as a very important element and 91.9% chose it, compared with only 36.8% of the parents 
and 30% of the teachers. There were substantial differences ( X2 r2>=7 .242, p<.05) on 
"the nationality of teachers," with some parents supporting this notion while none of the 
principals indicating this as their preference. Interestingly, 100 % of the principals 
believe that "chance to use English" is one of the most important factors stimulating 
children's interest, whereas only two-thirds of the teachers and the parents expressed a 
similar viewpoint; constituting a high degree of divergence among the three groups ( X2 r2> 
= 8.971' p<.05). 
5.1.4 Qualitative findings 
The interview data seem to be inconsistent with the questionnaire. Two parents 
from Shanghai elaborated that their main purpose of learning English is to lay a sound 
foundation in the future (SHPA 02, line 03 and SHPA 01, line 08). When the 
interviewer raised the question regarding the penetration of western culture, the parent 
from a kindergarten with NET agree, but not the parent coming from a school with 
Chinese English teachers. 
Principals hold strong beliefs in the importance of teachers in arousing children's 
interest in learning English. For example, the principal from a bilingual kindergarten in 
Shanghai stated: 
"I think that language is just a tool, learning depends mainly on environment, children at this 
young age need more interaction with native English teachers, language context is important (SHP 01, 
line 76). Only teachers with good English will directly influence children's interest and expressive 
skills" (SHP 01, line 68). 
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Most educators agree that ample opportunities should be given to children to practise 
their English in order to arouse their interest in learning. A NET teacher from Shanghai 
stated that "learners are self-motivated, interested, always engaging and exploring, 
willing to share and express" and make up an ideal English learning setting (SHT 0 1 line 
45). 
Another teacher from Hong Kong's bilingual kindergarten reinforces the importance 
of daily immersion: 
"Children should have a chance to be immersed in the language and have ample opportunity 
to use it outside classroom. I also believe in lots of positive reinforcement so children are secure 
about speaking and using the language" (HKT 02 line 58-62). 
Dissonance exists in Hong Kong between government policy and parents' 
expectations. For instance, a parent in Hong Kong stated very clearly that children are 
very receptive to language especially in phonology and she criticized the inadequate 
support forthcoming from the government, explicitly mentioning that kindergarten 
teachers should undertake benchmark assessments just like their counterparts in primary 
and secondary schools. This view is consistent with the survey data, which shows that 
HK parents have higher expectations. 
5.1.5 Interim summary 
In Hong Kong, English being one of only two official languages, if children are not 
able to build up their English competence they stand to suffer far-reaching effects 
throughout their entire adult lives. What the data seems to suggest is that the motivation 
for learning English in Hong Kong is primarily practical or "integrative," whereby 
learners pursue the language in order to become part of the culture, which tends to favor 
greater linguistic competence (Lambert, 1969), whereas the motivation for learning 
English in Shanghai is less ambitious and thus only "instrumental," since most are likely 
to be content with a rudimentary knowledge of the language and with having a better 
understanding of the West in mind. Conversely, in Hong Kong, language learning is 
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dominated by its relevance to lifelong success and this, for its populace, means that one 
must be able to function in English in all linguistic domains, which, it is believed, 
contributes to a better intellectual foundation. 
A clear culture clash prevails in Hong Kong between what Westerners recognize as 
unrealistic and overly ambitious academic and developmental expectations and what 
locals consider as normal and necessary demands and who criticize Westerners as 
unfamiliar with the local culture. This clash is not visible in Shanghai, where the 
expectations are age-appropriate by everyone's reckoning. This would indicate that 
Hong Kong's entrepreneurial society is driving the education agenda by imposing its 
ethos of 'survival of the fittest' on the education system and on children too young to be 
able to withstand let alone understand the burden of these expectations. Hong Kong's 
entrepreneurial mentality has therefore a distorting and damaging effect on the entire 
education system, which explains why despite huge financial and human investment it is 
often seen as under-performing. Unlike in Shanghai, where speaking is deemed 
sufficient, in Hong Kong kindergarten children are expected to "have a sound 
foundation", which means that they are expected to be able to read and write in English 
by the end of kindergarten. 
Underscoring the differences in attitude towards English learning between the two 
cities, is the divergence between stakeholders (especially parents) in both Hong Kong and 
Shanghai and their respective governments concerning education. In Hong Kong the 
issue of the use of the mother tongue as MOl meets with disapproval since the 
pragmatism of the populace resents the government's underhanded attempt to artificially 
create a different linguistic arrangement whereby the domains of English are controlled to 
make room for increased space for Putonghua under the guise of promoting the "mother 
tongue". Similarly, in Shanghai the government's lack of encouragement for 
simultaneous bilingualism gets a thumb down from parents who, obviously, do not share 
their nationally prescribed socio-political agenda of promoting English without its 
cultural influence, as implied by the policy of Zhuanye Waiyu Fuhexing Rencai. In 
Hong Kong, some also see a clear separation between parents who push and those who 
don't push English proficiency in their children; a development which could have been 
brought to the forefront by the government's recent bifurcation of the education system 
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into EMI and CMI streams, but which ultimately is s symptom of a highly competitive 
market economy and a society that has assimilated the survival of the fittest ethos. 
Clearly then, the way one perceives English is very much determined by where one 
fits in the social fabric as much as by how close one is to the nation's socio-political 
agenda. 
5.2 Beliefs about English learning 
How parents, teachers and principals view the importance of English learning is 
examined through the questionnaire with items such as: critical time to learn, necessity of 
learning, importance of learning English compared with Chinese, and the effect of 
English on the acquisition of the mother tongue. Understanding their beliefs is critically 
important, as this may strongly influence the support and acquisition of English at this 
young age and could eventually help inform decision making by preschool educators. 
5.2.1 Significant findings 
The differences and similarities identified below are significant because they suggest 
that an individual's beliefs in the importance of English are shaped by one's relation to 
the child first and by the society's relation to the language second. 
• There is across the board agreement that English learning should begin 
before the age of six. 
• No group considers English unnecessary and both cities agree that English 
learning is either very necessary or necessary. However, teachers and 
principal see the acquisition of English as "necessary" while parents deem 
it "very necessary," which shows that pressure exerted upon children to be 
bilingual is greater at home than in school in both cities. 
• In Shanghai most parents and principals and many teachers agree that 
English facilitates the learning of the mother tongue, while in Hong Kong 
all groups agree that it has no effect at all. 
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• A comfortable majority of parents, teachers and principals from both cities 
consider both languages important, with parents clearly attaching greater 
importance to bilingualism than the other two stakeholder groups, with 
significant statistical data showing that teachers and principals from 
Shanghai think that Chinese is more important. 
o Of all stakeholder groups regardless of city, parents attach the greatest 
importance to English, seek it for their children earlier than either teachers 
or principals, are the least inhibited in its pursuit by government influence, 
and are the most positively inclined as to its value. 
Table 5-2: Comparison of Beliefs (Parents, Teachers, Principals) in the importance of 
Bilingualism in two cities 
Shanghai ~% 2 Hong Kong ~%2 
Parent Teacher Princi~al Parent Teacher Princi~al 
The critical age for learning English(single choice) 
I. Form birth 42.5*** 34.6 27.3 26.5 27.4 58.3 
2.After 3ys 48.6 56.4 63.6 73.5 67. I 41.7 
3.After 6ys 8.9 9.0 9. I 0.0 5.5 0.0 
The necessity of learning English( single choice) 
I. Very necessary 48.6** 20.5** 9.1 65.8 27.0 8.3 
2.Necessary 47.2 64. I 81.8 31.6 63.5 91.7 
3.Not necessary 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.6 4. I 0.0 
4.No comment 4.2 15.4 9. I 0.0 5.4 0.0 
Learn English Affect Chinese(single choice) 
I . It facilitates the learning of 60.4*** 43.6** 72.7*** 32.8 31.9 0.0 MT 
2.1t creates an adverse effect on 0.0 1.3 18.2 6.0 12.5 8.3 the learning of MT 
3.No effect at all 39.6 52.6 9.1 61.2 55.6 91.7 
Importance of English and Chinese (single choice) 
!.English 2.8* 1.3 9.1 8.6 1.4 0.0 
2.Chinese 22.5 44.9 45.5 9.5 33.8 25.0 
3. Both are important 74.6 52.6 45.5 81.9 63.5 75.0 
Note: * p<.05; * * p<.Ol; * * * p<.OOl 
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5.2.2 Similarities 
Both groups of parents, in Hong Kong and Shanghai, value the importance of 
English and a majority of them agree that it is important to learn English at preschool age 
or even from birth. Shanghai parents have two major points of view on the critical age to 
begin learning English, with 42.5 % of them judging it to start from birth and nearly half 
(48.6 %) from the age of 3 and up. There is a minority of parents (8.6%) who opted for 
the age of 6 or after as the best time to begin learning English. Among Hong Kong 
parents, almost three-quarters (73.5%) think that children should learn English after three 
years of age and close to a third (27.5%) chose birth as the best time to begin learning 
English. Interestingly, none of the parents from Hong Kong indicated as their preference 
to start learning English age 6 or up. There is consensus on the critical age of learning 
English among school principals and teachers from two cities, a majority of them 
believing that children should start learning English at the age of three or even from birth. 
5.2.3 Differences 
In regards to the importance of learning English, both groups of parents indicate its 
necessity. However, there is significant variation in the degree of necessity ( z2 (3)= 
14.339, p= .002). Almost half (48.6%) of Shanghai parents strongly believe that 
English learning is "very necessary'' for this age group and an even higher number of 
Hong Kong parents, two-thirds (65.8%), chose the same category of intensity. Nearly 
half of Shanghai (47.2%) believes that it is "necessary" while only a third (31.6%) of 
Hong Kong chose this second level of intensity. Both groups of teachers and principals 
also believe that it is "necessary"to learn English, but not too many consider English 
"very necessary", and quite a number of Shanghai's teachers (15.4%) did not even 
indicate their standing. Parents in general, by force of necessity, prefer children to learn 
English from school personnel. Parents in Hong Kong clearly consider learning English 
a higher priority than their counterparts in Shanghai. 
On the question which language is more important, English or Chinese, there are 
significant differences in parents' viewpoints (p=.Ol2). Although both Shanghai and 
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Hong Kong parents believe that English and the native tongue are of equal importance, 
with 74.6% and 81.9% respectively, Shanghai parents (22.5%) differ significantly from 
their Hong Kong counterparts (9.5%) in their belief that Chinese is more important than 
English. It appears that Hong Kong parents consider learning English a higher priority 
than their counterparts in Shanghai, who believe that both Chinese and English are of 
equal importance and some of them even rate Chinese as a higher priority. 
In asking their belief on whether English facilitates or hinders the development of 
the mother tongue, significant differences between the two groups of parents came to the 
fore ( z2 (3l = 34. 76, p = .000) with 60.4% of the parents from Shanghai thinking that 
learning English will facilitate the learning of their mother tongue, whereas only a third 
(32.8%) of Hong Kong parents agree with this viewpoint. Significant discrepancies were 
found among teachers and principals with a degree of difference between findings of 
( X2 (3l =12.042, p = .007) and (X2 (2l = 21.138, p = .000) respectively. Overall, Shanghai's 
groups of parents, teachers and principals perceive more advantages in learning English 
for mother tongue development than their counterparts in Hong Kong. 
5.2.4 Qualitative findings 
Most parents interviewed confirmed that it is critical to learn English at the 
preschool stage, and especially middle class parents prefer to have more English earlier in 
life, forcing schools to respond to their demand. Data also confirms a clear divide 
between the high aspirations of the middle class and the more modest expectations of 
parents from lower socio-economic backgrounds. Parents from Shanghai's traditional 
kindergartens mentioned, "Everyone is starting at the kindergarten stage. We learn 
Chinese from a younger age, so English learning should also be started earlier" 
(SHPA -02, line 18-20). Mirroring this viewpoint, a parent from Hong Kong stated: 
"Due to the brain development, children's minds are as sponges under the age of six .... I 
think that we should make use of this natural development of the brain, the mind of children expose 
them to the English language in a fun way ... It is very important at 
with them" (HKP 02, line 06-13). 
kindergarten stage to start 
Adversely, a parent from a lower socio-economic background said: 
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"I do not have high expectation of my child's proficiency in English, meanwhile, I do not 
want him to be afraid of English. I am satisfied as long as he demonstrates some kind of interest at 
preschool stage" (HKPA 01 line 62 to line 68). 
In regards to the importance of English and Chinese, all the parents interviewed give 
equal standing to both Chinese and English when rating the importance of each language 
from I to 10, and in Hong Kong, their rating for Putonghua is higher than Cantonese 
(SHPA 02 line 180-183, HKP A 0 I line 176, HKP A -2 line 166). 
A Chinese teacher from Shanghai also reinforced the necessity of learning English 
as she stated in the interview: "I think that it is a global demand and parents from 
different parts of the world have the same idea on this issue" (SHT 02 line 140). A parent 
from Shanghai also stated that according to his experience a higher salary is always for 
better English even though teachers may have the same education background. 
Based on the interviews, the interviewers felt that parents are more anxious for their 
children to learn English than the English teachers of Chinese nationality who stated that 
English is taught because everyone else is doing it routinely and, having become the 
norm, schools have little choice but to offer English programmes. This reaffirms the 
quantitative findings that parents value the perceived advantages for learning English 
more than teachers, and that their intensity is one of necessity and therefore higher than 
that of any other stakeholders. 
5.2.5 Interim summary 
A clear contradiction is identified in Hong Kong between the value of English for 
social mobility and the government's more guarded standpoint on English learning, 
whose enthusiasm for English is tempered by the need to put Cantonese first and to make 
room for Putonghua alongside the two already existing languages. The belief among 
Shanghai parents that their children must learn Chinese for survival while English is only 
considered a second language is different from Hong Kong parents' belief in the supreme 
importance of English, motivated by the diglossic language situation introduced there 
during colonial times and which forced the populace to learn English to survive in the 
context of a society where English was and still is considered an elite language. The 
historical role English occupies in Hong Kong and the relative novelty of English in 
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Shanghai explain why bilingualism has developed into a societal phenomenon in Hong 
Kong while it is still mainly an individual aspiration in Shanghai. 
The great language distance that separates both Putonghua and Cantonese Chinese 
from English has caused difficulties in English pronunciation for Chinese speakers of 
English throughout Greater China. Consequently, everyone sees an early start in life as 
the best way to prevent Chinglish pronunciation and modes of expression from 
dominating the speech of the new generations of English speakers, whose bilingual 
aptitude is expected to be far better and far more common than their parents'. 
The fact that teachers and principals see the acquisition of English as "necessary" 
while parents deem it "very necessary" shows that pressure exerted upon children to 
perform well and to take English learning seriously is greater at home than in school in 
both cities. In addition, parents in both cities value bilingualism more than 
unilingualism in greater numbers than either teachers or principals. This seems to 
suggest that parents in both cities are the group which has most successfully separated the 
English language from its negative historical connotations (as the language of 
imperialism in Hong Kong and the language of capitalism in Shanghai) and are 
consequently the least inhibited by ideological considerations, or, at the very least, has 
the shortest memory. More than anything, this shows that individual aspirations are far 
more important than national goals in determining the spread of bilingualism once a 
particular language has established its social and economic importance. Last, it 
demonstrates that the general population is more attuned to global forces and more 
capable of quickly adapting than the institutions and governments that organize their 
lives. 
Due to the introduction of phonological elements in recognizing simplified Chinese 
characters, Shanghai parents think that learning English will enhance the pin yin skills of 
their young children. By contrast, parents in Hong Kong are not able to identify 
commonalities between English, an alphabetically and phonologically based language, 
and Chinese, an orthographically and visually based language. This is probably due to 
the fact that in Hong Kong people continue to use traditional Chinese characters that lack 
the aid of phonological elements which in the case of Mainland Chinese have been added 
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when the writing system was simplified, standardized, and subsequently the phonetic 
notation system of pin yin was introduced. 
In the last analysis, the ease, speed and passion with which parents have embraced 
bilingualism demonstrates that in today's global world institutional and governmental 
control are powerless in the face of sweeping global forces. It also shows that the 
enthusiasm parents have for English is not tempered by hands-on experience with what it 
takes to make children bilingual and so the results they expect teachers to produce in their 
children's language acquisition are often unrealistic. 
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5.3 Expectations of English competence 
The English standards children are expected to achieve and the factors attached 
importance to in English learning, as well as the parental level of satisfaction with their 
children's English, are the three issues probed in this section in the hope of shedding 
light on what it is that parents, teachers and principals expect from English learning. 
5.3.1 Significant findings 
The following findings are deemed significant because they reveal not only much 
greater linguistic expectations in Hong Kong than in Shanghai, but also only marginally 
higher levels of parental satisfaction, which indicates that only few children are equipped 
to meet the ambitions of a generation of parents who are highly demanding. 
• Three-quarters or more of all respondents from both cities deem "speaking and 
listening simple English" and "having an interest in learning English" to be the 
first and second most important skills in regards to children's English learning. 
However, Hong Kong parents and teachers expect their preschool children in 
much higher numbers than their Shanghai counterparts that they also be able to 
"read simple English materials on their own," "to recognize letters and some 
words," and "to write simple English words," which shows a much greater 
emphasis on literacy skills in Hong Kong as opposed to merely speaking and 
listening in Shanghai. 
• Overwhelmingly, the factor considered most important in children's English 
learning is having an "interest in English," chosen by more than 80% of the 
respondents across the board. In Hong Kong, however, all three groups deem 
"understanding the meaning of words" to be of much greater importance than in 
Shanghai. 
• Parents in both cities are satisfied with their children's "interest" in English 
primarily and "confidence" with English secondarily. In addition, twice as many 
parents in Hong Kong than in Shanghai are satisfied with their children's 
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"reading" and "writing". 
o Overall, questionnaire data suggest that the three groups in Hong Kong attach 
greater weight to the achievement of literacy skills like reading and writing than 
their counterparts in Shanghai, who have less ambitious language learning 
expectations. 
Table 5-3: Comparison of expectations in children's English learning 
Shanghai !% ~ Hong Kong !% ~ 
Parent Teacher Principal Parent Teacher Principal 
The expectation of English standards 
1. No requirement at all 6.3* 2.6 9.1 0.0 4.1 0.0 
2.Speak and listen simple English 78.9 91.0 90.9 80.3 81.8 83.3 
3.Recognize letters and some 39.4 28.2* 27.3 50.4 44.6 16.7 
words 
4.Read simple English 20.4** 11.5** 27.3** 44.4 41.9 91.7 
materials on their own 
5. Write simple Engl. words 9.9** 5.1 ** 0.0** 28.2 24.3 41.7 
6.Have interest in learning English 76.1 82.1 72.7 72.6 8l.l 75.0 
Factors attach importance 
I. Understanding meaning of 24.6** 17.9* 0.0 49.6 36.5 25.0 
words 
2. pronunciation 7l.l 59.0 72.7 60.7 52.7 33.3 
3. Recognizing words 12.7 3.8 0.0 19.7 2.7 16.7 
4. reciting 2.8 1.3 0.0 1.7 1.4 0.0 
5. writing 3.5* 2.6 0.0 11.1 4.1 0.0 
6. Reading aloud 11.3 3.8 9.1 2.6 10.8 0.0 
7. listening 46.5 48.7 45.5 44.4 60.8 50.0 
8. Understanding western 19.0** 19.2 45.5* 6.0 12.2 8.3 
culture 
9. Interest in En~lish 83.1 85.9 100.0 77.8 90.5 100.0 
Note: * p<.05; * * p<.01; * * * p<.001 
Table 5-4: Comearison ofearental satisfaction with children's En~lish learnin~ 
Shanghai !% ~ Hong Kong!%~ 
satisfaction of Children's English standard 
Very 
satisfitxl AccqX Not Very satisfied Accept Not 
satisfied -able satisfied satisfied -able satisfied 
l. Oral 8.3 35.3 45.9 10.5 8.7 30.4 48.7 12.2 
2. Listening 7.6 36.6 43.5 12.2 11.3 31.3 42.6 14.8 
3. Reading*** 4.8 9.6 56.0 29.6 12.4 20.4 46.9 20.4 
4. Writing 3.3 14.8 52.5 29.5 3.5 26.5 50.4 19.5 
5. Interest 21.8 38.3 33.8 6.0 14.0 39.5 34.2 12.3 
6. Confidence in 
English learning 
19.4 45.5 26.9 8.2 12.3 39.5 35.1 13.2 
Note: * p<.05; * * p<.Ol; * * * p<.001 
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5.3.2 Similarities 
In both Shanghai (78.9%) and Hong Kong (80.3%) a majority of parents focus on 
listening and speaking simple English as their primary expectation from preschool 
education. A majority of teachers from both groups are satisfied with their children's 
English standard, and the highest satisfaction rate shows up on "interest," about which 
there are no significant statistical differences. 
In terms of parental satisfaction with their children's English standard, more than 
half of Shanghai's parents indicated that their children are confident in English learning 
(64.9%) and have displayed a keen interest (60.1 %), much the same as Hong Kong 
parents even though they trail behind with 53.5% having checked "confidence" and 
51.8% "interest". 
5.3.3 Differences 
There are differences between the two cities in regard to parental expectations about 
English learning. Interestingly, only 20.4% of Shanghai's parents indicated 
"independent reading" as their choice while more than twice as many Hong Kong parents 
(44.4%) did so, which is obviously significant statistically (z =3.81). Accordingly, a 
higher percentage of Hong Kong (28.2%) than Shanghai parents (9.9%) expect their 
children to write simple words (z = 3.81 ). We also found different expectations between 
the two groups of teachers in regards to "nurturing an interest in learning English" and 
"transition to primary schooling", whereby Shanghai teachers placed a stronger emphasis 
on the former (p = .000) and Hong Kong teachers showed a stronger preference for the 
latter (p = .051 ). As for teachers' expectations of English learning, those in Hong Kong 
are more demanding of children's abilities than those in Shanghai. There are significant 
differences on "recognizing some letters and words" (p = .035, which is <.05), "read 
simple materials on their own" and "write simple English words;" differences that are 
particularly flagrant on the latter two items. 
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When reviewing the different aspects of English, a majority of parents are 
satisfied with their children's speaking and listening skills (Hong Kong, 39.1% in oral 
and 42.6% in listening and Shanghai, 43.6% in oral and 44.2% in listening). On the other 
hand, notable differences between Hong Kong (32.8%) and Shanghai (14.4%) were 
found on reading skills ( X2 (J> = 11.857, p = .008). Hong Kong parents devoted more 
time and emphasis to reading, as statistics also showed more opportunities for reading at 
home and parents regarded it as the most common means to teach English at home. 
As forfactors parents attach importance to_, statistically significant differences have 
been found in all elements. Concerning understanding vocabulary, Hong Kong parents 
place higher emphasis on it than Shanghai parents (49.6% vs. 24.6%), the statistical data 
beingz2 (I) =21.736, p = .000. We also find different expectations between the two 
groups in regards to understanding western culture, with Shanghai parents giving it a 
higher priority ( 19%) than Hong Kong parents (6%) and thus giving this objective more 
emphasis. However, the percentages are low. Interestingly, Shanghai parents believe 
in the importance of pronunciation while Hong Kong parents are concerned with English 
writing. When addressing the similar question of "the most important element in English 
learning" among two groups of teachers, there are statistically significant differences on 
"understanding meaning of words" (X 2 (I)= 6.704,p = .01). Hong Kong teachers (36.5%) 
are more concerned about expanding the vocabulary of young children than Shanghai 
teachers (17.9%). 
5.3.4 Qualitative findings 
One of the parents from a local kindergarten in Hong Kong affirmed that her 
expectation of children's learning English is merely "interest": 
"Researcher: what is your expectation from your child learning English? Why do you want 
your child to learn English? 
Interviewee: I do not have high expectation on my child, I just hope that he is not afraid of 
English; this is very basic, if he meet foreigners, he is willing to greet them, my child may not 
understand their talking nor speaking English to them, but I just hope that he is not afraid of English. 
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stage. 
Researcher: In other words, you just hope that your child is not afraid of English then? 
Interviewee: I will be very satisfied if he demonstrated interest in this language at preschool 
Researcher: do you think that the kindergartens in Hong Kong have heavy emphasis on 
English? Very high literacy demands? 
Interviewer: I think that reputable kindergartens do have the expectation, but I believe that it 
is not the majority, only learn from TV news programme, however, they are overdoing this." 
(HKPA 01, lines 62 -67) 
This opinion clearly suggests her disagreement with developing children's literacy 
skills and mirrors the same reasonable expectations found among the two teachers 
interviewed in Shanghai; the first declaring that "as long as learners are fond of English 
and see it as a practical and usefid skill for one of their ways of expression" (SHT 01, 
lines 32-3) than she is satisfied, while the other teacher said that she wants students to use 
English as an "Application and expressive skill, [so as to be] able to conduct dialogue 
with others" (SHT 02, line80). In answering the same questions, the two principals 
from Shanghai revealed that expectations differ from kindergarten to kindergarten. The 
principal of the bilingual kindergarten, in declaring that she expects "that English 
speaking becomes routine in the classroom, [and that children] have English 
cognition, ... [and are] able to tell simple story [and also have an] awareness of different 
cultures" (SHP 02, line 74), is clearly more ambitious than the principal from the local 
kindergarten with only Chinese teachers of English, who declared that she only "Expect[s] 
proper pronunciation from children and vocabulwy learning" (SHP 0 l, line 66). 
The researcher asked a parent from a bilingual kindergarten in Hong Kong the same 
questions regarding her satisfaction with her son's English standard in a bilingual 
kindergarten, and she replied that she is satisfied with her child's English in reading and 
speaking but not in writing. She spent 2-3 hours a day reading English to him and five 
days a week speaking English at home. Despite this, she thought that the child was not 
able to express himself in writing, which demonstrates that her expectations are much 
higher than the parent whose child attends a local kindergarten. 
In Shanghai, the following view given by this parent (SHPA 02), ts quite 
representative and contrasts with Hong Kong: 
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"Listening and speaking are appropriate for young children, and reading for older children, 
but not writing at kindergarten level, speaking is important at kindergarten level." (Line 98-1 02) 
A principal from a local Hong Kong kindergarten also commented about the limited 
access to English learning in her school - 2 hours of NET teaching per week - and that 
over 80% of her students attended English tutorial courses as extra curricular activities 
outside school. (HKP 01, line 83-85) 
A teacher from Hong Kong reinforced, although with qualifications, the importance 
of learning letters, sounds and sights words by stating (HKT 02, line 11-20): 
"I think children should leave kindergarten with a strong foundation of English. If the 
children are not given a well planned programme and have a good knowledge of letters, sounds and sight 
words, they need to catch up more at the primary level, or they will lag behind their 
peers ..... Balanced literacy is the best approach, but when children are very young, I think 
that we should focus on listening and speaking ..... lots of positive reinforcement so children are 
secure about speaking and using the language." (HKT 02, line 60-62) 
In terms of the four aspects of language competence, most parents and educators 
from both cities voted for speaking and listening, thus oracy as the top priority, except for 
one parent from a Hong Kong bilingual kindergarten who prefers the literacy skills of 
reading and writing as the ultimate goals of English learning at kindergarten. 
We also raised these questions to the principals in order to find out the reasons for 
parents seeking English learning. A principal (native English speaker) from a bilingual 
kindergarten answered: 
"Parents will expect that they can read, they can write and they can spell ...... Writing, for 
instance, maybe parents will see that's the priority but it's not the priority if you want to teach 
English. For me, the most important is to expose the child in a way which is fun filled. Diversity 
is needed .... " (HKP 02, line 17-18) 
When the researcher asked about the importance attached to all four language 
skills - reading, writing, listening and speaking - the interviewee answered: 
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"I think that they should focus on all four. Writing, for instance, maybe parents will see that 
as the priority but it's not the priority if you want to teach English ..... It's all about self confidence, 
self esteem and how a teacher can make sure that the children feel good about themselves, they feel 
that they learn something. So the approaches again, the first is they are able to listen automatically, do 
singing first, writing is not a priority." 
Principals disagreed with parents for expecting wntmg when the appropriate 
expectations should be listening and singing, that is speaking, not writing and spelling. 
The interviewer, wanting to find out more about the government's support and role 
in English learning at kindergarten level, asked questions regarding the government's 
recognition or support in this respect. One parent from a local kindergarten in Hong 
Kong stated: 
"Government places more emphasis on Chinese, due to the promotion of mother tongue 
language learning, government has never recognized the importance of learning English, no specified 
curriculum, no training for the kindergarten teachers. Government always places low priority in 
preschool education when comparing with primary and secondary school. Not the issue of language, 
mainly they just neglect preschool education all the time." (HKPA 01, line 159-165) 
When the researcher asked parents whether the Hong Kong government deems 
English at preschool level important or not, another parent answered: 
"The impression from the government is not too good, I attended the parents' session for 
Quality Assurance Inspection of the school, the inspector did not encourage too much English learning 
at preschool stage, since Chinese is our mother tongue, it is important to establish better Chinese, children 
will be happier." (HKPA 02, line 105) "Parents' motives and social mobility for English are very 
clear at this stage; it is time for the government to take action." (HKPA 02, line 121) 
The expectations education stakeholders have from preschoolers' English 
competence are related to several factors that have been identified below. 
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5.3.5 Correlation of possible factors affecting parental satisfaction with 
children's English learning 
1. Reading Exposure at Home 
In Hong Kong, parental satisfaction with their children's reading and writing ability 
is greatly related to exposure to reading at home, with the coefficient of 0.00. In other 
words, parents are satisfied with their children's English literacy when the children have 
the opportunity to benefit from more exposure to reading. In homes with reading 
exposure, both in Hong Kong and Shanghai, parents showed their satisfaction with their 
children's listening ability. Both Shanghai and Hong Kong data indicates that children 
who are interested in English learning are also beneficiaries of good reading habits at 
home. In Hong Kong, children with confidence in learning English are positively 
correlated with good reading habits. 
2. Watching TV programmes and English broadcasts 
In both cities, watching English TV programmes and English broadcasts on a 
frequent basis positively correlates with parental satisfaction in their children's speaking, 
listening, interest in English, and also their confidence. In addition, watching TV 
programmes/broadcasts correlates highly with parental satisfaction in children's reading 
and writing. TV programmes/broadcasts is one of the most common tools for learning 
English at home. English TV programmes and broadcasts are more common in Hong 
Kong, since there are free English channels available there. 
3. Watching English DVD and Listening to English Tapes 
In both cities, watching English DVDs and listening to English tapes on a frequent 
basis positively correlates with parental satisfaction in their children's speaking and 
listening, as well as in their English interest and confidence levels. Meanwhile, the Hong 
Kong situation shows parental satisfaction in reading and writing abilities due to close 
association with watching English DVDs and listening to English tapes. This may reflect 
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the findings of the previous analysis, namely that it is not common for Shanghai parents 
to expect proficiency in reading and writing from their children. 
Table 5-5: The correlation between the frequency with child is in contact with the 
following aspects at home and parents' satisfactions with child's English standard 
the frequency with which child is in contact with the following at 
home (often \not often) 
Shanghai Watching Reading Watching Listening to Listening to 
English English English English English 
I!rol[amme materials VCDIDCD taees broadcastin~s 
The Oral .517** .348 .473** .536** .658 
satisfaction Listening .588** .643** .533** .492** .835* 
with child's Reading .452 .495 .076 .367 .623 
English Writing .318 .Ill .044 .574* .563 
standard 
(satisfied \ Interest .639** .409* .355* .571 ** .731 * 
not satisfied) Confidence 
m English .614** .389 .418* .755*** .998** 
learnin 
Note: * p<.05; * * p<.Ol; * * * p<.OOl 
the frequency with which child is in contact with the following at 
home (often\not oftenl 
Hong Kong Watching Reading Watching Listening to 
English English English English 
I!rol[amme materials VCDIDCD taees 
The Oral .835*** .834*** .608** .664** 
satisfaction Listening .881 *** .881 *** .640*** .661 ** 
with child's Reading .761 *** .807*** .658*** .571* 
English Writing .613** .676*** .544** .531 * 
standard 
(satisfied \ Interest .831 *** .920*** .668*** .459* 
not satisfied) Confidence 
m English .790*** .913*** .704*** .479* 
1eamin 
Note: * p<.05; * * p<.OI; * * * p<.OOI 
5.3.6 Correlation between parental education background and their 
expectations/beliefs 
Listening to 
English 
broadcastinss 
.998* 
.989* 
.998* 
.998* 
.989* 
.898* 
Highly educated Hong Kong mothers with university degrees are associated with 
expectations of their children being able to read English materials independently. 
Shanghai parents with better proficiency in English tends to play a more active role 
in reinforcing English at home. 
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Table 5-6: Parental education background and their expectations/beliefs 
Education background 
(Hong Kong) 
Their expectations 
l. No requirement at all 
Father Mother 
2. Speak and listen simple English 
3. Recognize letters and some words 
4.Readsimple English materials on their own 
5.Write simple English words 
6. Have interest in learning English 
Note: * p<.05; * * p<.Ol; * * * p<.OOl 
.179 
-.359* 
.469** 
-.336 
-.160 
-.052 
.284 
.468** 
-.138 
-.291 
Hong Kong mothers with university degrees expect their children to be able to read-"'"' 
English materials independently. They strongly believe that reading is an effective way 
to learn English. Higher educated parents from both cities believe that travelling to 
English speaking countries is an effective way to learn English; the only exception being 
found in the dissenting opinion of Shanghai fathers. In Hong Kong, the parents' 
education level is highly associated with their thinking about effective methods for 
learning English. Parents with a higher education are closely associated with beliefs in 
the effectiveness of approaches such as: reading English materials, watching English TV 
programmes, and travelling to English speaking countries. 
No correlations were found for Shanghai parents. 
5.3. 7. The correlation between bilingual background of children and 
parental beliefs 
In Shanghai, parental views m the significance of learning English are highly 
correlated with linguistic background. Parents whose children are from monolingual 
families place high value on their children's speaking, listening and reading English 
abilities, with a coefficient of .012 and .011 respectively. Shanghai mothers with higher 
educational attainments also believe in the importance of learning English at school with 
reinforcement at home. This is quite understandable, given their higher proficiency in 
English and academic achievement, which equip them with the necessary knowledge and 
skills. 
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5.3 .8 Interim summary 
The findings indicate that parents in Shanghai attach more importance to spoken 
English while their counterparts in Hong Kong put emphasis also on English writing. 
This is primarily the result of more systemic and structural pressures for English learning 
existing in Hong Kong, where the language is used for formal communication in daily 
life, than in Shanghai; giving the latter city the chance to approach English learning in a 
more relaxed manner and to touch upon the cultural aspect of the language. Moreover, 
it can also be explained due to the use of conventional methods for learning English, 
which place heavy emphasis on the mechanical writing of the alphabet and words at the 
kindergarten and primary stages in Hong Kong. The Hong Kong government's 
Kindergarten Curriculum Guidelines ( 1996) only advises kindergartens not to engage in 
any mechanical writing, while Shanghai kindergarten children are categorically not 
allowed to write before the age of 6. As a result of these factors, Hong Kong parents 
have a higher expectation of their children's linguistic outcome, which requires reading 
and writing. By comparison, Shanghai's parents only expect that their children learn 
English for communication purposes. These different emphases in parental expectations 
are mimicked by preschool English provision and this may have an effect on later 
linguistic development. 
The data of this section has also revealed that a clear contradiction is identifiable in 
Hong Kong between the value parents attach to English for social mobility and the 
government's standpoint on English learning. This is reflected in dissonance between 
the curriculum guideline of the Education Bureau and parents' expectations, the former 
being subject to the government's hidden socio-political agenda (which includes the 
desire to put Cantonese first in education and the need to accommodate Putonghua in 
society alongside English and Cantonese) while the latter are free to consider only their 
children's socioeconomic future. This discrepancy of goals has led to a discrepancy of 
expectations as far as English is concerned. In pursuing English competence in their 
children, Hong Kong's parents tend to be consumed by the perceived need to meet the 
demands of globalization for social mobility and marketability of skills, leading them to 
linguistic ambitions that often overestimate their children's capabilities to acquire English 
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even in the highly effective bilingual environments provided by kindergartens and also to 
find relatively little value in the potential of the English language for cultural enrichment. 
On the other hand, in pursuing English in education, Hong Kong's education authorities 
are hampered in doing it as efficiently as parents would like them to, because policy 
makers are forced to put political ahead of linguistic objectives, with the end result of 
underestimating the children's ability to learn English as early as preschool and 
discouraging bilingual learning environments at kindergarten. Between these two 
antipodes there is room for compromise that, if found, can lead to great improvements in 
environmental support for English at preschool and much better English learning 
outcomes. 
Parents and their governments do not see eye-to-eye on issues pertaining to the 
education of preschoolers. It can be argued that while parents have much to learn from 
professional advice in regards to what are age-appropriate literacy targets, governments 
too have much to learn with respect to education and should be aware of the goals parents 
set for their children, the concerns they voice and the things they treasure. Finding 
common ground and facilitating dialogue that leads to compromise is precisely what the 
last chapter of this thesis will attempt to accomplish. 
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5.4 Parental involvement in bilingual development 
As the previous section has demonstrated, parents in both cities in general perceive 
the importance of English and have high expectations for their children' language 
competence. This section will examine how parents commit themselves to helping with 
their children's English learning - by providing them with ideal settings, by spending 
time with them studying English, by the frequency of English activities offered children 
at home, and by the ways in which parents help their children learn English - and to what 
extent this commitment dictates the success children have in second language acquisition. 
Research into parenting is important, having shown that it has a direct and positive 
bearing on children's cognitive and language development (Tijus et al., 1997; Tizard & 
Hughes, 1984), school readiness and academic achievement (Pianta et al., 1997), social 
and emotional development (Lees & Tinsley, 2000), and physical well-being (Farquhar, 
2003). 
5.4.1 Significant findings 
The following findings are deemed significant because they reveal that parents in 
both cities, and especially in Shanghai, have largely uploaded the responsibility of 
teaching their children English onto teachers and schools even though as a group they 
continue to have, as previously shown, the greatest expectations and to be the most 
demanding of children. 
• An absolute majority of parents from both cities consider school the best 
environment for learning English. 
• Hong Kong parents spend more time with their children learning English than 
their counterparts in Shanghai. 
• More parents in Hong Kong than in Shanghai engage in reading English materials 
to their children at home. 
• Not surprisingly, given the richer English language environment in Hong Kong, 
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parents there see "learning English in daily life" as the best way in which to help 
their children with English, while in Shanghai, where fewer parents have 
command of English, they rely first and foremost on their children "watching 
English DVDs". Also, about half of the parents from both cities adopt the 
method of reciting from flashcards to help their children learn English, while 
watching DVDs and listening to tapes are two other common activities. 
o While parents in both cities rely primarily on schools to teach their children 
English, parents in Hong Kong are clearly more engaged and play a more 
active role in helping their children learn English at home. Parents in both 
cities expressed their unambiguous preference for contextualized learning. 
Table 5-7: Parental Involvement in Bilingual Development 
Shanghai Hong Kong Sig. 
%) 
Best setting for learning English** 
l. Taught by parents 6.2 
2. Supplementary class 2.8 
3. Learned from school 76.6 
4. Taught by private tutor 4.8 
5. Both taught by parents and learned from school 9.7 
The time parents spend helping their children learn English*** 
l. Less than l hour a week 34.3 
2. l to 3 hours a week 37.3 
13.9 
0.0 
70.4 
3.5 
12.2 
15.4 
38.5 
3. More than 3 hours a week 13.4 37.6 
4. Never 14.2 8.5 
The frequency with child is in contact with the following aspects at home 
l. Watching English programmes 42.4 39.5 
2. Reading English materials 28.9 41.7 
3. Watching English VCD 44.6 41.4 
4. Listening to English tapes 29.4 20.3 
5. Listening to English broadcastings 8.1 5.0 
The way that parent help child learn English 
l. Letter cards or word cards 44.6 52.6 
2. Reading English materials 32.3 52.6 
3. Paste English word cards on different goods and 11.5 15.5 
utensils 
4. Learn it in daily life 60.0 77.6 
5. Play English tapes at home 43.1 43.1 
6. Watch English VCD 64.6 49.1 
7. Internet 10.8 12.9 
Note: * p<.05; * * p<.Ol; * * * p<.OOl 
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** 
* 
** 
* 
5.4.2 Similarities 
In terms of what is the best setting to learn English, the statistics showed that a 
majority of parents (three-quarters from Shanghai and 70.4% from Hong Kong) indicated 
school as the best environment. All three groups of stakeholders from both cities did 
not indicate tutorial school as the ideal setting for English learning. 
Approximately 40% of parents in both cities spend 1 to 3 hours a week helping 
their children learn English at home, which is for both cities the most numerous group. 
In regards to the types of activities for parents' involvement in English learning, 
watching DVDs and listening to English tapes proved to be two common activities 
engaged in at home. Both groups of parents adopt the methods of reciting from flashcards, 
listening to tapes, labelling common objects, and making use of information technology. 
5.4.3 Differences 
In terms of the best setting for learning English, there are significant differences 
between the two groups (p< .005). Over half of Shanghai's teachers (58.9%) believe 
that English learning should be taking place in school, while only 39.2% of Hong Kong's 
teachers share this view. Meanwhile, a third of the teachers in Hong Kong think that if 
English learning is to succeed it is of paramount importance that there is collaboration 
between home and school, but only 13.7% of Shanghai's teachers share this view. 
Teachers from Hong Kong also indicated a higher preference than those in Shanghai for 
the need for parents to reinforce English at home. 
In regards to time parents spend with children learning English at home, Hong 
Kong parents differ significantly from their Shanghai counterparts in the time they spend 
with children learning English at home ( X2 t4> = 27.259, p= .000). Many Hong Kong 
parents (37.6%) spent more than 3 hours a week to learn English with their children while 
many Shanghai parents (34.3%) only spared less than one hour per week for the same 
purpose. 
In regards to the types of activities for parental involvement in English learning, 
there are significant differences in two aspects ( X2 (3) = 14.546, p= .002 & X2 (3) =9.221, 
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p= .026): "watching English programmes" and "reading English materials", whereby 
21.1% of Hong Kong's parents and 14.4% of Shanghai's parents partake in watching TV 
programmes and 16.7% of Hong Kong's parents and 6.5% of Shanghai's partake m 
reading English materials daily to their children. 
5.4.4. Qualitative findings 
Shanghai parents, due to their relatively limited English language proficiency, are 
not as actively involved in helping their children at home as their Hong Kong 
counterparts. When the researcher asked the interviewees whether they teach their 
children English at home, one parent mentioned that he hardly speaks English to his child 
and does only "a little" teaching (SHPA 02, line 36). The other parent stated 
"sometimes without a fixed schedule". They all purchased tapes and VCDs as tools 
for learning English at home. Meanwhile, a parent from a Hong Kong bilingual 
kindergarten stated: 
"Our home conversation is mainly English but I sometimes choose one or two days to 
speak Cantonese. I spend in average one hour daily in reading, and besides reading, they also read 
and cut newspaper and magazine, altogether around 2-3 hours. I usually read 2 English books before 
reading I Chinese book." 
From the above, it appears that parents in the two cities differ significantly in the 
nature and extent to which they are involved in their children's English learning. Hong 
Kong parents spend more time with their children learning English and engage in more 
reading of English materials to their children. 
In terms of the quality of resources, one parent from Shanghai mentioned: 
"Choices are too many in the market, everything is about enhancing children's English 
and we do not know what should we learn? We just indiscriminately buy any materials we can get. The 
more the better and do not know whether this is effective after paying 
all the money. Government should provide guidelines and rating for learning materials." 
(SHPA 02, line 124-134) 
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One NET teacher from Shanghai mentioned that classic children's literature in 
English is missing and that "most of the time we can only buy books written by local 
authors with Chinese and English version." (SHT 0 l, line 65) This is no doubt due to 
China's stringent control of foreign publications. 
A principal from a local kindergarten in Shanghai mentioned that their English 
teaching was done by a separate company, who provides structured curriculum and 
training for teachers. All the curriculum and learning materials are provided by the agent 
and parents pay additional fees besides school tuitions for the extra time learning English. 
The above reveals that stakeholders in Shanghai want more access and choices of 
English information. There are insufficient resources to work with and great confusion 
and ignorance among parents concerning how to approach English learning and what 
materials to use. "The more the better" does not necessarily work in their children's 
favour when English proficiency is at stake. Shanghai parents have also identified the 
need to become better educated about foreign language issue. There is a need for clear 
guidelines, useful recommendations, and effective approaches. 
5.4.5 Interim Summary 
Hong Kong parents have higher literacy demands than their counterparts in Shanghai 
and spend more time reading to their children and nurturing their early reading habits. 
Due to widespread home-school collaboration programmes, Hong Kong parents 
understand the importance of early storybook reading as a valuable foundation for later 
literacy. Their stance is supported by research findings that indicate the most successful 
early readers are those children who have been exposed at home to written materials 
(Scarborough et al., 1991) and that family literacy is a predictable indicator of children's 
academic achievement upon entering kindergarten (Christian, Morrison & Bryant, 1998). 
The active engagement of Hong Kong parents in regard to their children's English 
learning is also supported by research data showing that parental skill can provide rich 
input and scaffold the child's engagement in activities that further language development 
(Smith, K.E. & Landry, S.H., 2006; Dietrich et al., 2006). Furthermore, Neuman's 
( 1999) observation of parental involvement coincides with the behaviour of Hong Kong 
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parents as they fulfill the following conditions necessary for the process of building 
English language proficiency in their young children: (1) placing books within easy reach 
of children, (2) enabling physical access to books, (3) practicing reading and writing 
development. Another indication that Hong Kong parents are doing the right thing is 
provided by Pianta's (2006) research, which has shown that literacy emerges when 
parents or caregivers provide the relational context of warmth and affection that enables 
children to master new skills, and by Clay ( 1991 ), who maintains that the purpose of 
adult-child interaction is to foster the child's development of the literacy process and not 
to help the child get the "right" answers. All research data indicates that more 
interaction time is positively correlated with a better outcome for language learning. 
Hong Kong parents, however, driven by the high linguistic requirements of their 
city's competitive and elitist education system and their own extrinsic motivations, run 
the risk of imposing expectations on their children that are overly ambitious and that 
often backfire by implanting in their children a dislike of English and lowering their 
intrinsic motivation for learning the language. This negative effect could very well be at 
the bottom of the city's much lamented declining English standards among the new 
generations (Lord, 1991; Wong, 2002; Murphy, 2005) and their equally declining interest 
in having a great command of the English language. 
In comparing the two cities, two distinct approaches emerge from the data as 
alternatives to preparing children for English literacy. On the one hand, Shanghai 
parents believe in the "maturationist" or "developmentally appropriate" approach, 
whereby learning takes place through a natural process, while on the other hand, their 
Hong Kong counterparts strongly advocate the "accelerated readiness" or "structured" 
approach (Tealy & Sulzby, 1986). Hong Kong parents fully support preschools in their 
attempt to employ a variety of methods to accelerate the development of literacy through 
early and intensive instruction. 
In addition to orientational differences in how English language learning is 
approached and supported by parents in Hong Kong and Shanghai there are also 
differences that ensue as a result of limited materials and resources in Shanghai and a 
plethora of such means in Hong Kong. 
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5.5 Perceptions about NET 
Many native English-speaking teachers (NETs) are employed in the pre-school 
education systems of Shanghai and Hong Kong. This section identifies whether or not 
parents prefer NETs over Chinese English teachers, the reasons why they are chosen, and 
the influence they have on children's English learning (see table 5-5-1). Equally, it 
probes societal differences in the perceptions teachers and principals have about NETs 
with regards to: NETs versus Chinese teachers, how NETs affect children's English 
learning, and the underlying reasons for hiring NETs (see table 5-5-2). Since the 
usefulness of NETs continues to be the subject of debates in Hong Kong (Walker, 2001) 
the data generated by this research could throw light on this issue at least at the preschool 
level. 
5.5.1 Significant findings 
The following findings are significant because even as they show across the board 
unanimity on how useful and coveted NETs are, they also uncover subtle differences on 
why they are deemed useful and what they are actually coveted for. 
• A comfortable majority of parents in both cities clearly prefer NETs over Chinese 
teachers of English. 
• The primary reason parents choose NETs for their "accurate pronunciation". 
• Most parents see NETs as "very helpful" in influencing children's English 
learning. 
• Teachers and principals in both cities perceive a "big difference" between the way 
NETs and Chinese teachers teach English. 
• Teachers and principals in both cities recognize that NETs are "helpful" m 
affecting the children's English learning. 
• Teachers and principals in both cities by and large agree that NETs are hired 
primarily because they offer linguistic advantages to children learning English, be 
they in "pronunciation" or "oral practice", and secondarily because they "allow 
children to experience Western culture". Hong Kong's principals, however, are 
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the only group that put nearly as much emphasis on Western culture as on 
linguistic advantages. 
o Parents, teachers and principals from both cities see NET positively, choose them 
for the authenticity of their speech and their usefulness in imparting western 
culture to preschoolers and consider them to be helpful in positively influencing 
the children's English learning. 
Table 5-8: Parental perceptions of NET 
The choice for children's English teacher 
1. Native English-speakers 56.9 67.5 
2. Chinese teacher with proven English standard 18.1 17.1 
3. Trained kindergarten teachers 17.4 10.3 
4. Parents 1.4 1. 7 
5. Both Native English-speakers and Chinese teacher 6.3 3.4 
The reasons for choosing native English-speakers 
1. Accurate pronunciation 55.7 46.5 
2. Increase children's interest in learning English 38.2 34.2 
3. Standard way of expression 19.1 ** 6.1 
4. Let children learn more about western culture 42.7 35.1 
The influence of native-English speakers on children's English learning 
1. Very helpful 51.7 49.6 
2. To some extent helpful 34.5 35.9 
3. No big effect 6.9 2.6 
4. No effect at all 2.1 5.1 
5. No foreigners 4.8 6.8 
Note: * p<.05; * * p<.01; * * * p<.001 
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Table 5-9: Perceptions teachers and principals have about NET concerning children's 
English learning 
Shanghai {%) Hong Kong (%) 
Teacher Principal Teacher Principal 
The difference between native-English teachers and Chinese Teachers in how 
they teach English 
l.A big difference 
2.A slight difference 
3.No difference at all 
74.3* 
21.4 
4.3 
81.8 
18.2 
0.0 
85.1 
13.5 
1.4 
The native-English teachers affect the children's English learning 
91.7 
8.3 
0.0 
I. Very helpful 34.6 * 36.4 47.3 58.3 
2.To some extent helpful 39.7 54.5 40.5 33.3 
3.No big effect 15.4 9.1 1.4 0.0 
4.No effect at all 3.8 0.0 
5.No native-English teachers 0.0 0.0 
The main purpose{s) for hiring native English teacher{s) 
l.Allow children experience western 51.4 ** 45.5 
culture 
2.Allow children to learn legitimate 
English pronunciation 
3.Provide more opportunities for 
children to practice oral English 
4.Adopt advanced western teaching 
approaches 
5.Allow children to simulate native 
accents 
6.Allow children to learn writing 
7.Satisfy parents' demands 
Note: * p<.05; * * p<.Ol; * * * p<.OOI 
5.5.2. Similarities 
72.9 90.0 
78.6 72.7 * 
22.9 9.1 
18.6 36.4 
0.0 0.0 
11.4 ** 27.3 
2.7 
0.0 
28.8 
78.1 
75.3 
16.4 
31.5 
2.7 
38.4 
0.0 
8.4 
83.3 
83.3 
100.0 
0.0 
8.3 
0.0 
16.7 
On the issue of preference of NETs over Chinese teachers, a comfortable majority 
of parents in both cities (nearly two-thirds in Shanghai and more than two-thirds in Hong 
Kong) prefer a NET as their children's English teacher. Up to nearly one-fifth of 
parents in both cities would opt for a "Chinese teacher with proven English standards" as 
their language teacher of choice. Some three-quarters of Shanghai's and 85% of Hong 
Kong's teachers agree with the blank statement that there is "a big difference between 
NETs and Chinese teachers in teaching English," which is the case, even more clearly 
(82% in Shanghai and 92% in H.K.) among principals. 
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On the "reasons for choosing NETs", parents in both cities have an identical voting 
pattern. The largest group (amounting to nearly half in Hong Kong and to more than 
half in Shanghai) see the value of NET in their "accurate pronunciation"; while the 
second and third largest groups (amounting to more than a third of all votes each), value 
them for their ability to "impart Western culture" and, respectively, to "increase the 
children's interest in learning English". Some three-quarters of teachers in both cities 
believe NETs are chosen for their ability to teach children "proper pronunciation" and for 
"providing more opportunities for children to practice oral English". Both groups of 
principals have a similarly positive view on the NETs' ability to be models of good 
pronunciation. 
On "the influence ofNETs on children's English learning", a majority of parents in 
both cities agree that NET are either "very helpful" (chosen by half of the parents in both 
cities) or "to some extent helpful" (chosen by more than one-third in both cities). There 
is also agreement on the other side of the spectrum, where minorities hold that NET have 
"no big effect" or "no effect at all" - the combined votes for these two options amounting 
to some 10% in Shanghai and 8% in H.K. Like the parents of both cities so the majority 
of teachers agree that NET are either "very helpful" (47% in H.K. and 35% in Shanghai) 
or "to some extent helpful" ( 41% in H.K. and 40% in Shanghai). Over 90% of 
principals in both cities agree that NET are either "very helpful" or "to some extent 
helpful" in influencing the children's English learning. 
5.5.3 Differences 
Twice as many parents in Shanghai than in Hong Kong see as their ideal teacher a 
combination of "both NET and Chinese," but since their numbers are low (at 3.4% in 
H.K. and 6.3% in Shanghai) they form a small minority. 
In the parents' case, there is only one significant statistical difference (with the z 
value of 3.00) on the issue of why NETs are chosen and it concerns the "standard way of 
expression", which is the fourth and least popular choice for both cities, but chosen by 
three times as many parents in Shanghai than in Hong Kong (19% vs. 6%). Significant 
statistical differences ( X2 OJ = 14.417, p = .000) are found on the teachers' belief that 
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NET are chosen to "satisfy parental demands," considered by circa three times more 
teachers in Hong Kong than in Shanghai (38% vs. II%) to be the case. Remarkably, a 
great difference (X 2 (IJ =7.727, p = .005) is also evident on the belief that NETs "allow 
children to experience Western cui ture", which is held by more than half of Shanghai and 
only less than a third of Hong Kong; a discrepancy that reveals much about priorities. A 
significant statistical difference separates the two camps of teachers on that NETs "allow 
children to simulate native accents", held by circa a third of Hong Kong's teachers and by 
less than a fifth of Shanghai's. As for the principals, they diverge with significant 
statistical differences (z2 (IJ = 4.921, p = .027) on that NET "provide more opportunities 
for children to practice oral English", all of Hong Kong's principals believing this to be 
the case while only just under a third in Shanghai. An even more crass statistical 
difference was registered on the NET ability to "allow children to experience Western 
culture", chosen by more than 83% of Hong Kong but only by less than half of Shanghai. 
While parents in the two cities agree across the board on "the influence of NET 
on children's English learning", a significant statistical difference is registered among 
teachers on that NET have "no big effect" on children's English learning, a belief held by 
II times more teachers in Shanghai than in H.K (15.4% vs. 1.4%). Principals, on the 
other hand, disagree with significant statistical differences about the extent to which NET 
influence the children's English learning, whereby more than half of Hong Kong and 
only a little over a third in Shanghai deem them to be "very helpful" and with reversed 
percentages (i.e. 55% in Shanghai and 33% in Hong Kong) "to some extent helpful". 
5.5.4 Qualitative findings 
The interview findings reveal several dimensions that are invisible to the 
quantitative data, primary among which is that parents and teachers do have reservations 
about employing NET only. They made pertinent comments about the insufficient time 
NET have to interact with children and about their inadequate knowledge of local 
education practices and the demands of primary schools. One parent also complimented 
Chinese teachers for their ability to better understand the children and to more easily 
accommodate their needs 
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One kindergarten in Hong Kong and another in Shanghai (both non-bilingual in 
nature) are employing NET on a part time basis. They give lessons once a week while 
the Chinese teachers conduct daily lessons. Hence, parents and principals maintain that 
exposure to NET is inadequate (HKT 0 l, line 05-06; SHP 01, line 21; SHT 02, line 51; 
SHPA 02, line 30). 
Parents and teachers interviewed in the two cities were very concerned about 
proper pronunciation and they all thought that NET are in the best position to deliver on 
that count (SHPA 01, line 16; HKT 02, line 54; HKPA 02, line 129). They recognized 
that Chinese English teachers need to improve their pronunciation and intonation and 
efforts are underway to achieve this (HKP 01, line 54-55). One of the middle class 
parents in Hong Kong stated: 
"In respect of native teachers, the advantage is the proper pronunciation but they also 
have accent since they are from different English speaking countries (i.e. England, Canada). 
However, their language is more spontaneous and natural home language. Meanwhile local 
Chinese teachers tend to speak instruction-oriented English with repetition, since they do not use 
English very frequently, they are unable to tell jokes in English, lacking the sense of humour" 
(HKPA 02 line 27-30). 
Chinese teachers in both cities are under a double squeeze: first, they are 
considered second best by parents and, second, they are asked to accept a supportive role 
to NET even though they are class teachers. 
When given a choice between an untrained NET or a trained Chinese English 
teacher, two out of four parents (one from each city) expressed their preference for the 
latter, but they all emphasized the importance of adequate training (HKP A 01, line 25 & 
SHP A 0 l, line 24 ). In the meantime, parents from a bilingual kindergarten in Hong 
Kong repeatedly stressed the proper pronunciation and training of NET, and one 
expressed her willingness to accept qualified Chinese teachers who grow up in Western 
countries and have native accents. She also strongly emphasized the importance of NET 
understanding child development, pedagogy, and of being capable of arousing the 
students' interest in learning English. 
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One parent from a local kindergarten in Shanghai prefers to have both teachers. 
Mirroring this opinion, one principal from Shanghai and another from Hong Kong, in 
addition to a Chinese teacher from Shanghai, suggested that it is more feasible to have 
NET for a short period of time and Chinese teachers for conducting the daily English 
lessons (SHT 01, line 62-63; SHPA 02, line 68 and line 75; HKP 01, line 8-9). 
One Chinese teacher voiced resentment towards NET due to the higher salaries 
foreign teachers command. Moreover, Chinese principals in Shanghai reveal a greater 
degree of resistance towards and a more superficial level of understanding about the 
pedagogical methods NET employ (SHP 01, line 21 ). 
5.5.5 Interim summary 
Parents in both cities overwhelmingly prefer NET to Chinese teachers of English. 
As an indication why this may be the case, teachers and principals from both cities 
acknowledge differences between the way NET and their Chinese counterparts teach 
English, but the underlying reason for this preference may well be that the English 
language is so highly valued in these societies and so valuable for upward social mobility 
that everyone seeks the most effective and authentic way of learning it. 
In both cities, stakeholders across the board agree that the most pertinent reason 
for choosing NET is their proper pronunciation - teachers and principals being even more 
adamant than parents on this count. Parents in both cities also attach importance to NET 
ability to increase the children's interest in English and their knowledge of Western 
culture, while principals and teachers in both cities greatly value NET for giving children 
the opportunity to practice oral English. Given the great language distance that exists 
between Chinese (both Putonghua and Cantonese) and English, and the general disdain 
for Chinglish (Xinhuanet, 2004 ), NET are seen as the best source from which to learn 
proper pronunciation and standard modes of expression. 
That NET are either "very helpful" or "to some extent helpful", is taken for 
granted by all three groups in both cities, the two choices combined having garnered 
more than three-quarters of the votes across all groups and more than 90% of the votes 
from principals in both cities, who constitute the most enthusiastic group on this issue. 
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The least convinced group, on the other hand, is a 15% minority among Shanghai's 
teachers who, perhaps resenting being undervalued, have voted 11 times more than their 
counterparts in Hong Kong for NET having "no big effect" on children's English 
learning. This may be creeping evidence that Chinese English teachers are beginning to 
feel threatened by NET and resentful of the way in which they are undervalued and NET 
are overvalued. 
That nearly three times more principals than teachers in Hong Kong see the main 
purpose for hiring NET as being that they "allow children to experience western culture" 
seems to be the result of education authorities consciously attempting to change ingrained 
popular opinion about how NET ought to be best employed in educating preschoolers; 
most teachers still wanting NET to concentrate on improving the children's oral 
communication and pronunciation skills, while principals also desiring that NET are 
employed to impart western culture. This reflects the current rift in Hong Kong 
(Pearson & Rao, 2003) between the general population, who wants preschools to be just 
as focused on academic development as primary schools, and policy makers and 
administrators who, among other things, want to endow education with a stronger cultural 
and social aspect as well. 
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5.6 Curriculum implementation in bilingual education 
Parents, teachers and principals play different roles in the process of curriculum 
implementation. To identify their respective levels of involvement, the following 
evaluates, first, what they consider to be effective ways of learning English; second, what 
they consider to be the main factor determining the scope and content of the English 
curriculum; and last, their use of strategies (see table 5-6-1 ). A second aspect probed by 
this section is the difficulties teachers encounter when teaching English in a bilingual 
setting and students have when learning it (see table 5-6-2). 
5 .6 .1 Significant findings 
The following findings are deemed significant not only because they show that the 
way in which the curriculum is implemented differs between the two cities, but also 
because they reveal pertinent reasons why this is the case. 
• Confirming the findings on NET of the previous section, all groups consider 
"talking to native English-speakers" by far the most effective way of learning 
English. 
• Teachers and principals from both cities agree that having a "curriculum designed 
independently" is the main factor determining the scope and content of the 
English curriculum. 
• On issues such as teaching in groups, role play, and story telling, teachers from 
Shanghai diverge widely from teachers in Hong Kong, and the two groups differ 
generally in their pedagogical methods, Shanghai preferring games, picture/word 
cards, and repetition, in that order, and Hong Kong favouring singing, group 
teaching, and games. 
• Teachers in Shanghai consider their limited ability to "express and communicate" 
their greatest hurdle when implementing English activities, while their 
counterparts m Hong Kong encounter the greatest difficulties with 
"pronunciation". 
• Teachers from both cities observe that the skill which is easiest to master for their 
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students is "listening to English instruction", followed by "pronunciation" for 
children in Shanghai and by "understanding the meaning of words" for children in 
Hong Kong. 
o Underlying the English curriculum is a general desire among teachers in both 
cities to have a degree of independence in deciding its form and content, and the 
practical realization among all groups that authentic language experiences are 
most effective for learning. The teaching strategies employed by educators in 
the two cities, however, are strikingly dissimilar and reflect two entirely separate 
teaching cultures, each shaped by its own material and human resources. 
Material limitations underlie the Shanghai teachers' difficulties with English 
expression and communication while human linguistic limitations underlie the 
Hong Kong teachers' difficulties with pronunciation. 
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Table 5-10: Curriculum Implementation in Bilingual Education 
Shanghai (%) Hong Kong (%) 
Parent Teacher Principal Parent Teacher Principal 
Effective ways of learning English 
!.Reading English 
materials 
2.Watching English TV 
programmes 
3. Travelling to English 
-speaking countries 
4.Reciting words and phrases 
5.Talking to native-English 
speakers 
6.English lessons in 
kindergartens 
31.5** 
53.8* 
16.1 
13.3 
84.6 
72.0 
23.1 ** 
52.6** 
33.3 
16.7 
74.4** 
47.4 
45.5** 
90.9 
18.2 
9.1 
100.0 
63.6 
57.3 
68.4 
22.2 
16.2 
83.8 
78.6 
68.9 
73.0 
29.7 
16.2 
91.9 
50.0 
The main factor in determining the scope and content of English curriculum 
l.Past experience 13.3 12.5 21.0 
2.The curricula of primary 
schools in the same district 
3.The teachers in the 
kindergarten 
4.Designed independently with 
reference to information and 
statistics on teaching 
5.The curricula offeeder 
14.5 
4.8 
46.8 
12.5 4.8 
0.0 14.5 
62.5 41.9 
100.0 
83.3 
16.7 
16.7 
100.0 
83.3 
20.0 
0.0 
0.0 
80.0 
Government primary 22.6 12.5 17.7 0.0 
schools 
The frequency with which the school implements the following teaching strategies 
!.Teach in groups 49.3 84.6 
2.Repeated exercises 
3.Role play 
4.story-telling 
5.Assisted by using picture 
cards and word cards 
6. Teach through games 
?.Teach through singing songs 
8.Use information 
technology 
9.Use audio/video tapes 
IO.To spell and write 
vocabulary 
Note: * p<.05; * * p<.Ol; * * * p<.OOI 
89.3 
57.3 
36.0 
90.4 
90.7 
84.0 
21.6 
56.0 
14.7 
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69.2 
29.2 
73.8 
76.9 
75.4 
84.6 
29.2 
23.1 
19.0 
Table 5-ll: Difficulties encountered by teachers and students when teaching and 
learning English 
Shanghai (%) 
Difficulties encountered when implementing English activities 
I. Compiling material content 37.7 
2.Designing teaching activities 31.2 
3.Mastering correct pronunciation 32.5 
4. Teaching English skills and knowledge 40.3 
5.0rganizing effective activities 23.4 
6.Expression and communication 
7 .Restrictions from government 
I cultural limitations 
8. No difficulty at all 
The skills which are easier to master for children 
!.Understanding the meaning of words 
2. Pronunciation 
3. Recognizing words 
4. Reciting 
5. Writing 
6. Reading aloud 
7. Listening to English instructions 
5.6.2 Similarities 
42.9 
6.5 
1.3 
41.0 
44.9 
16.7 
15.4 
5.1 
2.6 
67.9 
Hong Kong (%) 
19.1 
16.2 
50.0 
38.2 
16.2 
35.3 
11.8 
10.3 
40.3 
30.6 
27.8 
25.0 
16.7 
8.3 
63.9 
There is unanimity between Shanghai and Hong Kong's teachers on the main 
factor determining the scope and content of the English curriculum, where "designed 
independently with reference to information and statistics on teaching" garners over 40% 
of the votes in both cities. There is across the board unanimity on effective ways of 
learning English, where "talking to natives" gets anywhere from three-quarters (from 
Shanghai's teachers) to 100% (from principals in both cities) of the votes. This further 
supports the findings reported in section 5.5 on the widely perceived importance of NETs 
in preschool English education. Approximately 40% of the teachers from both cities, as 
well as being the second most vexing problem, encounter difficulties when implementing 
English activities with "teaching English skills and knowledge". Finally, 65% of 
teachers in both cities observe that the skill which their students find easiest to master is 
"listening to English instructions". 
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5.6.3 Differences 
Teachers adopt different approaches to delivering English lessons. There are 
significant differences in implementing the following approaches: small group teaching, 
drill and practice exercises, role-play, story-telling, learning through games, and making 
use of audio and videos; all with significant statistical differences (p < .05). The overall 
pattern of frequency in adapting different approaches to teaching English is somewhat 
different, with Hong Kong teachers adopting the story approach and small group learning 
more often than their Shanghai counterparts by a high margin (use of smaller group 
learning: 84.6% vs. 49.3%; story approach: 73.8% vs. 36%). On the other hand, 
Shanghai teachers will teach English through the frequent use of picture and word cards 
(90.4% vs. 76.9%), drill and practice (89.3% vs. 69.2%), and playing games (90.7% vs. 
75.4%). Surprisingly, given today's computer craze, around10% of the teachers from 
both cities do not use information technology to assist English learning. 
Teachers from the two cities ranked the difficulties they encounter when 
implementing English activities differently, with half of Hong Kong's teachers 
perceiving proper pronunciation as the greatest challenge while only a third of Shanghai's 
teachers experiencing the same problem. Thus a significant difference was found ( X2 ( 1 > 
= 4.615, p = .032). Interestingly, Shanghai teachers worried about basic expression and 
communication, which they indicated as one of the major challenges ( 42.9% vs. 35.5%), 
whereas Hong Kong teachers did not encounter too much of a problem with basic 
communication. Instead they are more concerned with proper pronunciation. 
Shanghai teachers also differed significantly in terms of planning their lessons 
and compiling material content ( X2 (ll = 4.533, p=.033 and X2 (IJ = 6.169, p =.013 
respectively). This indicates that Shanghai's teachers need more support with 
methodology and resources for English learning. 
For the skills easiest to master by young children, both groups of teachers found 
"listening to English Instructions" to be the easiest skill to master and they all agreed on 
the level of mastery. Moderate differences were found on "pronunciation" between the 
two cities, whereby Shanghai's children seem to have fewer problems than children in 
Hong Kong, and on recognizing words, where Hong Kong's children seem to be superior 
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according to their teachers' evaluation. The only significant difference was found is 
writing, as some Hong Kong teachers (8.3%) chose it as the easiest skill to master, while 
only a few Shanghai teachers (2.65%) opted for this choice. This may be partially 
explained through the use of conventional methods of learning English, which place 
heavy emphasis on the mechanical writing of the alphabet and words at kindergarten and 
primary levels in Hong Kong. 
5.6.4 Qualitative findings 
In terms of teaching approaches separating NETs and Chinese teachers of English, 
Hong Kong stakeholders thought that NETs are livelier and more activity oriented (refer 
to SHT 02, HKP A 0 1, HKP 0 l and SHP A 0 1 ), and more spontaneous in their teaching, 
their teaching being more applicable to daily life and actual experience. A principal 
(refer to HKP 01) also mentioned that children are fond of NETs, their lessons being 
more enjoyable, more interesting and lively. NETs use games, activities and songs to 
teach. They, for example, conduct English learning in a carnival setting and children 
truly enjoy this type of learning. 
In Shanghai, a kindergarten principal (refer to SHP 01) mentioned that Chinese 
teachers place heavy emphasis on skills, the didactic method of drilling, and the learning 
of vocabulary from flash cards, whereas native English teachers are advocating 
immersion and learning in a meaningful context. She also commented that, although 
effective, their didactic method neglects the constructivist approach to learning - without 
elaborating what this approach entails: 
"NETs are more suitable for our immersion programme. Chinese teachers' teaching places 
heavy emphasis on skills that lack daily application. They concentrate on drilling with clear 
objectives ... (SHP 01, line 41)." 
"[Their teaching is] also effective in local kindergartens, but they forgot about the self-initiated 
and constructive type of learning (SHP 01, line 44)." 
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The other principal from Shanghai also mentioned that NETs have a warmer 
approach, as Western culture is more affectionate, and that they avoid placing high 
demands and learning expectations: 
"Chinese teachers are more demanding, more structured in their activities. The majority of 
NETs are not professionally trained but they are fond of children and western culture is more affectionate. 
Though NET teachers think that the teaching approach of Chinese teachers is effective, they do not 
accept this kind of drilling (SHP 02, line 51)." 
A teacher from the same city remarked that NETs have a more direct and 
spontaneous cognition for English learning instead of code-switching. One parent from 
Hong Kong (refer to HKPA 01) and one parent from Shanghai (refer to SHPA 01) also 
commented that the didactic method is most efficient, however, due to the young age of 
the children, they worried that children will lose interest and motivation as a result of this 
kind of mechanical drilling. One Chinese teacher (SHT 02) thought that NETs provide a 
better setting for English learning but their effectiveness is not as good as that of Chinese 
teachers. The teacher also mentioned that she makes use of different teaching aids for 
revision and that flash cards are very effective as a means of introducing and revising 
vocabulary. 
In terms of each city's teaching/learning methodology, in Hong Kong one parent 
(HKP A 01) described her method of helping her child learn English as one that is based 
on conversation and language modelling and expressed that: "/prefer a lively way. rr 
you use a boring way, like flash cards, children will lose their interest in learning 
English" (line 48). Furthermore, based on observing her child, she believes that "listening, 
!>peaking and reading come first at the same time, while writing comes last" (line 85), 
which resembles the 'whole language' approach, and that, accordingly, from the age of 
one, she "emphasized his listening, speaking and reading, even though he couldn't 
recognize a word and only saw the pictures in the books" (line 90). 
Having explored perceived differences in teaching methodology between NETs and 
local English teachers, I also elicited data on preferences of the interviewees. All in all, 
both local teachers and NETs in Hong Kong tend to prefer more informal approaches to 
teaching? 
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A different teaching/learning environment seems to exist in Shanghai. One parent 
(SHP A 0 1 ), who does speak English, supports her child's English learning through tapes, 
VCDs and conversation. When asked about her preferences between a formal approach 
that uses methods such as drilling and word cards and an informal approach that uses 
games and role play, she unhesitatingly declared that the latter is better since it is more 
effective. Accordingly, she rated the "conventional" approach to teaching with a 5 and 
the "innovative" one with an 8. 
Both principals interviewed in Shanghai describe the language environment 
created by Chinese teachers somewhat negatively, as one that places "heavy emphasis on 
skill[s]" that "lack daily application" and "concentrate on drilling with clear objectives" 
(SHP 02, line 42) that are different from the goals of immersion and slow integration of 
the English language; and expressed the opinion that "Chinese teachers are more 
demanding and more structured [in their] activity" (SHP 01, line 51). 
One of the principals (SHP 02), from a bilingual nursery, stated that: 
"We integrate English with learning themes, conduct art activities in English. More 
exposure to listening than speaking" (line 33) and create a language learning environment where 
"children are forced to speak English to foreign teachers" (line 37). 
As the frontline educators of Shanghai, the teachers were in the best position to 
describe how and how much English is taught. The first teacher (SHT 01 ), who is a 
Western educated Chinese, said that kindergarten language teaching should be "age- and 
developmentally appropriate and suitable for many learning styles that the children 
have" (line 5) and that teachers, regardless whether they are Chinese or Caucasian, 
should "emphasize hands-on student-directed [rather than] structured teacher-centered 
activities" (line 1 0). She praised Chinese teachers for their "more practical skills" due 
to their ESL training, and Western teachers for their "more natural daizy conversation 
skills" and their greater likelihood to use "more games and play in the learning and 
teaching context" (lines 15-16). She identified clear differences in the teaching 
strategies she employs for Kl and K2 students, for whom she likes to use music to 
facilitate their learning, and for K2 and K3 students, for whom she prefers using "groups 
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in the class to promote cooperative learning" by having "a whole class discussion, then 
group work and individual work, or the other way around (think. pair, share)" since, in 
her experience, "students like to work both individually and collaboratively" (lines 
20-24). 
The other teacher interviewed m Shanghai (SHT 02), who is a Chinese teacher 
working at a bilingual kindergarten, espoused a sequential and cumulative method of 
learning with "vocabulary building at nursery level, then making up sentences with 
vocabulary at middle class, and story telling with simple sentence structure at the upper 
class" where there is "more repetition and role play" (lines 4-7). She described her 
methodology as one that is based mainly on the "game oriented approach" with 
"interactive games" (line 11) but in differentiating between the strategies she uses for 
children of different ages- whereby for "nursery class [she] will use picture cards, [for] 
middle and upper class [she] will use word and picture cards" (lines 13-14) - she gave 
little evidence of child-centered activities. 
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5.6.5 Correlation about possible factors affecting the adoption of strategies 
This section identifies and discusses correlations between different factors, which 
stand out and, if understood and addressed, have the potential to contribute greatly to 
improving preschool language education. 
l. Teaching time and use of strategy 
Table 5-12: The correlation between Enslish teachins time and teachins aEEroaches 
Teaching strategies ( often\ English teaching English teaching time English teaching 
sometimes\ never) time in Kl inK2 time in K3 
Shanghai Hong Shanghai Hong Shanghai Hong 
Kon~ Kon~ Kon~ 
!.Teach in groups -. 704* -.518 . 711 ** -.375 -.551 -.660 
2.Repeated exercises -1.000 .723** -1.000 .877** -1.000 .237 
3.Role play -.068 .122 .380 .000 .399 .114 
4.Story-telling -.822** -.571 -.735* -.800* -.517 -.531 
5.Assisted by using picture 
-1.000 .663* .469 .043 .771 -.393 
cards and word cards 
6. Teach through games -1.000 .298 .438 -.268 .570 .055 
?.Teach through singing songs -1.000* .217 -.282 -.333 -.073 -.686 
8. Use information 
technologies 
-.344 .010 .444 .292 .224 .000 
9. Use audio/video tapes .333 .384 .469* .000 .538* -.414 
1 O.Ask children to spell and 
write vocabulary in the -.598* -.421 -.614** -.517** -.415 -.511 
teaching materials 
Note: * p<.05; * * p<.OI; * * * p<.OOI 
In Shanghai, over half of the kindergartens indicated to have less than 150 minutes 
of English per week, and only around 15-20% of the schools to have longer lessons, 
anywhere from 150-300 minutes per week or 350 minutes and above; while in Hong 
Kong, over half of the kindergartens offer more than 150 minutes per week and around 
40% offer even more English time with over 350 minutes per week or more than one 
hour a day. In Shanghai, a positive correlation is found between the time spent learning 
English and small group learning and story telling, which translates into longer time to 
learn English in the classroom. Teachers spend more time in small group settings, 
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reading stories to young children, and they tend to use video and audiotapes frequently to 
support English learning for 5 year olds. In Hong Kong, teaching time is negatively 
correlated with the implementation of more didactic strategies, such as drills and practice, 
recognition of words and pictures. When Hong Kong teachers have more time, they also 
read stories to young children. 
2. Teacher expectations and use of teaching strategy 
No correlation exists in Shanghai, but in Hong Kong the strategy of role-play is 
positively correlated with teachers' expectation that children listen and speak simple 
English. Similarly, expectations of independent reading are positively correlated with 
storytelling, logically so, since teachers need to nurture the children's interest in reading 
before they can become emergent readers. 
5.6.6 The correlation between parental education background and their perceived 
effective ways to learn English 
In Shanghai, parents with lower educational backgrounds tend to have high regards 
for didactic approaches such as the recitation of words and their repetitive matching with 
photos, whereas parents with higher educational backgrounds chose "travelling to 
English countries" and "frequent contact with native speakers" as effective ways to learn 
English. 
Table 5-13: Parental education background and effective ways to learn English 
Effective ways to learn English 
l. Reading English materials 
2. Watching English TV programmes 
3. Travelling to English-speaking countries 
4. Reciting words and phrases 
5. Talking to native-English speakers 
6. English lessons in kindergartens 
Note: * p<.05; * * p<.Ol; * * * p<.OOl 
Parental education background 
Shanghai Hong Kong 
Father Mother Father Mother 
-.248 -.284 -.509** -.556** 
-.108 -.120 
-.169 -.533 * 
.488* .369 
-.053 -.488** 
-.166 -.084 
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-.354* -.497** 
-.750*** 
.000 
-.183 
-.239 
-.928*** 
.100 
-.538* 
-.147 
5.6.7 Interim summary 
In terms of curriculum implementation and the emergence of bilingualism and 
biliteracy, Hong Kong teachers adopt the "whole language" approach, according to which 
reading, writing and oral language develop concurrently and interrelatedly (Whitmore & 
Crowell, 1994). Consequently, Hong Kong teachers spend more time with story telling 
in the knowledge that exposure to literacy-rich environments leads to rapid growth in 
literacy skills. Conversely, teachers in Shanghai believe that reading and writing 
develop sequentially and in adopting the "skills" approach they emphasize letter 
knowledge and phonological awareness by matching word cards and playing games. 
Teachers from both cities indicate that home support, quality of teaching materials 
and opportunities to use English are important factors that arouse the children's interest 
in learning English and increase the effectiveness of the English learning process. 
Therefore, preschools in both Hong Kong and Shanghai understand the need to provide 
literacy-rich classroom environments that are well-designed and that teachers must 
engage children in a variety of literacy approaches: (a) awareness of print, (b) knowledge 
of the relationship between speech and print, (c) text structure, (d) phonological 
awareness, (e) letter naming and writing (Van Kleeck, 1990). Many shortcomings, 
however, stand in the way of effectively implementing these approaches. Some local 
teachers, for instance, encounter difficulties with phonological awareness because they 
are not capable of proper pronunciation. 
The presence of Western and Chinese teachers in the preschools of Hong Kong and 
Shanghai, along with reform aimed at changing the practices and outcome of education, 
has helped the ECEC sector in both cities pass a point of conflict to arrive at a level of 
synthesis between the traditional teaching methods practiced and advocated by local 
teachers and the imported pedagogy introduced by foreign teachers. This educational 
shift has forced a change in the teachers' roles but has not yet sufficiently altered the 
context in which teachers are expected to perform. As a result, teachers are expected to 
no longer be authoritative conveyors of knowledge but learning coaches and guides to 
exploration and discovery; to no longer be duck-filling transmitters of accepted facts as 
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much as facilitators of learning not only knowledge but also values and even culture; and 
to no longer be conservative forces of the status quo but proactive agents of change and 
active participants in the transformation of education (Zhou, 2005). The educational 
context that would facilitate this changing role of teachers and the changing outcomes of 
education, however, is yet to materialize since the education systems of both cities suffer 
from shortcomings in access, quality and cost that remain to be addressed and that still 
largely determine the form and content of language education. The gathered data have 
therefore revealed not only that, for example, drilling and repetition are used in tandem 
with role-play, singing and games, but that this is so because progressive methods must 
coexists with traditional ones in order to satisfy culturally determined educational 
expectations as well as the demands of a competitive education system. In the case of 
Hong Kong, this seems to confirm earlier findings that the methods used to teach English 
by as many as 55% of the city's kindergartens - which choose to use textbooks alongside 
picture cards, word cards, songs and games - "have moved beyond the recommended 
informal approach", especially for those 32% of them that choose to also give "an 
increasing quantity of penmanship assignments to children from kindergarten l to 3" 
(SCOLAR, 2003). 
The data also reveal that the varymg degree of methodological synthesis 
encountered in teachers in both cities is not only the result of NETs having to acculturate 
to a different teaching tradition or Chinese teachers having to adopt and adapt to Western 
methodologies, as much as it is the result of educators being responsive to different 
education perspectives and agendas that force them to take control of the design of an 
appropriate pedagogy. Teachers employ methods they deem effective and appropriate 
by using as a measure the only reliable yardstick they have, namely their experience. 
As a result, the teaching methods used by both NETs and Chinese teachers are neither 
always in conformity with the developmentally-appropriate and student-centered 
practices advocated in the West, nor always in tune with the teacher-directed and 
authoritarian Chinese tradition, but are always responsive to the demands of parents and 
the limitations and conditions of the system under which they operate and the school 
where they teach. 
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On the other hand, the fact that teachers in Shanghai prefer games, picture/word 
cards, and repetition, in that order, and teachers in Hong Kong favour singing, group 
teaching, and games, goes to show that Western methodologies have made deeper inroads 
in Hong Kong than in Shanghai and that Chinese traditional methods continue to have the 
upper hand in Shanghai but not in Hong Kong. This could be safely interpreted as being 
the result of a greater degree of educational cross-fertilization achieved in Hong Kong 
than in Shanghai, which, given Hong Kong's longer history of interaction with and 
influence by the West, was to be expected. 
In the case of Hong Kong, Opper's (1992) findings- that pre-school teachers failed 
to alter their pedagogies and that their teaching methods continue to be didactic and to 
stress rote learning, uniformity and conformity- do not seem to be supported by my data. 
However, the findings of more contemporary studies - which found that despite the 
government's insistence that play must be the central pedagogy of kindergarten teachers, 
structured teacher-directed efforts to realize play have not yet given way to a 
child-initiated play-based curriculum (Cheng, 200 l) - still have some validity. 
Although there continue to be clear differences in the teachers' practices, especially if 
NETs are compared with Chinese teachers, there is implicit unanimity that every method, 
be it progressive or traditional, has its proper place and time and that old and new 
methods can and must coexist. Play, games, and interactive modes of teaching are 
consequently used side by side with instructional talk, repetition and drills, since Hong 
Kong teachers believe that there is no absolute right or wrong approach to teaching. 
The Shanghai data confirms earlier studies that change is afoot in the city's early 
childhood sector (Hsueh & Tobin, 2003) and that a western approach to preschool 
curriculum is now more popular than ever in China (Pan, 2000), but that the process of 
integrating the new with the old is by no means complete, that there continues to be some 
resistance to Western imports, and that many of the city's educators have not yet passed 
the point of tensions and contradictions between Eastern and Western methods and 
approaches. As a result, local teachers often mask their antagonism to pedagogical 
imports with rhetoric and Western teachers often pay only lip service to the methods of 
their Chinese counterparts. In this climate, Chinese teachers feel threatened by the 
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degree to which they are undervalued and Western teachers have little incentive to find 
merit in Chinese pedagogies because they are overvalued. 
5.7 Conclusion 
The two cities' stance towards English is shaped by how immediately important the 
language is both for national prosperity and individual aspiration for proficiency of the 
powerful language- From a societal point of view, the opportunity to use English in 
Shanghai is limited, for many being only in classroom settings so as to endow its citizens 
with the ability to access scientific and technological knowledge. In this sense, one can 
only define the type of English-Putonghua bilingualism prevalent there as elective. 
Whereas for Hong Kong, English-Cantonese bilingualism is the historical result of 
colonization and both languages are needed to meet the society's daily communicative 
needs. Therefore, its form of bilingualism is properly defined as circumstantial. The 
two types of bilingualism represent the macro environments of the two cities. Though the 
two seem to differ tremendously, individuals, including parents and other stakeholders in 
education, in both cities attach great importance to the English language, with Hong 
Kong placing it much higher than Shanghai on its list of priorities. In addition, our data 
clearly show that parents in both cities have much higher expectations for the proficiency 
of the language than their respective governments. 
Attitudes towards English, as the data has shown, differ because they are determined 
by where one fits in the social fabric and hence by how close one is to the nation's 
socio-political agenda. From an individual perspective, one's attitude towards English 
in Hong Kong is shaped by the importance the English language has in society as an 
official language, leading to an integrative motivation to learn it (see section 2.5.4 in 
chapter 2); while in Shanghai, where English is merely a second or foreign language, the 
motivation to learn it is only instrumental, that is, for better schooling or job market 
prospects. This has led to very high and even age-inappropriate linguistic benchmarks 
in Hong Kong, which are underscoring a fundamental divergence between the different 
stakeholder groups about how intensively English should be taught. In Shanghai, 
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differences are focused on the government's lack of encouragement for simultaneous 
bilingualism, an attitude to bilingualism that the parents resent. 
Given the different roles English plays in Hong Kong and Shanghai and the fact that 
parental expectations are motivated only by their children's best interests while policy 
makers must also consider government ideology, it is not surprising that the findings 
indicate varying expectations of English competence and thus varying approaches to 
bilingual education. These differences are especially marked between parents and the 
government of Hong Kong about the appropriateness of using English as the MOl in 
preschools; a dissonance resulting from the government's socio-political agenda of 
putting Cantonese first in education and of accommodating the newcomer Putonghua in 
society alongside Cantonese and English. In Shanghai, the clash between parental and 
governmental agendas takes place around the issue of whether kindergartens should be 
allowed to provide English immersion programmes that would afford the English 
language a place in education not allowed the local dialect/language, Shanghaihua. 
The data on parental involvement has revealed that Hong Kong parents lead their 
Shanghai counterparts in the amount of time they spend with their children using English 
and in the nature of the English learning activities they engage in, which are far more 
hands-on than those employed by parents in Shanghai. This is the case because English 
competence is far more common among Hong Kong's parents, who, as a result, do not 
have to rely solely on schools to ensure that their children learn English, which is largely 
the predicament of Shanghai. The data also reveals two distinct approaches to English 
literacy, the maturationist or developmentally appropriate approach in Shanghai, which 
believes that children must be allowed to learn at their own pace and thus naturally, and 
the structured or accelerated readiness approach in Hong Kong, which believes that the 
children's development must be accelerated by adults through systematic and structured 
learning. This is consistent with the varying levels of linguistic competence expected of 
children in the two cities. 
Perceptions about NETs are remarkably similar and overwhelmingly positive within 
the two cities, indicating that parents prefer NETs to Chinese English teachers, and that 
all stakeholders choose them for the authenticity of their speech and usefulness in 
imparting western culture, and that they are a good influence on children's English 
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learning. The value parents attach to NETs is in fact so great and often so devoid of 
criticism as to have given local teachers, especially in Shanghai (where NETs are a more 
recent phenomenon) the impression that they are being undervalued while NETs are 
being overvalued. 
Few if any points of congruence between the two cities are notable in regard to 
methods of teaching. By and large, Hong Kong educators have begun to supplant 
Confucian pedagogies with Western ones, while teachers in Shanghai have merely begun 
to supplement their traditional teaching methods with Western imports. 
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CHAPTER VI 
Implications 
In light of the fact that pre-school services in Hong Kong and Shanghai have 
become the concern of education departments and are no longer viewed as merely 
childcare facilities, and that child socialization in both cities encompasses more than 95% 
of all children and has been transferred by parents into the hands of institutions, what 
presently happens in kindergartens will affect the entire spectrum of education and 
impact society at large. Conversely, the form and nature of the ECEC systems of 
Shanghai and Hong Kong are themselves social phenomena derived as a result of 
multidimensional influences from throughout the ecological context referred to by 
Bronfenbrenner ( 1979). As such, throwing a wide net over this continuum of direct and 
indirect forces that affect children and considering implications that go beyond the strict 
limits of their preschool environment is necessary if the complexity of the issue is to be 
comprehended and the proposed recommendations are to be meaningful and effective. 
The following highlights the contextual factors and research findings presented 
in this thesis and structures the implications and recommendations bearing upon English 
learning/teaching at kindergarten level according to Bronfenbrenner' s conceptualisation. 
The implications outlined below are borne out by the research findings and most are 
inferred by juxtaposing the questionnaire data, education policy, and socio-political 
realities. In an attempt to show how implications emanate from education outward, 
using the five-tiered model developed on the basis of Bronfenbrenner's (1979) ecology, 
preschool bilingual education is assessed within the complex system of relationships 
encompassed by multiple levels of the environment from immediate settings of family 
and school to broad cultural values and social beliefs. The line between each tier of the 
ecological system, however, is not clear-cut and the discussion on implications to a 
particular tier could result in some overlapping with another. 
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6.1 MACROSYSTEM 
The macrosystem encompasses the most distant but powerful influences on the 
child derived from regional, international and global changes that have a widespread and 
enduring impact on the way societies, communities and families operate. In this context, 
the political and economic forces that affect or guide early childhood education fall 
within the macrosystem level of Bronfenbrenner's (1979) ecological theory of human 
development. 
The question "To what extent have contextual factors influenced English 
language learning at preschool level in Hong Kong and Shanghai," posed at the 
beginning of this thesis, falls into the domain of the macrosystem. The extensive 
archival analysis, referenced by literature and written documents (see chapter 2) and the 
context analysis (chapter 3), provides the contextual discussion of the political and 
macroeconomic factors surrounding pre-school education in general and English 
provision in particular. 
6.1.1 Political Influences 
The policy of English and Chinese bilingualism has had a direct and considerable 
impact on English in education (EiE) at all levels, preschool included. By identifying 
English as crucial to national development and modernization, the government allowed 
the education system to place more emphasis and consequently more resources on 
English than ever before. This brought about an explosion of interest in English from 
the supply and demand sides of education, which led to the inclusion of English as a core 
subject in school curricula and to its indispensability, on the individual level, for upward 
social and economic mobility, and on the national level, for internal development and 
external participation. Shanghai being most open to and influenced by the outside world, 
the importance of English was recognised by necessity early on and the language 
acquired great importance first in politics and trade and then in education. 
In Hong Kong the constitutional perpetuation of the status of English as an official 
language underscored its centrality in all language domains, education included, post 
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handover. The policy of biliteracy and trilingualism reinforced the importance of 
English for Hong Kong's present and future survival and made English, alongside 
Chinese literacy, a requirement of education. And last, the largely politically motivated 
bifurcation (into EMI and CMI streams) of the compulsory education system had as a 
blowback etTect the need to achieve English competence at preschool in order to qualify 
for the much reduced but greatly coveted EMI stream. 
6.1.2 Knowledge-based Economies and Globalization Trends 
Economic considerations, both regional and global, are arguably the strongest 
determinants of education policies related to English especially in Hong Kong but also in 
Shanghai. Their education sectors have had to adjust to new and powerful economic 
requirements as a result of their transformation into knowledge-based economies and the 
globalisation of trade. In Hong Kong this has resulted in expanded, trilingual linguistic 
demands that can only be achieved if present and future generations are raised 
multilingually from kindergarten on, bringing simultaneous bilingualism to the forefront 
of parental concerns and forcing all stakeholders to pour more energy and money into 
languages. It has imposed more ambitious requirements for literacy targets even on 
preschoolers and it has flooded the education system with demands that have changed the 
way linguistic and academic ability are measured in students and teachers and the way in 
which private and public money is used to achieve academic and linguistic targets, 
transforming education into a commodity and English proficiency into a marketable 
asset. 
In its drive to integrate with the world economy, obtain foreign know-how, and rise 
to global city status, Shanghai recognized the communicative and instrumental function 
of English and was among the first cities in China to pay special attention to English and 
educate its human resources bilingually (Adamson, 2004). Several changes have 
occurred in Shanghai's pre-primary education sector in response to internal and external 
economic pressures. First, the authorities have come to view the English language as a 
crucial component of the city's economic strategy, pushing it to the top of the education 
agenda and promoting it from preschool onward. Second, economic progress has 
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brought greater affluence and consequently higher academic expectations and a greater 
willingness on the part of parents to dedicate resources for the best of education - now 
seen as bilingual education - increasing competition for key schools and raising the 
academic stakes at kindergarten, now fully integrated with the compulsory education 
system and more often than not bilingual in nature. There is enough evidence to show 
what is called the 'craze' for English (Hu, 2007) in China in general and Shanghai in 
particular both in terms of parental expectations and policy making to promote 
bilingualism. However, budget constraints and the embrace of a market economy 
mentality have led to the government's unwillingness to increase public spending on 
education and thus greater private participation is encouraged, leading to the 
decentralization of the preschool education sector, an explosion in the cost of education, 
and to elitism. 
6.2 EXOSYSTEM 
The second outer layer is that of the exosystem, which defines the larger social 
system beyond the child's immediate reach. The parents' professional world and the 
social networks that engulf parents and children, alongside legislation, policies and forces 
that regulate and structure early childhood education, form the spectrum of the exosystem 
according to Bronfenbrenner' s ( 1979) ecological theory. 
The question "Considering the cultural commonalities and socio-political 
dissimilarities of the two cities, what roles - according to current research - do parents, 
teachers/principals, and policy makers play in children's English learning," posed at the 
beginning of this thesis, falls into the domain of the exosystem and an understanding of 
this system has clear implications for preschool education. 
Since parents, teachers/principals, and policy makers occupy different positions in 
the education picture, they hold different perspectives in their decisions about the 
education of children. 
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6.2.1 The Role of Parents in Children's English Learning 
In making decisions about the education of their children, parents take as 
reference not the government's agenda but their children's best interests and the family's 
material limitations. Parents pay for, direct and oversee their children's education. 
They want the best English instruction their budgets can afford in order that their 
offspring becomes competent enough to qualify for EMI or international schools in the 
case of Hong Kong and for key government schools in the case of Shanghai, which in 
tum ensure access to the tertiary education system that, in a global economy, is the 
gateway to lucrative and rewarding professional careers. In choosing bilingual 
kindergartens, the results chapter has clearly shown (see sections 5.1 and 5.2) that parents 
plan and pay for their children's future success because they recognize the value of such 
an education and in so doing they have to consider the economic and political 
environment they live in, social expectations, the nature of the education system, and 
future career prospects. 
6.2.2 The Role of Educators in Children's English Learning 
In delivering a bilingual education to their students, teachers and principals are 
bound by professional guidelines and the limitations of the education system they operate 
under in addition to government policies and parental demands. They are therefore at a 
point of congruence between parental and governmental expectations and as such in the 
middle of the dialogue and confrontation between what parents and what policy makers 
expect education to be and to achieve. That teachers and principals are caught in the 
middle by the conflicts that arise between the demands of parents and those of policy 
makers has been clearly born out by the tension between the data presented in sections 
5.3 and 5.6 of the results chapter. In Hong Kong the main conflict is between the policy 
makers' call that preschool teachers should not prematurely seek English literacy but 
should stay within the requirements of emergent literacy (and that they should use the 
mother tongue as the medium of instruction) and the parental demand for just the 
opposite. Conversely, Shanghai's conflict is, on the one hand, the result of the policy 
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makers' insistence that preschools adopting a bilingual mode must not give precedence to 
English over Putonghua as the MOl and, on the other hand, parental over-enthusiasm for 
English that encourages kindergarten operators to do just that. 
6.2.3 The Role of Policy Makers in Children's English Learning 
In making education decisions, the last group, that of policy makers, must 
primarily consider the overt and covert objectives of the political leadership, which 
dictates the scope and direction of education, secondarily, the existing system that they 
must work with, and last, the public opinion. In promoting multi-linguistic competence 
among the general public, policy makers must be mindful of what benefits policy making 
must bring to society and of how this competence is to fit in the existing scheme of things. 
The policy of biliteracy and trilingualism promulgated by Hong Kong's political 
leadership, has, as shown in Chapter 2 (section 2.2), a threefold purpose: to prepare its 
young citizens for the new global economy, hence English, for political integration with 
the Mainland, hence Putonghua, and to uphold Hong Kong's distinctiveness, hence 
Cantonese. Conversely, the policy of English-Chinese bilingual education applied in 
Shanghai has two objectives: to educate the new generation so that Shanghai can acquire 
global city status, hence English, and so that China can secure its internal unity, hence 
Putonghua while ignoring the local dialect, Shanghaihua. 
In facilitating English for preschoolers it is clear that parents are the most 
enthusiastic and are animated primarily by the conviction that the English language is 
indispensable for their children's success in life. Teachers are forced to consider how 
an additional language affects the children's cognitive, social and affective abilities and 
are thus concerned about how best to teach it and at what pace while following the 
prescribed curriculum. And policy makers are confined by political, economic, and 
structural considerations that define the scope and tone in designing language policies. 
This being the case, it is not surprising that parents are the most instrumental advocates 
for English, and teachers and principals are eager to meet the demands, while policy 
makers can only promote it with serious caveats. 
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6.2.4 Hong Kong: exosystem level implications and recommendations 
6.2.4.1 EMI and CMI bifurcation after 1997 
The handover has created a new political reality in Hong Kong necessitating a 
different socio-linguistic alignment. It is in the long-term interest of Hong Kong to 
accommodate Putonghua as the language of the central government especially since it is 
spoken by 95% of the Mainland. The government has signalled its intention to make 
Hong Kong's population biliterate and trilingual. The people, however, resist changes 
to the education system - such as restricting English as the MOl of most schools by 
bifurcating the system into strictly separate branches, one using English and the other 
Chinese as their MOl - that are designed to accommodate all three languages but with 
different emphases. The government's sociopolitically and economically driven policy 
to restrict EMI schools does not coincide with the desires of the people and is central to 
this debate. Since the debate is by no means resolved, parents plan early to position 
their children linguistically for enrolment in English-medium secondary schools, which 
are seen as more prestigious and as better for their future. They attempt to make their 
children sufficiently proficient in English by the time they finish kindergarten, thus 
pushing English language learning to a new level of importance for preschools. 
The English programme offered in CMI schools in Hong Kong is by strict 
definition a weak form of bilingual education (Baker, 2001 ). The programme usually 
consists of no more than one hour a day of English instruction, which at best only leads to 
limited bilingualism. As the cognitive advantages bilinguals have are widely 
acknowledged in the academic discourse (Cummins, 1980), it is clear that the intended 
benefits of a bilingual education will not be forthcoming from this form of compromised 
bilingualism. Recent literature predominantly illustrates that students have the capacity 
to easily store two or more languages and bilinguals have cognitive advantages over 
limited bilinguals and monolinguals. The MOl policy sets it at odds with popular 
demand for EMI schools and contradicts Hong Kong's stated agenda for biliteracy and 
trilingualism (So, 2000). The policy creates bottlenecks on entry to such schools and 
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tramfers the task of accomplishing English language proficiency onto the shoulders of 
pre-schools, which are forced to respond by making English learning/teaching critically 
important and employing teaching methods that may not be age-appropriate and 
contravene emergent literacy objectives. Hence, I support the argument that the current 
banding system does not serve Hong Kong's education objectives well and must 
therefore be reviewed and redesigned, or the system should be gradually phased out. In 
its place, a regenerated or new system should help create space for producing more 
balanced bilinguals the society desires and will help eliminate the backwash effect of 
immense pressure on schooling at kindergarten and primary levels. 
6.2.4.2 Mother tongue and Putonghua 
The argument given above is by no means an indication to ignore the mother 
tongue and Putonghua, which are crucial in all respects. It is important to point out that 
there seems to be no evidence to suggest that the promotion of a stronger form of 
bilingual education, such as that adopted in an EMI school, would inevitably lead to 
weakened competence in pupils' mother tongue and learning of Putonghua as many 
policy makers assume. In fact, some research indicates that students in EMI schools are 
more likely to achieve balanced bilingualism (Marsh, Hau & Kong, 2000; Lee, 2002). 
Even more positive results (Guo, 2003; Zhu, 2004) are reported from Shanghai's 
experiment with bilingual education (Zhu, 2007). Even in some CMI schools where a 
stronger form of English-Chinese bilingual education is adopted and some subjects are 
conducted in English, in addition to the one-hour per day English subject, most students 
have demonstrated better competence in both Chinese and English (Chan, 1996). 
6.2.5 Shanghai: exosystem level implications and recommendations 
There are clear tensions between Chinese-English bilingual education advocators 
and those who are against it. While the former usually see bilingual education as 
intercultural enrichment for pupils, the latter perceive it as a threat to national identity 
and even sovereignty of the nation state (see Xu, 2003; Ma, 2004, cited by Feng, 2005; 
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2007). As a result, the additive bilingual education model perceived to be suitable for 
China (Wang, 2003) is said to be a model that places emphasis only on linguistic skills 
without concern for cultural dimensions. Feng (2007) asserts that China needs to 
redefine the aim of Chinese-English bilingual education and thus reconceptualise the 
notion of additive bilingualism if it is to resolve existing tensions in bilingual education 
with regards to "the position of mother tongue language and culture in relation to the 
target language and culture for language provision." A new conceptualization should 
go beyond the goal of merely accessing Western learning for utilitarian purposes by 
developing only linguistic competence in pupils. An intercultural stance which takes 
language learning as part of the general education in enriching and transforming students 
in cognitive, affective and behavioural terms should be embraced as the outcome of 
bilingual education. I further argue that such a stance is important for preschool 
education. As shown in 5.6, preschool teachers in Shanghai tend to follow traditional 
teaching methodology by emphasizing linguistic gains, but tend to be less ready to 
experiment with new approaches. With this stance, policy makers, teachers and parents 
would perhaps become open-minded towards new education philosophies and more ready 
to adopt new pedagogies than they currently are. 
6.3 MESOSYSTEM 
The relationship between early childhood education settings and the family, as well 
as interconnections among the various settings through which a child passes during 
childhood pertain to the mesosytem level of Bronfenbrenner' s ecological theory ( 1979). 
In probing the question "Due to high and increasing demand for English in 
early childhood, what language learning approaches are favoured by each city and what 
are the prevalent opinions about how to improve bilingual learning?" the data reveals 
broad differences if not in theory at least in practice between and within the two cities. 
Shanghai still promotes a weak form of bilingual education that is driven by instrumental 
motivation and sees English as the key to Western knowledge and to upward mobility, 
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while Hong Kong, driven by integrative motivation, encourages a strong form of 
bilingual education with balanced bilingualism or even trilingualism as the ideal and 
intended outcome. Furthermore, due to the relative lack of familiarity of Shanghai's 
teachers with Western pedagogies, and lingering doubts about their effectiveness in Asian 
contexts, a rather traditional approach to English teaching is employed. In Hong Kong, 
additive and even simultaneous bilingualism are pursued and strong trust has been placed 
in Western methodologies that are child-centred, play-oriented, and pressure-free, even 
though traditional methods persist due to backwash from the compulsory education 
system and restrictions in access to English-medium instruction schools. Stakeholders 
in both cities, however, agree that more exposure to English and instruction by NETs 
rather than Chinese English teachers would most effectively contribute to bilingual 
learning. As an economical alternative, stakeholders approve of better trained Chinese 
teachers offering more hours of English. 
6.3.1 Implications and recommendations for education authorities 
6.3 .1.1 Curriculum guidelines 
Much of the current theory on bilingualism focuses on giving children the 
"whole" literacy experience (Genesee, 1994 a) rather than teaching them oral basics, yet 
the impetus of education in Hong Kong, and to a lesser degree in Shanghai, is on 
achieving concrete literacy results increasingly early in life, thus coercing preschoolers 
to peiform tasks and acquire levels of English competence through didactic methods that 
are developmentally inappropriate and even coercive. In Shanghai, this is partly the 
result of a laissez-:faire attitude on the part of education authorities whose curriculum 
guidelines for preschools are inadequate and have lead to a general lack of standards 
and direction in bilingual education. In Hong Kong. the existing guidelines, though the 
most comprehensive in the city's history, lack spec~ficity and are not considered 
st(/ficiently ambitious by parents, e!>pecial~y since they are skewed in favour of the mother 
tongue, leading to suspicion and mistrust. 
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To change existing shortcomings, the Hong Kong Government has clearly 
indicated in its Curriculum Guide that preschool should cultivate children's interest and 
develop their English through informal, enjoyable and challenging learning which is 
integrated, open and appropriate to children's developmental needs and interests and that 
more should be done to enhance creative thinking and to make full use of the English 
language as a meaningful tool of communication. Education authorities in Hong Kong 
have cautioned that children who start learning English at an early age do not necessarily 
acquire desired proficiency in a language unless appropriate support is provided in terms 
of qualified teachers, opportunities to use the language extensively and a suitable 
curriculum (SCOLAR, 2003). Despite enlightened guidelines, implementation in both 
cities is often inconsistent with the government in terms of appropriate support, 
age-appropriate developmental targets. opportunities to use the English language as a 
meaningful tool of communication, and providing children with active language 
interaction. 
English learning is a much neglected topic in the existing curriculum guide of 
Shanghai and Hong Kong's English learning guidelines, in an attempt to encourage the 
use of the mother tongue as the MOl of kindergarten, focus mainly on abstract theories 
instead of practical English teaching/learning. Neither benchmarks and outcomes nor 
clear direction is offered by the preschool curriculum guides of Shanghai and Hong 
Kong in terms of English learning. They abound in what educators must do but not in 
how they could do it. 
The elementary school curricula of both cities, but especially Hong Kong, pose 
problems to preschools by forcing them to prepare children for the requirements of an 
examination-heavy compulsory education system. Therefore, tension arises between the 
recommended pedagogy for preschools and the expected competence expected by 
primary schools. The primmy one curriculum, therefore, tends to contradict the 
required practices for kindergartens. and has a negative washback effect on adaptation 
of a play-oriented, developmentally appropriate approach to learning English. 
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Given these conditions, it is my contention that we need to find an innovative 
language education programme that promotes proficiency in international languages of 
wider communication together with proficiency in the national language. To this end, 
(i) Education authorities must develop a curriculum for bilingual 
preschools. Concerns over the use of the mother tongue as the MOl, which 
shape language policy in both cities, must give way to the recognition that 
English at preschool is here to stay since demand for English competence is 
growing not weakening. Objections to bilingual education at preschool level 
- based on the notion that use of the mother tongue and not an L2 is most 
effective for learning - are largely unfounded since language development 
itself is the primary concern of kindergartens. Since language itself is what 
preschoolers have to master, what language they use is beside the 
point. Whatever language or languages they are exposed to is what they will 
learn and this language or languages are not going to be in the way of other 
knowledge acquisition. This means that kindergarten is the best place and 
preschool age the best time to expose children to bilingualism. Concerning 
fears of cognitive impairment, Diaz ( 1985) makes a good case that a 
bilingual's cognitive "flexibility" is at its maximum during the early stages of 
bilingual development, before balanced proficiency is attained. 
(ii) Clear language outcomes and a more comprehensive set of 
linguistic skills are needed. Education authorities in both cities should move 
towards a policy of providing young children with a more comprehensive set 
of linguistic skills than the basic rudiments of the English language. They 
should also provide preschools with clear language outcomes. Although the 
two cities' curricula list out the development characteristics they do not give 
concrete guidelines on what is considered appropriate and what is not. This 
lack of specificity leaves an unacceptable degree of latitude on the part of 
each individual educator. A more specific set of guidelines, such as 
England's national literacy key stage and learning expectations, would ensure 
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greater adherence to the curriculum's goals and more homogeneity throughout 
the system. 
(iii) The curricula of d~fferent levels of the education system must be 
~ystematic and coherent. In designing curricula, education authorities in 
both cities must consider how well the kindergarten curriculum complements 
the requirements of the elementary school curriculum and vice versa. The 
two must be compatible. Only complementary curricula have the potential 
of facilitating a smooth transition from kindergarten to elementary school, the 
desired application of age-appropriate pedagogies, and reciprocity in language 
education. 
6.3.1.2 Resources 
Governmental restrictions have made English literacy resources scarce and 
inauthentic in Shanghai, leading to inadequate support for second language acquisition. 
In Hong Kong resources are widely perceived as abundant leading to false comfort that 
its English environment is adequate. The reali~y is that both cities have room for 
improvement as far as literacy resources are concerned. 
China is a developing country lacking educational resources, including adequate 
financial support and qualified bilingual teachers, mainly due to unprecedented growth in 
English education. Immersion or partial immersion models are ideal but mean a high 
requirement of financial and human resources in addition to lab equipment, authentic 
textbooks and adequate syllabi, all being pre-conditions for successful immersion 
programmes. Given China's size, the growing interest in English throughout the 
country, and the need to address economic inequalities between its d(fferent regions, it is 
unlikely that Shanghai can provide any time soon st~fficient material and human 
resources for adequate English instruction at preprimwy level across the board since 
competition for such resources isfierce within China. 
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Hence I argue that: 
(i) In Shanghai access to Internet resources must be facilitated since 
the Web provides the most accessible and cost effective information source. 
This will aid bilingual education not only by nurturing bilingualism but also 
by creating the environment needed by intercultural speakers, as espoused by 
Feng (2007), and tertiary socialization, as understood by Byram (1997) and 
Doye (2003). English materials available online would allow teachers to 
integrate resources into the curriculum on an ongoing and individual basis, 
give learners more freedom to learn on their own, and alleviate demand for 
what is an obvious shortage ofNETs. 
(ii) China would benefit by lifting censorship on children 's books. 
Given the known benefits of print-rich environments for children's language 
learning (Sulzby, 1991; Cox, Fang & Otto, 1997), less censorship on 
children's picture books would facilitate access to adequate print materials in 
Shanghai and contribute to a richer English environment. Access to a wide 
selection of children's books that contain broad and authentic representations 
of language and culture would encourage more story reading at home and in 
school, as research clearly shows (Hildebrand & Bader, 1992; Teale & Sulzby, 
1987). 
(iii) National publishers should be encouraged. Since cost rather than 
censorship is often preventing access to foreign books, both cities should 
encourage local publishers to produce cost-friendly versions of popular 
children's literature. Equally, local publishers should be encouraged to 
translate into English well-known Chinese children's books. Public libraries 
should have provision for children's English books, book clubs, and visiting 
experts to conduct early English reading workshops for parents, since early 
reading to children, research has shown (Bus, ljzendoom & Pellegrini, 1995), 
is one of the most important factors in emergent literacy. 
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6.3 .1 .3 Teacher education & benchmarks 
Both cities are raising the pre- and in-service teacher training standards and are 
introducing legislation to better monitor teacher performance through benchmarks. 
Shanghai teachers lag behind their Hong Kong counterparts in knowledge and use of 
Western pedagogies that are more effectively leading to English competence. 
In addition to being caught between parental and governmental demands, 
teachers in Shanghai find themselves ill-prepared to meet the greater professional and 
proficiency demands expected from them. Equally, teachers in Hong Kong have great 
difficulties meeting the new English pronunciation standards that parents have come to 
expect because of NETs. Education reform has caught teachers ill-prepared and 
unsupported in their English proficiency and confidence, child-centred teaching 
approaches, curriculum planning, and in applying new policy objectives and principles. 
Consequently, in both cities and in equal measure, the relationship between teachers and 
education authorities is increasingly problematic and troublesome, particularly in 
relation to education reforms that are currently underway. 
Hence I argue that: 
(i) Teachers need updated training and ongoing support to improve 
their pedagogical knowledge, update teaching approaches, and become current 
on available resources and their proper use, so as to raise their professional 
competence and to improve the quality of their lessons. To this end, modular 
training workshops need to be designed and offered to all teachers who need 
help or feedback and who have not yet reached the newly imposed 
benchmarks. 
(ii) Traveling abroad to be periodically immersed in native 
English-,<,peaking environments is an option to improving language 
proficiency and confidence, which individual teachers, schools, and the 
government need to shoulder together. To this end, exchange and/or 
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collaborative programs need to be established between Hong Kong and 
foreign educational institutions as well as at an intergovernmental level. 
6.3.2 Implications and recommendations for culture and established norms 
6.3 .1.4 Cultural expectations reflected in education 
Culture influences perceptions, cognition, and value systems and is therefore 
deeply entrenched in how people learn. The Confucian Heritage Culture, found in 
varying degrees in both Hong Kong and Shanghai, generates the following idiosyncrasies 
in education: 
A competitive attitude to education is ingrained in children in both cities and is 
exacerbated by the cultural expectation that children ought to satisfY their parents 
through their school performance, which is part and parcel of filial piety. This has a 
limiting effect on the reasons why bilingualism is sought and on student motivation, as 
well as being the seed for the two cities· exam driven and achievement oriented education 
systems. 
On a scale leading from Confucian to Socratic concepts of learning Shanghai is 
closer to the Corifitcian end of the scale and Hong Kong somewhere in the middle. This 
defines how English is taught and learned; repetition and drills, rote learning, 
norm-referenced assessment, and expository methods being characteristic of the 
Confitcian way. 
Given these conditions, I argue that: 
(i) To facilitate learning both cities need to break away from their 
examination-oriented education cultures. As the National College Entrance 
Examination is the supreme goal of China's basic education, an examination 
oriented education has come to characterize Shanghai and Hong Kong. To 
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avoid reducing students to numbers and scores, the culture of education in 
both cities must consider the whole person, which means that the examination 
culture should be re-examined and education practices re-evaluated. Entry to 
schools should be based on public examinations plus review of personal 
attributes and school academic results, but not solely on one examination, as is 
currently the case. 
(ii) Chinese teachers of English can and should be helped to alter their 
culturally ingrained educational expectations and traditional approaches, 
which contempormy research shows contradict many of the modern concepts 
of language learning proven to be effective. Most teachers in Shanghai use 
the approach of learning English through recognition, since repetitive writing 
leading to memorization of characters is a key feature for learners of Chinese. 
That is why Chinese learning focuses on memorization and on reciting 
vocabulary items and sentences by reading them aloud and repetitively writing 
them. Belief in this didactic approach is therefore derived from the teachers' 
own experience of learning Chinese. This chain of transmission can be 
broken if the teaching of preschoolers is based on new pedagogical 
underpinnings. 
(iii) To change the negative effects of the dialectic learning model on 
student motivation and classroom culture, education must be extended to 
parents about the basic principles of children language acquisition and 
learning. Better use of the mass media of radio, film, and television can 
facilitate parent education to the point where learning through play and 
child-initiated learning are seen as more effective learning models than the 
Confucian traditionalist notion of learning through hard work, thus to the 
point where the Asian dialectic model can be integrated with the Western 
dialogic model (Hammond & Gao, 2002) and problem solving and critical 
thinking skills acquire if not prevalence over than at least equal status with 
memorization and repetition. This will result in acceptance for a synergetic 
culture of learning that combines the best of both worlds. 
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6.4 MICROSYSTEM 
Activities, relationships and roles present in the child's immediate circle of 
interaction represent the microsystem according to Bronfenbrenner' s ecological theory 
of human development ( 1979). 
In probing the question .. What are the beliefs and attitudes of parents, teachers 
and principals towards bilingualism, and, based on their norms and values, what 
similarities and differences define their language expectations?" the data reveals that 
bilingualism is perceived favourably by all stakeholder groups in both cities because it is 
believed to have a series of positive consequences for individuals and society. The data 
also shows that parents, especially in Hong Kong, have the highest language expectations 
from children and that in Hong Kong these expectations are mainly practical in 
orientation and border on literacy while in Shanghai they also have a strong cultural 
aspect and are more modest by calling only for oral ability. 
In probing the question "In light of the two cities' distinct socio-linguistic 
environments but shared cultural traditions, what is the extent and type of parental 
involvement and support that children receive at home in their efforts to learn English?" 
the data reveals that a majority of parents have little direct input. In Shanghai this is 
primarily due to the fact that English proficiency is relatively rare among parents and, 
secondarily, because the population has high expectations from and an implicit trust in 
the ability of institutions to teach children English, to educate and to socialize them. In 
Hong Kong, the competitive nature of society and the high cost of living forces both 
parents to work long hours and this leaves them with little time and energy to dedicate to 
their children's education. Parents in both cities, therefore, play supporting roles in their 
children's bilingual education by encouraging schools and by paying for a bilingual 
education. The direct role of teaching English to children, however, is left, for the most 
part, to teachers and schools. 
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In probing the question "What role do native English-speaking teachers (NET) 
play in stimulating English learning and are there d!fferences between them and local 
teachers in how they create environments that enable children to feel immersed in 
language and culture?" the data reveals that NETs contribute greatly to children's 
expressive ability and that they facilitate a positive perception of and attitude to English 
among children- areas where Chinese English teachers in both cities are perceived to fall 
short- by using more child-centred, pressure-free and age-appropriate pedagogies than 
their local counterparts. 
6.4.1 Implications and recommendations for parents 
Level of involvement in their children's bilingual education 
The data shows (see 5.4) that the extent to which parents are involved in their 
children 's bilingual development varies according to parental education and English 
fluency levels and is greater in Hong Kong than in Shanghai. 
The growing importance of English forces parents to place high value on it when 
planning their children's education. The data presented in section 5.4 shows that 
parents place the burden of their high linguistic expectations on children and the task of 
achieving bilingualism primarily on teachers and schools, but not on themselves. 
Parents rely primarily on teachers and schools, on the one hand, and on English 
media broadcasts and Hollywood productions, on the other, as sources of language 
instruction and proper language modeling for their children. The general lack of 
English competence among the older generations precludes most parents from acting as 
teachers and makes them dependent on mass institutional and second-hand sources for 
their children's English needs. 
Given these conditions, l recommend: 
(i) Aiding and motivating parents to become English proficient. 
Children would receive more parental support in their efforts to learn English 
if and when their parents are aided and motivated to become English 
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proficient so that they are actually capable of offering such support and 
guidance to their offspring. This implies that governments and schools 
facilitate this process and find novel ways to do so. One such novel way is 
to allow parents, grandparents or other primary caregivers to attend and 
participate in children's English classes. Until English can be passed on 
from one generation to another as a living language, Shanghai's children will 
only be able to learn it outside of school from passive sources such as books 
and movies, but will be devoid of the opportunity of learning English by 
actively using it in their daily lives. 
(ii) Creating a richer language environment. Especially in Shanghai, 
where English is not a language in daily use, both children and parents would 
benefit from a richer English language environment in society at large, the 
existence of which could be artificially created by making English broadcast 
media universally available to the general public. For the time being, 
CCTV 4 is the only channel broadcasting in English in China and since it is 
owned and operated by the Chinese government its programming is narrow 
and is often delivered by non-native English speakers. Therefore, its content 
and the accented English it broadcasts in are largely unappealing to 
Shanghai's populace. Opening the airwaves to foreign media would 
provide greater motivation, appeal and access to those interested in learning or 
improving their English. 
The prevalence of families with two working parents and the culturally accepted 
practice of childcare by nannies and grandparents ensure that a great majority of children 
in both Hong Kong and Shanghai are socialized and raised not by their parents but by 
other caregivers. The degree to which parents are involved in assisting their children to 
learn English at home is limited. Hence I recommend: 
(i) Providing a literacy 'eco-system' at home and not just at school. 
Parents must be educated on the importance of providing a literacy 
'eco-system' at home. This is particularly important for Shanghai, where 
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parents have largely deferred the responsibility for second language teaching 
onto schools. Parental education in this respect would bring to the forefront 
the importance of mutual support between schools and parents, as well as the 
importance of parental input for second language acquisition and maintenance. 
Research showing that family literacy and maternal education are predictable 
sources of children's academic achievement upon entering kindergarten 
(Christian, Morrison & Bryant, 1998) supports this. Parents must be 
encouraged to be involved in home literacy and taught how to achieve this. 
Reading to their children in English at home, nurturing good reading habits, 
and making the home a print-rich environment are parental responsibilities. 
The importance of home literacy is supported by research findings indicating 
that most successful early readers are children who have been exposed at 
home with written materials (Hiebert, 1988; Hildebrand & Bader, 1992; Smith, 
1989; Teale & Sulzby, 1987) and, conversely, that the least successful readers 
are children who have been deprived of this advantage (Scarborough et al., 
1991; Dyson, 1986). Not surprisingly, research also shows that one-on-one 
reading - which is something only parents but not teachers can do - has 
positive implications for children's understanding, allowing them a more 
complex grasp of the written word (Morrow, 1988). 
(ii) Empowering parents to become their children's teachers. Society 
can promote parental involvement by asking parents to read books to their 
children that can then be brought to school to share, by inviting parents to 
create materials that can be displayed, and by encouraging them to participate 
in their children's literacy learning. Research has amply demonstrated that 
practicing paired reading at home and parents listening to their children 
reading on a systematic basis tends to be an effective means for increased 
literacy (Whitehurst et al., 1999), as is the age at which parents start reading to 
their children (Allison and Watson, 1994) and reading to children period (Bus, 
Ijzendoom & Pellegrini, 1995). In addition, Landry & Smith (2006) present 
evidence that parental skill can provide rich input and scaffold their children's 
engagement in activities that further language development from birth to age 
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three. Last, parental involvement is also important from an affective and not 
just a cognitive point of view (Pianta, 2006; Hoff, 2006). 
(iii) Better home-school collaboration. Schools can act as facilitators 
for parental involvement in children's bilingual education by bringing parents 
to the school as volunteers, by inviting them to participate in reading comer 
activities, by encouraging them to read to their children at home so as to 
nurture good reading habits in their children, and by providing them with 
resources such as dual language books for home reading. Offering English 
learning programmes for parents is a more involved manner in which to 
educate and encourage parents to be their children's best role models of 
life-long learning. Schools in collaboration with the education department 
can also provide resource books and training workshops for parents for story 
telling and book reading, and could develop parent/child e-leaming websites 
that encourage and support home reading schemes launched at the school 
level. A positive, non-threatening, and collaborative school culture must be 
encouraged to flourish between schools and parents so that children's learning 
can be scaffolded and synchronized at school and at home. 
(iv) Making better use of the teaching potential of English-speaking 
domestic helpers to achieve immersion and simultaneous bilingualism before 
and while children are of preschool age is crucial since it is known that "the 
early language environment of young bilingual children ... will have an 
important impact on children's later language and literacy development" 
(Tabors & Snow, 2001, 163). This is particularly important for Hong Kong, 
where a large Philippino community of domestic helpers is already making a 
great and largely unrecognized contribution to bilingualism. Recent research 
has shown that students who have English-speaking domestic helpers at home 
perform better in both Chinese and English reading literacy (Tse, Lam & Lam, 
2003). The government could offer free TOEFL courses to English-speaking 
domestic helpers wishing to extend their work visa, while schools and parents 
could involve them in existing home-school programmes. Focused research 
on this issue should furnish additional ideas. 
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6.4.2 Implications and recommendations pertaining to NETs and Chinese teachers 
6.4.2.1 Methodology & pedagogy 
Experts have observed teaching practices m Hong Kong and Shanghai 
preschools that employ inappropriate sequences in language teaching. The data presented 
in 5.6 support this and concur that traditional grammatical approaches with carefully 
sequenced language structure and vocabulary are employed more often than not. 
Grammar-based textbooks control language learning and create contexts in which 
language use is inauthentic. Students learn forms of language that fit/fill classroom 
fimctions but not those of the outside world. 
Child-centred, inquiry-based pedagogies, though increasingly more popular, are 
being prevented from becoming the norm in Hong Kong education primarily by enduring 
systemic and institutional structures up and down the education system. In Shanghai 
this is even more so the case due to limited teacher knowledge and continuing resistance 
to Western imports. In addition, in both cities progressive methods must coexists with 
traditional ones in order to satisfy culturally determined educational expectations as well 
as the demands of a competitive education system. In both cities, systemic and/or 
psychological conditions that stand in the way of implementing progressive methods of 
teaching continue to exist. 
Western methodologies have made deeper inroads in Hong Kong than in 
Shanghai, where Chinese traditional methods continue to have the upper hand. Given 
Hong Kong's longer history of interaction with and influence by the West, a greater 
degree of educational cross-fertilization has been achieved there than in Shanghai, but 
neither city is consistent in the way it applies Western methodologies in the Asian 
context. 
Given these conditions, I recommend that: 
(i) Part-to-hole must give way to whole-to-part teaching. Research 
shows that students need context-embedded language to understand 
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instruction, need to experiment with the whole in order to know what to do 
with the parts, and need to be immersed in meaningful activities, not 
submerged in the grammatical details of a new language (Cummins, 1981; 
Cummins & Swain, 1986). This allows them to take ownership of the 
learning process, and under these conditions they are more willing to take the 
risks that are always involved in learning new things, leading to what Gardner 
and Lambert ( 1972) call instrumental motivation. 
(ii) A content-based teaching approach should be adopted since it 
provides a context for meaningful communication (Curtain, 1995; Met, 1991 ), 
most comprehensible input (Krashen, 1982; 1985), makes language learning 
concrete rather than abstract (Genesee, 1994) and best shows that form and 
meaning are not separable in language learning (Lightbrown & Spada, 1993; 
Wells, 1994). Passive, receptive instruction with drilling on letters and 
phonemes practice is ineffective. Project work, task based learning and a 
holistic approach to language make language learning more interesting and 
motivating (Grabe & Stoller, 1997; Elley, 1991 ), help develop valuable 
thinking skills (Curtain, 1995; Met, 1991), leads to deeper processing and 
better learning (Anderson, 1990), and develops a wider range of discourse 
skills than traditional language instruction because it engages higher cognitive 
skills (Byrnes, 2000). Hong Kong and Shanghai teachers can no longer 
simply use a set of techniques to make their lesson more understandable. 
They need to restructure their classrooms to ensure that students are actively 
involved in working together to solve problems. This approach is consistent 
with adopting a whole language approach, focusing on the learner, making 
learning meaningful and creating opportunities for social interaction. 
(iii) Dual language immersion should be facilitated. The use of two 
teachers, one speaking exclusively English and the other Chinese, is a model 
of dual language immersion, similar to the one parent one language model 
proposed by Baker ( 1996). In this classroom setting children hear comments, 
have conversations, and receive instructions in two languages. Which 
language they hear depends simply on which teacher interacts with them in an 
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area or activity {art, music, movement, dramatic play, eating), exposing them 
therefore to both Chinese and English literacy activities. As children engage 
in activities throughout the day, the second language is always present, 
allowing children to simultaneously achieve a working knowledge of two 
languages. Children learn the second language the same way they do their 
first language, by hearing it used in the context of daily activities with 
concrete, observable referents. The advantages of this model are obvious: 
increased comfort and familiarity with English, greater opportunities to speak 
to NETs, and a better nurturing of the attitude and disposition for learning the 
second language. In conjunction with play-based, developmentally 
appropriate practices, where teachers give visual cues, use simpler speech, and 
repeat and restate language based on their knowledge of each child's 
comprehension, this kind of scaffolded learning is ideally suited to the 
development of balanced bilingualism. This however implies that schools 
have sufficient language-critical resources in the form teachers with native 
speaker or near-native speaker fluency. 
(iv) Literacy rich environments must be the settings for English 
learning at preschool. Since there is agreement that emergent literacy begins 
during the period before children receive formal reading instruction, and that 
reading and writing develop at the same time and interrelatedly in young 
children, rather than sequentially (van Kleeck, 1990; Stahl & Miller, 1989; 
Teale & Sulzby, 1986, 1991 ), it is vital that children are exposed early on to 
literacy rich environments. Awareness of print, knowledge of the 
relationship between speech and print, text structure, phonological awareness, 
and letter naming and writing are areas of literacy knowledge (van Kleeck, 
1990) that develop concurrently and whose acquisition affect the ease with 
which children learn to read and write (van Kleeck, 1990; Weir, 1989; Hiebert, 
1988). Exposure to literacy rich environments, therefore, has shown to lead 
to rapid growth in literacy skills (Bums, Griffin & Snow, 1999) and to more 
complex language interactions (Roskos & Neuman, 2003), and placing books 
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within easy reach of children has been shown to be critical for early literacy 
(Neuman, 1999). 
(v) Use of developmentally appropriate activities and materials so that 
English teaching is, contextualized, authentic and, enjoyable. Since children 
of preschool age have not yet been conditioned to a particular culture of 
learning, educators have the unique opportunity to employ only the most 
effective practices for children's education and must therefore rely on 
empirical data to determine what is developmentally appropriate. Therefore, 
classrooms must be child-centered (Kantor, Miller & Fernie, 1992), teachers 
must be guides and facilitators that scaffold learning, teaching must consider a 
child's natural development, learning must be student-centered, and programs 
must implement a developmentally appropriate approach to classroom 
environments and instructional practices (NAEYC, 1986). 
6.4.2.2 NETs versus Chinese teachers 
The data from chapters 2, 3 and 5 shows that greater synthesis of modem and 
traditional methods is achieved due to wider use of NETs alongside or in addition to 
Chinese English teachers and that children benefit from exposure to child-centred, 
whole-literacy, and content-based approaches favoured by Western teachers. This 
cooperation, however, also has negative consequences in that it leads to Chinese teachers 
being undervalued and NETs being overvalued. Furthermore, NETs popularity with 
parents is the source of friction and tension between NETs and Chinese English teachers, 
leading at times to mutual resentment. 
Greater prevalence of NETs in Shanghai and Hong Kong schools has exposed 
shortcomings in language skills and pedagogy training among Chinese English teachers 
leading to calls for improved pre- and in-sen,ice training. benchmarks, and supen,ision. 
It is therefore my contention that there is a need to: 
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(i) Train more Chinese English teachers to current standards since the 
supply of NETs is limited in Hong Kong and especially in Shanghai. If 
Chinese teachers are not proficient or at least capable of basic fluency in 
English, they encounter difficulties in the immersion approach and 
communicative method that are increasingly in demand. Limited linguistic 
competence prevents them from communicating meaningfully with students in 
authentic English and code-switching encroaches upon what are supposed to 
be English only classes, which is currently the case because teachers believe 
that Chinese is conducive to English learning and teachers use Chinese to 
translate, clarify and give instructions. The use of Chinese in this setting 
serves as a useful translation tool, but runs counter to the tenets of a strong 
fonn of bilingualism, as it limits the learners' exposure to communicative 
English. 
(ii) Offer phonetics courses for Hong Kong teachers smce 
pronunciation is the greatest hurdle. Shanghai teachers show weaknesses in 
expression and vocabulary and need to be given the opportunity to enroll in 
short-term immersion programmes to become more confident speakers. 
(iii) Resource/support centers should be set up to assist teachers in their 
effort to improve and/or maintain their English language skills and teaching 
capabilities. Given that teachers in Hong Kong and especially in Shanghai 
live in a largely monolingual environment it is necessary to support their 
efforts to maintain English fluency and pedagogical contemporaneity. 
(iv) Workshops for enhancing teaching technique and improving the 
teachers' English proficiency must be offered. Ideally a consultant/adviser 
will visit the classroom, observe lessons and provide advice and suggestions 
for improving teaching techniques during post-observation conferences. 
Other teachers will observe the lessons and join the post-observation 
conference for critique. Expert review with peer participation is a common 
practice in China and could easily be adopted for this context. 
(v) Encouraging overseas Chinese to return home for teaching 
positions would have the dual benefit of addressing the lack of qualified 
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personnel and would also help create a class of teachers capable of 
intercultural communication and thus of bridging the cultural and pedagogical 
gap between NETs and Chinese English teachers. 
Some schools hire NETs because they are keenly aware of the ''value added" 
effect of having native English/foreign looking teachers on staff. The greater 
marketability of the school rather than the real benefits for teaching and learning English 
is sometimes the primary consideration for employing NETs especially in the private 
sector where answering to parent demand is paramount. This has given rise to a 
situation where schools need to hire NETs for reasons of school image and false comfort 
but do not have the resources or the will to hire enough NETs to make a difference in 
their language programmes. 
(i) Schools should not stretch thin the few NETs that they do have just 
to give the impression that their language programme offers stif.ficient 
exposure to native speakers. Education departments could legislate or at 
least recommend a minimum contact time a NET must have with any given 
class. 
(ii) In some cases, NETs could be used more meaningfitlly if employed 
to improve the language standards of the Chinese English teachers on staff. 
CONCLUSION 
My examination of the state of bilingualism in Shanghai and Hong Kong 
through the wide-angled lens of Bronfenbrenner's ecology has revealed that while on the 
macro level English is promoted for economic self-interest and propelled by global forces, 
the fonn of preschool bilingualism advocated by the governments of Hong Kong and 
Shanghai is affected by protectionist instincts which in the fonner case view the use of 
English as the MOl of preschool as an impediment to Putonghua promotion and 
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Cantonese distinctiveness and in the latter as a threat to national identity and cultural 
integrity. The reservations that confine governmental enthusiasm for preschool English 
in the two cities have lead in Hong Kong to an exosystem in which the policy of 
biliteracy and trilingualism is ambiguously defined, in Shanghai to conceptualizations of 
bilingualism that are contradictory, and in both cities to mother tongue primacy that 
stands in the way of early bilingual development through immersion or partial immersion. 
The tension between the wants of parents and policy makers has created disparate 
expectations of English proficiency from preschoolers and of English instruction from 
preschools, stamping the relationships between education stakeholders, which make up 
the mesosystem, and giving rise to conflicts and dilemmas that have come to shape or 
misshape the two cities' cultures of learning and the extent and form of their education 
reforms. On the microsystem level, parents struggle to assist their children's English 
learning as best they can, despite limitations of their own proficiency in the desired 
language, while teachers find themselves caught between overblown parental 
expectations and demands and cautious governmental policies and directives, calling into 
question local teachers' linguistic and pedagogical abilities and pitting them unfavourably 
against NETs. This seems to be common in both cities. 
In comparing the cities two overarching observations come to light. First, 
changes that take place and actions that are taken at any one level of the ecology 
reverberate throughout the entire system and, secondly, the beliefs, attitudes, and 
perceptions that govern the decisions of various groups of stakeholders differ according 
to the interests that define and the pressures that affect each group in equal measure to the 
two cities' distinct socio-economic circumstances. The first conclusion underscores the 
multidimensional nature of the field and validates this researcher's assumption that the 
quality of preschool bilingualism can only be improved if meaningful change occurs at 
every level of the ecology, and that being selective rather than inclusive is an exercise 
that promises only inconsistent, and often undesirable, results. The second conclusion I 
can draw from my research is surprising because I did not foresee that many of the 
problems which plague the two cities are the result of different parental, professional and 
governmental agendas of education rather than poor planning and lack of resources. 
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Despite complications, all stakeholders in both cities claim to make genuine 
efforts to expand the bilingual or trilingual abilities of their youth. The fundamental 
challenges that remain are, on the one hand, the willingness of the different stakeholder 
groups to find common ground and forge the future of bilingual education in cooperation 
and not in isolation, and, on the other, the institutional ability to adopt innovations and 
enact changes fast enough to keep up with the educational requirements of a knowledge 
society in which progress is exponential and multilinguistic ability a necessity. 
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Appendix 1 Sample of interview transcription of bilingual kindergarten teacher 
Interview of Bilingual Kindergarten Teacher 
01 fL: 1/J;~::J-J tEfJJJL!mll1H9:~f: :.!] #if.H&:,~nfb? Do you think it's necessary for children 
02 learning English at the kindergarten stage? 
03 Dor: Yes, I believe that children learn best from age 3 to 6 and kindergarten can provide 
04 a stimulating and interesting environment for the learning of English. 
05 
06 fL: 1fJ>X>ffJJJL!mA<J#i.#ri$#&1'J.~3}(? What is your requirement for English teaching at 
07 the kindergarten stage? 
08 Dor: It should be age- and developmental appropriate and suitable for many learning 
09 styles that the children have. 
10 
1 1 :rL = ffJ> ·~ fiJ 'I I ~;EJ ::t ~lfi ;fo :»~ flj ;r; ~lfi A'-J rR £1J JE ft i- ? c l:t Sin = :tE m ~R •iff: i# m 'i4J 111 JE ~:fl. i# -§· 
12 ~:R ~) What do you think the difference between Chinese teacher and foreign teacher? (i.e. 
13 the organisation of English activities) 
14 Dor: Different teaching styles, cultural background and beliefs, emphasize on hands-on 
15 student-directed vs. structured teacher-centered activities; it does not matter if he/she is a 
16 Chinese or Caucasian. 
17 
18 fL: tE~$fJJJL#Fl:t1frni, ft!?.ffJ-1:1- § A<Jf:ILY:}:JEfti-? What will the their advantages 
19 respectively in English teaching? 
20 Dor: Chinese teachers: more practical skills as they are ESLs as well, they may 
21 understand better from the perspective of the ES L children; Caucasian teacher: more natural 
22 daily conversational skills, may have better fluency/pronunciations and expressions, may 
23 implement more games and play in the learning and teaching context. 
24 
25 IL: {fJ>t\tf~~ftj~~)(ri~J:#i.#H<JJti:A 1~1 tf'-J :11Hri-? What is the main purpose for choosing 
26 native English teacher? 
27 Have children familiarize with different accents, facial appearances, and teaching styles. 
2R 
29 fL: fh>:fr~i#ri-:;hl 1 • 11H21itQU8A<J¥x-:f::h'¥LJEfti,? xt¥x-:f:~~51HI"Jl~u~~S!rtfnJ? What 
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30 approach will you frequently use for teaching English? Do you think the approach is 
31 effective? 
32 Dor: For Pre K & Kl, I like to use music to facilitate students' learning as they are 
33 naturally attracted by the various sounds and musical backgrounds; for K2 & K3, I prefer 
34 using groups in the class to promote cooperative learning and I usually have a whole class 
35 discussion, then group work and individual work, or the other way around (think, pair, share). 
36 Students like to work both individually and collaboratively. 
37 
38 fL: ffJ\:IW.f.El 11 1 H''.Jf',JJJL!m~iitrx~rp;IE1ti,t"¥H',J? What do you think the ideal English teacher 
39 should be? 
40 Dor: Loving, caring, supporting, encouraging, proactive, problem solving, sharing, with 
41 great classroom management, and work collaboratively with the school team. 
42 
43 fL: ffJ\:fl~1'.Elfi<Jf,}JJL!m~i'g¥;::JJE:1ti-.t'f.H''.l? What do you think the ideal English learning 
44 should be? 
45 Dor: Learners are self-motivated, interested, always engaging and exploring, willing to 
46 share and express; resources suitable for different learning styles. 
47 
48 fL: f~\Xff',JJJL¥:::J~i'g:ff&:ft'WH~t? What do you expect for children's English learning? 
49 Dor: As long as learners have a fond of English and see it as a practical and useful skill 
50 for one of their ways of expression. 
51 
52 fL: M~JE1ti-.? JAP)j~®)i[fii~f~? What will be your expectation? 
53 Dor: Same as above, learners will be self-motivated, interested, always engaging and 
54 exploring, willing to share and express. 
55 
56 fL: f~\iA:I-J*·~:iz\Aitilfkf-:f:;=J ~i'g(-(.J{,,~J1Hti-.? What do you think the purpose for 
57 parents letting their child to learn English? 
58 Dor: Most parents who choose to let their children learn English is because they are 
59 aware of the fact that English is a useful and essential communication tool in this world and 
60 they want to have their children well-prepared so that they are able to express themselves in 
61 English-speaking situations. 
62 
63 fL: **~tit>'rrxfi<JIJR~IJE1ti,? What do you think the reason for parents choosing native 
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64 English teachers? 
65 Dor: This answer depends on many factors. Better pronunciation? Fluency? Cultural 
66 and educational backgrounds? Experiences with teaching children? Personality? 
67 
68 fL: * * H'~ ~ i-B- JK '11· ;fD ff< -=f fi<J~ i-!l-'*' 5] 1of *"* ni!J? Is there any relationship between 
69 parents' academic background and children's English learning? 
70 Dor: Definitely, if parents are fluent English speakers and they are willing to spend time 
71 using the language to talk with their children; then the children will surely benefit from the 
72 daily conversations that they have at home, in a more relaxed and natural setting. 
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Appendix 2 Sample of interview transcription of parent 
Interviewing parent of Bilingual Kindergarten 
<*= parent F1=1,: Maggie) 
01 r.,~: Mrs. Lo. ~~f~;t~~m@I"IVJr.,~±~~~-{fJ;i'f~;HJJt&:friJrfff~*-'rm 
02 JR;iJ!f~'.l't~w:c. tJ,JJtrJT~Q. ffJ\i'f<J 1Nm111:£.W.:fr!J,~j:m;:t*'rm~5!f, Ji'Jt:JE!fJJI 
o3 ±: ff, -·fi'FI' m~W~:1t8r~~i!- ·{l'l.j~fff:1t8rli:fr rnJ-·ffitlh~ =-·@I ;J,ffittt! W1 1N#l 111: 
o4 *~~iliL ffJ;~ttl1t®-KI 1H#Jh(tEiJJ9GI~fJ1:*~~5H? 
o5 %: IZSI ~ :fJ<A11 m ¥ rJJ ~YH'm b[t-J il!t )( * -'rm ')j!:W ~·t~, ilBe ~ , ~l#f ~.fl. :HOO ®-
06 f~:f\HI::~~f, fiJT!J,~.I 1N#Jb[¥iJJOa~ilrn.lffi1*~ 'i='~Xo I let my child to learn Chinese and 
English at kindergarten stage because I believe that children can learn languages easily and 
efficiently at a younger age, and their pronunciations of the languages will be better. 
07 
08 r.,~= ;J£:~~**~H~, ~~, w6ij~fffi1ixf.t, tfi~W]ljlj[;:W.ffW!ffi~~~Hmh( 
09 *JR;)(? 
10 *= t~=~m~~~m~Hmh(:se:~~®l!**~Jil*;f!f., t-tft~j)j[;mffn~~tii~&wc 
II m'f-;J\jfflh(it"~:JHHmMff~ff¥, \¥/~ll!l:®l$!Jo/.lo The purpose I have my child to learn English at 
kindergarten stage is, to help him easily link to the curriculums in the future. As to widen his 
vision, I think it depends on extra readings and his awareness of the happenings around. 
12 
13 r.,~ = ±~ J?Jt :JE WH~ . rnJ n~~ lf- oo ~M1 if .fl. 1nm t.t ~tt-L ffJ;·IJl i~ !w * rn ffJ' ~ 
14 IE, ffJ;i'f<J +JW1)[4lt El ff!~ff ~0>~1"'~*~ JR;5!f71-:Jf.JE~? 
15 %: :fr%~Jl:ft1~ ~ffitlo~lliFH ~5TI~H,JliJ1)(ft:W~, fE!Jt'l'icf 1-2 Ell~<; ®-t-fJJrJJ=H 
16 WiW:~tiftflf~o I talk to my child in English most of the time at home, but I will use Cantonese 
instead about one or two days in a week. 
17 
18 r.tJ: ff~J+lrl=' )(, ff~FH~)(, l~f!E 1Hfflb[W '1-:00fl~fiTI i'f o 
19 %: 4-ftl!./f'®-5!6~~)(;1E -·fi1~¥.f}Jrji'f<JfiTI§·, IZTI~Pm!Imfii:Iit"Bft My child won't think English 
is a special language when he realizes that his mother can also speaks two languages. 
20 
21 r.,1: !5lt£f~;J!m~~J*t5(:!f:FH j~fff:1t8ftif1=iq~5!t:1t8rti, ffJ;lV6Jqm: -·!lltl ~~:m 
n ~. ~*Ffl~W]JEft8ftiftm~m. ~~~~~? 
23 %: ;fl~J!f:ftlliPJ!J,~~. IZTI~.RJf:1t8rHf®¥'fr'.lt'IWL 1:f§ C.f(Jft*¥L ~ 
24 ~iftj;!f: ~j~~ :1t8rli, ;!'§ fltr ffll i" ;1E; ·-··{1/.~f :1t8rti o Actually I can accept local English teachers if they 
have achieved certain English standard and have his/her own teaching approaches. If teachers 
have these elements, he/she will be a good teacher no matter they are local or native English 
speaking. 
25 
26 r.,1= f~;tfJ~j~f~:1t8r~$f(#x~·ttl1tH~? t~:Jtt~rl? 
27 %: j~ff:¥:1t§lfi fi<J ~1-il' ®- :!E: § C.WlJ% ((') [J if, {5rj -~Q: }JQ ~::k, rR;WJJ, [n] ~, tllk 
28 lr~~n~®- JIH.llitTI, o il!L ffi!?·W:J:~f.Ht -·!lltl o !lrJ **±t!!.:1t§~i. ~#-i·tlit~:ct:rR; 
29 w. ~~= Jf~tt~. ~~~#~~mM. ~~~~+~m:rR;xt-I*· +®-
30 PH ~)(~~~~ti o Native English speaking teachers have their own accents, like Canadian or 
British, slang and colloquial language. You will feel their English is closer to our lives. As for the 
local teachers, they only speak instructional English with similar contents, like what you need to 
do. It may because local teachers don't speak colloquial English and they even won't joke in 
English. 
31 
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32 ~"'~: ~n 5tUYlHif~{fJ:JlJlt*, -·{V.Y'Htht8rti¥i tcf ~i®Brtif!fiVII#jt, ~ -·{1/.'1' ::lcl:Bffi 
33 ~i®Brtifr!iVIIii*. 'i?~:flllf~H<JDJtib'EY'~~~BrtiX.~i®iVII#Jt!, fH:fi?!.tRH<J~fit~ 
34 :tJ-rlrJlJlt*, ffJ;~fS!nffiJI!Y.}:S? DJfi~)'~~~Bili/inti, JJ(;fl11l®"'i.dl~ =@] J=j H''.lt!l:*rL 
35 Jr#B 0 
36 %: l~t~ffiJJC; 13 C. ®":i@f*Y'~*fi~Biti, ~;,%Y'~~~Bffi~'J'ili'J8J:t::'S'l:~XR''.Ilf!Ui 
37 ~r\':J, 1Hll'l:& ®"3illii1i::@:flmtlff§rt£~~A, Y'r~Aim1L /f~®"::k~:ID:f·~o I think I will choose 
native English speaking teachers since their teaching is more efficient to children. Children can 
realize that English is commonly used by British or foreigners, and therefore writing is not the 
main focus. 
38 
39 r.,~ : !J> M ,:& n}j 1=1 ~ ~ir! Y'~ ~ ~Brti~imil'Jt :JVH ~tlt, JtLHAtl!.ta i~OWt !W< l't ~li!Y'~~ ~ 
4o Brti¥f\Jimo 
4t %: JE:H''.I o "Pn * ~1' ~A i"atJ~f~F.H& -·t~, H~fitffrHWHtrJJi!JtDJ IJ-, 1B.~*16' 
42 ~.iE·tffi~lrJ.:'tt::@:.fil!fil:tl~f, ~fYl:P·~BrtiH'-JJ)Jf.J o They understand English is the only way to 
communicate with the native English speaking teachers but may not really appreciate English as a 
language. They may learn to appreciate but it depends on the teaching of the teacher. 
43 
44 ~"'~= fh:r:J~t£z;.M!E~*~~5a*r1~~/f~fJ1J:Jil'L fyrJ~n: ~:-f;, 1J:f~, tm-F. 
45 B.J(;;i~i® story telling, drama, games, role play ~":::.rn1k.*~, :@:~~*~ (fJ:iJIQ% 
46 11\P)JII<!lfl? l~£1!nffiJ? 
4 7 * = JJ<;iJ!Q :g: II\":!:. rn- 1-t H'-J :Jn:t. ~ ;,%''t -F JJ~ ® l~~ r~~. ,J, 1m:& 1~ ·t]( Ji!Jt ~d~ ~ 
48 illli, ®"115"tr~O~l(;,~}F~ ~·Mt1~YE~o I prefer a lively way. If you use a boring way, like flash cards, 
children will lose their interest in learning English. 
49 
so ~"'~: mil'Jt~~11n*~Ern1t1~ti~~~J,MIX~i'J ~;@. ~ f!iJ1f!UiiJJtttk fr'J*~? 
51%: 1>Jo 
52 
53 lil"J = ffJ:iifJ~£~f~rr-JrJJ 7t.~~aa*'~ J.l!~JE:;i;,.jffi? 
54 %: ~l¥:frJ~1M£1~tl-Hf, ,J,MIX1Himm1litrt}(H'-J~~~o 
55 
56 rJJ = [];,%:£W.Hifffl:+M :&H<J~¥.~~t£l~~JL:rtm:~Jt*ilil ~tn. ftaifrll~tm:tr Y.r*fi~ 
57 Bi!itEHf. r*J, ~tf4~JtJi!Jt~!Y'~*ff~BrtiF.fll, F.fll•l' )(il'Jtf.i! 1·1' Jt~BitiF.fll o 
58 %: 110 
59 
6o r"'~= ffJ;iifJ~Y'~fff~BrtiJE:~*~TfD~::t±t!!.)({{.? *±i!!.tai~i"? 1>J,J,MIX<$WI:fc'f 
6t &. *L$0t)J ? 
62 %: ffll*!JJ, ~ ~JJ<;'J'M ,:& ~ ~¥t"f J\l(V.Y'~*fi~Brti, m -·1V.JE:rJJ %})f. H''.laiffi~L 
63 ~Brti.±~Ifh'"Edd.f~rJJ7t.: m=.fv~"HX;ft~~i®. rl6~wm:H'-J~-~·ffl,J&::k 
64 pushing, tttk~flJJn~:* tf.J ,J,MJ hi: /f~J+J 5fB~f, fH~t!!.$ i" H~fit1M£l'~, tttkff.J task mll#f 
6s · ~! , "Pn * tttk :If' 3in J11! t-J%fi ®" :W: 1\t *if , :If' 3in m "Pn ffiJ ~ .f.lll:@: J!H' H{JIJ' M hi: , ~If 
66 r~!tili/f'rn.J~. fB.l@H'-J*~m ~mtttk. rm B.**~ ~taH'-JJJX:~j[i~~f. :x. *fffi ,c,,. 
~ tttk~~~*":::.l3~~-. F.fii~Jt~~-0 ~~. !tili~~~~~R~~)(~. 
68 w~4Ht;~ 1 1' ~A~. ~"!JJn!::*-wt MN1<em ~a/JH<rtfi'¥5L/f' rnJ. J'~*J-t1llita§·¥!;x 
69 !JiJt~JJX:m ~-ill:l· §. o It's necessary to have native English speaking teachers to understand our local 
culture here. My child was taught by a few native English speaking teachers in the past. Once a 
teacher talked to me, she said the education policy was too pushing in Hong Kong. She mentioned 
that children in Canada didn't have to study. However, considering the culture here, she still 
followed the policy to teach even though she didn't agree with. If she didn't understand the 
cultural issue, her teaching would be very hard because she didn't know what and how to do with 
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70 
the young children. Her students love her very much and her English teaching is very efficient, 
students are confident in using English and will read English storybooks by themselves. The 
situation in Hong Kong is different from Canada, English is not commonly used as in Canada, and 
so I think native English speaking teachers should understand our culture. 
11 rJJ: 1~, (f'>J 1Nllltx ~ ~ ~ ~>'1- i~~BrtHt'-J rx11, Mz® Jnt 1-t ~~? :@:@ ~~ r~J ~$. 
n ~ J£ IE wi m :JE: ~ m:i? 
73 %: ~B~iH'>J~~+:JE:::t)\:, R;[~;J,Jlllbi::fl·Jl!~, ~-=!::~J£*~t£%:W~nfnr 
74 MlU!L fYtl~n: ~-*.Jt-FJI!L *fi&f~~ o I think that the western cultural influence is not really 
brought by the native English speaking teachers; they just foster children's interest in English 
learning. I believe that the influence is most likely brought by the parents when they follow up 
children's English learning at home, like watching English cartoons and having English 
conversations with the children. 
75 
76 I'&~: 1fJ>WJ~ ®Ji.Jt 1-t~J~~ JE:iE rm :@:JE: ~1m? 
77 %: iEiiiio I think the western cultural influence is positive. 
78 
79 r~=~~: 1~J>it~'f~~~.m4-~f)(:tf.ttJJ£~Jfia~r~:J<;[/f~:JE:i® ~? 
8o *: :tx+·W:f.('J., ;J,M:&~n*~'%fWzwc>f!ll&:;FJEgJt*~nX;J1J.~. ftlllf~~'-t:.kA. 
81 ~~ ~'¥*, PTi15~®;J, M :&T-fi53frm ~ ~. wtY\1-~'iJiE~. m fm fr~---t~t~ fh~{.' 
82 1~%W\_b~ _:k:%1E.1=f*~' ~'J&!~®;J,Mffi:*¥1J(f.J~'~o I don't see the language requirement 
to children is too high. If the children don't like English, their English below standard or they are 
not mature enough, they can't follow the pace of learning but the influence is limited. Since some 
children can't do many readings, they can't speak fluently but still happy to learn. The point is 
they do have learnt something even it's not much. 
83 
84 r/ci'J: 1l'JllllZ~J*fi&~~1=Hl~L 5t1L NJl, ~. 1fJ>W'J~PJJIIf~bl:ili3ellt~? 
85 %: IJ.JJ(/j,Jlllffi:H'>J'tllf¥£rm§~ Ill 5ft iil\t--·J1Y, ~il'Jtifl1~ According to the situation of my child, 
listening, speaking and reading come first at the same time, writing comes last. 
86 
87 r~=~~: ~, 5tli, iiiVl'JttE:*rlu~ fi. ~Wtt£;Jv~J~f.9:. 11' Jill:& ~l!t~r~m:mPJJII 
88 JiJiiin~? 
89 %: I ~~JBi'ffi!ttiHQ~, 514. 5~JJ~Jiffii, i!Jt1f.ll(;~ft!!.~-. ft!!.ill*16'PJIJ.r1J~~:, 
90 R :JE;~-[@1 f:., ¥!J K2 H~ Bi'tfl-*, 1Nlll ;& Jffi 9852'¥, Hf{f o When my child was one year old, I 
emphasized on his listening, speaking and reading, even though he couldn't recognize a word and 
only saw the pictures in the books. Then, starting from K2, he could recognize words and do the 
phonics. 
91 
n I'IJ1: fh>W'J~i~·xuor 16~~§.1 11' Jill hi: rnliiil~fial®l ilif? 
93 %: tL ~liHftllt:'lL Yes, absolutely important. 
94 
95 r.:\1: t£%:fJL 'J'-:f:)J4Jt E:l fiXtE>~-Il-=f lllliiil~JBi't I1:1H~· ~ 1>? 
96 %: J'l~ tiff~~. ;'i!.£-$:ff I 1l'Bi'i. ~HAt!!.~n 1l,~ft tJ. >'1-rnJiit)L fYHm: !J~ *, ±mr/ffl 
97 l!~1=f 2-3 1Hf.1o Very often. An hour for storybook reading, plus other materials reading like 
newspaper. The reading time altogether is 2 to 3 hours per day. 
98 
99 ,.~~: #5/:Htlltt-f ~ y? 
100 %: 3 5t 2 !'flh'E~filfrnliiilo Ji~'WIJdfflf~ 1J'Jlllht:~-ri'X, (Bftl!.~-y 2 /f\:~Jt1~ 
101 :T:fu· I /f\: 111Jto The portion of English reading is two third. Actually I want my child to read 
Chinese materials too, but he reads one Chinese book only after reading 2 English books. 
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102 
, o3 ~.,1 = ffJ\&6~ * ft H'J ~WJK 'V· VIH, rot& H''.l ~r;g~ ~ i=r& 1=r ~~ 1*? 
104 *= ff, :t.zo*~tz!.l}:f-f~!!iM*'L'• 1N1f11Xfi'-J~-Jtfmt.J ~l/iQr~Jo Yes, if parents are confident in 
English, children will learn efficiently. 
105 
1o6 ~JJ = ffJ\:ll!::i!aomll30f.f.f.t~rm~r1H.i$~ ~aiJH'Ji&]ftJE;0tl? 
101 *= i=f~Ji~D~. :lf'~*ttf, []~JJt~#.~#)JO~'¥f~:wl~:f*~(QAI)H'J%ftgjj 
1os ~. i=f@JII&JffH''.I QAI A~iiJ*, ~fPH'Jl.'::*flilb~Htrl~r~ffl:@:Jg~~)(. &6 
109 ~rjr)()J!:ffl:E;{f, ~~-trjrJt, 'HJfliXBr~'L'il'JtWJt;J. To I only have a little bit impression on the 
government policy towards English learning at kindergarten stage. Once I was invited to take part 
in the parent interview for QAI; the officials of QAI came and said they didn't encourage the 
frequent use of English at kindergarten stage. They thought that Chinese as our mother language, 
so children only had to learn Chinese. 
110 
"' r.,~: :li! t=liift, II&WfH'JII&mtE 06 i:f::HtrtEBfllfiL ~;tJI\WiJI. & :fftJ!.&~tiJ. fYl 
112 tE:®::ifr:ttJt.&~5Yf1=~~=-ta§·. :t.zo*i=fttfH'J~Bfll~*'NJfltx~·n~JJ~Wl, 
113 $:t5ltffHJJ t;J.fr#B m {ffit~:t -~·. :@:~ o6 iF Br~ ~t rr-1 -·f!m m 11-lfri&m 0 :t.zo51HfJ'&J~ II&m 
,,4 -·~&:fi:@:flmii&m. Jtw~wmMfff~-tl!.tfi:~x. ffJ\tte.f,qii&m:t.zo*rfHJJ~J* 
,,5 !WI tf<:~x*r.;~ag 1:r !nJ fo.Pn% ft? ~*:t5t? wi~ 1¥1 ~JBflltfT~ll JE: ¥9. :frtJt& tt~JQ * 
116 )(, rm~::ll.:ZJ'Jq'~.i:~fll.l~!. ffi~·-·/Eilt~o mftm'tf!f¥.5ff' fi~%ft, 1fJ\if:'6 
111 ~i&m~fttc~Tff r ftlf.irJJm~ ~x*~? 
11s %: !'Vft' fiN-· @J TIT~ fiPnl 'i'!t • ~-~ ~ * . * ft 1=r tt: Jg feedback. m flm JB i\: Y:t5t 
119 JE: l' :ll!::tkf, '* -~ H~ &~ ;lf,.fi'R~,@ o As for the development of English teaching in kindergartens, 
what the government should do is to conduct a research, and then review the result to see parents' 
feedbacks on the policy. 
120 
121 11:t1: ffJ>1tf~Ii&Jfffi'J 1fj ~JiJ 1;). f/&tJ::fifD,@? ff!~~±fTt}lj~f[rjiDJ~? 
122 *= T\T~J3~WB#.¥.:f=fn~~JiH~rffl3}(, -ti!./f'~f/&, I.!t:W:1~ff~JJJ]~:if1!!o Ican'tseeanyreasonsforthe 
government not to take any action on the development of English teaching in kindergartens, since 
there's a significant demand in the market. 
123 
124 11:\'J: i&m!YltE~HllrJI±J 4300 .§1;t#Wli~Errti~t1~~"fL f:J;jtf~i=f~Jg~:Jti:fr-Jffi~ 
125 ~fiN? ~rtflf~:r\? ~fr'1f1-l·llfHl~P!:t~}L ~~l'llfi:t.zofnJtfi:, ~i!0!:$~7t5Jl:tlt$~% 
;!jib bl''-il.-=l;t.oifiMTI•If.IIJ--+->-"'ita Jl-•"'ifJ 0P.'~JIIi'i-'-·.'·(·_ ~'"-'-hili''"'~ .'P.---1.-? lh•"'9J-'f__,. ~ ;;j'.;'lle+ 126 rtf, {(,\f~..e.ll•i' PJ ~JJ:~'<~iil'{o VJ•W.c.•AJ.8.M7J lz;;:te(n1J~<Jl!~C(r::vp. · VJ'ii>C.•Ai-1:: W :E'J 
121 ~~fi~BfllR'J$tfFf':=r--·!E~:K. f7rJ:t.zo: ~:51J~5iY-~1!fiJ~, ~~ifhltii? rm.EL~ 
12s Brffl~-·ftmtfi:tQ~tl:fH~Hi'iJI, ~lf~:;f:JE:@iiJ, ~K:FY, ~'-HJ:, tJffcf, tm5fl? 
129 ffJ>f.th~:t1s:t-tR~8r!i~~tQ~Jt, i=flf~~3R? 
I3o *= i.!t § C.f.trJJ;fiOOJ~::ll.:~Bfllfi'J~;}(tfflif~I'M r~1. []~'J'MiXtE~J;fiOO!i:f::fo.IL:lE 
131 Jtin&t&. ffJ>~fttt:J~H,M:.&tfflWI':fcft~lH~. f7rJ:t.zo: tJF%. ffJ>~!t!Mr~t;J.~~. ~fr'1 
132 Jl'Jt:JER'JJJ~flm:1i¥£tJti'!f, f~t;J.~81fiR'Jt'IWL :lE~~~~::ll.:iJf*, tfTW!I. lfk:W 
133 tfi:-r~f.JWglfq:fr-·J:Eit'&ijm, I.!tit'6~.1Effi~fi'J, ¥/f'i:fi'J-·{tmfr~H4'o My requirements to the kindergarten 
English teachers are very high. Since children can learn much at kindergarten stage, they will 
follow what you have said, like phonics, what you teach is the way they will use in the future. 
Therefore, English teachers basically should be qualified in English, and have trainings on 
teaching also knowledge of education theories. 
134 
I3s ~"'1: ffJ>Wr~~3R~I'lrli ~:OIJ~::ll.:ilf* :;fWJ t;J.~*Jt? 
136 *= JJi;W/'~3}<:~1f~ri 1 $~BifiH~{rif-f4'--·1'lo The requirements to the kindergarten English teachers 
should be the same as the college English teachers. 
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137 
138 r<=t~; r]:'*~8iJiH'-J~~11Ri%'i¥*· i§:{ll!I~~11RIJ\I£:5tJ? iJJ*ff~~8f!i:k11llf)t~~~* 
139 2 flfrfrr, lJ1±!1!JE r]:1 =.· ;f!j!J:t, 2 ¥fltr:;f~)j< ®':OIJ 5 f-lfrf?r, y9_ ff)\:J~ld!~ ~L 
140 *= rJTtJJ.~j~H~:>'~fff~sm. ~~:>'~fff~8'f!iH'-Jtffi'VII~rnJ, ltt!!.fr~~'i'*~11iJJ*ft~ 
141 ~8f!iH'-J~3]dl!,~:1f.;¥, ~Srli"fr-·!EH'-J~:fto The reason I will choose native English speaking 
teachers is, the requirements of college English teachers are the same as kindergarten English 
teachers, so they will have certain qualifications. 
142 
143 r<=t~= :tzn51t1Vt-~tih~8f!i, f~'~.sR!tt!!.lr~H'-J~'}'M'-~rn.J~J\*~rl'**8fli8~~~. ~~:if!!! 
·~{ffl"l=l"*ll 13 -:t....M ut~-">"-rrrt;=""n -m-7fl !rit.:U: ,w,.~ '+.-'-·itri -;~..-·; orll ff"* # 144 :l8. 1!!1 ~ '"F ;;:e""" .Yht.t: 1~1 ::e; P' JJ IIIJ nx. , ffi m 'ix 101 , 'f.X. f 1z;; 7J llU , -fl - · fl::. rd ~ -r- , ::e; 
145 8f!iiH:fl-, :;tPJlJ~rJl~Jt? 
146 *= :!EH'-J, PJn~'l'**8fli~.sR1'f-·!EH'-J~WJtt. iJJ*fflffi~8i!iJJ.JIA~Ri.l.l~~¥o 
147 iJJ*Itoo1~8f!i-·!E~1'r~f?r:;tPJ!J,~ft~B!.'#·liL I agree that kindergarten English teachers should 
achieve certain benchmarks, just like the college English teachers but may have less emphasis on 
the academic issues. English teachers must be qualified in English so as to meet with parents' 
acceptance. 
148 
149 r<=t~ = ffr;~~ ;J,M a: 8\J~~IB>t!ll\~ 1!7¥~:@':? P~ll-· .hoo ;J, M :&~ttt? P~ll-·7nm 
150 ~~? 
151 *: :f.!(: 51'!~:@': 11" M :& H'-J ~~~H.!f\J:t . l:t!1 ~i~L t$t.lfttii 1lfl1f[[ :fHJ1H~'. $::ii f1~ tn~ ,wj, 
152 lf¥.lJliJt bt~.&, ~'l!ft:@':¥.l o I am quite satisfied with my child's English level; he is confident in 
reading and speaking, also able to express himself. However, he is not good at writing and even 
not willing to write. 
153 
154 r<=t~: Wit!; 13 17£@1&Jtz 1!t, #Jtl¥1!1!!.{1/: bt )ifl R~ft~fu;, ffJ;~~+r --~ ~JttE 
155 w1:t~:8'JtihfV.~r~~? t£~-~-ili,JJ:tr'l¥rr£~nfnr? 
156 %: :JJ(:~6~'1ft'¥Jii.WJf1~~~l~ifil. ~®A®-rl£ 11 1 )(, ~Jtl!Jl.J:t~;;f%, f8.':]:1J:.'# 
157 3!, ®'!i!JJnrl£ 1J"Mf;[H'J~S!H5lfR, :g~-;J,Mffi:Fi~~~L!1£J:1<1t, fJTl;.,( ~~ 
158 .jltJ{-to I think the situation is quite extreme. Some people will focus on Chinese because their 
English level is not high. The middle class families will focus on children's bilingual development 
to prepare their children for the globalization. 
159 
160 r<=t~= ~im~ftt£wti!:~bt~~n!l!:m:~o.~? 
161 *= :JJ(:~J~m@~I~J~1~ffi:@':, 12iJ~1[[~ 1J"Mffi:fYttElli~ft1fim~ft, {E!~ii!~I'T 
162 ~;; ~IfX f~~~l!, ~ ~lt!BR:~!'T-· lUi 1HJJU& {-~, :JJ(:;f§fi§:-f'~ rn.J W:*H<J A :Mill H+ 
163 rnJ H'J !* ~~ o We should keep an eye on this trend. Children now also speak Mandarin but 
Mandarin won't replace English, just like Cantonese has never been replaced. Therefore, I believe 
that different groups of people will have different focus. 
164 
HH IH -n--•:£f!· ~'iiL,g 13 .13 {rf. 13 .s ~ 11 ,~9J ~/J. .,.,.-IT- d.: rtr·'·..- T4 ilit.~ilS ·'"t"'-t 165 1.,-J: J...tr.u:arJ ,J(<J-rf.l!x., I ;,cJ4Ji ~.,;, 10 JEJ4li i'o'IJ, vJ,X.:.."""-'R:...x.., '~ .?Kai'i D<. ~s Jmal-ll' 
166 ffJ(1J"M:&H<J£~tt:tznfnJ? 
167 '#: ~Jt~~1f®~ft'ti!UE: 10, f~'nR:~Ili~ 7o The importance of English and Mandarin is 10; 
Cantonese is 7. 
168 
169 rJ1: fh;:ff)'~f;ff~8,P&.1':±i!!.~~)( H'-J ~81p H'J -&H, ®'i,!rlfnJ 11= tl:l ~ft.&? 
170 '#: :>'~fff~Srti:J\2 8, ::t±t!!.~Srti~ 6o My preference to native English speaking teacher is 8; local 
teacher is 7. 
171 
112 r<=t1 = fwME~*&ilR § rn~*fJ(JJ&~~, ffJ;t-:tznfnJ~f~,&? 
245 
173 'i¥:: 1%lli!J~*JE 8. ~bNf*IE$!<:*~ 5o The effectiveness of small groups teaching is 8; traditional 
teaching is 5. 
246 
Appendix 3 Sample of interview transcription of mainstream kindergarten principle 
f5l*f8i,jji~ 
Principals interview, two principals one from local kindergarten with Chinese teachers to teach 
English, and the other one is bilingual kindergarten, with English teachers in the immersion setting 
02 your school? 
o3 iffl:: ~JJt&~rliJmif, fiJTW- ~ C.¥~:JE+11t:Tft9:4h&~Ff.J, fifiW-n&iJI T -·1'3h&±#iJIItJ1.t~ 
o4 ·e; JE11dm ~***~H'>J o '8 IN ~-lf:: ~i#~$:, i~ 7f~_t_xx iittJ1.ftltJH:ttfU1, ±t'iiJII :lJffi, :it Vffi 
o5 t~tl:±t'iiJil_t rxlo ::tOfll:liH;iJJL!m § C.H'J~Offi. ·fBiiL~~rl~~::ttJt_t rx1 o ::tOffifr -·!Eff.J¥ 
o6 JJj, t~i1~¥t±tfiJIIJ§, !;tiiE-tS_t rx1 o :fr --1-.'2f:MH'J~$: 3•1 1 , f'f~liJf~ll ti!iM o 4ijr!fff!+J 
o1 Jt~Hff.JiVJJL!miiffi:XJil/f3(1M.o X17-::t0fll*i5L WJW-l~tml&A: rnJUt~H'J:fil: § C.JJf_Lff.J 
o8 f~-=f, ~nttDJ~Tflf~-=f~5J o iK:fil::tf;:!m:itVffi~'-'f:ff.J-·1'1~:kff.J*~L Due to the fee of 
09 charge, we contracted out the English learning section as the extra curricular activities to an 
1 o English learning organization. This organization will offer us English learning books and 
11 teachers' training. Students pay extra fees and lessons will be conducted after school. The 
12 classes are conducted by the teachers of our nursery, they received training and have to pass 
13 the competence test from the organization before teaching English. The kindergarten will 
14 have some exchange activities each year with the other kindergartens, which are also using 
1 s the same English learning books. Therefore, incomes of our teachers can be increased and 
16 they can revise the learning content with their children in the class. 
17 
18 tL: >'r~H'J·tft'i)L:ff::~Z.tf.H'Jil~? How about Net teachers? 
19 ~ : % * %· Iil ff -Jr ~ , fB ;Eo IJG 11t {~-¥)t f'r ~ fJIL ffitLE :@': 5Ct. -Jr ~ H'J it J+J o IJG 11t {f}, 
20 fu>'r~ --11:9_t i*'-'v. ~*r -·®::st 1-L fB:JE>'r~:JE --1-*Lff --?x, * * &~~~*;r;;~ m~f, 
21 !JJG~fD>'H&Mi;fM!ff.JfJl~bt!f:l(y, Parents have strong preference to have a native English teacher 
come to school. Native English teachers supposed to instill some cultural values but now they 
only come once a week, parents think it is not effective enough. 
22 
23 tL: -Jr~_t ~H'JUti's] :fj ~ 0>? How long will be the lesson conducted by native English 
24 teacher? 
25 :ffl:: -Jf-~- ·{j(J2 45 71-trfro J'A\JEJik~i#~~/F~Jflif'ffii'!'J~U;j', ~Jlt:JE 5 ,8~J§_t~*o 
26 Hf f,!iJ _t ~ i'J\, 4ij IX 3 5 7t No tfl f~l~ 31< f,!iJ 7\ tE _t ~*, fB JE IJG ffl~ u-t 'til~ E.t?: JG nX: o JJ~ 1, JiiJt 
21 :frJiliJA?pfJ--~iit::k:mz;/J, iKJjli] :k.tJf. -F J~H,JftiKtf o feiK -·llfl-fir'r<r~i#¥ )-J H~ r*J 1¥ifil:cl 
28 ib131:JG~J~J-\:ilth~5j o The lesson is 45 minutes each time and it only conducted after 5pm once 
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29 
a week because English class is not a regular lesson. As for the lesson conducted by Chinese 
teachers, it is 35 minutes each time twice a week and the English learning organization arrange 
revision on Saturday. 
30 fL: *i-1t~~f:H~ll'fi'8JJE$Z. ietlri'('.lnM? How do you aJTange the English teaching? 
31 m:: 'fli:J(ff(lfj"~i#~¥, JE:;f;:!m~~rpo 't::JE -·1-J:::~, -·1-ffilj~, @lj~JE~G}JffrJo !£ili11'J 
32 itrfr 5t I. ~;J;:fii*. Eb J:::~fft sn, ffitJ ~JliJtfft "ijt1[ ;::J o ·t:; :11!:ifi:l('ffll1~r ff.J. -iijl(I_ T "fffll:ff 
33 tl!J f5e.H :tr 20 5Hrflill PJ 12L :rr: ~ JE 1J El. t\5fT:J.R.:i#:Arl!fl;;f] o Everyday we have English 
34 lessons conducted by Chinese teachers, one class teacher and one teaching assistant. After the 
35 class teacher introduces a new topic, the assistant will responsible for revision. Revision 
36 session will be 20 minutes in the morning and 20 minutes in the afternoon. We will have 
37 special English activities if there is any festival celebration. 
38 
39 fL: {;}CJ-·ITI~JJL!mH~:>'~~'tJ!f;£).Ei;,Z,f:'f.(i''.)? How is the native English teaching at local 
40 nursery? 
41 :Gf: !1.Kr m&:tr:>'~~. iXi'!P&ftJ~It1f1%:JJill2fo t&T 100 ff-J:J.R.:iWIWB~JliJt/f~n~t&:>'~~mT 
42 • rmJJdi'Jf.; -·~JJL!m(i<J9r~JE~iil7rl&~ff.J, tr9r~H''.J~ 110. :7C9r~H''.JJE 50o Local 
43 nurseries do not have native English teacher due to the fee of charge. We charge $100 for 
44 English learning but not for native English teachers. On the other hand, affiliated nurseries 
45 will charge extra fee $110 for native English teachers and $50 for local English teachers. 
46 
47 fL: {J}Cr·m;fiJ;\·-·H''.J:J.R.:i#~~J:;f!=lbtt~. 'tJ!ft£1..ziJ(nJ? How do you compare local nursery and 
48 affiliated nursery? 
49 m:: i'1.Kr· m bt7\-·(i<r~¥~3lJtHJ. ~rljj l!lLJEf~i"- !t1:J.R.:i-1t:«ib:ff.J >J-rvElH·fo ~Hxt:J.R.:i#H''.J 
5o ~~tt~ttt. ~illliti:l.:fLo :JJ<;fi'Jl3:JilH''.l:J.R.:i-1t!RftlJ'E&A~H~o ~i~JE®~-·!Ettn~R~. n~ 
51 ffl H''.JitWtt=f#•L.'i~j ~J§X>t~i#iliWt&H ~!llli To The teaching is more effective in the local 
52 nursery and the children there are used to express in English. Children are sensitive to 
53 English and the nursery is able to instill their interest to learn. However, children in the 
54 affiliated nursery do not go to English interest corner in the classroom. Motivation should 
55 pair with curiosity, if children are not interested, they are not motivated to learn. 
56 51>'r. !J.Kr· m (i<J:J.R.:i#~~f::rr: 7·lfr J"iiJ\~ f'f(i<J~:>R. ·t:; H~~q: i*J ~r:fiJ!J\q:f(.J I*J # lt!tXMcM!.o 
57 Besides, local nursery's English teaching complies with the format of examination-oriented 
58 cuJTiculum, the teaching content is quite similar to the primary school ones. 
59 ~;f.;f JE::t~f!l I~ c~ H''.J. JE::tOf!lf(H!HftH:rt. ff!JE+ ·IE 1-1%:J.R.:if:t¥H(i<J!Jf:R o J§*(V.J xx 
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~ m5~~~~-5~~*~· m~mmm~::r5~Wo~~~*~~~~~~~~~~ 
61 ~it-~-~Jb. ITO ;JEilff tJ. fmrJ0-·1rrfllff!lfil~n. X>t~it-l-H'~Jiv.m nUJ 0 X.l(iftJWtJ~h~~JZ-t¥-H'~. 
62 fffi~~ ~m ~it-~-~ ~¥x it-~- 0 ~ it-l-H H'~ =1~'Jifl1~U:ti!~ ~tnJ ~IJfJ< ~ ~Y-r~ it-~-l!<Jb n~tJ. FnJ utf;JJ J L 1m A'~ 
63 ~it-l-ml'!iltl:!fXg.J, tf:!.~u(rij~lj~~f!l!]( 5fR'~tJttLo Teachers design the materials and 
64 curriculum but they may not meet the curriculum goal of English subject. We integrate 
65 English with learning themes and conduct art activities in English. Children have more 
66 exposure on English's listening but not speaking. Listening is part of the comprehension 
67 skill, application to daily experience. This is the way of ideal bilingualism. We are not 
68 teaching English. Only teachers with good English will directly influence children's interest 
69 and expressive skills. At the same time, better atmosphere in the nursery to learn English and 
70 also to enhance teachers' English proficiency. 
71 tlt: ll(;t\tf~it-l-i~fff{J'+ ):Jll'Jt:JE -·;frll£Fjjt' it-l-l§' ~ -·;frjr IJJ. I '+ y IJJt:JEJ,; y m !Y-J 0 JJ(;ff]~~ 
n IEH'~x~it-l-o ~fi'J/J,/J,fJ£R'~f~~. a~ -·¥M:iE1~ nJI ~. m~~IJ Y ~-='+WlFn, lttl!.ffHmUJI 
73 tffi::t~iflai5?.ft.z.. illn~l!<:It. n~5fo~~iflli~o it-l-i~P+Jjii&:lli:~o ~JJ~~ifi.R'I'm~;t • .f~ 
M ~~~m~;t~~~~~. ~~aJZ~"~~"tl~~~~. ~~m~~M~~~~ 
75 I think that language learning depends mainly on environment. Language is just a tool, and 
76 opportunities to use the tool is very important. For example, in the pre nursery class, from 
77 second term onwards, children have great improvement in English, they first comprehend and 
able to express in simple words, more interaction with native English teachers. Language context 
is important, since children are forced to speak English to native English teachers in the 
beginning, and later will be developed as an active English Ieamer. 
78 
79 tL: )'~~l'D 1 1 1 ~ftfl~'i£ih5?,~;t. ltt!!.fi'JzJi:!Jft'~;li:j}lj~ft.Z.? What is the difference between 
so native English teacher and local English teacher? 
81 ft:: ~~~~5~~Jji~~o fffi~~~~-~a~~mm. ~5mmM~. ~~!ttl!.~~ 
~ MM~~5ill**~· iliM~fflill*~~-.~~IE~~l!<~h~oiEl~JZ~iliW~~ 
83 fr)i\f.i.J\~~·r:jr n-· ,9, 0 i':-13- !lGI ({~~it-\- _IE 5.!1i i)I;J "i)il ~ff-'' I I§ ff~tH!B.!!i I fffiJJ(;ffJjj{/f~~JZfT I 
84 ~H~·~f~~tfJ o Native English teacher is more suitable for our immersion programme. Chinese 
teachers teaching English will heavily emphasis on skills and lack of daily application. They 
concentrate on drilling with clear objectives, the approach which is quite different from our 
nursery, immersion and slowly integration of English language. 
85 
86 tL: f;}J) L!'(.J '+ :>H!C¥ ;E i. l''f.? How efficient is the children's learning? 
87 ft:: i':-13-IJGII'f-Jjj{;frf'.IT~:ct:~·-t ~:;:x*11HL. ffi:JEZ!.l!.\1. T f~~A<J ~I ±~t~ti~tJ o English learning 
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in local nursery is also effective but they neglect children's self-initiated and constructive type of 
learning. 
88 
89 fL: 1!1 1£1 :l-Yf!l;fiJ :7~$"5:-l~Jfjl fl''.! f)(j.Jij JE:{t.Z,? What is the difference between native and local 
90 teacher? 
91 i1r.: 1!1 I:EI:l-Vf!l:r:Q#~~MK=t-m1WfflJ.l)rf1J3(:f,f, ilfK=f~~ T ±Mt:L Chinese teachers will 
92 provide more support and assistance to children, so that children will be too dependent and 
93 lack of initiatives. 
94 
96 What is the difference in the requirement for organizing English activities between native 
97 English teacher and local English teacher? 
~ £: a~~~~~~&~*~tt~. ~a~~&«*~A~o ~~m~~~TM~~. 
~ m~mM~~•~~mo ~~~~~~~~~n. ~~~~~#*~· &#~~~~~ 
too :7~1~H<J, [] _t; W!.1fJX>tf~~&fr~:R. f~~&~ J=Lh o ff!iiJ T 'I'IB:l-Yf!l-]J~~_t~:fTffi:tJ o 
101 ~11HtiJIIt"Ji;U1 1 ! 1 /N:1~Jf!l~Lt:7~~H''.J:1j};L¥, ~~*tl!.~Jo tl!.!lJt~tE~~:hilJ:.o I think that 
102 native English teacher have accurate pronunciation and the local English teachers don't. 
103 However, local teachers understand children better so that they can help children to revise. 
104 Most children like native teacher since they do not have demands or expectation on 
lOS children. Chinese teachers believe in effective training and they adopt different teaching 
106 strategies. 
101 >'H&~*_L&:fr'+Htr~-~·-~~l±l ~ H<J, fB.JE:f~~~JE:-:FPJi:W!.1fJo ~~~1-t:!E:fT*~o fffi 
108 Jl)'~~X'f-T 1 ! 1 llii~YfllH<J--l!:.l;.~y;LJ}:\A :fr:i~, (f!:lll:/f:;M:;')t o Majority of native English 
109 teachers are not professional trained but they are fond of children, since western culture are 
110 more affectionate. Though native English teachers think that the teaching approach of 
111 Chinese teachers is effective but they do not accept this kind of drilling. 
112 ~: ll(;1fJ H''.! :i.3>frfl :7~~~ /f' :QIJ'I'lfl ~Yr!l :;tc~ o :7Ht~ tE ~ ii!T H<J J+.ii ~'I' ;fo f~ ~j( ¥HE. ~ t¥-
tu ::t11Ehttf:7H& H<J 11-: FH o :QIJ *ttilltm: (f-J lJ11'sJ 1*1. :1I': /f:;iJ""H<J o :7~~-ti!.j;oig ftl!.B,-7d-t''.! ff %-:!Eft 
114 -z., ~®$iii]~~)] o Native English teacher will be more effective in immersion setting 
115 than conduct a lesson. 
116 
117 fL: ffL\X>J~JJLffcl(-t''.!~i~~q:fr&1f'~:R? Do you have any requirement for the English 
118 teaching? 
119 :m=: I;J<J -rn JE:tn~ ~-~* H<J. t!il 1~t!:~::¥:¥i!Tf;IJ ,,, . tl!.+Ji~~P~)J<. >'~~tE~Il~RJ1Amrr-Jm 
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120 .l;JJUt, tt9o c;)'Uttilfrl;}JII't, JE::~Hitl- §-~:R, 1E!Jl!o:tEitl-1~fil§l;}J 1!Lfofi# §-~ ;R o Yes, I require 
121 them to follow certain syllabus for English lesson. 
122 
123 tL: {~\:Q\;~j~*~li<J@ fi'JiE1t-i.? Why do you choose native English teachers? 
124 i1}: iMJE'*-Iffi'J~3Ro To fulfill parents' demand. 
125 
126 tL: {~U£f~H{JfJJJL!m~itl-$ ;.=j :lEdt-i.Hfi'>J? What is the ideal setting or approach to learn 
127 English at kindergarten stage? 
~~ m: #tiM. ~*ti*tio~fiM. Mm%m&*m*M*~tt~~a. *fifi~T~ 
129 itl-R'>JIWffi fuJJML Should have proper teaching materials, then we are able to learn 
130 systematically. Native English teacher can solve the problems of application of language. 
131 
132 tL: f~X>tiJJJL¥:-=J~itl-ff~frtlJHil? Wli/lJl!oit-i.? }.).JIJII®j]'ffii~~? What is your 
133 expectation in English teaching? how to evaluate? 
134 m: /f;;~: Fflt: tt¥ ~f o frWl:ffl. Wt~:fJGifJ4~~ T ffif~:f~, JJ~i,fftt~6~f}Cffi<Jtlti'~t5i;fi, 
135 ff ·It: fi''l iii]~[ ii. Expect proper pronunciation from children and vocabulary learning from 
136 the lessons. 
137 
138 
139 
140 
tL: 
m: 
]6, 
X>tiJJJL!'!<J~ill¥::-=Hw&ff~ff~~P~? Is there any assessment for their learning? 
#~~~. m~~~~~W*Ufl. ~~~. ~~~~~~:tltmo~~~~•· * 
m~m~~•· £*~~ufl. ~~~~#ft"f:mw.~*~~~#~a. ~~~ 
141 /f;;~~:1tViP. JJ(;!J!~m~a. J'tiJ\Jl!oifiJ~LI:~o We don't have formal assessment and we 
142 mainly assess on their interest in English learning, English expression, use of English, and 
143 proper pronunciation. I will focus on their interest in learning English first and then the 
144 learning of vocabulary. 
14s 75: l!Gii<JMI/l!l! tL --®, NA;fo @lW.JE:+ filJ li~ ~-* fi'J o JJG:fr;·JJ;lfA ~ fi''litf~r JJtJg-·frp ;.=Jt1ft, 
146 ff~ i# l-.!HfL ifl~$ '::k __t /f~ ~t~-ZillbJ?IJ fi<J, JH~ ~--- Zil *WI l;J.i;b:fiJ o ~;fo /f~ rnJ fi''l 1:k 14'-1'1-
1~ ~*· m*mm~~~**~•· ~JE:Am~~3R.+rnJmm~+rnJ~@Uo~~~~ 
148 #J/f;;filJI'fJ:Sc1-t. tE:fJG1fJ~HH<Jf'JJJL!mlliE\z~fT~t'Tfi'JhtRt. My expectation is that English 
149 speaking should become routine in the classroom. I expect children to have English 
ISO cognition but will have different expectation for different age groups. For the upper class 
151 children, they should able to tell simple story and also aware of different culture. 
1s2 m: X>t*l~ itl- fi<J 1!1 i:EJ ~YiP:iEJE::# ~:}< fi<J, ~i'Jlt~X>t~YiPillhlfiiJII, /f~ir+:tt Jl'Jt~i'i-iii~ JliJt 
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153 =1~ff~*f9hl:t o 3?'kt{;VrfUE:*f;ilf:fi:li'J, 1£!Jl!ojiy15(:if _t :trre*n~, flo 11X>t1X~i1HI'J~JAl;t_t 
154 mii·re~o fi<=fxt~iit~H'JJE:fi~~. rmll~+f §fti•L'o JX.ffJ~JJL!micif~=f~~lmi:J:, 
155 1E!JE:fth ffJFFJ ~iit~f.J :::J ·rtlarJ ~i'li iE!ifil l't'J:«0:1i¥t:fl!o5J~-T1~'1fJ ctl±~c) ~JJL!rn li'J o We should 
156 require the local English teachers. For instance, I think that teachers should receive special 
157 training and pass the competence assessment Children should be motivated to learn and are 
158 subjected to assessment of their English ability. The bilingual kindergarten with native 
159 English teacher is better in building up their routine of speaking English and proper 
160 pronunciation. 
161 
162 .JL: 1fJ\fJII.}l! 1 1: 1 1i'J~JJL#ift1X¥'t'~(:5!'32~.Z,tT-i'!<J? What is your ideal setting of English 
163 teaching? 
164 :ffl:: ~J.!@JJJX:/f;:fi'Jit, JX.~:i&~--~iJj)-Jj1'>'r1X:frMJLirn, 1X~iit:i£~Eb 'i' ff!$1Vf!l1X, >'r 
165 *-Hrl f~=f --~m, bt tlrJ--~lf-l'fHJJ;, ± ~ :!E:l11 }Jrlfi<=f :tE 1: m 'I' H'Jiit §-f1;~ o >'r1X ~~I'IJ9-
166 H'J:1E:¥tl;h, rm=1~:1E:i*U'L >'r*i<::fr~iit'¥ :::J 'i=' ~~IJH'J)E}--f~li'Jf'Fffl o ~Ji14.'¥~i'l:to 
167 Due to the financial constraint, I think that one or two native English teachers should stay in 
168 the nursery. English lesson will be conducted by Chinese teachers and native English teachers 
169 will be responsible to do informal lessons or play with children, for example, morning 
170 exercise time, provide an ideal setting to learn English during their daily experience. Native 
171 teacher will organize activities but not teaching lesson, so that children can through different 
172 channel to learn English, even part of the living experience. 
173 
174 .JL: ~ *:i&=pf~i'l:t¥ )::j li'-:J;$&JE1t.Z.? What will be the attitude of parents towards 
175 children's English learning? 
IM m: *~**~~*~=f~JMU~~' ~~~*~~-if~~i'l}0ffi~~o~fr~** 
m :ffiHl\/;J~ift:fl!ornlli~WJo t#£1JJE~ifrr~IJ;J,¥--ft:~J§. ~*X1~ifrli'J~3ld9i:SQ:t§.i1JT o 
178 Most of the parents want their child to have graded learning, and will be regularly assessed 
179 on their grading. They do not request any application of skills. Parents adhere the importance 
180 of English learning, especially now English curriculum begins at primary one. The demands 
181 from parents are higher than the past 
182 
183 .JL: * *:i&1'Mr$1n(J JjRQ;] ;!lldt-2- '? Why do parents choose native English teachers? 
184 :m:: ---f.J9::frj)-Jjf1l, -JEmmnj)Pl, >'r*l£~;fnf~=t-f&!£~htx-JG, -:.rtttJUJJftJ--.~. Q;JJ-J!Yr1X:«Jt: 
~~ ~um. ~$m, SQ~~r~=f~#ill¥~o~~**~1X~~2fi**o:I£~-#JE: 
186 ~ rt•C.';$ o Parents want the native English teachers to play with their child, or they want 
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187 their child to learn proper English from native teachers. 
188 
189 fL: %*(f.J#H.J-J)(-'I;·;fO{~-=fi¥J#!;i:g.~jf:):J1=r*~mp Is there any correlation with Parents' 
!90 English proficiency and children's proficiency in English? 
191 W:: )!/f'I{X ttc-T'# *:l't<J~})j, iTil JE'# * f\t:tt::tEJ~-=f~ _Li¥JU•traJ o ;J<rl* *: § C.~i:g.;)('V-;if, 
~~ ~ff**~*o ~~~~~~~**· ~~~. a§c.~~~a~~~ft~-=t-. mam 
193 1t i, 11-¥i P~? !J'JtRi li~Hii~ o ~ ~ JJR; i:g. ~ 1'1''.1 ~H~ M -T _t + '+ J§ 1'1''.1 I~ -=f ~ >J ~ +r ~ !ll:, fE1 J~ 
194 JJ~U11~r /&~m To i)J JLU1~tJFf;;N::$: :S] !¥JU1 WL ffiJ :!Eo ;=Jt!Jt i¥J!Jf/&111AA o It depends on the time 
195 parents learn with children. I do think it is related to the education level. If parents 
196 are weak in English, they will buy lots of audio tapes for children. 
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Appendix 4 Questionnaire for parents (Chinese &English Version) 
IHI~~~~~~~r~~m~¥JrJJ~~1t c ~~~) 
Questionnaire fo:r Parents on 
English Activities in Hong Kong Kindergartens 
mTIIJ'itfWX:B!t-fJJJ9G~~~~!fl¥JIJU~,~ , fJJ?z.§WJJJJ9G~~:g~~l¥JM*15G , ffffffi 
Ml=IJJ~a1fD1iff3'Gt<DfilJfJE~JJJ9GW ~ ~g)J(:JL;!~IJ~:~=w I§ )B"J~~ ' tx11'~~~~g*~lf 
l-fif51Fr=t~~w~~~fll.I¥J~~, f'Fm~m7tt!f~m 0 
rr=t~~P'l~*§~f51H~~ , ~~flf1J5({,J1l~ 0 ~~i'tf'F ! 
~~~~~~e·~tr~ffi~~§I¥J~~P'lrr"~" ·~*~~~e·~tre 
§ $1±13JJ , ~f!1J~WR~~m-oo~~ 0 
With the aim to have an in-depth understanding of the ways to implement quality childhood language 
education, in particular second language, this questionnaire is designed to collect information on the current 
situation of children learning English, as well as the parents' opinions on their children learning English. 
Please be assured that all information collected will be treated with strict confidence and be used for 
integrated analysis only. Thank you! 
This questionnaire consists of multiple-choice questions, please ~ the appropriate boxes as required. 
If you are not required to select more than one answer, please just~ one box. 
~:;$:jt~ Background Information 
IH!tn'i019G About your child : 
l.tB~ ElM Birthday : if". Year Ji Month 
2.JJ;5f!.'I:1JJU Gender: 0~ Boy Oft Girl 
3 .YJ] 9G 13 ,lfi~Jl:e:j:~fljl¥J~g a~ Mother tongue : OJJjf~~li Cantonese Dff:illi~li 
Putonghua D~~:g English 
4.YJJ9Gtr*.±~Ei3mt~M Person who takes care of your child : DB~Ji! Mother 0)<(~5\! 
Father Of~!lm: Baby sitter DJtfiPJJ\!Jif~ Other relatives 
5.JJJ5f!.ffl-~t~fll~~!fl¥Jffi¥:Fs~ The age when your child first contacted English : 
( QJ:l)i'M;YJJ)GE!"JJil% you may fill in your child's month/age) 
6.YJ])G~#Hftt!!rn1Ml~~~Wl¥Jffi¥:Fs~ The age when your child started learning English 
regularly: ( Q]"fi'M;YJJ)GB"JJi~ you may fill in your child's 
month/age) 
IH!tn@:m About the mother : 
I.-8~Jl!¥]fj(~~~ Educational background : 
O;J\~ primary D:fncp secondary 0r'@Jcp tertiary D::k~ university DfiJi± 
master 
2.-8~Ji!~flj9'f§RB"J~~ Frequency of using English : 
Oii~ None Oif'Fcpf~Jtj~~R In workplace o~_rlfct'f~ffl9'f~R In daily life 
0If'FfD1:.¥§cp=msf~Jtj~f.g Both in workplace and daily life 
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3.B~:fr~C~-=t~fflU1J~f_l~gaWr1Ffx:~iR? What language does the mother use to 
communicate with the child at home? 
DJf~53 Cantonese D~~g English Dffim§3 Putonghua 
D!Ji-*§!;fD~~g Cantonese and English Dffim§!;fD~§g Putonghua and English 
IUI:tn)(:m About the father : 
l.)(:~I¥JfXWfkT}J( Educational background : 
IN$~ primary DtJJcf:l secondary o~cp tertiary D:*:~ university Diiffi!± 
master 
2.5<:~Jl:mfl7=5€~gi¥J~Wr Frequency of using English : 
D1~fJ None DI 1'Fcf:lfRffl=5€~£ In workplace D~:jl!fcf:liRffl=5€~g In daily life 
DI{'f-;fD~$cf:l1'mf~ffl~BR Both in workplace and daily life 
3.)(:~Jl1±%~1:~fflU1J~f.IBRi=i!ftHt-Tx:~? What language does the father use to 
communicate with the child at home? 
DM-*~3 Cantonese D~~:g English Dtffim§3 Putonghua 
D!Jf-*§!;fD~~g Cantonese and English Dtffim§!;fD~~g Putonghua and English 
rn1~ Questions : 
l.f~f.%tt-T~t~:HJJftii!I¥JB~fl* • ffEWI~!Jti¥J!ZSI*fi : C ~:§J~f¥ 3 r~) 
DAAftllli¥1~~ Ox:~~~~~ DAAftiiii¥JftW~~ 
DAAftiiii¥J~~$~C~~~~~%·~~~~·~~~) DfX~I¥JW~~ 
~ DAAftii!B~ftW!FJfg C tt~o--s~!FJfg · ~f,ttr~~5~ ) OW 
ft~~~fJ~~:g~~ 
What do you think are the criteria for parents in selecting a kindergarten? (select 
maximum 3 items) 
DHistory of the kindergarten DConvenient transportation OMission of the 
kindergarten DFacilities of the kindergarten (e.g. campus, playground, toys) 
OProfessionalism of teachers 0Characteristics of the educational services of the 
kindergarten (e.g. curriculum of music or art education) DEnglish teaching is 
available in the kindergarten 
2. f(E~:g,f,%Jt-TOOPEi~~~§gi¥JiiH*B~F~=fl~ : 
00-1 iZ 01-3 iZ 03-6 iZ 
The best age for children to start learning English is: 
00- l 02- 3 04- 6 DAfter 6 years old 
3. f~~?&mrt-r~~=5€~rHcJB§£rVJ~OO]J!~t~? 
0~§£ D£3:8£ D-·ttiD.~ DW=i'~~ D/G 1W~ 
Learning English or learning their mother tongue, which do you think is more 
important to children? 
OEnglish DMother tongue Oboth are important On either of them are important 
DI am not sure 
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4 {'"~~YJ E1 ~1.3l"i1fi:"'li""-H* ..::z...m=lir'th.J§M.3131-J=i" • 
· ,G~iJ,t..•R-F S::A:r!P!fn~ J i2J.JjpP~-=F- g::n=J · 
OfJEJif'F-ffl O~llWf'F-ffl 01~~1Ulf* 
How would learning English affect children's learning on their mother tongue? 
Oit facilitates the learning of their mother tongue 
Oit creates an adverse effect on the learning of their mother tongue 
0No effect at all 
Do you think it is necessary for children to learn English at the kindergarten stage? 
OVery necessary 0Necessary0Not necessary ONo comment 
6. f~~£1%YJJ§-G:tEYJJffE~W~f~~~~~!¥Jff~~ : C R~ l r§J) 
O~fl)Ili~ _t~J;J f&B"J~~fi~ ~~ OPT J;Jf~fJO~ -Tl¥1 El {§ {,, 
OQJJ;J:t1Jfm:~-Tl¥J~~ti·:fJJ*~lW/f~l¥J:X1t Oi%tf<rtJ1&!¥J~Pm::tTH¥1i! 
D ~ftfJ. _______ _ 
What is the advantage for children in learning English at the kindergarten stage? 
(select one item) 
0 It facilitates their learning of English in the future 
0 It helps children build confidence 
0 It widens children's vision and helps them to learn more about different cultures 
0 It lays a sound foundation of their future development OOthers: ___ _ 
1. :m-=rfi':J~~fi~~~r=p , nJJ~1Jrm~f~firffi-~~~ui¥J : c R~-rJJ) 
0~-TPJJ;JM~fi':J~fO~>t~~fi OfY<-T-@IX~fO~Jt~~fi OfY<r-@i&M~I 
~:X:~Ito/1 
o:m-=rm~~-*BW-~~~ 0~-T-a:f~M*BW-~~~ 
Of~-T-~1-Jlwtill~tcl~~~fi~~~~:X~It~ 0 ~® _____ _ 
What ability do you want children to develop? (select one item) 
0 listen and speak simple English 
0 able to recognize some letters and words 
0 like to listen to and speak English 
0 able to write some letter and words 
0 like to read English 
0 speak, read or listen to English actively 
0 Others: __________ _ 
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o lkTf.m 
o efl*ltxr1J 
o~m1§1Jx1t 
What do you think is/are important to children in learning English? (select maximum 
3 items) 
Ounderstanding meaning of words Orecognizing words Owriting 0 
listening Ointerest in learning English 0 pronunciation Oreciting 0 
reading aloud 
Ounderstanding western culture 
~~m-MAm~-~~RM~~S· c~t~m4~D a~~ ~) 9. ,ii.~ii't.'Rifm:.lY'J7L-f' ~dP:ril=ll=l'J 1=1 P;;J:1!.ii~JE · !1- J~RY~IfE ' !&~~ 3 J~ 
0 ~m~~:X1t 0 :tJPf~~~~EI"J£W 
o tticrS-~!i:~ff~~~&B"Jt$~ o f~~£::f~1&-T~fiJ1jqliltJB"J~:& 
o 1ilirt~'J\~-~*&~f~ o ±gJt!ft~~ffB"JJU!f~ 
0 ~fil1 --~-----
The purpose(s) to let young children learn English at the kindergarten stage is/are: 
(You may have more than one answer. Please select maximum 3 items) 
0 To understand western culture 
0 To lay a sound foundation of learning English in the future 
0 To match children's linguistic developmental needs 
0 To equip children with the same level of competence as other children of the same 
age 
0 To link with Primary One curriculum 
0 To nurture children's interest in learning English 
0 Others. ________ _ 
to. 1±.Yft¥l!lmWtU~, f~:ffl-~~T-EI"J~~7_kzp:: P!J.L-~:g,~) 
II. 
0~~~* O~U~rrM¥B"J~~ 
O~~~~B~'¥83:fD-J£~£B"J¥5PJ O~tJ1®EIOO~F'J1¥B"J~:X~Ito/J 
O~U-~-®M¥B"J.. Dti~~~fiRm 
What standard do you want your children to achieve in learning English at 
kindergarten? (select one or more items) 
0No requirement at all 0Speak and listen simple English 
ORecognize letters and some words DRead simple English materials on their own 
OWrite simple English words OHave interest in learning English 
~B"J~T-:tE~mm•~~~x•flB"Jm•: 
/.=73.. :ffl:- m«< "'" rccti"J {~~ fjf::f 
ft~~:X·ff~~fj § 0 0 0 0 
OO~I~x~lto/1 0 0 0 0 
e~~x~J=t 0 0 0 0 [,!!!i-"'Ejjtt:Ml C.• :.'R: ri l=l rt1 0 0 0 0 
Wx:t!!!i-"'1iJJ:tl ,c,.:.'R:ril=l -- 0 0 0 0 
What is the frequency with which your child is in contact with the following at 
home: 
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Never 
Watching English programme 
Reading English materials 
Watching English VCD/DCD 
Listening to English tapes 
Listening to English broadcastings 
Everyday Always 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
Sometimes 
D 
D 
D 
D D 
D 
12. f~:rt-TJ=iJT1±1¥Jf1H&~J}*ti~gffi~~~~*~iin,~? D ~ D 19.~ 
Are there any native-English speaking children or native-English teachers in your 
child's class? 
DYes 0 No 
horn# ~~~~~~~~~-~-~~w•~· ~ ~'Fl ' ,&~u~c,J;;-;9J.E.;f4JJ~1~ J J:::J~~un~ er:J~I?~-s~ · 
D ~~'m~J:l}]n~:rt-TI¥1~/lit~~ D~J~-TI¥J~~~~~ltl;MJ:l}J 
D 51~•-w.,. 0~/:J*§!?• lTvi"S JIJ:X. iX'Fl lTvi"S 
If yes, how do you think they will affect your child's learning in English? 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D Very helpful for him/her to learn English D To some extent helpful for 
him/her to learn English 
D No big effect D No effect at all 
13. f~fDJ~-T-Jre~~~/liti¥1M!Fa~l% : 
D4iJffl1~1J~ 3 1j\B~ DmJfiJ:,k~;tl% 1-3 1J\MJ D 
19.~ 
How long will you learn English together with your child? 
OMore than 3 hours a week D 1 to 3 hours a week OLess than 1 hour a 
week 
ON ever 
14. f~:f±*~fr~fJJ~l~t~YJJff~~~~I¥J~/JRIT,~? 
D~t~m;x~i!H~~ D*~'mfr Df~mfr Dfft3K::ffr 
Do you ask your child to review what they have learned at school? 
OEvery time 0Always 0Sometimes ON ever 
15. f~*-5-J~-TP.I\i~~x~~I¥Jj~J41¥1Ttj{:,kflll~ : 
D 4iJ J=l y~ 20 JC D 4iJ J=l 1± 20- 50 ;cZFa~ D 
19.~ 
How much do you spend on English learning materials for your child? 
OLess than $20 a month 0$20-50 a month OMore than $50 a month 0 
None 
16. fti~~£1%YJJ~G~~~/liti&HI¥1~1~~ : 
D*~~ DfliJ~ff£ D~tx~ D*&!~!(gifi 
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What do you think is the best way for children to learn English? 
0Taught by parents 0Supplementary class OLearned from school DTaught 
by private tutor 
17. f~~:&ffiiMl11J'H~ri¥J~~fi~~~~I¥Jn¥!tf: : c iiJtJ?37~) 
DOO~I~~figi¥!J DW~~X~ff~~IJ § DiU~~fi~~J.iiHr D~c'l~~~~ 
~D~~ 
D:fD~~8HI¥JA.*~m:;(11 DYJJfft~I¥J~~fi~~ D ~1-tt!. _____ _ 
What is/are the most effective way(s) for children to learn English? (select one or 
more items) 
DReading English materials OWatching English TV programmes 
DTraveling to English-speaking countries 
0Reciting words and phrases 0Talking to native-English speakers 
OEnglish lessons in kindergartens D others 
1s. f~~:&~~~J~r~~H~~JI!ifllii¥Jtz9*~ : 
DJtri'FJif.~ D~Mit¥J~~JJ<.zp: 
D~§ffii¥J~*i D*&ft¥1:£-N~ 
( :¥?37~ 3 J~) 
D~tti¥Jifllin;fd1 
D!!!m ~~fis{Jm1t 
What is/are the reason(s) that affect(s) your children's interest in learning English? (select 
maximum 3 items) 
0Children's age 
OTeachers' nationality 
OLevel of teaching 
OFamily environment 
•. 
Olnteresting learning materials 
0Chance to use English 
t9. f~xm~ft~n~~J~r~~~x ? c JtiJ~ffi?I,?37~~) 
D*B~~~~~D00-~3t·~~D~£~M~ffiU~~ 
oam~m$~~ o~r~*~oo•~~mmm 
Dw5€~H~J=l D~H~hWJ~~ D;.~® 
What have you done to help your child learn English? (You may select more than 
one answer) 
D Letter cards or word cards 
D Reading English materials 
D Paste English word cards on different goods and utensils 
D Learn it in daily life 
D Play English tapes at home 
0 Watch English VCD 
D Internet 
D Others_~---=-----= 
20. f~~-B~f~I¥J~r:tEYJJft~~~5€§fifi~i§i!¥Uf~f'l{] § I¥J : 
D >='=Z:,..~t:;'±.:z;;;u o~t:;'*"':?;;;r[ D ~rcc '±-:?;;;r[ D T~t:;'±-:?;;;r[ :JG x: l'ltJ~:~:I I'JI:J~:t:~ np/J ~;:t;~ 'I' l'l!:J~j::~ 
Do you think that English learning in kindergartens can achieve your goal(s)? 
0Completely achieved OAchieved OPartly achieved DCannot 
achieve 
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21. :tUilt~-T-~t~ff~~~~§ffinliD , f~WI'~t¥ : 
D>'i-~~gfl] DU~-!E=?€~~7_Kzp:t¥J;;ttili~gfl] D2Wfil~t¥J~gfl] D~® 
Who would you choose to be your child's English teachers? 
0Native teachers 0Chinese teacher with proven English standard OTeachers 
at the kindergarten OOthers 
22. f~~t¥5Hi~gfl]t¥J!JfUZ9 : 
D~~s~Ui Dt~1JDt~-=f1lt=?€~~*~EI"JJU!I3 
D~Jl:liJil.i'B DJ:lf tJ~tH~-=ft*fli~~~x 1t D ~@. __________________ _ 
The reason for you to choose native teachers is: 
D Accurate pronunciation D Increase children's interest in learning English 
D Standard way of expression D Let children learn more about western culture 
D Others 
23. f~~i¥;;ttfu~gfl]Etj}Jf([zg:ff:k : 
o~~~w~-r-m~ o~um~xm~~-r-~•t¥J=?€x 
D~o~~g,*~=?€~811i1! D ~fili _________ __ 
The reason you choose Chinese teacher is: 
D Easier to communicate with children 
D Can use Chinese to explain what they cannot understand in English 
D Know more ways to learn English 
D Others _____ _ 
:JF'r%t~g 
o~~mn o 
~1J*zp: D 
OO~Ifig1J D 
~~~1J D 
m~oo~ D 
"7":1lt::l; ...... 
*M~~t¥1@·0 D 
Are you satisfied with your child's English standard now? 
Very satisfied satisfied 
Oral 
Listening 
Reading 
Writing 
Interest 
Confident in English learning 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
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D 
D 
D 
':!it= ii'I'J.U:, 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
-m~ 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
~1~~ 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
acceptable not satisfied 
D D D 
D D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D D 
Appendix 5 Questionnaire for kindergarten teacher (Chinese &English Version) 
xtPfiE~~§tffr§I}JFI:l,~~mJ~ C f~grp) 
Questionnaire for Teachers on 
English Activities in Hong Kong Kindergartens 
~ 7 ~Wt:f=f!mW1tHJJflllilltl1'J9t~tf¥!5i!JJE8Mf\15t , J;J f!!!:t~§i;fDlitf1G~D{PJtl1'Jfi'Jf 
~¥J~m~w~m·*~~~~•~m•~·m~•=~m~m·~~@W~~·~ 
:fj!J:,~JJ;~ o imimf~El'j~{'J= ! 
~~~~~~$~·~~~~~~§E8~M~IT"~"~~~ ~~~~ 
[8~~0 
With the aim to have an in-depth understanding on the way to implement quality kindergarten 
education, this questionnaire is designed to collect information on the current situation on the 
implementation of English activities in Shanghai kindergartens. Please be assured that all information 
collected will be treated with strict confidence, and be used for integrated analysis only. Thank you! 
This questionnaire comprises three parts, please ./ the appropriate boxes or write your answers on the 
1§:~A.~*~~ Personal information of interviewee 
f~E8t15:}U : Gender 
Oft female D J3 male 
fma"J'rf-im : Age 
025 J;Xf below 25 025-34 035-44 045 J;J~ 45 or above 
fmi¥J~~im : How long have you taught? 
03 'rf-j;J~ within 3 years 03-5 '9=- 3-5 years 06-lO '9=- 6- lO years 0 lO 
'rf-j;)_t more thanlO years 
fmf!= ~~ ~~§ffiEI'j~~ : How long have you been a childhood educator? 
03 'rf-j;J~ within 3 years 03-5 '9=- 3-5years 06-10 '9=- 6-lOyears Dto 
'rf-J;J~ more thanlO years 
f~f~~{ffj(!¥Jf!f5H: ( ~0/f _Lt.~®fJfJjU' PI~~) What level(s) are you teaching (you 
may choose more than one)? 
O;J\*,tl Pre-nursery class D~~F!f Nursery class Df!tfJI Lower class D~ 
fjf Upper class 
fmS"JEHtfM : Your mother tongue is: 
DJJB¥!~15 Cantonese D9t~tf English 0~{-!Q Other, please specify -__ _ 
I . fl"IUJ#Jf(Efi3Hffi$!WJEI"J11fi5G English Activities in Kindergartens 
2. @JJEJ9t~tf$li!JJ:zp:f:jftJT{tiS"Jfi~Fs, : 
.W~FJI : @JJJmzp:tSJ ~II 
{Jtfjf : @J~ZjSf:j )J"-~j 
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Time for English activities: 
K l min /week on average 
K2 min /week on average 
K3 min /week on average 
2. ~YJJ~i:EJJJft~[Ifgf~~~~:?€~~H¥J E1 1¥1~ : ( ~~ QJ~ 3 Jj) 
D 1--i=i't%~~* D tJ~f~~~~ifi¥JlH! 
D ~cB ~~Ji~'a I§ ~~8".1~~ D i:~)~jitT-~1&-T lf;fit!PJ!i%1¥1 51!£ 
D Jillt:£~f*1ttlt~ D ~1t:£;J\~~if-*&il*fE 
D lf;ft!!. 0 :1:§-it!t~~fttl"..$100 
The purpose(s) to let young children learn English at the kindergarten stage is/are: 
(select maximum 3 items) 
D To fulfill parents' request 
D To lay a sound foundation of learning English in the future 
D To match children's linguistic developmental needs 
0 To equip children with the same level of competence as other children of 
the same age 
0 To link with Primary One curriculum 
0 To meet the challenges of globalization 
0 To nurture children's interest in learning English 
0 Others _______ _ 
3 {ffi~JJ 21. ~Jc_'--.1fi:~li3f.lrm{I,""fi<H u m 0c:M -=• + lffi-"~b ~=~rj E=~ • ( ~=~;:~sa~J"') 
· '~MVL'"""J:l JE=r:n::tlf.X.Cf"!J!B~/X.I''Jt'f-W'JJ:&I..~~~ lE ' Jtf'J~ ~ 
o ~~~tJ11*~,~ o ~ci'!Pll~>J\~I¥J~~Ril*f¥ 
D ~~.~*~~§ffii¥J'I1lr5t D ~~.~~~Jif4 · EI1::Y1MJE 
D ~ci'til&Wf~H:£;J\~~f¥ 
Dlf;ftg ______________ _ 
The main factor in determining the scope and content of the English curriculum is: 
(select one item) 
0 Past experience 
D The curricula of primary schools in the same district 
0 The teachers in the kindergarten 
0 Designed independently with reference to information and statistics on 
teaching 
0 The curricula of feeder government primary schools 
0 Others ______ ~_ 
The best age for children to start learning English is: 
00- l 02- 3 04-6 DAfter 6 years old 
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D9Hfli DBJ:ijfli D-t~tm~ DW:fm~ D=fm~ 
Learning English or learning their mother tongue language, which do you think is 
more important to children? 
DEnglish DMother tongue Oboth are important Dneither of them are 
important DI am not sure 
6. 1~~?61\%*~~~!t1ffi-THJ:~I¥1*~1'f: 
DffEJ1.tfFffl Dllll!Mf'F'ffl D1~1'fmmf* 
How would learning English affect children's learning of their mother tongue? 
Dlt facilitates the learning of their mother tongue 
Dlt creates an adverse effect on the learning of their mother tongue 
DNo effect at all 
7. 1~~?61\%JJJ~:tE.YJrfi~!ll'~t~*~~~fli~ : 
D~Fm-*r~,~ Dl'f~,~ D1~1'f£,~ D~fiffa~ 
Do you think it is necessary for children to learn English at kindergarten stage? 
OVery necessary 0Necessary0Not necessary DNo comment 
8 HF"=7Jgl.!rl-r~=r-Tr&-l-rUf:gaf1);J:;f"JL}il'1,~~1ft=E.rlh-h:ZreS . ( a~e I J"') • ,Q..,il•t.,~.lYJJ1A:t..£YJ1.1f:k'1!lt'Sf.)[f' e~::J:~or;;;:i:iJ:tfl'JKJ ro7E • /,JZS: ~ 
D1'ftiJJ1J~..t.~tJ1&1¥J~~fli~~ DPJ.L:Jttt:tJoffi-=fi¥JE!f§,~, 
DPJ~~fiffiri¥J~ti·W&•m=f~I¥J~~ Dffi%ffir~~I¥JDfifl~~­
D;ttftg --------
What is the advantage for children to learn English at the kindergarten stage? (select 
one item) 
D It facilitates their learning of English in the future Drt helps children build 
confidence 
D It widens children's vision and helps them to learn more about different cultures 
D It lays a sound foundation of their future development DOthers: ___ _ 
om-r-PJ~~*BW-®¥~ om-=r• 
D ~{if! --------
What ability do you want children to develop? (select one item) 
D listen and speak simple English 
D able to recognize some letters and words 
D like to listen to and speak English 
D able to write some letter and words 
D like to read English 
D speak, read or listen to English actively 
D Others: __________ _ 
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10. ~tli'S'iJJgrr_I'I{J~aB~~, ffE~mff~T3JUUJJ~~:1Joo: (ft§7~3Jj) 
o :@Wt-*aPJI¥J~JG', o ~-s 
D "'YJ---'= j:j,t.,::r· 
D ~* 
D IliJ~ 
D ~t~a!fss~/00 
o ~~m 
o eJJ~t5~:r7 
D ~Wt-lffi:1JY:1t 
What do you think is/are important to children in learning English? (select 
maximum 3 items) 
Ounderstanding meaning of words Drecognizing words Owriting 0 
listening Ointerest in learning English D pronunciation Oreciting D reading 
aloud Dunderstanding western culture 
11. tE~a!f~~r:p · ffEW~ : 
ore~a!t~*fo~1&~JI!91ssr5JJJ*5fl~* 
Which one is the better way of teaching English? 
0 Teach English and other subjects at the same time 
independently 
0 Teach English 
( ~~~_t:i@~l¥1~~) 
(a) .J';RJi'l-:51'*.§.~* · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · ·· ··· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·· · · · · 
c b) m1!U*~r'! ··························· ··· 
C c) fr'I~IDi~ ·· · ·· · ·· · ··· ··· ·· ··· · ··· ······ 
c d) im~~flti'tc$3K~~a!f · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
C e) ~cUllll-t , *aPJ-t~~a!f ............ · ...... .. 
c n im~milff~:1J;:~~~a!f · .................... · .. 
( g) iffi~U~~:1JJ:t~~a!f · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
c h ) im~Rffif-4tz c ~n~~a ) f!(~a!f · · · · · · 
C i) t*JiHffdWr'ff I ~~sW¥~~a!f .. · ...... · ........ 
(Jo ) ~fi~:J~~~+- • • • • • • • • • • •••••••••••••• if.A 1B ~=tu Iff!:, 1Z>: 
*«<* 10::: 
1 
f.Nj;' 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1~m 1ft~ 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
The frequency with which your school implements the following teaching approaches 
during English activities: (Please circle your answer) 
Always Seldom 
Sometimes Never 
( a ) Teach in groups · · · · · 0 • ••••••• 0 0 • 0 ••••••• 0 ••••• 0 •••••••••••• 0 2 
3 4 
(b) Repeated exercises·· 0 • 0 • • • • • • • ••• o• • •• • •• ••••• 0 0 ••• o• •••••••••• 2 
3 4 
( c ) Role play· ........... o ••• 0 •• 0 •••••••••• 0. 0 •••••••• 0 •••••••• 0. 0. 2 
3 4 
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( d) story-telling · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 2 
3 4 
( e ) Assisted by using picture cards and word cards · · · · · · · · · · · · 2 
3 4 
(f) Teach through games · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 2 
3 4 
(g) Teach through singing songs ................................ · 2 
3 4 
(h) Use information technologies ............................ .. 2 
3 4 
(i.e. computer software) 
( i) Use audio/video tapes · · · · · · ·· · · · · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · 2 
3 4 
(j ) Ask children to spell and write 2 
3 4 
vocabulary in the teaching materials 
13. ti1i*~tt$!JJ!f,!f' pfT~iUE!{JffilfH~:: (~~-a}~ 3 IJ[) 
o ~~~ttpq?G= o ~~mmJJEI{]~~~t 
D ~WIEUi~s D f!{ffl*~EI{]~O~~fD:f1J5 
D *-EU~::ff~EI{]yJ!iiJJ D ~ji& ~1flill[:f1r5 
D 'Yti&Jff I x1ti3{]$~3R~~~~f!5U D 1~::ffffift 
D ~ft!! --------
The difficulty (difficulties) that teachers meet when implementing English activities 
is/are: (select maximum 3 items) 
D Compiling material contents D Designing teaching activities 
D Mastering correct pronunciation D Organising effective activities 
D Teaching English skills and knowledge D No difficulty at all D 
Others: ____ _ 
D Expression and communication 
government I cultural limitations 
D 
I~~mm~EI{]~$·~~m~•~~&~m*~EI{]ft~~N: 
Restrictions 
D +5-}?G=~ D?G=~ DTE1-aJ D/f?G=~ 
from 
Do children find it easy to learn and master English by adopting the current teaching 
approaches? 
D very easy D easy D acceptable D not easy 
15. ~-~~*~t!H'f , ~~¥:-flli11JJ~r1:_9:1Jffii : (I&~~ 3 r_w) 
D fEI!~~'¥§r!JEI{J~JGI, D ~s 
D fkr~~ 
D ~'¥ D ~Jj~fU>tJ5 
D ~~*~t!EI{J:f:~YI\ D~fth ______ _ 
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The skill(s) that children find it (them) the easiest to master when learning English 
is/are: (select maximum 3 items) 
DPronunciation 0 Understanding the meaning of words 
0 Recognizing words 0 Reciting 0 
0 Listening to English instructions 0 
Writing D Reading aloud 
Others 
------------------
16 ffJ\ii£8tJtt~f~B=¥f*JfJI¥J3Hgf3{~¥:t · ~)~Ji!~~I¥J!11G~~~: C ~Jll[IJ_t~&-1¥3~~) 
m~m~ ~m~ -~ ~~m~ 
ftm1Joo 
f§{,,)J[§j 
2 3 4 
1 
~~atmn 1 7J<zp:1Joo ······ ··· ·· ···· ... ······ 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
Are you satisfied with children's learning effectiveness in English by adopting the 
current teaching approach(es) in your school? (Please circle your answer) 
Very Not 
satisfied Satisfied Acceptable Satisfied 
Interest .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 2 3 4 
Confidence .. .. .. .. .. .. l 2 3 4 
English skills/abilities··· 2 3 4 
11. rrictJm~r&r~ , 1~1ff~Jt-T-I¥1~Bg7J<zp: : c !'lJU§l~) 
D~~~* D!'lJU~BM¥~8~ 
o~gii£~*£J:f[I-Ji::~:it:I¥J¥§~'~J D!'lJ PJ 111 § OO~IPJJ¥8'9~:X~I1o/J 
D!'lJU.R-~M¥1¥1.. DW~~~-Qm 
What standard do you want your children to achieve in learning English at 
kindergarten? (select one or more items) 
DNo requirement at all 0Speak and listen simple English 
DRecognize letters and some words DRead simple English materials on their own 
DWrite simple English words DHave interest in learning English 
o ~•-m~ D1i~~~ 
Are there any native-English speaking children or native-English teachers in your 
child's class? If yes, how do you think they will affect your child's learning in 
English? 
D Very helpful for him/her to learn English D To some extent helpful for 
him/her to learn English 
D No big effect D No effect at all 
19. 1~fi£~29J§G~~~~§a!liHI¥Jm1~~ : 
D~~f3{ Dtm~FJI D~t~~ D~&!f3{gfti 
What do you think is the best way for children to learn English? 
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DTaught by parents 0Supplementary class DLearned from school D 
Taught by private tutor 
20. f~~£~Jtn~1P<~EI'J~BR~~i=J%(E81J1:tdEk : C-aT J;J ~~) 
DOO~J[5€BR~I~ Dtil~ ~)C~ffr}l~f'i § D¥U~BRm%1JiH:Y 0§2·[:1_.~~ 
~D{iJ~ 
om~~~~A~m~tt o~m~~~~~~ 
What is/are the effective way(s) for children to learn English? (select one or more 
items) 
DReading English materials DWatching English TV programmes DTraveling to 
English-speaking countries 
DReciting words and phrases DTalking to native-English speakers 
DEnglish lessons in kindergartens 
21. f~~£~~WnP<~~BN~~~!OO~I2SI*i=I : 
D1P<-=f~'rf-tmJ D~§fl1~~~7l<LP 
o~m~m*i D%~s'J£tt:ij'! 
( _¥~~ 3 Jffil) 
o~tt~m~tt: 
DIT!m~~NB'J~Wr 
What is/are the reason(s) that affect(s) children's interest in learning English? (select 
maximum 3 items) 
0Children' s age OLevel of teaching 
DTeachers' nationality OFamily environment 
Olnteresting learning materials 
0Chance to use English 
22. f~~£~~t'b'JJ5l~~NEI'J~§fflff!~~~ : C ~Wtti:~~~ms'J)t;f&fl&ii¥ · J;J 1-4 fiF9U) 
D 5t:~YJJfl~l~f~*IDH**Ei'J:9i-~~gf11 D19.1=J '3Z:~~m~wW*IDH**I'E1:9i-
*~~gm 
D :;$:~:;$:tti!~§fl1 D ~~f!JB'J~i=J~BR:Y3~~:;$:ttl!~§fl1 
Who do you think should teach English in kindergartens? (rank the items from 1-4 
according to your preference) 
D Trained Native teachers D Non-trained Native teachers D Local teachers 
of the kindergartens 
D Local teachers with English diplomas 
23. f~~£~~~f!J:9i-~~§fiJ~t§t~~NB'J~~ § EI'J~ : C !1¥i~ -aT~ 3 rffi!) 
D ~YJJ5l*flilffi1Jx1t D ~l~5l~~IEMEEikJ~BR~if 
D ttr1JD~BHWr~~iEI'J~Wr D ~~f§1J)t;~EikJ~~f~:~:t 
o ~5li!t~1J1:9i-mo-s o ~rn5l~~if~ 
D iill§>E%~~:1< D ;!tft!I ____ _ 
What do you think is/are the main purpose(s) in hiring native English teacher(s)? (select 
maximum 3 items) 
D Allow children to experience western culture 
D Allow children to learn proper English pronunciation 
D Provide more opportunities for children to practice oral English 
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0 Adopt advanced western teaching approaches 
0 Allow children to simulate native accents 
0 Allow children to learn writing 
0 Satisfy parents' demands 
0 Others _________ _ 
24.f~H~~*~~gro~~5€a~l¥If~~~ = 
C :¥ ~~ 3 r~ , illzil~~~.~~~~J"Jj'c1&JI~Ff , .L:J 1 - 3 ~F37U , 1 1% §~) 
o ~m5r!.:&~~WJ!~ o 11'51FJJa~atJim~tt 
D ~Jj~tg:1J5f!.it~-f5€a~l¥J~~ 0 W.YJJ~t!~~ 
0 ~~~W1t-=fifil~ 0 QJ.L:Jfflr:f-:rxMf'¥f~-=f::fti~5€:X 
What advantages do you think the teachers of your kindergarten have in teaching 
English? (select maximum 3 items and rank them from 1-3 according to your 
preference, where 1 represents your first choice) 
0 Understanding the needs and interests of children 
0 Flexibility in designing activities 
0 Easier to nurture children's interests in English 
0 More familiar with children 
0 Easier to communicate with children 
0 Using Chinese to explain what children cannot understand in English 
2s. f~a£!%21s:~~§ffif!z~5€a~1£rrJJ~®1.nm~~c5(J!fomr~ : 
C il~~~~~f¥~j'c1&JI~Ff , .L:J 1-3 ~F37U) 
0 ---=E.~I£ 0 -+.f-=Ji-f:l'.m+.oo=n= '-=I=0>-:1=1 "-l'!l' ~llr::t'1:>t s ~llr::~{J:':l~Jw'J1l;;z.a-r 'I' iftli[i~ 
o 5€a~f!z~tnt. o 5€af:t¥51JJfo;f!;fili~rrsmJJ~mil 
0 ;f!;fili --------------
What aspects of English teaching do you think the teachers of your kindergarten 
should enhance? (rank the items from 1-3 according to your preference) 
0 English pronunciation 
0 Design and organisation of English activities 
0 English teaching approaches 
0 The integration of English activities with other activities 
0 Others 
-------
26. f~a£1%9i-~~§ffifD21s:t~~!(§ffi~t9H~l¥J&l:JrJ : 
0 fEI&':k Ott~:k 011VJ\ 01~~1£:l1U 
Do you think there is a difference between native teachers and Chinese teachers in 
teaching English? 
0 A very significant difference 0 A big difference Oa slight difference 
0 No difference at all 
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Appendix 6 Questionnaire for kindergarten principle (Chinese &English Version) 
XtJ~Iil~im~~rl=t~~~1t~ c ~~It&) 
Questionnaire for Principals on 
English Activities in Kindergartens 
~~~~~•m~~Mm~mfi~~~~m~~m~·UM®~~~~~~~ 
tf:Hrfflf~Mm~~~f¥ o l&~J'lfT1f}~ii;f4fMf'F~R7ttFf;Lffl · £L*@1f-tf5f!:~ · ~~fli 
1i1l>c.,tlm 0 ftltftltf~~-Elf'F ! 
lltrl:l~~Jt~m~~* · ~fli~f~?JT~l:Ji§~~;t~I*J1Jo "./" ~~~ _tflmf~ 
~1§:~o 
With the aim to have an in-depth understanding on the way to implement quality kindergarten 
education, this questionnaire is designed to collect information on the current situation on the 
implementation of English activities in kindergartens. Please be assured that all information collected will 
be treated with strict confidence, and be used for integrated analysis only. Thank you! 
This questionnaire comprises two parts, please ./ the appropriate boxes or write your answers on the 
i§~ .A~.::zts;:~m Personal information of interviewee 
f~~~t!:lJU : Gender 
D 1;( female D :!J5 male 
f~~if-~ : Age 
D 25 J;J T below 25 D 25-34 D 35-44 D 45 u_t 45 or above 
f~~¥X~ : How long have you taught? 
D 3 if-J;Jpq within 3 years D 3-5 if- 3-5 years D 6-10 if- 6-10 years 
D 10 if-J;),_t more than10 years 
f~fi"~Mm~~~B"Jif-'t:Fa9 : How long have you worked as a kindergarten principal? 
D 3 if-J;Jpq within 3 years D 3-5 if- 3-5years D 6-10 if- 6-10years D 
10 if-j;j,_t more than 10 years 
rJJ~ Questions : 
l. f~fi?Z~liiM§G~Mm~~it~~~~~~§~~: C~~l'lJ~ 3 rJJ) 
D 14il*~~* D HH~~~~!ts"J£~ 
D flic-El!H!,ii~!taH~~W:~ D f~§Gii~7t1&1J~Jtft!JJ~J~8~§Gii 
D illlt*~:tMtJJ~!jl~ D~J:t*;J\~-if-*&~f¥ 
D Jtffu 0 t:g:Ji1ft~~g~~i00 
The purpose(s) to let young children learn English at the kindergarten stage is/are: 
(select maximum 3 items) 
D To fulfill parents' request 
D To lay a sound foundation of learning English in the future 
D To match children's linguistic developmental needs 
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D To equip children with the same level of competence with other children of 
the same age 
D To link with Primary One curriculum 
D To meet the challenges of globalization 
D To nurture children's interest in learning English 
D Others. _______ _ 
2. f~~~?J~UiA£4HB~~ifiiii:&I*J:g:E!{Ji&±~Yf-f!IJ~ : C ~flf~~r~) 
D '*!W!J:JtU~,~ D ~c-Ei~lfi;J\~El{]~~B~~ 
0 '*~·ij/f~~§ffiEI{]·ff!fbt. D '*~~~~J;i;f4 , § 1'TmU5E 
o ~c-Eii&J&filir:J:*;J\~~t~ 
D ~@ __________________________ ___ 
The main factor in determining the scope and content of the English curriculum is: 
(select one item) 
D Past experience 
D The curricula of primary schools in the same district 
D The teachers in the kindergarten 
D Designed independently with reference to information and statistics on 
teaching 
D The curricula of feeder government primary schools 
D Others _______ _ 
3. f~~£~tl!<T-009t~~~~BEI{Ji&{I[f-JF~'~~~ : 
Dtf:E:EJ!P009t 03 ~J:Ji& 
The best age for children to start learning English is: 
0Since their birth D After 3 years old 
4 {m"'Il ~ 7:!r ::Z.,EM-313!-+-t-ffi::fQill.=liUI)jiUI±tili<~*DE ? • ,c.,ri•C•i;;•91_5CJ f'- s:'k:rn:::J'l' ~i'il::t fJilf!l'I')C~3C . 
D After 3 years old 
D~~B DHJ~B o~ttm~ DWT-m~ DT-m~ 
Learning English or learning their mother tongue language; which one do you think 
is more important to children? 
DEnglish OM other tongue Oboth are important On either of them are 
important DI am not sure 
5 HT'"'Il ~.EM. '>Pirltffi ,..,_,+ 7* ::z.m.=li6h,EM. 3131-t=; • 
· ,c.,ri•C•""f'f'- S:A:rtl'l;E'JJ~-J ~ni'::IW'Jf'- S'Fl ' 
DfJ£)lfl::ffJ DfmiH'Fffl D19t:fi"IUW1~ 
How would learning English affect children's learning on their mother tongue 
language? 
Oit facilitates the learning of their mother tongue language 
Olt imposes an adverse effect on the learning of their mother tongue language 
ON o effect at all 
6. f~~?J~YJJ~:fti'Jrft~~it~~~~~B~: 
D~f:'M:fi&,~ o~·&,~ D19t:fi&,~ 
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Do you think it is necessary for children to learn English at kindergarten stage? 
OVery necessary 0Necessary ONot necessary ONo comment 
7. ffE~£1\%i;;!J§lifi;;!Jfft~j)I'Jif~~~~~RI¥JH~:!Ji : C R~ 1 Jffi!) 
D~l:1JJ!J~ _t~tJ f&i¥J~BR~ ~ D~ tJtttbrH~-=fl¥1 13 fEi {,, 
o-a-s tJ t-E n:rr~ -=fs{J w~!f!f · Mti711lM/F ~ I¥Jx 1t o,m~ -=f tJ f&i¥1~ Jt~Jr H£~ 
What is the advantage for children to learn English at their kindergarten stage? (select 
one item) 
0 It facilitates their learning of English in the future Oit helps children to 
build confidence 
0 It widens children's vision and helps them to learn more about different 
cultures 
0 It lays a sound foundation for their future development OOthers: __ _ 
8. f~-=fi¥J~~g~~cp · OJJII1JOO:!JlffE!Fstffi-~~¥UI¥J : C R~-rffi!) 
o~-=f~uM•I¥1mm~~~ o~-=f~••m~~~D~-=f~Boom 
~x~l~ 
0~-=f~U~B*mffi-®-~ 0~-=f~U~*mffi-®-~ 0 
f~T-Wr1:J!JJt~m:fD~Yt9HR~~~~x~lto/J 0 ~fili _____ _ 
What ability do you want children to develop? (select one item) 
0 listen and speak simple English 
0 able to recognize some letters and words 
0 like to listen to and speak English 
0 able to write some letters and words 
0 like to read English 
0 speak, read or listen to English actively 
0 Others: __________ _ 
D ~* 
o !fum 
0 '~'<-;l-ft-'i:§lif't0Im_:f:II-, ;t~ 7":m:tr:l ::J /,11:2 
o ~~m 
o f1J3~1txr5 
O!IJJfM~1Jx 1t 
What do you think is/are important to children in learning English? (select maximum 
3 items) 
Ounderstanding meaning of words Orecognizing words Owriting 0 
listening Ointerest in learning English 0 pronunciation Oreciting 0 
reading aloudOunderstanding western culture 
10. fr~~g~~q-J ' f~-~ : 
Offi~~~~m~~~~I¥Jm~~~re* 
Which one is the better way in teaching English? 
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D Teach English and other subjects at the same time 
independently 
11. :t±mm~~~1l~ · f~w~gn:~-=t-s'J3€~tt*+ : c PJtJ~~) 
D Teach English 
D~~~* DPJU~fiM¥~~m 
D~m~?ZijJilF¥:-ffJ:tD~Ji::~*s{J~~~ DPJJ;J1®1300~1FJJ~El{]~:)zjl~~ 
omu•~-®M~~•• o~~~~••• 
What standard do you want the children to achieve in learning English at 
kindergarten? (select one or more items) 
ONo requirement at all 0Speak and listen simple English 
DRecognize letters and some words DRead simple English materials on their own 
DWrite simple English words DHave interest in learning English 
D 51?~-ill/1,. Dyi:J-1=;51?~ l1'v"" JlJ:SZ. 1X'FJ lJ'v"" 
Are there any native-English speaking children or native-English teachers in your 
kindergarten? If yes, how do you think they will affect children's learning in 
English? 
D Very helpful for them to learn English D To some extent helpful for them 
to learn English 
D No big effect D No effect at all 
13. fflJ~YZ-~JJJ)l~~~~ffliH8Jj£{1!Ii~ : 
DEI3~~¥X DM1~fJI D:t±*t(* D~!M¥X§ffi 
What do you think is the best way for children to learn English? 
0Taught by parents 0Supplementary class DLearned from school D 
Taught by private tutor 
r4. ftE~YZ-~~N~f~T-8J~~~~~x!z8J1Jrt~ = c PI I-:A ~~) 
DOO~I~~f:f51~~ 01\\!~ ~x1tff!~~i1J § D¥U~~f:f~~mHr D~ctt¥~~ 
f[I"PJ~ 
DtDm~~-gE!{JA*~mx1! DJJJ#E~I~~f.f:ff!l:~ 
What is/are the effective way(s) for children to learn English? (select one or more 
items) 
DReading English materials OWatching English TV programmes OTraveling to 
English-speaking countries 
DReciting words and phrases DTalking to native-English speakers 
OEnglish lessons in kindergartens 
15. f~f.?cU~t~~~-=f~~ff*~JlMJfiEJ{]~~~ : ( ¥~~ 3 J~) 
Df~-=f8J~f!i# D~§fPE!~f!l:*7l<Zf Df!<:ti"tl{}iOO~tt: 
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What is/are the reason(s) that affect(s) children's interest in learning English? (select 
maximum 3 items) 
0Children's age DLevel ofteaching 
OTeachers' nationality DFamily environment 
Dinteresting learning materials 
0Chances to use English 
16. 1~~£1%~~JJJ~~~RI¥J~§ffiff!~~~ : C ~flt~~.~~mE85t:1&11~J¥ · .DJ 1-4 ~f:)IU) 
D ~~YJJftt~W$*~tHI*'*EI"1>'i-ilf~§ffi D1~~'3t~YJJfl~W$*~HI**E8>'i-
*i~§ffi 
D 1js:lli!JEI"J:2fs:tili~§ffi D ~~HflJEI"JJ-'!.~~~R:X?-~EI"J:2fs:tili~ 
Who do you think should teach English in kindergartens? (rank the items in 1-4 
according to your preference) 
D Trained Native teachers D Non-trained Native teachers D Local teachers 
of the kindergartens 
D Local teachers with English diplomas 
17. 1~~£1%~~flt:9i-*i~gffi~Bt~~RI¥J±.~§EI"JtEk : C Ji371if~ 3 Jffii) 
D il~YJJ~t~fii~:1J:X1t D iliYJJ~~~li:EMti¥J~~R~if 
D t~1Jo~~Rfr§i5EI"J~\W D ~~~:1J1C~B"J~~tJ:r:t 
D tri~:Mt~11J:9H~ID-s D ~YJJ~~~1JjM 
D ti~UE%~~>1< D ;!t{ili ____ _ 
What do you think is/are the main purpose(s) to hire native English teacher(s)? (select 
maximum 3 items) 
D Allow children experience western culture 
D Allow children to learn legitimate English pronunciation 
D Provide more opportunities for children to practice oral English 
D Adopt advanced western teaching approaches 
D Allow children to simulate native accents 
D Allow children to learn writing 
D Satisfy parents' demands 
D Others 
-------------------18.1~~?2-1%:2fs:lli!J~gffi~Bt~~RI¥Jfl~~ : 
c _¥:?§;~ 3 r~ · mz~m~~.~~mi¥J5t:1&11~J¥ · tJ 1-3 ~f:)IU · ti%§~) 
D ~m 5G:Mtm~W~i00 D $!1VJil~§t11ns~tl 
D ~n~±g:l{~:M!tf5€~RBJQiOO D WYJJ~,~~ 
o~3~wm~~~ Dlif~m~:xm•m~~~EI"J~:x 
What advantages do you think the teachers of your kindergarten have in teaching 
English? (select maximum 3 items and rank them in 1-3 according to your 
preference, where 1 represents your first choice) 
D Understanding the needs and interests of children 
D Flexibility in designing activities 
D Easier to nurture children's interests in English 
D More familiar with children 
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D Easier to communicate with children 
D Using Chinese to explain what children cannot understand in English 
{7r-='IJ E1 +~.::b'.oo:M#Jr~-...... "'1i* m~rrJ:t -t:rtri~!Hf::JfrO.tt::f -1m-.=. . 19. ,ii.~IJ,c,, )ii;j -"-1" ~ --t::d:!l iJ :r.x. JX :R:: a o1±0JJp-= _; J U:il w :9::: w)(.J!!:: ·T[ t~t f"'J · 
c~~~mm~~~-~·~1-3*~) 
D ~~~s D ~BR1rs!WJl¥J~ft§t:fD*JH~ 
D ~Btt~* 151ti D ~~1rs!WJ:fD;!tf1P.~IJ$1WJl¥J~il 
D;!tffl! __________ ~---
What aspects of English teaching do you think the teachers of your kindergarten 
should enhance? (rank the items in 1-3 according to your preference) 
D English pronunciation 
D Design and organisation of English activities 
D English teaching approaches 
D The integration of English activities with other activities 
D Others ______ _ 
20 .f~~£N1!JJi-~~gffi:fD*tilif~Sffi~~Bttl¥J~JjU : 
D t§M':*: Ott~)(:* D1N;J, 019.~~5JU 
Do you think there is a difference between Native teachers and Chinese teachers in 
teaching English? 
D A very significant difference D A big difference Da slight difference 
D No difference at all 
0400 7CtJJ: 
What is the fee for English teaching at your school? (per school term) 
D $30- $100 D $100- $240 D $240- $400 D more than $400 
22. YJJfi~~-~§g~~*l¥J~SffiA~: ( ~M,~f,~ I~~~_!: "0" ) 
C a) *~~Sffi C YJJfi~~gffi) ____ A.. 
c b) ::2fs:tm~em c ~~~~*tili~Srll) A 
C c) Ji-*i~Sffi C ~f,~~Ji-*i~8ffi) A 
How many teachers are responsible for English teaching at your school? (fill in '0' if 
you have not hired any) 
( a) Teachers of your kindergarten (kindergarten teachers) 
( b) Local teachers ( employed Chinese teachers) ____ _ 
(c) Native teachers ( employed native teachers) _____ _ 
23 · fft:$3!f§B~~*~*~'~rroJf:k : 
D WF~i¥~*3!f§g D retfft:~1Efrt~*J~1'Fi:!1!¥~~~BR D ;!tf1P. _ 
The teacher(s) who teach(es) English at your school: 
D Teach English only 
D Teach English and be responsible for other nonnal teaching duties as well D 
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Others ____ _ 
~.a~~*~ftfift~~~~m~~~: c~~~~~~~~) 
~~=mm~ _m~ ~~ ~m 
~8!f71<.zr:~H 2 3 4 
~~1i~1iiL-t!!!i$ J:tPJlP S :>J'"-t-- 2 3 4 
lf~~9lE!{]$!11,MEUlrmJJ 2 3 4 
~MYJJ'R.~:Rmfot~~ 2 3 4 
t~lfftm~~ 1ft ~JI\\ ~ 2 3 4 
What are your criteria for selecting English teachers? (please circle the appropriate 
answer) 
Very important important acceptable not important 
Good English level 1 2 3 4 
Correct pronunciation 1 2 3 4 
Strong activity organisational skills 1 2 3 4 
Understanding the needs and interests 
of young children 2 3 4 
Enthusiasm in teaching 2 3 4 
9}fi~g[p f±ft~8fi~*t~~mn 
B3tit/IIA~: A B~IDIIA~: A 
t±lf. '1" • t~lf: 
~WYJJlt~ftW:5<3~ A ~WYJJlt~ftW:X~~ A 
:*WYJJltftW:X?~ A :*WYJJlt~Wx~~ A 
*f-4 YJJltftW:X?! A *f-4 YJJtt~Wx?~ A 
~fili}~:f! A ~ftlf~t! A 
IEa~wiiA~ A IEa~wiiA~ A 
~Ji!Jffi9}fi~§ffiB~1f~!J!OJ}~rt~IZ9* : ~m*t~~§ffilf-twr~!J!oB~®!Z9* : 
(!&~~ 3 ~) ( !&~~~ 3 J§) X. JZS /' 
D ~8!ff4~mtl D -+.+·=1if41¥ mm£ :R:lh:J' 9 ~ 
D lfr;m~8fift*~I f'F*~·~ D lfr;m~8!fft~~I f'F*~·~ 
D *Jl:& ifii~fi~jJ D *Jl:& ifii~ti~JJ 
D ~mYJJ 'R.~~fot~~ D ~MYJJ'R.~~fDfl~ 
D ~t~~ ~8!fft~~t:git}il D ~ti~ ~8!f~~~EI{]±grJII 
D fmlfft~w-%~ D Clfftm~~~ * -f'· ; "'ID 
D ~-siEtii D ~-siEtii 
D ~t1~'R.:if:lf~{,, D '"T±'R.Ir.lf~ , 'J' 1'1" . £ ' /~\ 
D wr~*zr: D ffr~;J<zp: 
D ltft!! 
-"' 
D ;ltfili 
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fti!.ff',~Jft&~s"Jf1I53U~ : C -aJ ~~) 
O;J\FJI Dcf:lFJI D:kFJI 
fti!.ff',~Jft&~B"JFJI53U~ : C-aT~~) 
O;J\fJI OcpfJI D:klll 
Please fill in both co urnns if your school has both loca and native teachers. 
Native Teacher(s)_ 
Number of trained teacher(s): __ 
*Holder(s) of: 
Kindergarten education diploma issued 
by secondary technical schools 
__ person( s) 
Undergraduate diploma in kindergarten 
education 
__ _.person( s) 
Postgraduate diploma in kindergarten 
education 
__ person(s) 
Other qualifications _person( s) 
Teachers under training person(s) 
The factor(s) that you will consider when 
you hire a native teacher: (select 
maximum 3 items) 
D Academic results in English 
D Experience in teaching English 
D Strong abilities in expression and 
communication 
D Understanding the developmental 
needs of young children 
0 Training received m English 
teaching 
D Enthusiasm in teaching 
D Correct pronunciation 
D Being kind to children 
D Salary 
D Others 
The level(s) they teach: (select all 
that apply) 
0 Kl 0K2 0 K3 
Local Teacher(s) who Teach(es) English 
Number of trained teacher(s): __ 
*Holder(s) of: 
Kindergarten education diploma issued 
by secondary technical schools 
__ person(s) 
Undergraduate diploma in kindergarten 
education 
__ person(s) 
Postgraduate diploma in kindergarten 
education 
__ person(s) 
Other qualifications __ person(s) 
Teachers under training person(s) 
The factor(s) that you will consider when 
you hire a local teacher: (select maximum 
3 items) 
D Academic results in English 
D Experience in teaching English 
D Strong abilities in expression and 
communication 
D Understanding the developmental 
needs of young children 
D Training received m English 
teaching 
D Enthusiasm in teaching 
D Correct pronunciation 
D Being kind to children 
D Salary 
D Others 
The level(s) they teach: (select all 
that apply) 
0 Kl 0K2 0 K3 
*If a teacher possesses more than one qualification, fill in the highest one only. 
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Appendix 7 Consent form (English Version) 
Consent Form 
Purpose of the Study 
I hereby consent to participate as a subject in a research project entitled "Bilingual 
preschool education:a comparative study betweenHong Kong and Shanghai" conducted 
by Maggie Koong in her capacity as EdD for the School of Education at Durham 
University. 
Study Procedures 
I understand that I will complete an interview having to do with the preschool education of 
children and the beliefs, attitudes, expectations, involvement and perceptions that are 
peculiar to me. My opinions in this regard are sought by random choice and on a 
voluntary basis solely for academic purposes. The questionnaire must be returned to the 
researcher within two weeks of receiving it. 
Voluntary Participation 
I understand that participants are under no obligation to be part of this study and that they 
may choose to withdraw from the study at any time without providing the investigator with 
a reason. The decision not to participate in the study or to withdraw from it will not affect 
the way in which I or my children are treated by the participating school at this time, or in 
the future. 
Risk to the Participant 
I also understand that this project is not expected to involve risks of harm any greater than 
those ordinarily encountered in daily life. 
Benefits of the Study 
The results obtained through my participation will contribute to a better understanding of 
education in my country and will benefit parents, teachers and principals in their pursuit for 
closer participation in the process of children education and especially English language 
learning in preschoolers. 
Confidentiality Clause 
All results of the study will be kept confidential. The results of this project will be coded 
in such a way that my identity is permanently safeguarded and that my name will not be 
physically attached to any of the final data that I produce. I understand that the results of 
this research may be published or reported to government agencies for purely academic 
purposes, but that my name will not be associated in any way with any published or 
disclosed results and that I will not be identified in any presentations of this study. 
Questions about the Study 
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I understand that if I should have any questions regarding the study I hereby agree to 
partake in or if I shall be interested in its findings I can contact Mrs. Maggie Koong at 
mkoong@victoria.edu.hk. 
Consent 
I have read this consent sheet in full. My questions and concerns have been answered to 
my satisfaction and I agree to participate in this study. 
Name of Participant Signature of Participant 
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Appendix 8 Consent fonn (Chinese Version) 
fl)f Ji: §II¥] 
fJt IPJ ~ ~ :tm JL ~ nt :tE J)Z: i9; Durham f:. ~ ~ ~ ~ f5% ~ ~ tW ± ~ ffr ;!1}] i'BJ :itt 1T El"J 1m §I 
~"¥M~*~~= ~~~~m~~I¥J~~~Jt"~¥J~n. 
fl)f Ji: :i1 t¥ 
fJt 9;Q m ft :tE ~ ~ !l:t rl}l fiff Ji: !=f , ~~ ~:f§< ~-IX iJ] ~ , iJ] ~ I*J ~ !& ftxt -T iJJ J L I¥J ~ 
i=g:¥:J 1¥1~/:~C 11§~, ftJJ~, ~~ ~RxtfJJJL~i-fr¥ :J Ef.JiA iH~~/H¥. ¥-=f$::itfl)f 
nl¥1§11¥1, ft~~~~~~. ~~~~~WffiEI"J~Jmo 
~~~~ 
fJt~m. ~~~~~. fJt~~~~~~~~~Jt. #ey~:frWJ't:I¥JffW~~!=f 
~*illffi, ~~~~WffW~~o~~~wJt~~~mffiwnm~~~~~~rr~ 
R**~¥~X1fflft~fti¥J~TI¥Jn~~~~o 
~~1¥JJxUl~ 
fJt&~m. ~~~~~Jt~~~ff~f:.-TID®:frB~4m!=fmoo~~¥J~~o 
fl)f Ji: I¥J _@_ 91: 
m:ctfti¥J~~Mm~~Ji:~*~~~M-T~~El"J~MfJt~I¥J~~. &~~~* 
-~, ~ ljijl fU l5l * :fr ~ ~ iJJ J L I¥J tJ)( ~ t~H)Ij !& ~ 1ltr ~11-fi El"J ~ i_:g:i_:g: 1§ I¥J ~~ :i1 f¥ !=f ~ _@_ ~ 
~0 
f~&'~ifjc 
WJt~¥Jm~~~m@~~~o~mwJtl¥1~*~~~~n~•~· :fJtEf.l~m~ 
~~~~W.fti¥J~*ili~~ili~:frfi~I¥JmM!=foft~M.¥f**WJ't:I¥J§I¥J, 
rl)f n 1¥1 ~ * ~~ ey ~~ ffi !Vi EX;~ :r~ m ~ j[~Jff ffi *-tm fl , fl3_ t& ft 1¥1 ~ *~~ ~ ~ ffi £_vt rr ff 1wr 
ffi/Vi§J(;~~~I¥J~~!=f. #~:frffWI¥JX1~~~RI¥J~ffi!=f, fJt&:J&~~I¥Jo 
fl)f Ji: 8{] ~ f.:iJ 
fJt~m. ~*xt-T~~~n~ffWI¥1~~. BX;~fJtmT~~Jt~¥J~~. ft~~ 
illi:i1 mkoong@victoria.edu.hk ll:t~HL~nt o 
[PJ i': 
:fJt B~~1'5?.H9; T ~ffiiPJ~ t~ 1¥J I*J ~ o ftEI"J~ fiiHU:fJtfiJTfr.,L.,I¥J fr1l 1m B~~{~~IJ T 4-ft 
~~Ef.l~~. ~~fJGIPJi':~~~~wno 
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